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:
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Professors who are also Deans (59)
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Minnesota 31

Mississippi 5

Missouri 33

Montana 6

Nebraska 12

Nevada 1

New Hampshire . . 6

Xew Jersey 34

Xew Mexico 5

Xew York 158

Xorth Carolina . . 7

North Dakota .... 7

Ohio 61

Oklahoma 8

Oregon 10

Pennsylvania .... 126

Ehode Island .... 12

South Carolina .

.

6

South Dakota 5

Tennessee 6

Texas IS

Utah 11

Vermont 7

Tirginia 10

Washington 21

West Tirginia ... 7

Wisconsin 35

Wyoming 4

Australia 3

Brazil 2

Canada 24

Chile 3

China 1
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Hungary 1

India 1
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Mexico 1

Panama 2

Philippine Islands 1

Russia 1

Turkey 1

Total 1,166

INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED.
Members

191 1911 1912

Acadia University, WolfviUe, Nova Scotia 1 1

Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Ala 7 7 8

Alabama, University of, Tuscaloosa, Ala 4 5 3

Alberta, University of. Edmonton, Canada 1

Arizona, University of, Tucson, Ariz 1 1 1

Arkansas, University of. Fayetteville, Ark 6 6 4

Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago. HI 8 6 5

Boston Industrial School for Boys, Boston, Mass 2

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, 111 2 2 2

Brooklyn Manual Training H. S., Brooklyn, X. Y 1 1 1

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y 7 7 7

Brown University, Providence, E. 1 8 7 9

Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa 2 2 2
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Colorado, University of, Boulder, Colo 5

Columbia University, Xew York, X. Y 13
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Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, la 1

Cornell University, Ithaca, X. Y 31

Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn
Dartmouth College, Hanover, X. H 5

David Eankin Jr. Sch., St. Louis, Mo
Delaware CoUege, Xewark, Del 3

Denison University, Granville, 1

Denver, University of, Denver, Colo

Dickinson H. S., Jersey City, X. J
Dorchester H. S., Dorchester Center, Mass 1

Drexel Institute, Philadelphia. Pa 4

Escola de Engenharia, Porto Alegre, Brazil 1

Florida, University of, Gainesville. Fla 3

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pa 1

Franklin Union, Boston, Mass 2

George Washington L^niversity, Washington, D. C 2

Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga
Goucher College, Baltimore, Md
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass 16

Haverford CoUege, Haverford, Pa 1

Idaho, University of, Moscow, Ida 3

Illinois, University of, Urbana, 111 35
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Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind
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.

1
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Iowa, State University of, Iowa City, la 8

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md
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Kansas, University of, Lawrence, Kans 11
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Leland Stanford Jr. Univ., Stanford Univ., Calif 5
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Louisiana State University, Baton Eouge, La 3

McGill University, Montreal, Canada 3
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Manitoba, University of, Winnipeg, Man 2

Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis 1
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Michigan College of Mines, Houghton, Mich 7
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.

2
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Missouri, University of, Columbia, Mo 13
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Montana, University of, Missoula, Mont 1

Nebraska, University of, Lincoln, Nebr 10

Nevada, University of, Eeno, Nev 2

Newark Manual Training H. S., Newark, N. J
New Hampshire College, Durham, N. H 2

New Mexico Coll. of A. & M. Arts, State College, N. M. 2

New York University, New York, N. Y 4

North Carolina Agri. CoUege, West Ealeigh, N. C 4

North Carolina, University of. Chapel HUl, N. C 2
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.

2

North Dakota, University of. Grand Forks, N. D 4

Northwestern University, Evanston, HI 4
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Nova Scotia Technical College, Halifax, N. S 2

Ohio Northern University, Ada, 2

Ohio State University, Columbus, 23
Oklahoma A, & M. College, Stillwater, Okla 1
Oregon Agri. College, Corvallis, Ore 1

Oregon, University of, Eugene, Ore 1

Pasadena High School, Pasadena, Calif

Pennsylvania College, Gettysburg, Pa
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa 15
Pennsylvania, University of, Philadelphia, Pa 6

Pittsburgh Central H. S., Pittsburgh, Pa
Pittsburgh, University of, Pittsburgh, Pa 5

Polytechnic School of Engineering, Kegents' St., London
Pomona College, Claremont, Calif

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y 18
Princeton University, Princeton, N, J 2

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind 19
Queensland, University of, Brisbane, Australia

Eedlands, University of, Redlands, Calif

Reed College, Portland, Ore

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y 3

Rhode Island State College, Kingston, R. 1

Roberts CoUege, Constantinople, Turkey
Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute, Ind 2

Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J 7

Santa Clara, University of, Santa Clara, Calif

Sheffield, University of, Sheffield, England 1

Southern California University, Los Angeles, Calif 2

South Dakota State College, Brookings, S. D 4
South Dakota, University of, Vermilion, S. D 1

St. Petersburg, Polytech. Inst, of, St. Petersburg, Russia 1

Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J 14
Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa 1

Sydney, University of, Sydney, Australia 2

Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y 3

Tennessee, University of, Knoxville, Tenn 3

Texas A. & M. College, College Station, Tex 5
Texas, University of, Austin, Tex 5
Throop Polytechnic Institute, Pasadena, Calif 1

Tokyo Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan 1

Toronto, University of, Toronto, Canada 4
Tufts CoUege, Tufts College, Mass 9
Tulane University, New Orleans, La 3

Union University, Schenectady, N. Y 8

3
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Utah.. UniversitT of, Salt Lake Citv, Utah 3

Valparaiso TTniTersitv, Talparaiso, Ind 1

Vanderbilt Universitv, Xashville, Tenn 1

Yennont, University of, Burlington, Tt 5

Virginia ililitarv Institute, Lexington, Va 1

Virginia Polvteclmic Institute, Blaeksburg, Va. 4

"SVarner & Swasev Trade School, Qeveland,

"Washington & Lee TTniversity, Lexington, Va, 1

Washington State College, Pullman, "Wash,

"Washington University, St. Louis. Mo 8

"Washington. University of, Seattle, "Wash. 8

"Wentworth Institute, Boston, Mass 1

"West Philadelphia H. S. for Boys, Philadelphia. Pa. 1

"West Virgiiiia University, Morgantown, "W. Ysl, 8

"Whitman College, WaUa "WaUa, "Wash. 1

"Williamson Free School, "Williamson School, Pa. 2

"Wisconsin, University of, Madison, "Wis 2S

"Worcester Polytechnic Institute, "Worcester, Mass 17

"Worcester Trade School, "Worcester, Mass

"Wyoming, University of. Laramie, "Wyo 1

Yale University, New Haven, Conn. 14

GENERAL SUMMARY.
DnTEEEXT IXSTITLTIOXS EZPEESEXTED.

Colleges and Universities teaching Engineering

1910

Domestic 121

Foreign 12

Manual Training, High, Correspondence, and Trade

Schools 13

Total Institutions 146

Teachers, and, in many eases, also practitioners . . . 767

Non-t€achers 171

Total Members 93S 1040 1166

9



CONSTITUTION
OF THE

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education

1. Name—This organization shall be called the Society for

THE Promotion of Engineering Education.

2. Members—Members of the Society shall be those persons

who occupy or have occupied responsible positions in the work

of engineering instruction, together with engineering practi-

tioners and other persons interested in engineering education.

Honorary Members of the Society shall be such persons as

may be recommended by unanimous vote of the Council after

a letter ballot. In taking this ballot, the Secretary is directed

to close the polls one month after the names of the candidates

are sent out. Councilors not heard from will be counted in

favor of the candidate. Honorary Members shall not have the

right to vote, shall not be eligible to office, and shall not be

required to pay any fees or dues.

Any Member not in arrears for dues may become a Life

Member by paying Fifty Dollars into the treasury of the

Society at one time.

The name of each candidate for membership shall be pro-

posed in writing to the Council by two members by whom he

is personally known. Such name, if approved by the Coun-

cil, shall be voted on by the Society at the annual meeting, a

vote of three-fourths of those present being required to elect

;

or, during the period between annual meetings, an affirmative

letter ballot of three-fourths of those members of the Council

whose vote reaches the Secretary within one month from the

time of sending out the name of the candidate shall elect.

Such letter ballot elections shall be credited to the previous

annual meeting and dues shall date from that time.
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3. Officers—There shall be a President, trvo Vice-Presi-

dents, a Secretary and a Treasurer, each to hold office for one

year, or nntil their successors have been elected and have

qualified. The Officers shall be elected by ballot of the So-

ciety at the annual meeting.

4. Council—The Council of the Society shall consist of

twenty-one elective members, one-third of whom shall retire

annually. The Officers and the Past Presidents of the Society

shall be members of the Council ex-officio.

Any member of the Society shall be eligible to election to

the Council, provided that not more than one elective member

shall be from any one college.

Members of the Council shall be elected by ballot by the

Society at its annual meeting.

The Council shall constitute a general executive body of the

Society, pass on proposals for membership, elect candidates

ad interim, attend to all business of the Society, receive and

report on propositions for amendments to the constitution,

and shall have power to fill temporary vacancies in the offices.

The President of the Society shall be Chairman of the

Council, and the Secretary of the Society shall be Secretary of

the Council and shall keep the minutes of its meetings and

an accurate record of all its actions.

TVhen votes taken by letter ballot of the Council shall be re-

quired, all votes which reach the Secretary within one month

from the time of sending out the ballots shall be counted, but

votes reaching the Secretary later than the time here specified

shall not be counted.

5. NoinxATixG CoiiinxTEE—The Nominating Committee

shall consist of the Past Presidents and the seven elective

members of the Council retiring the following year, provided,

however, that if, of this committee, the number in attendance

at any meeting be less than five, the President shall make ap-

pointments so as to form a committee of five.

6. Fees and Dues—The admission fee, which shall also in-

clude the first year's dues, shall be Four Dollars ($-i.OO),

and the annual dues, which shall include the subscription
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price of the Bulletin, provided for in Art. 8, shall be Four
Dollars ($4.00), payable at the time of the annual meeting.
The fiscal year shall end with the opening of the first general
session of the annual meeting. Those in arrears more than
one year shall not be entitled to vote, nor to receive copies of

the Proceedings, and such members shall be notified thereof
by the Secretary one month previous to the annual meeting.
Any member who has been in arrears more than two years
and duly notified by the Secretary, shall be dropped from the

roll, until such arrearages are paid.

7. :Meetings—There shall be an annual meeting at such
time and place as the Council may determine.

8. Pl-blications—The publications of the Society shall in-

clude an annual volume of Proceedings, to be published and
distributed to the membership as soon as possible after the
annual meeting; and a monthly Bulletin, to be published
from September to June, inclusive.

9. Amendments—This Constitution may be amended by a
two-thirds vote of those present at any regular meeting of the

Society provided the amendment shall have been approved
by a two-thirds vote of the Council taken by letter ballot.

BY-LAWS OF THE SOCIETY AND RULES
GOVERNING THE COUNCIL.

First. The Officers of the Society shall constitute a Com-
mittee to arrange for the annual meeting and to prepare a

program for the same.

Second. The President, the Secretary and the Treasurer
shall constitute an Executive Committee which shall have
charge of all matters relating to the expenditure of money of

the Society, the making of appropriations to Committees and
for other purposes, the making of contracts, the approval of

bills, and also during the period between the meetings of the

Council shall have charge of other business affairs of the

Society.

Third. Expenditures of money may be made only in ac-
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coi-dance with a definite appropriation or direct vote of the

Executive Committee.

Fourth. Reading of papers shall be limited to fifteen min-

utes each or to such other time as may be designated by the

Program Committee, and abstracts of papers of about three

hundred words shall be printed when practicable, and distrib-

uted in advance to the members.

Fifth. The time occupied by each person in the discussion

of any paper shall not exceed five minutes.

Sixth. The President, the Secretary and the retiring Sec-

retary shall constitute a Publication Committee, of which the

Secretary shall be Chairman, to edit and have charge of the

publication of the monthly Bulletin and the Proceedings of

the Society', except the volume of Proceedings of the last con-

vention, which shall be edited by the retiring Secretary. If

at any time there be no retiring Secretary the retiring Presi-

dent shall be a member of this Committee.

Seventh. The subscription price of the Bulletin shall be

One Dollar.

Eighth. Additions or amendments may be made to these

By-Laws on recommendation of the Council by a two-thirds

affirmative vote at any regular meeting of the Society.

PUBLICATIONS.

The publications of the Society can be obtained from the

Secretary. The current issues are distributed gratuitously to

members in good standing. The price of the bound volumes

of the Proceedings of former years is $2.50 to non-members,

$2.00 to public libraries, and $1.50 to members for their own
libraries.

The Bltlletin is issued monthly from September to June.

The price to non-members is $1.00 per year. Libraries may
order the Bulletin and the Proceedings at $3.00 per year.

Reprints of papers may be ordered when the papers are in

type form, and either with or without covers, at a price de-

pending upon the number of pages and copies desired.



MINUTES OF THE TWENTIETH ANNUAL
MEETING.

Boston, Mass.

June 25 to June 29, 1912.

The twentieth annual meeting of the Society for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education was held in Boston, Mass.,

June 25 to 29, 1912. The meetings were held in Pierce Hall
at Harvard University, in the foundry of the Wentworth
Institute, in Engineering Building B and the Pierce Building
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and in the large
and small ball-rooms of Hotel Somerset. The program in-

cluded a joint session with the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, which was assembled in convention on the
meeting dates of the Society.

Tuesday, June 25.

There were no technical sessions on Tuesday, the members
present taking part with those of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers in inspections of the power plants of the

Edison Electrical Illuminating Company and the Boston
Elevated Railway Company.

Wednesday, June 26.

Morning Session. At 10:00 a.m.

The meeting was called to order by President Wm. G. Ray-
mond, dean of the School of Engineering, State University of

2 1

Library
N. C. State ColleiEre
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Iowa. In response to the caU for the reports of officers, the

Seeretarv, Professor H. H. Xorris of Cornell University, read

his report and the Treasurer, Mr. TT. 0. "Wiley, of Xew York

City, distributed mimeograph copies of the statistical part of

his report, the remainder of which consisted in explanation

of the new bookkeeping system now used. He stated further

that after all obligations are met there will be a balance of at

least $500 in the treasury. These reports were adopted. At
the request of the Treasurer his report was referred to the

Auditing Committee the membership of which, as announced

by the chairman, comprised Dean M. S. Ketchum, Professors

F. L. Emory and H. "Wade Hibbard.

On behalf of the Council the Secretary presented a list of

duly recommended applicants for membership and they were

elected.* The Secretary next announced that the Council

had by letter ballot approved the changes in the Constitution

printed on pages 525 and 526 of the June BrLLETrs', as given

below, and recommended that they be approved by the

Society. They were so approved, after explanation by the

Secretary as to their purpose.

Article 6 to be altered as follows :

6. Fees and Dues. The admission fee, which shall also in-

clude the first year's dues, shall be four dollars ($4.00).

The annual dues, which shall include the subscription price

of the BuLLETix provided for in Article 8 shall be four dollars

($4.00), payable at the time of the annual meeting.

Then follow as in the remainder of Article 6.

Article 8 to be altered as follows

:

8. Puhlications. The publications of the Society shall in-

clude an annual volume of Proceedes'gs to be published and

distributed to the membership as soon as possible after the

annual meeting; and a monthly Bulletes" to be published

from September to June inclusive.

Alter the sixth by-law by inserting in the fourth line

between the words '"the" and "'

'

Proceedixgs. " the words

"monthly Buuleten' and the," and by adding at the end the

* For the names in the list see the Council minutes.
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following sentence :

'

' The subscription price for the Bulletin
shall be one dollar ($1.00)."

Art. 7 of the Constitution was also amended to read '

' There
shall be an annual meeting at such time and place as the coun-

cil may determine." In explanation of this action it may be

said that the article as it stood has long been without force as

the original reason for it does not now exist. It seemed wise,

therefore, to conform the Constitution to present practice

under which meetings have been held several times without re-

lation to any other society. It is always possible for the meet-

ing to be held in connection with that of any other society

under the new and simple wording of the article.

The President next announced that the Committee on Reso-

lutions would consist of Professor D. C. Humphreys, Dean
J. H. Leete and Professor I. 0. Baker. He stated, further,

that as there were five members of the constitutional Nomi-
nating Committee present, no additional members w^ould be

named and that the chairman would be Dean H. T. Eddy.
Professor W. S. Franklin then read the paper entitled

"The Teaching of Elementary Physics" which had been pre-

pared by Professor Barry MacNutt and himself. This was
fully and frankly discussed.

Evening Session.

After the annual Society dinner, which was held at the

University Club, addresses of welcome were delivered by Pro-

fessor C. Frank Allen on behalf of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, by President Hamilton on behalf of Tufts

College and by Dean W. C. Sabine on behalf of Harvard

University. These were responded to by President Raymond,

who then gave his presidential address, entitled "Live Ques-

tions in Technical Education." Informal addresses were

then called for from Messrs. Frank B, Gilbreth, A. L. Rohrer

and Professor D. C. Humphreys, all of whom responded in

a happy vein.
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Thuksdat, June 27.

Morning Session.

This was a joint session with the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and was presided over by President Gano

Dunn of the Institute and President Raymond of the Society.

The meeting was the occasion of the presentation of the report

of the Educational Committee of the Institute of which Dean

J. P. Jackson was chairman and Dr. C. P. Steinmetz and Pro-

fessors Samuel Sheldon, W. I. Slichter and H. H. Norris were

members. The report was devoted to Industrial Education.*

Following the report vigorous discussion was participated in

by the members of the Committee, who took up the subjects

assigned to them in the preparation of the report.

Evening Session.

The session was called to order by the Chairman, Dean G. C.

Anthony at 8:00 p.m. in the small baU-room of the Hotel

Somerset. Dean Anthony presided in the absence of the

President who was representing the Society at the annual

dinner of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Dean Anthony opened the conference on the training of

engineering teachers with a paper of that title. He was

followed by the speakers and their respective papers as listed

:

Prof. J. T. Faig, of the University of Cincinnati, "The

Effect of Co-operative Courses upon Instructors."

Dean "W. F. M. Goss, of the University of Illinois, "Staff

Supervision in Technical Schools."

Prof. H. H. Norris, of Cornell University, "The Faculty

Seminar. '

'

Prof. S. C. Earle, of Tufts College, "The Training of

Teachers by Apprenticeship."

These papers formed the basis of an interesting and ani-

mated discussion lasting until the chairman was obliged to

close the meeting on account of the lateness of the hour.

* Copies of the report were afterward sent to aU members of the

Society.
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Friday, June 28.

Morning Session.

The Friday morning session was called to order at 9 :30

a.m. at the Wentworth Institute by Chairman F. B. Gilbreth,*

who opened a symposium on ''The Efficiency of Engineering

Instruction." He was followed by the speakers listed below

with the titles of their papers

:

Mr. "William Kent, "Academic Efficiency."

Mr. H. K. Hathaway, '

' The Men Who Succeed in Scientific

Management."

Mr. Hollis Godfrey, "The Teaching of Scientific ^Manage-

ment in Engineering Schools."

Mr. S. E. Thompson, "Setting Tasks for CoUege Men."
Mr. G. H. Shepard, "Efficiency in Engineering Education."

Mr. H. L. Gantt, "The Engineer as a Manager."

3Ir. R. B. "Wolf,
*

' Teaching Scientific ^Management in Engi-

neering Schools."

Mr. E. F. Palmer, "Scientific Management in the Colleges."

Dean "W. F. M, Goss, "The Administration of College Shop

Laboratories."

Prof. L. J. Johnson, "A Broadened View of Efficiency in

Engineering Instruction."

Prof. H. "Wade Hibbard, "Operating Engineering Schools

Under Scientific Management."

Mr. Meyer Bloomfield, "Education and Efficient Living."

Mr. Harrington Emerson, "Educational Demands of

Modern Progress."

Prof. Hugo Diemer, "Departmental Organization and

Efficiency."

Mr. H. F. J. Porter, "Teaching Scientific ^Management in

the Technical Schools."

Prof. F. P. ^McKibben, "Absences from Classes One Measure

of Inefficiency."

* The papers of this session appeared in Part I of Vol. XX of the

Pboceedings.
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Mr. R. T. Kent, ''An Auxiliary to Colleges in the Training

of Scientific Managers."

Mr. Wilfred Lewis,
'

' The Place of the College in Collecting

and Conserving the Data of Scientific Management."

After the reading of the papers the members present were

conducted about the plant of the Wentworth Institute.

Afternoon Session.

The afternoon session, which was devoted to the discussion

of engineering laboratories, was called to order at 2:10 p.m.

by President Raymond at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. A paper entitled ''The Construction of Engineering

Laboratories" was presented by Professor F. P. McKibben, of

Lehigh University, after which the members present separated

into four groups and repaired to convenient rooms for the

discussion of the problems of materials and hydraulics,

mechanical, electrical, and mining laboratories respectively.

The formal papers delivered at these section sessions were as

follows

:

Section on Materials and Hydraulics Lal)oratories.

Prof. F. P. Spalding, " Instruction in Cement Laboratories."

Mr. Frank Koester, "The Testing Laboratory in German

Universities.
'

'

Prof. E. 0. Sweetser, "Materials-Testing Laboratory."

Prof. Julius Adler, "The Testing of Road Materials."

Mr. R. G. Brown, "An Account of the Changes in, and

Operation of the Materials-Testing Laboratorj^ at the

University of Cincinnati."

Prof. W. H. Kenerson, "Suggestions Regarding a Labora-

tory Course in Hydraulics."

Mr. G. S. Thompson, "Testing of Engineering Materials."

Prof. Chas. B. Brown, "Some Laboratory Problems."

Prof. R. L. Sackett,
'

' Hydraulic Laboratory Instruction for

Undergraduates. '

'

Prof. Dwight Porter,
'

' Thesis "Work in the Hydraulic Labo-

ratory.
'

'
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Prof. M. 0. Withey, "Methods of Instruction Employed in

the Materials Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin. '

'

Prof. H. A. Thomas, ''The Laboratory Course in Testing

Materials at Kose Polytechnic Institute."

Prof. J. H. Smith, "Instructive Features and Efficiency of

Laboratory Courses for Undergraduate Students."
Prof. H. H. Scofield, "Instruction in a Materials-Testing

Laboratory. '

'

Mr. V. R. Fleming, "Some Notes on Conducting Tests in

Materials-Testing at the University of Illinois."

Prof. Horace Judd, "The Hydraulic Equipment at the

Ohio State University."

Prof. W. H. Adams, "Testing Materials Laboratory at Pei-

Yang University."

Section on Mechanical Laboratories.

Dean W. F. M. Goss, "The Engineering Experiment Sta-

tion as a Factor in Education."

Prof. ^^\ T. Magruder, "The Characteristics of the Mechan-
ical Engineering Laboratories of American Engineering
CoUeges."

Prof. H. E. Ehlers, "Laboratory Reports."

Section on Electrical Laboratories.

Profs. C. F. Harding and C. R. Moore, "The Use of the

Oscillograph in Electrical Engineering Research and
Instruction.

'

'

Prof. J. H. Morecroft, "The Use of Curve Tracing Appa-
ratus in the Electrical Engineering Laboratory."

Prof. G. W. Lamke, "E.M.F. Combinations in a Six-Circuit

Alternator."

Prof. B. C. Dennison, "Laboratory Methods at the Carnegie

Institute of Technology."

Prof. A. T. Childs, "Necessity for Special Laboratory
Equipment."

Prof. C. D. Knight, "The Development of a Summer Labo-
ratory Course.

'

'
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Mr. R. L. Stevenson, "Co-operation in University Labora-

tory Work."
Prof. J. E. Price, "Electrical Engineering Laboratory-

Report Requirement."

Mr. F. G. Willson, "The Electrical Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Illinois."

Section on Mining Laboratories.—The Design, Equipment

and the Conducting of Engineering Laboratories for

Teaching.

Prof. R. H. Richards, "What are the Educational Pur-

poses of the Laboratory?"

Prof. C. M. Young, " Coal-Washing Laboratories."

Prof. Joseph Daniels, "The Short Mining Course given by

the College of Mines, University of Washington."

Evening Session.

The evening session was called to order at 8 :15 p.m. in the

large ball-room at the Hotel Somerset by President Raymond.

The Secretary reported for the Council a list of eighteen appli-

cants duly recommended and they were elected. The Secre-

tary then read a communication from the University of

Illinois regarding the institution of more systematic committee

work by the Society and this was, by vote, referred to the in-

coming Council for action and report. The Auditing Com-

mittee then reported that the accounts of the Treasurer had

been examined and found correct as to expenditures and bank

balance. The report was accepted. The Nominating Com-

mittee recommended the following for election and they were

duly elected:

For President : Wm. T. Magruder, Ohio State University.

For Vice-presidents: Lionel S. Marks, Harvard University

and P. W. Sperr, Michigan College of Mines.

For Members of Council : F. L. Bishop, University of Pitts-

burgh ; G. R. Chatburn, University of Nebraska ; 0. P. Hood,

Pittsburgh ; F. P. McKibben, Lehigh University ; G. D. Shep-

hardson, University of Minnesota ; W. B. Snow, Boston ; J. C.

Tracy, Yale University.
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For Secretary: H. H. Norris, Cornell University.

For Treasurer : AV. 0. Wiley, New York City.

The report of the Committee on Resolutions was called for,

presented and passed as follows

:

Resolutions.

At the close of the Boston meeting of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education, the banner meeting in

point of attendance and perhaps the most interesting, valuable

and enjoyable ever held, the Society placed on record the fol-

lowing resolutions

:

That the thanks of the Society be extended

:

1. To the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and

its officers, to its Local Committee and especially to Mr. C. L.

Edgar, its chairman, and to ]\Ir. Charles B. Davis, Chairman

of the Sub-Committee on Entertainment, for their courtesy

and helpfulness in making our meeting so successful ; for their

courtesy in seeing that our society was included in the invita-

tions extended to members of the Institute to visit the large

electric power plants and the Lynn works of the General

Electric Co., the "pop" concert and other places of interest

in and around Boston.

2. To Harvard University for tendering the use of Pierce

Hall for holding our "Wednesday meeting, for the luncheon

at the Harvard Union and for showing us the laboratories and

observatory.

3. To the "Wentworth Institute for the use of their building

for the Friday morning meeting, for the luncheon and for

showing us the shops.

4. To the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the use

of their lecture rooms for meetings, for showing us their

laboratories and for the reception.

5. To the other educational institutions in and about

Boston, especially Tufts College, Franklin Union and the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts, which have helped to make these

meetings in Boston so successful.

6. To the public-spirited citizens and business firms of
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Boston who have generously contributed funds for the joint

entertainment of the members of this Society and the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers.

7. To the following gentlemen, not members of this Society,

who contributed papers on efficiency engineering: Messrs.

Meyer Bloomfield, Harrington Emerson, H. F. J. Pori:er,

Robert Thurston Kent and Wilfred Lewis.

8. To the Hotel Somerset for the use of rooms for our head-

quarters and for holding meetings and for the uniform cour-

tesy with which we have been treated by the officers and em-

ployees of the hotel,

9. To the local committee of this Society for arranging so

admirably for the business and pleasure of the meeting.

10. Finally we as a society are of the opinion that no more

delightful city than this could be found anywhere in which

to hold a scientific or other convention.

(Signed) D. C. HuiiPHEEYS,

Ira 0. Baker.

Committee on Besolutions.

On motion of Professor "VTaldo, action was taken to the effect

that, in considering the communication from the members at

the University of Illinois, the Council should consider sub-

jects allied to engineering, such as mathematics, analytical and

theoretical mechanics, modern languages, etc.

The Secretary then presented as an appendix to the report

of the Committee on Resolutions a statement from the ladies

of the Convention expressing their appreciation of the many
courtesies extended to them.

On behalf of the electrical section of the morning meeting

the Secretary presented a request that a committee on elec-

trical laboratory instruction be appointed and, after discus-

sion, it was decided to appoint similar committees for the

mining, materials and mechanical laboratories. The follow-

ing committees were later appointed:

Four committees on cooperation in engineering education

in the four divisions: (Mining) Prof. F. "W. Sperr, chairman,
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Prof. E. A. Holbrook, Prof. J. B. Porter, Prof. H. H. Stoek,

Director L. E. Young; (Civil) Prof. F. P. McKibben, chair-

man, Prof. A. N. Talbot, Prof. W. E. Mott, Prof. H. S.

Jacoby, Prof. E. D. Walker; (Mechanical) Prof. A. M.

Greene, Jr., chairman. Prof. C. Russ Richards, Prof. W. F.

Durand, Prof. C. C. Thomas, Prof. J. T. Faig; (Electrical)

Prof. C. F. Scott, chairman. Prof. W. I. Slichter, Prof. C. F.

Harding, Prof. H. H, Norris, Prof. G. B. Thomas.

A Committee on college administration has also been ap-

pointed, comprising Dean F. L. Bishop, chairman. President

C. S. Howe and Dean A. S. Langsdorf.

Professor Walter Rautenstrauch then read his paper en-

titled "Teaching the Principles of Scientific Management"
and he was followed by Professor H. Wade Hibbard who con-

eluded the presentation of his paper begun at the morning

session. The session closed with a discussion of these papers.

Saturday, June 29.

Morning Session.

The session was called to order at 10 :00 a.m. at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, by President RajTnond. Dr.

R. R. Heuter delivered a paper on the Technical Laboratories

of the Royal Technical University at Berlin, Germany. This

was fully illustrated with lantern slides. The meeting then

adjourned for the continuation of the two sectional sessions

which had not completed their program the previous day.

The following papers were presented at the mechanical session

:

Prof. E. B. Smith, ''Laboratory or Theory, First?"

Prof. A, i\I. Greene, Jr., "Instruction in the Mechanical

Engineering Laboratory for Undergraduate Students."

No papers were presented at the electrical session, but the

questions raised at Friday's session were briefly discussed.
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Social Features of the Convention.

The Boston committee having in charge the entertainment

and other local features of the meeting, consisted of Principal

A. L. Williston, chairman, Professor C. Frank Allen, Mr.

M. W. Alexander, Dean G. C. Anthony, Professors H. H.

Higbie, D. C. Jackson, L. S. Marks, E. H. Rockwell, Director

"W. R. Russell and Professor H. "W. Tyler. This committee

cooperated with the corresponding committee of the Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers in providing an unusual

number of enjoyable forms of entertainment.

On Tuesday the ladies were taken for a trip through Boston

Harbor in a chartered steamer and were treated to a ''shore

dinner" at the Atlantic House, Nantasket Beach. On Tues-

day afternoon the men visited the local power plants and in

the afternoon joined the ladies on the steamer for a trip about

the harbor. On the evening of Tuesday the guests attended a

"pop" concert at Symphony Hall where the entire first floor

had been reserved. On Wednesday evening the ladies with

their escorts attended the theatre as guests. On Thursday
morning an automobile trip was provided for the ladies and
they were taken through the grounds of Harvard University,

to the historic parts of Lexington and Concord, terminating

at the Country Club on Tyngs Island in the Merrimac where

a luncheon was served.

The above described entertainment was participated in

jointly by the Institute and the Society. In addition the

Society was given the privilege of holding the annual dinner

at the University Club which was done on Wednesday even-

ing and the committee furnished a luncheon and smoker in

connection with the meeting of Friday evening. Luncheon
was also served at noon on Wednesday by Harvard University

in Harvard Union, and by the Wentworth Institute on Friday
noon. A reception was also tendered the Society by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology on Friday afternoon

after the inspection of the laboratories.

In addition to the above special features many other social

privileges were extended to the guests and nothing was spared
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to leave in the minds of all the most delightful impressions of

their Boston visit.

Attendance at the Convention.

Two hundred and fifteen members and guests registered at

the convention, the largest attendance at any of the Society

conventions.

The names registered are as follows: Comfort A. Adams,

Conrad A. Adams, F. J. Adams, L. E. Akeley, M. W. Alex-

ander, C. F. Allen, Mrs. Allen, C. M. Allen, G. C. Anthony,

G. F. Ashley, ]\Irs. Ashley, F. E. Austin, W. S. Ayars, A. B.

Babbitt, I. 0. Baker, W. A. Ballou, C. I. Barnard, M. C.

Beebe, A. W. Berresford, F. L. Bishop, Dr. Katherine ]\I. H.

Blackford, Miss Emma Bowers, E. E. Boyer, IMorgan Brooks,

E. L. Brundrett, F. C. Caldwell, J. W. Calnan, H. H. Car-

roll, Mrs. Carroll, D. A. Chapman, S. B. Charters, Jr., C. H.

Chase, A. E. Childs, C. E. Clewell, C. L. Coggins, C. L. Cran-

dall, Mrs. Crandall, C. H. Crouch, P. H. Daggett, H. N. Davis,

J. C. Davis, B. C. Dennison, Hugo Diemer, F. E. Dobbs, C. R.

Dooley, Gano Dunn, S. C. Earle, H. T. Eddy, S. S. Edmands,

E. J. Edwards, H. E. Ehlers, Harrington Emerson, Mrs.

Emerson, F. L. Emory, Mrs. Emory, J. T. Faig, E. H. Fish,

A. E. Flowers, F. S. Foote, Jr., F. E. Foss, M. M. Foss, W. S.

Franklin, A. W. French, A. F. Ganz, C. A. Garabedian, F. B.

Gilbreth, L. H. Gilmore, A. M. Greene, Mrs. Greene, C. 0.

Gunther, C. E. Haigler, J. M. Hamilton, J. A. Haraden, C. F.

Harding, J. H. Hawes, Miss Lena Haylett, R. R. Heuter, H.

Wade Hibbard, Mrs. Hibbard, H. H. Higbie, C. H. Higgins,

W. W. Hill, H. U. Hobart, E. A. Holbrook, "W. L. Hooper,

C. E. Houghton, C. S. Howe, D. C. Humphreys, F. L. Hut-

chinson, C. P. Hyde, H. C. Ives, J. P. Jackson, W. L. Jen-

nings, A. C. Jewett, L. J. Johnson, Mrs. Johnson, R. R. Keely,

C. W. Kellam, C. F. Kelley, A. W. Kelly, W. H. Kenerson,

F. L. Kennedy, Wm. Kent, M. S. Ketchum, :Mrs. Ketchum,

Carl King, E. E. King, j\Irs. King, F. E. Kinsman, C. D.

Knight, G. W. Lamke, A. C. Lane, J. H. Leete, C. B. LePage,

Wilfred Lewis, F. C. Lincoln, P. M. Lincoln, E. H. Lockwood,
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A. S. McAllister, E. B. McCormick, A. B. McDaniel, F. P.

McKibben, L. S. Marks, Mrs. Marks, L. E. Moore, J. H. More-

croft, S. A. Moss, Mrs. Moss, W. E. IMott, J. A. Moyer, J. R.

Nichols, H. H. Norris, Mrs. Norris, H. N. Ogden, Edw. Orton,

Jr., J. E. Ostrander, C. H. Owen, L. R. Palmer, J. I. Parcel,

Harold Pender, J. 0. Phelon, Dwight Porter, H. F. J. Porter,

J. T. Queeny, J. A. Randall, W. G. Raymond, Miss M. L.

Raymond, C. A. Read, C. Russ Richards, C. Russel Richards,

L. H. Rittenhouse, T. M. Roberts, Edw. Robinson, E. H.

Rockwell, Miss Dorothy Rockwell, ^Mrs. Rockwell, L. J.

Rodgers, A. L. Rohrer, E. B. Rollins, Mrs. L. F. Rondinella,

Miss Rondinella, W. B. Russell, F. B. Sanborn, Miss Gertrude

Sanford, C. F. Scott, G. F. Sever, F. W. Seavey, H. L. Seward,

Adolph Shane, Mrs. Shane, G. D. Shepardson, Miss Shepard-

son, Mrs. Shepardson, F. H. Sibley, W. I. Slichter, A. L.

Smith, E. B. Smith, Mrs. Smith, E. D. Smith, R. W. Sorensen,

F. P. Spalding, F. W. Sperr, H. H. Stoek, Mrs. Stock, Miss

Stoek, H. G. Stott, W. C. Strong, E. 0. Sweetser, W. J. Sweet-

ser, G. W. Sweet, A. N. Talbot, L. B. Taylor, G. B. Thomas,

G. S. Thompson, J. S. Thompson, W. H. Timbie, C. H. Tower,

J. C. Tracy, A. E. Tremaine, H. W. Tyler, W. L. Upson, C. A.

Waldo, E. H. Waldo, W. D. Weaver, Earl Wheeler, J. B.

Whitehead, E. M. Whitney, H. L. Whittemore, W. E. Wicken-

den. Miss Wiggin, W. 0. Wiley, J. P. J. WilHams, A. L.

Williston, R. B. Wolf, B. A. Wooten, Jr.

Minutes of the Council Meetings at Boston.

First Session, June 26, 9:15 a.m.

The meeting was held at Pierce Hall with President W. G.

Rajonond in the chair. There were also present: G. C.

Anthony and F. B. Gilbreth, Vice-Presidents; W. 0. Wiley,

Treasurer; H. H. Norris, Secretary; C. F. Allen, C. L. Cran-

dall, C. H. Crouch, H. T. Eddy, F. L. Emory, H. Wade Hib-

bard, J. F. Leete and H. H. Stoek.

Forty-eight applications were read and it was voted to

recommend the applicants to the Society for election.
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The applicants were: C. A. Adams, A. B. Babbitt, S. J.

Berard, C. T. Bishop, R. M. Black, G. P. Boomsliter, C. F.

Chase, A. T. Childs, J. C. Clark, W. H. Coghill, J. F. Coleman,

L. D. Conkling, S. L. Conner, L. J. Corbett, P. B. deSchwein-

itz, Alexander Dillingham, C. M. Duff, H. B. Dwight, Fred-

erick Ellis, J. C. Fitterer, L. H. Gilmore, C. W. Green, J. B.

Griimbein, C. H. Iliggins, W. W. Hill, E. A. Holbrook, C. D.

Howe, R. E. Hiitchins, L. V. James, Ervin Kenison, J. R.

Lapham, W. V. Lyon, A. J. Mason, H. W. Miller, J. H. Mus-

tard, R. E. Nyswander, S. W. Parr, J. G. Pertsch, Jr., Ander-

son Polk, F. J. Pond, F. B. Sanborn, J. C. Smallwood, R. W.

Sorensen, G. L. Sullivan, H. G. Tyrrell, W. C. Wagner, F. G.

Willson, G. S. Wilson.

The resignations of the following 21 members were accepted

:

PI. C. Bickford, Ernest Blaker, J. E. Denton, B. G. Fogg, F.

W. Frost, E. H. Hall, F. S. Jones 0. D. Kellogg, Gaetano

Lanza, J. F. LeBaron, W. D. Marks, Wm. Maver, Jr., P. N.

Nunn, G. H. Pegram, C. M. Pratt, F. B. Pratt, Earl Quer-

bach, J. B. Shaw, B. E. Trask, Earl Wheeler, D. T. Wilson.

The Society authorized Mr. W. O. Wiley, Treasurer, to add

the interest on the permanent fund (life membership dues)

to the principal. The fund is now in a savings bank and

amounts to $300.

Mr. Gilbreth announced that, if it was inadvisable for the

Society to publish the efficiency papers to be presented at the

Friday session, he would arrange for their publication.

Second Session, June 27, 9:30 a.m.

The meeting was held at Hotel Somerset with President

W. G. Raymond in the chair. There were also present : C. F.

Allen, G. C. Anthony, I. 0. Baker, C. L. Crandall, C. H.

Crouch, H. T. Eddy, F. L. Emory, F. B. Gilbreth, H. Wade

Hibbard, C. H. Howe, J. F. Leete, H. H. Norris, H. H. Stock,

A. N. Talbot, H. W. Tyler, W. 0. Wiley.

A communication was received from the members of the

Society at the University of Illinois, and it was suggested that
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it be laid before the Soeietv with the recommendation that it

be referred to the incoming council. The communication is

appended hereto.

Letter Presented to the Council at the Meeting of June 27.

"SVe, the members of the Faculty of the College of Engi-

neering of the University of Illinois, who are also members
of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education,

believe that the Society for the Promotion of Engineering

Education has reached the stage in its development where

the so-called committee methods of work as pursued by such

organizations as the American Eailway Engineering Associa-

tion and the American Society for Testing Materials should be

broadly extended by this Society.

Ve believe that such committee work should include not

only such questions of educational policy as are provided for

at present by such committees as those on requirements for

entrance and graduation, but also many of the details of engi-

neering education, such as equipment of shop laboratories,

teaching of structural engineering, etc.

^e believe that the membership of committees should be

sufficiently large to allow division into sub-committees in such

a way as not to make undue demands on the time of any
member of the committee, and that the personnel of com-

mittees should be drawn from those members of the Society in

actual contact with the subject matter referred to the com-

mittee, and should also include practicing engineers and
manufacturers familiar with the early work of engineering

graduates.

"^e believe that the Bulletin of the Society should be

devoted largely to the publication of progress reports of the

committees, and discussions of same; the annual meeting to

considering and passing on committee reports with the ulti-

mate purpose of agreeing upon and adopting fundamental
principles and rules which may be considered standard prac-

tice in engineering education.

We therefore desire to submit to the Society for considera-
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tion at the annual meeting of June 26, 1912, the following

amendments to the By-laws, in furtherance of the proposed
plan of extended committee work.

Proposed Amendments to the By-laws of the Society for
THE Promotion of Engineering Education.

1. There shall be a standing committee, composed of the 1st

Vice-President, who shall act as chairman, and six members of

the Society to be chosen annually by the Council, to be known
as the Committee on Committees. Three members of the

Committee shall be engineering teachers and three shall be

practicing engineers, or manufacturers, so chosen as to repre-

sent as far as possible all the varied interests and branches of

engineering represented by the Society.

2, It shall be the duty of the Committee on Committees to

appoint from time to time as it may deem expedient, or as

the Society may direct, special committees to report on the

various problems of Technical Education, and the Committee
on Committees shall endeavor to so coordinate the work of the

various special committees, that the whole may constitute a

comprehensive study of the problem of Technical Education

in all its varied phases.

It shall be the duty of special committees to make thorough

study and investigation of the subject matter referred to

them, to offer progress reports from time to time for publica-

tion in the Bulletin and to bring in reports to the annual

meeting of the Society until discharged from their duties by
the Society.

4. The Society at its annual meetings shall consider and
act upon committee reports, and the conclusions and recom-

mendations of adopted reports shall be embodied in a Manual
of Standard Practice to be published from time to time as

the Society may direct.

Third Session, June 28, 9:00 a.m.

The meeting was held at Wentworth Institute with Presi-

dent W. G. Raymond in the chair. There were also present;

3
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C. F. AUen, G. C. Anthony, I. 0. Baker, C. H. Crouch, F. B.

Gilbreth, H. H. Norris, H. H. Stoek, W. 0. Wiley.

Sixteen applications were read and it was voted to recom-

mend the applicants to the Society for election. The appli-

cants were: F. L. Cooper, W. C. Crawford. F. E. Dobbs,

E. H. Fish, J. M. Hamilton, H. L. Hamlin, R. R. Heuter, Carl

King, A. S. Kinsey, L. S. LeTellier, J. F. O'Neill, G. R.

Richardson, L. J. Rodgers, J. N. Steele, R. H. Suttie, M. C.

Whitaker.

Special Meeting, June 28, 8:30 p.m.

The Council convened for a moment before the business

meeting to recommend the following two applicants to the

Society : F. D. Brown and C. H. Parmly.

Special Meeting, June 29, 9:00 a.m.

The Council convened to recommend the following two

applicants to the Society for election : B. C. Dennison and J. I.

Tucker.

Organization ^Meeting of the 1912-1913 Council.

The meeting was held at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, June 29, 9:30 a.m. Vice-President L. S. Marks

was in the chair. There were also present : F. L. Bishop, C. L.

Crandall, H. H. Norris, W. G. Raj-mond, F. W. Sperr, A. N.

Talbot and W. 0. Wiley.

The communication from the Society members at the Uni-

versity of Illinois was received and was referred for report to

Dean W. G. Raymond and the four members of the Program

Committee, now in this country (President W. T. Magruder

being abroad). The four members of the Program Committee

were authorized to appoint members of four committees to

act for one year as follows :* On cooperation in instruction in

civil engineering, mining engineering, mechanical engineering

and electrical engineering.

* The names of members of these committees will be found on page 10.
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On the motion of Dean F. L. Bishop, the Program Com-

mittee was also authorized to appoint a committee on college

administration.

The Secretary read a letter from Mr. H. E. Ives, Chairman

of the Illuminating Engineering Society's Committee on Re-

ciprocal Relations with other societies. The Secretary was

instructed to reply that the Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education will be pleased to cooperate with the

Illuminating Engineering Society by appointing to such com-

mittees of this Society whose work bears on that of illumi-

nating engineering, members of the Illuminating Engineering

Society. The Secretary to further suggest that the Illumi-

nating Engineering Society make similar appointments when
their committees are concerned with educational matters.

On suggestion of the Secretary it was moved and carried that

the delinquent members be dropped about the time of sending

out bills in the fall without allowing back dues to accumulate.

It was the sentiment of the Council that the Secretary should

in the meantime correspond with the delinquent members,

calling attention to the very satisfactory interest in the

Society convention. Notice of the fact that they have been

dropped should be sent to all such delinquents.

The question of the desirability of giving testimonials to

past presidents was referred to the Program Committee.

A list of cities requesting the 1913 meeting was read. It

was moved and carried that the name of Minneapolis be added

to this list.

Dean Raymond called attention to the matters raised in his

Presidential Address and suggested these for consideration by

the Council.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

To the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education:

During the past year the program outlined in last year's report has

been follo-n-ed. There has been a steady growth in the volume of adver-

tising in the Bulletin and a reasonable increase in membership. The

membership has responded loyally to requests for assistance in the way
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of brmging the work of the Society to the attention of persons qnalified

for membersMp and in eontributing it^ns of information and articles

for the BriXETix. The following appendices give the usual statistical

information.

BespectfuUy submitted,

HZ>'3T H. X0SS13,

Secretary.

APPENDIX TO SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Ele::ei bj letter ballot, Xovember 6. lyll: E. W. Baoon. "^. H.

Hers<:hel. E. S. Kirby, Toragoro Kondo, G. L. Larson, G. H. Pegram,

G. B. Thomas. B. M. Walter, J. G. "SVray. (9.)

Elected by letter ballot, December 23, 1911 : S. W. Ashe, A. C. Boyle,

Jr., S. D. CSiambers, C. D. Curtiss, E. A. Deeds, J. W. Dietz, G. B.

Donmore, A. C. Einstein, 6. BL Fisher, Desmond FitzGerald, W. E.

Freeman, J. E. Greiner, C. "W. Gremple, G. C. Habermeyer, G. A-

Hamnton, J. B. Hawley, P. W. Henry, E G. Hoaglaud, T. L. Hollister,

J. W. liieb, Jr., A. S. Mc Allister, Emerson McMiEin. T. G. Smith,

F. J. Spragne, C. W. Stone, L. J. Towne, R. S. WaUis, H. A. Watt. (28.)

Elected by letter ballot, March 15, 1912: F. J. Adams, K. F. Adam-
son, W. H. Andrews, L. W. Bahney, J. T. Bates. B. W. Benedict, A. S.

Buyers, E. W. Cmm, W. H. Emerson, E. A. Fessenden, C. H. Fxilton,

Lewis Gustafson, C. H. Herty, H. M. Hobart, Carlos Hoeming, E. E.

Knapp, E. D. Kneale, J. T. Lagergren, E. A. Marr, W. C. Marshall,

J. N. Michie, C. BL Owen, E. M. Pennock, F. M. Porter, J. F. Porter,

M. C. Eorty, Edw. Sehildhauer, E. F. Schuchardt, L. B. StiUweU, R D.

Thomson, O. J. Turley, B, R Ux, W. H. Walker, L. F. Wooster, J. W.
ZeHer. (35.)

Elected by letter baUot, Apnl 1. 1912: H. W. Blackburn. F. T.

Dargan, E, P. Davis, S. B. Earle, F. W. Greve, Jr., W. F. Holman.

C. A. S. Howlett, A- C. Lane, C. H. Lekberg, E. BL MeOelland, J. M.
Maris. A. P. Eollins, C. T. Schwarze, F. E. I. Sweeny, J. J. Traill,

W. E. Wickenden. (16.)

Elected by letter ballot, April 27, 1912: F. E. Austin. Elmer Bark,

E. E. Boyer, F. Q. Boyer, H. T. Bozell. C. B. Brown, C. L. Bryden,

C. W. Crockett, H. E. Ehlers, J. E. Einswiler, F. F. Frazier, W. L.

Fulton, A. L. Goddard, C. E. Haigler, C. H. Handforth, J. F. McQel-

land, C. E. Mickey, L. F. Moody, Lotiis O 'Shanghnessy, L. M. Passano,

C. T. Porter, D. B. Prentice, J. H. Proctor, A. S. Eiddervold, E. B.

Bonins, W. E. S. Temple, C. W. Thomas, L. F. Tan Hagan, A. J. Willis,

F. T. Wyman- (30.)*

* See p. 15 for list of members elected at the Boston meeting.
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Advertisixg by Months.
Month Amount

September $ 117.00

October 132.00

Xovember 117.00

December 122.00

January 122.00

February 127.00

March 130.50

April 113.75

May 122.00

June 118.50

Total $1,221.75

Corresponding total for last year 996.00

Gain for the year $ 225.75

TREASURER'S REPORT, 1911-1912.

To the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education :

The Treasurer would respectfully report the condition of the Society's

finances as follows

:

Comparative Balance Sheet, 1910-1911 and 1911-1912.

.47 706.20

Assets.

1912. 1911.

Cash $2,194.01 $1,005.46

Members—arrearage )

Kon-members—arrearage ( ' "'

Proceedings Inventory 3,014.00 3,147.00

$6,300.48 $4,858.66

Liahilities.

1912. 1911.

Account payable $ 473.03

Members paid in advance . $ 63.50 39.00

Life Membership 300.00 200.00

Surplus 5,936.98 4,146.63

$6,300.48 $4,858.66

Increase.

$1,188.55

386.27

Decrease.

$133.00

$1,574.82
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Teades"g Accor^'T.

Inventory—Proceedings, July 5, 1911 $3,147.00

Cost of Proceedings, Bulletin and Eeprints,

1911-12 (Schedule E) 1,758.05

Secretary's honorarium for editing Bulletin

(Schedule E) 350.00

$5,255.05

Advertising $1,217.75

Less Discounts 17.40 $1,200.35

Bulletin Sales 11.SO

Proceedings Sales 183.31

Beprints Sales, 34.95

Sale of Half-tones 1.50

$1,431.91

Inventory of Proceedings—^Yols. 1-18

inclusive, on hand June 18, 1912 .

.

3,014.00

$4,445.91

Balance, Profit and Loss Acct. (Loss) 809.14

$5,255.05

Pboftt axd Loss AccorxT.

To Balance from Trading Account (Loss) $ 809.14

Expenses of Pittsburgh Meeting (Schedule E) . . 183.75

Secretary's Office—^Expenses, including Secre-

tary's honorariam (Schedule E) 1,622.58

Treasurer 's Office—Expenses (Schedule E) 348.32

$2,963.79

Profits from year 1.792.S5

$4,756.64

Dues $4,352.00

Exchange .87

Expressage 4.00

Interest 24.40

Befund of Postage 360.37

Sale of Oliver Typewriter 15.00

$4,756.64

$5,255.05

$5,255.05

$4,756.64

$4,756.64
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Balance Sheet.

Assets.

Accounts Eeceivable:

Members

—

Back Dues, 1910-11 (Schedule

A) $ 112.50

Current Dues, 1911-12 (Schedule

B) 695.54

Kon-members and Members, for other

than dues (Schedule C) 284.43

$1,092.47

Less Members paid in advance

(Schedule D) —63.50 $1,028.97

Cash—Lincoln Trust Company $1,894.01

Union Square Savings Bank (Life

Membership Fund) 300.00 2,194.01

Inventory—Proceedings 3,014.00

$6,236.98

$6,236.98

Li-ahiUlies.

No Liabilities.

Life Memberships $ 300.00

Surplus, July 5, 1911 4,144.13

Profits for year (see Profit and Loss Account) . 1,792.85

$6,236.98

$6,236.98

The above advertising includes June advertisements.

The cost of May and June Bulletin is not included in above.

The above is the first report presented under the new system of double-

entry bookkeeping. It wiU be noted that several schedules are kept,

dividing the accounts into appropriate sections. These schedules are

quite lengthy and are filed in the Treasurer's office after inspection by

the Auditing Committee.

It will be noted that there are two general divisions of the accounts,

one, the trading account, dealing with the sales of publications and

receipts from publications. The loss shown by the item transferred to

"profit and loss" is the expense for providing the members with the

publications.

The profit and loss account takes care of the expenses of operating

the Society. As will be noted, this account receives balance (or loss)

from the trading account as, of course, the Society must finance its

publication business.
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In next year's report each member will be charged on the books the

one-dollar subscription for the Bulletin in accordance with the post-

office regulations. In other words, one dollar will be subtracted from

the dues for each member and transferred from the profit and loss

account to the trading account. Had this been done this year a profit

would have been carried from the trading account to the profit and
loss account.

EespectfuUy submitted,

Wii. O. Wiley,

Treasurer.

Li"brar7
N. C. State CollefT©



ADDRESSES OF WELCOME.

ON BEHALF OF THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY.

BY C. FRANK ALLEN,

Professor of Eailway Engineering.

Mr. President, Guests and Fellow Members of the Society:

First allow me to express to you the regrets of President

Maclaurin, who is unable to be present this evening and himself

give you greeting. I desire, furthermore, to express my own

regret that he is not here to enjoy that privilege. But my
regret is somewhat tempered with pleasure that there falls to

me the opportunity to extend to you, for the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, the word of welcome which I feel,

because there is connected with it something of a personal

gratification in view of the fact that you have honored me

signally in the past. There are many forms and degrees—not

quite degrees, but qualities of welcome. The welcome that

one gives his sweetheart is different from anything that we

have to deal with here. The welcome that is extended to

guests, the welcome that is extended to distinguished guests,

is something that naturally is a part of the welcome that is

extended to you this evening. But there is another quality of

welcome which has to do with the family. I cannot, in the

presence of Professor Baker, claim to be the father of this

society, but perhaps my feeling may be somewhat that of an

uncle. Certainly this society, if not my child, is still a child in

the family in which I properly feel the greatest interest, for

it fell to my lot to be present at the birth of this society in

Chicago in 1893, at the time of the World's Fair, when there

was a congress of engineering. One feature of the congress

of engineering was the Section of Engineering Education,

whose work was so successful, whose work was so interesting

25
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to US, that it seemed essential that it should be continued.

There was formed a committee, Professor Merriman, Professor

Johnson and myself, to prepare a constitution. TTe not only

prepared the constitution, we did more ; we brought in a list

of officers, which we had not been asked to do, and this list the

society was good enough to adopt with very little opposition.

So the welcome that I bring to this society is the welcome of

the family, the joy which one has in welcoming back to the

home a member of the family who has been away gaining

strength and vigor and reputation and ability ; and I feel that

joy of family friendship in extending to you the welcome of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, with which I find

my own feeling of welcome is very much united.

It is particularly agreeable to find here also representatives

of Harvard University and of Tufts College. There have been

certain very interesting happenings during the last two years

in and about Boston. Our Boston Society of Engineers, a

very old institution and a very pleasing one, found it worth

while a year ago and recently this year, at the suggestion of

members of the faculty of these institutions, to have a meet-

ing especially arranged for students of engineering in the

three institutions, Harvard, Tufts and the Institute of Tech-

nology. At the first meeting Mr. George B. Francis told us

something about the Pennsylvania Railroad station with whose

construction he was prominently connected. At the last meet-

ing IMr. Leonard Metcalf, well known about Boston and many
parts of the country, told the students something about

sewage disposal. The students of Hansard, Tufts and the

Institute of Technology mingled together, first listening to

the lecture and afterwards carrying on a smoker, with college

songs and entertainments of various sorts, in which all par-

ticipated in the spirit of fraternity, and with little or nothing

of rivalry. You can see. therefore, that in Boston, although

we have several institutions for engineering education each

looking after its own interests, there is on the whole a very

pleasant spirit of helpfulness, sociability and association be-

tween them; so that it is particularly agreeable that I am
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to take only a small part in extending the welcome this

evening.

I remember very well the earlier days of this society. At

the first meeting in Chicago there was no program fully

arranged. There were no papers in print, and some of us felt

at that time that we derived material advantage from that

fact. We found that some of the members of the American

Society of Civil Engineers, whose papers had been presented

in print, knew what was to occur at their own meeting, but

did not quite know what was going to happen at ours, and

therefore spent considerable time with us. As an outcome for

many years in the life of our society, our papers have been

presented in abstract; and it is not absolutely clear by any

means but that there is considerable advantage in presenting

papers by abstract. Pro\nsion must be made, however, that

there shall be some stimulus to bring the members to listen to

the paper in full.

The earlier days were very strenuous. At the time that the

second meeting was held the membership of this society

amounted to one hundred and fifty-six. It is now in the neigh-

borhood of eleven hundred. The dues at that time were two

dollars ; the dues now are four dollars. The income from dues

alone was then little in excess of $300 ; now it is far in excess

of $4,000. When the society had been in existence for two or

three years there was a deficit of about $130. Now, leaving

aside all our assets in the way of valuable volumes of pro-

ceedings, many of which will sooner or later be sold, there is

in cold cash, beyond all indebtedness, perhaps $750.

In thinking of the work that we did in the good old days

I am somewhat reminded of the story of the Irishman who

came to this country, and after having been here a very short

time wrote back to his friends that it was a great country. He

said he had the finest position that was ever heard of; all he

did was to take a thing they called a hod, and sometimes he

would put into it mortar and sometimes be would put into it

brick, and all that he had to do was just to carry that stuff up a

ladder and the fellow at the top did all the work.
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Now some of us, in our strenuous early days, may have

thought that we were doing something worth while ; but look-

ing back at it, we can see the real story as it actually is. We
were simply lugging the mortar and brick, and to our suc-

cessors, those who came after, to them has fallen that more

pleasant and more effective duty of really building the struc-

ture ; and there is no question of the greater effectiveness—or

nowadays I think we use the word efficiency—of the work that

they are doing at this time.

Again, in closing, I wish. to extend to you the greetings and

welcome from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

which, I think, can claim in its own right very much of the

family quality of welcome of which I have spoken ; for of the

papers presented on the first program at Chicago, four were

by members of its faculty. Further than that, during the

history of the society at three different times the president of

the society has been connected with the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology; and at one time the secretary of the

society was a member of its faculty. And to this family greet-

ing from the institute I wish to add my personal greeting, if

you will allow me that privilege.

ON BEHALF OF TUFTS COLLEGE.

BY FEEDEEICK W. HAMILTON,

President of the College.

Mr. President and Gentlemen: I am very happy indeed to

bring to this association a word of greeting and appreciation

from one of the Boston colleges of engineering. We are glad

to welcome you to this region. We are glad that you are here,

glad to have the opportunity of comparing notes and learning

from you; and if we ourselves have succeeded in doing any-

thing that is worth while we are very glad that you should

have the benefit of it.

In addition to the word of greeting I am very glad to bring a

word of appreciation for the work of this society in two
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directions. We are sometimes told that this is an engineering

age, and I think that is true. Many of the most important

problems which are before us to-day are engineering prob-

lems, and many problems which are not directly engineering

problems are being dealt with helpfully and efficiently

by men who are teachers of engineering ; and we are applying

the habits of mind and the method of the engineering teacher

to larger civic and social problems.

I think that some of the reasons why the engineers are doing

things and why this is an engineering age is because of the

very great efficiency of the engineering institutions; because

engineering is a subject which is ordinarily well taught. I do

not know of any educational institutions in the country which

are more efficient in the doing of their work than the technical

colleges or the technical departments of those colleges and
universities which have a variety of schools. And I cannot

help thinking that one of the reasons for that efficiency is

because of the existence of this organization—an organization

which is broad minded enough, large enough in its outlook

upon life, to believe that the very best results for all are to be

gained by the sharing of the experience of all. It is a very

short-sighted policy for any institution to attempt to be

alone in the world, to attempt to keep its own methods, its

own discoveries, its own practice, as its own particular copy-

righted processes. The existence of an organization of this

sort, containing more than a thousand of the engineering

teachers of the country, coming together not only to listen to

each other's papers but coming in contact with each other's

personalities, must, I believe, increase the efficiency of every

institution which is represented in such an organization. And
however much any particular institution may have succeeded

in discovering or developing, there is always a great deal which

it can learn from the experience of others. It seems to me to

be a fine thing for men who are interested in this particular

type of education to have this desire to share with all others in

the same line of work all the discoveries, all the experience, all

the methods which have added to the success of their institu-
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tions. It shows a truly professional spirit which in some

professions. I am sorry to say. I find lacking. I find in some

other professions than engineering, men who are jealous of

their own processes, their own inventions, their own dis-

coveries, who do not care to share them : who subordinate the

large interests of the profession and the large interests of

the community to their own personal or institutional interests.

I am very glad to see a different spirit among the teachers of

engineering.

Engineering is a profession of enormous importance to the

community, as well as to the institutions, and all, in a true

professional spirit, recognize that and try to emphasize it in

the free imparting of all the advantages, all the experience, all

the discoveries which in any particular place may be made or

approved.

And so it seems to me that your society deserves a word of

very sincere and very hearty congratulation because of the

truly professional spirit which has caused the society to come

into existence and presided over its activities and directed

them up to this time.

I want to say too, as the other thought of my brief word of

greeting and congratulation, that I thint the teachers of engi-

neering have been of great service to the teaching public, and

indeed to the larger public, in broadening the conception of

education, in making men realize that education is not the

small thing, and culture is not the narrow tiling which the

eulturists have been disposed to believe that it was. I am
not a very old man but I can remember the time when the

educated man was supposed to be a man who knew certain

things in what are ordinarily called the humanities; and a

man who did not know his Homer and his ^^^schylus. who did

not know his Tirgil and his Cicero, who did not know his

philosophy and his history, no matter how deeply learned he

might be in other branches of human endeavor and human
knowledge, was not supposed to be an educated man; he was
not supposed to be a man of culture. The development of the

engineering profession, the truly scholarly spirit with which
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these problems have been attacked, the cultural value of train-

ing which has been given the engineers, has compelled the

public to realize that education after all is a very much larger

thing than it was supposed to be only a generation or so ago

;

and the time has come now when a man who is a professional

railroad engineer, like my old and esteemed friend on my
right, or the man who is a professional structural engineer or

any other kind of an engineer, is recognized by the public at

large to be just as much a man of culture, just as much a man

of education, just as much a professor in the true sense of the

word, as the man who is a professor of Greek or a professor of

Latin or a professor of history or of any other of those studies

which we commonly limit under the common word of humani-

ties. The achievements of the human mind are vast, and they

are so vast now that it is not possible for any man to excel in

the whole field, nor is it possible for those who excel in a

single field any longer to arrogate to themselves the distinc-

tive title and reputation of scholars, professors and men of

culture and of education.

"We are enlarging then, in the schools, our conception of edu-

cation ; we are learning that there are not only literary schools

and vocational schools, but there is such a thing as industrial

education; and that industrial education is something more

than the learning of a trade; that engineering education is

something more than the learning of a particular profession

;

and whatever field of intellectual endeavor a man enters brings

its intellectual results, brings those results in the field of cul-

ture, in the field of refinement and in the field of power ; they

are the results of education. You gentlemen have many things

to be proud of and on those things I am glad to congratulate

you as I bring my word of welcome to this society on its visit

to Boston.
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OX BEHALF OF HARVARD I-NIVERSITY.

BY WALLACE C. SABINE,

Dean of the Graduate Schools of Applied Science.

Gentlemen of the Society: It is a pleasure to greet you as

the only university society devoted to the study of the problem

of education in a special field. "We have societies, such as The

Association of American Universities, The Association of New
England Colleges and Preparatory Schools, and The Associa-

tion of New England Colleges, devoted to the general prob-

lems of education. "VTe have, at the other extreme, societies

devoted to the study of the methods of instruction in mathe-

matics in secondary schools, and those devoted to the methods

of instruction in physics in secondary schools : but so far as I

know this is the only society of university rank of this

character.

Profesor Allen has spoken of the relationship which he

holds to this society, that of near-father or uncle. Now every

one knows that physics is the direct line of descent from

natural philosophy of old : that the first collateral branch was

astronomy: that one hundred years ago or a trifle over, chem-

istry was born; then came civil, then mechanical, then elec-

trical engineering. As a physicist and therefore as the repre-

sentative of a subject which is to your subject an older brother

I greet you.

But I am here particularly to greet you on behalf of Har-

vard University', for our problem is a somewhat peculiar one.

in the working out of which we welcome your help. ^lost. if

not all. of you have had the joy of seeing great universities

built around engineering schools. Those of you that are from

State institutions have gone through that process. We have

the problem of establishing an engineering school and other

schools of applied science in a university with established and

somewhat fijsed traditions.

It is a great favor, gentlemen, to welcome you to Boston and

to Cambridge on behalf of the Harvard Universitv.
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RESPONSE.

ON BEHALF OF THE SOCIETY.

BY WILLIAM G. RATMOXD,

President of the Societv.

To properly respond to this welcome that has been delivered

in multiple by our uncle, our ancestor and our friend, I sup-

pose one ought to be able to generate a sort of three-phase

alternating current. But I am able to generate only a simple

direct current, and say to you that we certainly appreciate

your congratulations and your graceful words of appreciation

of our spirit and our work, ^e have already tasted of your
hospitality and we know that we have much to enjoy in the

few days that we are to be with you ; and so I thank you on
behalf of the society for your words of welcome.



LIVE QUESTIONS IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDEESS.

BY TVM. G. EATMOKD,

Dean of AppKed Science and Professor of Civil Engineering, State Uni-

versity of Iowa.

What shall a presidential address be ? Eighteen have been

delivered before this society and I have read them all in search

of light. It seems to be proper to deal with the growth of the

society from its inception to the date of the address and then

to give a dissertation on some subject next the president's

heart at the moment or called from the nowhere into the here

simply because the President must give an address whether

he has anything to say or not.

With propriety all but five of the preceding presidential

addresses discuss engineering education either historically,

critically, or prophetically. The burden of two very able

papers is industrial education, one deals with improvement

of secondary schools, one with conservation, and one is a plea

for the metric system. The very first presidential address,

delivered by that veteran who has since gone to rest, DeVol-

son "Wood, seemed in its outline to cover the entire field. He
spoke on three points: (1) What to teach; (2) how to teach;

(3) who shall teach? Completely elaborated this is the whole

important field in which we have ever since been working

with details.

I think I must confess to a critical mind—constructively

critical, I hope—rather than a mind of great originality. And
yet it is always trying to me to follow the beaten path unless

I can see that it is the best path, and not even the fact that a

given way is the custom of the ages is enough to convince me
that it is the best way or the way for me. Doubtless you all

know how the streets of this great old city in which we are

met are said to have been laid out, and I sometimes think the

34
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custom of the ages is the result of a blind following of some

ancient erratic calf.

And so I have studied this matter of the presidential ad-

dress and the more I study it the more I wonder why a presi-

dential address at all. It certainly must frequently occur

that a man is forced to talk when he has nothing to say. In

this instance I have no great theme to bring to you which is

startling in its novelty, deep in its philosophy, or clothed in

a dress of beautiful rhetoric. If I can point out one or two

things that need doing and that this society can do, or if I can

suggest a desirable line of action for the future I shall feel

that I have performed this part of the presidential duty, if

not well, at least in accordance with my idea of what that duty

is, even if what I have to say is not worthy of the name
address.

There is a great question that needs discussion, but it must

be discussed by each individual for himself. It is a compound
question of several parts. In one form it is : Have I the right

viewpoint with respect to my teaching and other work? Am
I honest with myself, with my employers, and with my boys ?

Under the influence of President Schurman's statement that

the crowning glory of the university is its department of

research, and his reason why it is not a fact in America,

namely :

'

' The investigator is burdened with teaching students

and comes jaded and distracted to the task of research," am I

reversing the situation and coming jaded and distracted to my
classes? Am I so living before my students and so teaching,

that they may be influenced to right views concerning civil

government, the problem of labor and capital, employer and

employee, the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man ?

In short, am I living for my country and my boys or for

myself ?

Every employment has its own special temptations and

those of the engineering teacher are peculiar. It is so easy to

fall back on the theory that professional work will make one

a better teacher as an excuse for absenting one's self from

appointed classes; so easy to let the problem in research that
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is to be the "crowning glory" of one's effort or a remunera-

tive outside engagement take the time that should be put into

preparation for a class exercise, that I believe a discussion of

these temptations and an effort to reach some conclusion as to

what should be the attitude of the school and the professional

teacher of undergraduates toward professional work and

research is highly desirable. This is a question about which

there is likely to be much difference of opinion even though

we are all agreed that professional work and research are de-

sirable and necessary occupations for the professional teacher.

Governing bodies of law schools and medical schools are find-

ing it desirable to employ what they call full time teachers

It may be that we shall be forced in part to this same practice.

The solution of this problem will hinge somewhat on the

course that is taken with respect to the third problem that I

shall mention.

A second thing that needs doing and that we can do is to

standardize the professional degree. "We have already ap-

proved a committee report on degrees but not unanimously

nor after proper consideration and debate. I believe we
should consider this question further and endeavor to agree

upon a recommended practice that is logical. The former

committee report could well be used as a basis for discussion.

That report did not attempt to formulate requirements for

degrees, but rather to say what should be the degrees for

four-year undergraduate courses and what advanced degrees

should be given. It must always be true that a degree, what-

ever it is, will be valued according to the school that gives

it and there is no good reason for attempting to make all

undergraduate courses alike, and at least one first rate reason

for not doing so. Yet it is generally agreed that the bachelor's

degree follows a four-year college course based upon a four-

year high school course. A similar general requirement may
be made for the professional degree as, for instance, a

bachelor's degree followed by four years of professional work,

one of which must have been in responsible charge and one

of which may have been in graduate work in college. This
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is equivalent to the requirement for admission to the American

Society of Civil Engineers as an associate member and this

standing would seem to merit the professional degree. In my
own mind the master's degree in engineering has no reason for

being and I think the doctorate in engineering should, like the

doctorate of laws, be a purely honorary degree.

Most of us who had opinions on these subjects when the

report was presented were unable to present our views because

of limited time, and I have felt that the report was based

largely on prevailing custom which, like the streets of Boston,

had resulted from the blind following of the wamderings of

some predecessor whose path had suited his requirements,

rather than from a carefully thought-out plan adapted to the

needs of what was likely to come and has come.

TVTiy should we attach a tail to the old time degrees of B.A.

and B.S. ? Why should the man who has paid a little more

attention to statical structures than to moving ones be dubbed

a Bachelor of Science in C.E. any more than the ordinary

student of science is dubbed a B.S. or B.A. in Botany because

he has majored in that pleasant branch of natural science?

And again this second subject depends on the third one that I

wish to call to your attention.

This is also a compound or complex question and one that

has been troubling us individually for some time. It was not

so many years ago that a course in engineering consisted of an

arts or science course modified to include surveying or shop-

work, mechanics, and bridge stresses or machine drawing ac-

cording as a civil or mechanical course was followed; but

those days have passed and a fund of technical knowledge

has grown until four years is hardly sufficient to cover the

fundamentals of mathematics and physical science and the

technical subjects deemed necessary in any college course in

engineering. Gradually the social courses—I vnll not call

them cultural—of language, history, and literature have been

crowded out and many if not all of us, regretting the situa-

tion, are wondering what is to be done. Some of us have

boldly adopted five-year courses, others have made such courses
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elective and some are proposing even six-year courses or put-

ting engineering into the graduate school. Entrance require-

ments to undergraduate college work of any kind are now fairly

well fixed, the Carnegie Foundation having been the com-

pelling power, the club that has beaten us into line. "We our-

selves have studied the question quite thoroughly and most of

us had reached the Foundation standard before it was set up.

"We have studied graduation requirements and in at least one

school the result of our study and the suggestions of the

Committee have formed the basis for the courses there given.

We have reached the limit of practicable requirements for

admission from secondary schools and to secure the training we
all feel to be desirable we must add at the other end.

I believe it is time for us to consider this great question and

try to reach some conclusion as to what can be done. It is

perhaps not material that all or many schools adopt what we
shall recommend, at least not at once, but I do believe that we
should think hard enough on these things to carry them to

some end. Such conclusions as we might reach should, of

course, be quite general in character.

My suggestion is that taking a committee report for a basis

we discuss the duration and essential content of a college

course for engineers and recommend certain minimum re-

quirements for the graduate engineer. At the State Univer-

sity of Iowa we have had for some time a four-year general

engineering course leading to the degree of B.S. A fifth year

of special work mostiy in one department will earn the degree

of B.E., and four years of professional service, one year in

responsible charge, will make the graduate eligible for his

professional degree. To recover somewhat of what we have

lost of the social studies, I suggest a four-year course in gen-

eral engineering, including only fundamentals of all branches

of physical science and engineering, together with language,

history, economics, and literature, to be followed by one or

more years of special work in some one department of engi-

neering.

Such a four-year course in general engineering wiU be of
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advantage not only to the engineer. It is doubtful if a better

college course could be devised for the general business man or

even for the lawyer who expects to found his law training

upon a college education.

It is perhaps possible that the Committee on Entrance Re-

quirements might be enlarged by the addition of one man, to

cover civil engineering not now represented on the committee,

and have its duties extended over this greater question.

Professor Swain it was who first warned us that we must be

first teachers, then engineers. This has been said again sev-

eral times in following presidential addresses and I believe it

is true. Yet we must not forget that we are engineers and,

engineer fashion, must wish to see the conceptions of our crea-

tive intellects assume definite, tangible form and become of

use to our fellows.

Thus I believe that this society, having discussed certain

general theorems, must attack specific problems of general

design and detail and attempt to solve them, if not once for

all, at least for the time being and until new discoveries or

longer experience shall suggest improvements. It is for this

reason that I have suggested that the problems I have men-

tioned be taken up and discussed to a conclusion and that the

conclusion of a substantial majority be submitted to the

faculties of the several schools represented, for such action as

may seem wise in each individual case. I recognize the fact

that we cannot hope to standardize engineering education for

the different schools, and it is well that we cannot, but there

are certain matters that it seems to me we can agree upon

without losing anything of our various individualities and

that the questions submitted are such matters.

The program for this year's convention was devised with

this same idea of definite accomplishment in view and it is

hoped that more than usual good may come from it. It will

be noticed that three general topics of supposedly general

interest are scheduled for discussion by the whole society, and

that for the remainder of the time given to professional

meetings a single general topic has been divided into those
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component parts of special interest respectively to the corre-

sponding component parts of our membership ; and these parts

have been arranged, as our electrical friends would say, in

parallel, that the pressure may not be disturbed but may
remain constant throughout the convention.

As to policy: It has been suggested that as engineers we
must wish to see definite, tangible shapes following our con-

ceptions. It has also been said that the principal feature

of these conventions is the social intercourse, the getting

acquainted and the exchange of the time of day with our

brethren. I may be underestimating this feature which I

think I enjoy as much as anyone and from which I fancy 1

get as much of value as anyone, but I feel quite confident that

if this feature is the most valuable and the work that we do the

least valuable, the whole effort is not worth what it costs of

time and money.

Now I don't beKeve that the social intercourse is or should

be the most valuable feature of our conventions. I believe we
should actually accomplish something of definite value to the

engineering profession; I think we have accomplished some-

thing, and that we can accomplish more by setting up certain

serious problems for solution and attacking them with what
strength we may in these conventions, minimizing general

programs and emphasizing special feature programs, and
reaching definite conclusions that express the best judgment
of the whole society.

The Bulletin, which we have made permanent, furnishes a

quicker outlet for those ideas that come to us and trouble us

until they are unloaded, and reaches a larger audience than
the volume of proceedings can possibly furnish or reach. It

is, therefore, a better medium for our discussion of general

topics and details requiring no formal action than the annual
convention which may thus be left free for the handling of

those special problems concerning which we may properly
reach and state conclusions.

The experiment is being partially tried this year, and while

no great question is up for final solution, there are certain
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questions that should be solved as the result of our section

meetings on laboratories.

I know of no way to formulate this suggested policy for

society action and fancy it is not necessary to have such action.

I commend it for careful consideration to the program com-

mittees of the years to come. The results of this convention

will in some measure determine the value of the suggestion.

On any one of the several matters I have mentioned I might

have written a paper, but because next to the Secretary the

President becomes most familiar with the work of the society

and because its future becomes to him a matter of concern, it

has seemed better to suggest a policy and some work for the

Society to do rather than to prepare a paper on some general

subject.



NOTES ON THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY
PHYSICS.
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BARRY MacNTJTT, Associate Professor of Physics,

Lehigh University.

FIRST PAPER.

It is scarcely possible to over-emphasize the importance of

laboratory work in elementary physics teaching. We have

tried the system in which a young man is given experiment

number so and so and told to read it up in a manual where

a complete theory of the experiment is given, where the object

of the experiment is stated, where the apparatus to be used is

minutely described, and where the work to be done is com-

pletely specified. As might be expected, the result is an

entire lack of interest on the part of the student and the

complete elimination of initiative on his part. Recently our

system of laboratory work has been altered. A question

which will appeal to a young man's sense of values is now
proposed to the student. For example, "How much heat gets

into this particular refrigerator in twenty-four hours?" and
the student is left to himself to think out the details of the

test, coming to the instructor only when he feels hopelessly

lost. Half a hundred exercises of this general character have

been devised and the response of the young men is something

good to see.

The following notes on the teaching of physics refer wholly

to lectures and text-book work.

Sample Examination Questions and Results.

One hundred and sixty-four freshman engineering students

who had taken elementary mechanics for half a year were

tested on the following questions

:

42
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1. A man weighing 160 pounds sits on a seat in a boat,

braces his feet against a cleat and pulls on an oar. "What

forces act on the man and by what is each force exerted ?

2. A hoop around a tank has a tension of 1,500 pounds and

the diameter of the tank is 20 feet, (a) How much work is

done on the hoop when the tightening bolt is shortened 0.001

foot? (&) How much work is done on the tank by the shrink-

age of the hoop? (c) How much work is done on the tank

by one foot of the hoop? (d) "What is the inward movement

of each part of the hoop expressed as a fraction of a foot?

(e) "WTiat force is exerted on the tank by one foot of the

hoop?

3. The force required to drag a boat is, let us say, propor-

tional to the velocity of the boat. It takes 10 horse-power to

drag a boat at a velocity of 10 miles per hour. How many
horse-power will be required to drag the same boat at a

velocity of 12 miles per hour?

EESOT/TS.

Grades.
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he is writing an examination. We therefore try to plan our

examination questions so that the student cannot use formulas.

The second question furnishes a good example. If this same

problem had been stated in a formal way, demanding only the

final result and asking for an explanation, at least 85 per

cent, of the class would have made a passing grade. This

question was given a second time to the same group of men in

final examination, and, in spite of the fact that the question

strongly suggests the successive answers to any one who has

any physical sense, a large percentage of the men persisted

in working backwards "from the formula tee equals e# arr'*

to get answers to (e) and (d) and (c) !

Xo question like the third had ever been discussed before

the class although 95 per cent, of the class were certainly

familiar with the fact that the power developed by a force

which acts on a moving body is equal to the product of the

force and the velocity of the body in the direction of the

force. The results of this question show how thoughtiess

students can be. Indeed it is probable that what sometimes

seems like thoughtfulness in an examination may be only

a remembrance of thin^ previously discussed or previously

thought out.

The great majority of young men cannot realize the mean-

ing of simple English when it is impersonal and non-anthropo-

morphic, and a large proportion of the failures in answer to

the above questions were due, no doubt, to the inability of the

men to read the questions intelligibly.

How TO 3Ia:ee a Statzmext of Peen'ople or Fact in

Phtsics,

Eecentiy, in discussing the principle of the conservation of

energy before a group of college Sophomores, the following

two statements were contrasted

:

(o) Energy can be neither created nor destroyed.*

* To snbstitute for thiq the statement that when one srgtem gains

emergy another system must lose an equal amount of energy does not

lessen the contrast.
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(&) The work done by a weight depends only on its initial

and final positions, and it is hopeless to seek a roundabout

method for bringing the weight back to its initial position by

the expenditure of a lesser amount of work.

The first statement carries with it no physical suggestion

whatever. The second statement touches the very essence of

the principle of the conservation of energy because it refers

to the definitencss of potential energtj which IS the principle

in its purely mechanical form ; and above all, the second state-

ment calls to mind a form of test or trial. Every statement

of principle or fact in phijsics should take a form which sug-

gests trial and verification and every physical definition should

take a form, which suggests the underlying physical operation.

This suggestion makes a statement or definition sensible in the

strict meaning of that term, whereas the absence of this sug-

gestion leaves only non-sense.

Sense and Non-sense.

The following is a good example of the kind of non-sense

which is involved in the absence of all suggestion of trial and

verification in physical statements. To appreciate this

example one must remember that the fundamental fact con-

cerning fluid pressure is that a fluid at rest exerts a normal

force upon an exposed surface. This fact is fundamental

because it is immediately verifiable by experiment, and being

immediately verifiable by experiment, the statement of it sug-

gests trial and verification. All ideas concerning internal

force actions in fluids at rest are properly inferred from this

fundamental fact.

'
' Fluids at Rest. Fluid Pressure. A perfect fluid is a

body which would offer no resistance to a shearing stress.

This, as we have seen, is a purely ideal case, but if we consider

the distortions in a fluid mass as vanishingly small, even the

slight resistance of the fluid to change of form arising from

viscosity becomes zero, and we find that fluids at rest behave

as perfect fluids. Since in a perfect fluid there is no viscosity.
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and hence no statical friction, it foUo-^s that the pressure

exerted by the fluid on the containing vessel must all be

normal to the surface of the vessel, because any pressure other

than a normal pressure could be resolved into a normal and a

tangential component. The normal component would produce

pressure on the side of the vessel; the tangential component

would produce motion in the fluid unless opposed by statical

friction. But there is no statical friction, and since the fluid

is at rest, there can be no tangential component. Therefore

the fluid pressure on the side of a vessel is normal to the side

of the vessel."

Another example of pure non-sense is the usual statement

of the second law of thermodynamics. Xo one ever saw heat

and we know only indirectly what a flow of heat is, and it is

therefore ridiculous to put forth as the second law of thermo-

dynamics the statement that heat cannot of itself flow from

cold to hot. Truly, the old nursery rhyme of Humpty
Dumpty is a much better statement, but Humpty Dumpty
includes more than the second law of thermodynamics as at

present understood.

The idea that the second law of thermodynamics has any-

thing in common with the "tendency of energy to change from

the potential to the kinetic form" is not only non-sense but it

is unqualifiedly false. Approximately the whole of the con-

vertible energy of a compressed gas is kinetic energy, accord-

ing to the atomic theory, and when a compressed gas squirts

through a hole the energy is still kinetic. One may choose,

of course, to look at the whole thing from a mechanical point

of view and consider the energy of a compressed gas as

potential energy. In this case the energy does change from

potential to kinetic as the gas squirts into the hole but the

Humpty Dumpty business takes place after the squirt comes

out of the hole when the kinetic energy (mechanical) of the

squirt is converted into heat. The essence of thermodynamics
is that it refrains from describing what takes place in an
irreversible process, and nothing in the whole realm of sense-

less physics is quite as ridiculous as the pretended description
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of an irreversible process as a conversion of potential energy

into kinetic energy.

Algebra versus English.

The ease with which a young man's attention can be turned

away from the simple experimental bases of physics is the

salvation of many a teacher of physics, and his salvation is

made the more certain by a generous use of algebra. Except

for this important reason, algebra should be reduced to a mini-

mum in the study of elementary physics. Only the most

fundamental relations should be expressed by formulas, and

purely algebraic developments growing out of these funda-

mental expressions should be omitted.

A great majority of advanced text books on the theoretical

phases of technology, where it is, of course, necessary to deal

extensively with algebraic developments, are open to the seri-

ous criticism that the physical basis of the discussion is almost

entirely lost sight of and in many cases never even mentioned.

A good example of this is a well-known treatise on alternating

currents. The author is very remarkable for his physical in-

sight, and his discussions before engineering societies are

always wonderfully clear with direct appeal to sense material.

In the book referred to, however, the author takes for granted

the connection between physics and algebra ; in this the author

is not blameworthy, but it is pitiful to see users of his book

mistake algebra for physics. A treatise consisting chiefly of

algebraic developments cannot even be called theoretical in the

proper meaning of that term. The most striking example,

however, of the entire subordination of physics to algebra is

what is usually placed before students of engineering under

the name of thermodynamics.

Elegance versus Homeliness.

Several years ago a Freshman was asked in recitation to

explain what is meant by the heat of combustion of coal and he

answered saying that "It is the amount of heat obtained from
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a pound of coal." After trying in vain to lead the young

man to add the further statement
'

'' when the coal is burned,
'

'

the instructor asked '

' But how do you get heat out of coal ? '

'

To which the student answered "Why . . . Professor ... I

don't know." Of course, he did know but he imagined that

the study of physics from a book in college must relate to

elegant things.

And it is before such young men that we lay out our

bookish wares and interminable elaborations of detached

theory! And we teachers of elementary physics are by no

means the worst offenders; that distinction belongs to the

teachers of such ostensibly practical subjects as the theory

of the steam engine.

Es erben sieh Gesetz und Eechte

(imd heutzutage auch die sogenarmte Technologie)

wie eine ew'ge Krantheit fort.

The Justification of ax Hitothesis is its Use.

In a well-known physics text the wave hypothesis of light is

clinched and all embarrassment and uncertainty is eliminated

by the statement that "any effect which is periodic and which

is propagated at a definite velocity is wave motion. '

' To read

this statement and to have pop into one's mind a vision of

the Gatling gun of which the effect is "periodic and is propa-

gated at definite velocity" is amusing; but to see such stuff

placed before students is appalling. "Wave motion is not essen-

tially periodic (neither is light for that matter), and one who
understands the difference between wave velocity and group

velocity knows that wave motion is not necessarily propagated

at a definite velocity. An attempt to justify an hypothesis

such as the dissociation hypothesis in electrolysis or the wave

hypothesis in light by plausibilities is the emptiest kind of

scholastic vanity.

Force and ]\Iass.

Young men have a great deal of difficulty in clearly appre-

ciating simple matters of fact, as is shown by the answers to
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the above questions, and the only way of leading a young man

to a clear appreciation of physical principles is by setting

forth distinctly the things which come from experience and

then proceeding on the basis of this material to the develop-

ment of the ideas of the subject. No student can be expected

to profit by the discussion of fine abstractions such as are

involved in the usual presentation of the laws of motion and

the idea of mass, where the teacher shows a beautiful contempt

for concrete experience, refusing to refer to the muscular

sense as giving the fundamental idea of force, and talks about

the measurement of the mass of a body by moving (sic) it

about, in noble contempt of his coal dealer who measures his

coal, falsely, on a balance scale

!

In the name of all that is determinate, let us define the

mass of a body as measured by a balance scale, and then let

us try to lead our young men to understand as an experi-

mental fact that the acceleration produced by a given force is

inversely proportional to the mass of the body upon which

the force acts.

^Machines and the Idea op Energy.

The idea of energy has become so dominant in the minds of

physics teachers that they have almost come to look upon

physical science as a one-dimensioned complex—without any

remaining attribute of complexity. For example, in nearly

every current treatise on elementary physics, the narrow

technical meaning of work is properly insisted upon, and

then, ignoring everything but energy relations, a machine is

defined as a device for transforming energy or for facilitating

the doing of work. Very well, a sewing machine facilitates

sewing and sewing is work. A loom facilitates the making of

cloth, and the making of cloth is work. A steam shovel facili-

tates the digging of dirt, and the digging of dirt is work.

Every boy knows as much. But how about the narrow tech-

nical concept of work ?

The fact is that machines have an important physical mean-

ing which the one-dimensioned physicist seems to despise, and

5
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this unrecognized meaning, wMch is the whole meaning of

machines to the men who use them, will some day be gen-

eralized as an idea as broad as the idea of energy, and a

second dimension will then be added to pedagogical physics

!

The new generalization will refer to a kind of equivalence of

complexes. Complexes are not exactly conser\'ative, for every-

one knows that bridges rot and houses fall into decay, but they

are somewhat like things that are born in that they always

have antecedents and do not come out of nothing. He surely

is a non-physical physicist who has not pondered as to what

it is in a masonry structure that costs so much, when stone

can be had for the digging and energy costs nothing except

the trouble of gathering it together and applying it—and

letting it all escape in the process

!

All this may seem to be vague and beside the mark but it

is necessary as a preliminary to the statement that the idea of

energy is altogether too greatly exaggerated in the philosophy

of elementary physics. To call the idea of energy as it exists

in most teachers' minds an obsession, is to put it too mildly.

Any boy knows that a sausage grinder is used to grind sausage,

and every boy in his naivete knows that the man is a fool who
describes a sausage grinder as an energy-transforming device.

Current Text Books of Physics.

This paper has been fully discussed by the teaching staff of

the Department of Physics of Lehigh University and many
important suggestions have been made by the younger mem-
bers of the staff, despite the fact that our departmental dis-

cussions are so informal that the youngest member of the staff

has been led to remark that our regular weekly conferences

are as good as vaudeville. One instructor, true to this flippant

spirit, suggested that this paper be entitled "A review of so

and so's elements of physics" so that the paper might attract

readers and make them angry. "We hope indeed that the

paper may attract readers, and we trust that it may make
many of them angry, but we refrain from making any such
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specific application. We assume that every teacher recognizes

sorely the need of what Bacon listed as a deficiency in his day,

the Traditive Lamp or the Proper Method of Delivering Down

the Sciences to Posterity ; and we assume that no author of a

physics text book is wholly pleased with what he has done.

But especially, recognizing the great predominance of what

may be variously called ideas or method or theory in what is

teachable in science, we recall another humiliating passage

from Goethe
Grau, teurer Freund, ist alle Theorie

Und griin des Lebens goldener Baum.

SECOND PAPER.

After putting together our first batch of notes on the teach-

ing of physics we intended to stop, but our first batch has

affected us as we had hoped it would affect others, it has

created in us the desire to discuss the subject further.

A Selection of Materials Necessary.

A selection of materials is necessary in the teaching of

elementary physics, and the basis of selection should have

reference to the point of view of inexperienced and untrained

young men. We believe that the best selection (for the gen-

eral student and for the engineering student) is to eliminate

everything not familiarly known to young men or not likely

to be of importance in an ordinary career.

If the chief object of physics teaching is to develop rational

insights it is sufficient to consider familiar and practical

things, indeed it is necessary, in the early stages of physics

teaching, at least, because the profound sense of reality which

everyone entertains with regard to familiar and practical

things is the most effective check upon meaningless theorizing.

Only an extremely vague sense of reality at best can be given

to unfamiliar things in the class-room, and the study of un-

familiar things in an elementary course is an illusion.

Nearly everyone seems to think that the things which are

detached from common experience are medicine for culture.
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Whereas, the things in physics which are detached from

experience cannot possibly be assimilated by the student except

by rote; and instead of being a medicine for culture these

things are a drug producing stupiditj^! There is more than

half a truth in John Perry's statement that we brand as

stupid those young men who are too honest to pretend by
rote to understand mere abstractions.

Systematic Units.

We give a minimum of attention to C.G.S. units in our

teaching because we have come to believe that the problem of

introducing the metric system into the United States is not the

problem with which a teacher of elementary physics is chiefly

concerned, and hecause we are convinced that the simplification

of physical formulas hy the use of systematic units is largely a7i

illusion. An altogether exaggerated estimate has been made
of the increased facility of physical calculation by the use of

systematic units. In fact calculations have not been facili-

tated by the introduction of systematic units, because the adop-

tion of systematic units has resulted in their being merely

added to units already in use. To calculate an unbalanced

force by the formula F= kma is exactly as easy and as rational

as to calculate an unbalanced force by the formula F= ma.

In fact the first formula is the more rational and the easier

to understand because the presence of the factor k, which is

the force required to produce unit acceleration of unit mass,

emphasizes the importance of this fundamental quantity,

whereas young men seem to lose sight of this fundamental

quantitj^ in the use of the simpler equation, the simplicity of

which is indeed illusory.

The Eruption of tt's in Electromagnetic Theory.

The choice of units in the "electromagnetic" system is no

doubt not the best choice that could be made. Any improve-

ment that might now be made, however, would be non-essential

and of little consequence. The time has come mi the develop-
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ment of physical science to stop questioning established uyiits,

until some new fundamental discovery opens the question in

a manner to involve essential considerations.

One occasionally hears nowadays an expression of impatient

contempt for ir as it appears in electromagnetic theory, the

underlying idea being that our electrical units should be

arranged so as to eliminate this hateful number. Now a great

many people are inclined to laugh at the Indiana Legislature

on account of a proposed legislation concerning the role of v

in ordinary mensuration. Indeed the idea is not entirely

absurd, because you can rule tt out of the formula for the area

of a circle, as every user of the circular mil knows; and yet

but little is gained when this is done, because tt then erupts,

as Heaviside puts it, in the formula for the area of a square

!

So it is in electromagnetism, you can choose a system of units

to eliminate tt from any particular electromagnetic equation,

but it always erupts somewhere else. "What's the use trying

to get rid of such a slippery number ? But might we not ask

the Carnegie Institution to appoint a learned commission to

consider with the help of the Indiana Legislature the fre-

quency of occurrence of tt in every possible system of mensura-

tion, geometrical, mechanical, and electrical, and adopt that

system in which the frequency is a minimum ?

Dimensional Formulas,

Any discussion of dimensional formulas is, in our opinion,

not only useless but actually misleading. To have defined

the average acceleration of a body during a given interval of

time as the increment of the velocity of the body divided by

the time (with due consideration of direction), and then cere-

moniously to point out that acceleration is A length divided

by the square of A time; and to set down the formula in

"square brackets with capital letters" to emphasize the idea

that the length under consideration is not a measured length

and that the time under consideration is not a measured time,

that neither the length nor the time have value but only de-
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nomination, and to imply that neither the length nor the time

under consideration refer to any particular body [indeed how
can such diaphanous quantities (?) refer to anything?]—all

of this is an example of the very worst there is in physics

teaching ; and there is a great deal that is bad

!

To address a boy directly with the proposition that Mr.

So-and-So's income is a dollar a minute and to ask him on

the basis of this proposition how long it will take for him (the

boy) to save enough money to buy an automobile is to raise

a laugh, but a teacher is safe in convening the impression that

a physical quantity refers to nothing in particular ! Our one

really great difficulty is to get students to keep actual things

in mind when giving definitions. To define acceleration as A
gain of velocity divided by A time is non-sense. To define the

average acceleration of a given body during a given interval

of time as the increment of the body's velocity during the

time divided by the time is sense

!

The Mechanical Equivalent op Heat.

"We insist that the term mechanical equivalent of heat is

archaic. Every one should understand that heat can be

measured in joules and that the specific heat of water can

be expressed in joules per degree. It would be as reasonable

to speak of the ratio of the meter to the yard as the "English

equivalent of French measurement" as to speak of the ratio

of the calorie to the joule as the "mechanical equivalent of

heat." There is nothing exactly wrong in either expression,

but both expressions are vague in the extreme, and both carry

suggestions which are entirely foreign to the matters under

discussion.

Electricity and IMagnetism from the Business End.

In our teaching of electricity and magnetism we always

begin with electrolysis, taking up resistance and electromotive

force, ferromagnetism, eleetromagnetism, induced electro-

motive force, and inductance, in order ; and we take up electro-
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statics by considering the flow of the electric current through

unclosed circuits and on the basis of the ballistic galva-

nometer.

The wide familiarity of young men with the phenomena
of the electric current and the fact that most of the practical

applications of electricity have nothing to do with electro-

statics convince us that this order of development is peda-

gogically sound. Anyone who imagines it to be less logical

than the traditional order is unduly under the influence of

his thought-habits, for, in fact, one order is exactly as logical

as the other.

"We depart, however, from the strictly logical development

in that we are content to use the legal definition of the

ampere in the earlier stages of our work, believing that a

young man need not be demoralized by standing for a short

time on the only foundation that would be tenable in an

appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States as to the

meaning of an ampere

!

Ohm's Law Gone to Seed.

The generalizations of physics so far transcend the experi-

ence of an individual that there is a kind of danger in dealing

with them day after day as a mere teacher ; a highly developed

and sound critical faculty with reference to the impersonal

ideas of physics is rare and the ideas tend to become so dis-

torted as to be no longer applicable. What physics teachers

need most to cultivate is a predilection for homeliness; with-

out an uncompromizing passion for homeliness even experi-

mental research cannot fortify a teacher against the pervert-

ing tendency of pedagogy.

The usual statement of Ohm's law is an example of a gen-

eralization gone to seed. One teacher states that "this law

holds for all constant currents or currents whose strength

changes very little in course of time '

' and another guards his

statement of Ohm's law by adding "as long as the physical

state of the conductor remains the same." Now Joule found
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the amount of heat generated in a metallic conductor to be

proportional to the square of the current and to the time

{=EPt), and from the definition of electromotive force the

amount of work delivered to a circuit is equal to Elt. There-

fore, if all the work delivered to a circuit is dissipated in the

circuit in accordance with Joule's law, then BI-t= EIt, or

I=E/R. Ohm's law is therefore true when all the work
delivered to a circuit is dissipated in accordance with Joule's

law ; Ohm 's law is not true when magnetic work, or chemical

work, or mechanical work is done by the current, nor when
the dissipation of work as heat does not conform to Joule's

law, as in gaseous conductors and so-called insulators.

Another Example.

*'The effect of a force is the same whether the force acts

alone or in conjunction with another force." Such is the

statement, by one teacher, of Newton's second law of motion.

He does not even make it plain that he is referring to the

accelerating effect. Now the principle of superposition in

physics, or, to put it more elegantly, the existence of additive

effects in physics depends fundamentally upon a simple pro-

portional relationship between cause and effect, and to postu-

late the proportional relationship is usually the simplest and

most direct form in which to state the principle. There is,

therefore, no justification for the above statement of Newton's

second law even if the author had stated explicitly what kind

of effect he referred to. Every boy knows that the effects of

forces on thin ice are not additive; but we have never yet

found the young man who would state the proposition in this

elegant way

!

Potential.

The electric potential at a point is the "height" at that

point of an imagined "hill" whose "slope" is everywhere

equal to the electric field intensity.

Some electric field distributions can be looked upon as
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slopes or gradients, and such electric field distributions have

potential.

Some electric field distributions cannot be looked upon as

slopes or gradients, and such electric field distributions do not

have potential.

How many users of the word potential understand that the

word as universally used in electromagnetic theory refers to

an electric field distribution in precisely the manner above

stated? Hoxu many users of the word appreciate that its

utility is absolutely zero except where one wishes to think

VERY PARTicuLAELY aiout the actual distribution of an electric

field in space f And how many users of the word understand

what kind of electric field distributions have potential and

what kind have not ?

If the terminology of elementary physics is to be kept in

accord with the more advanced phases of the science, the word

potential and the word potential-difference must be used with

due regard to the matter above mentioned, and the widely

prevalent misuse of the two words potential-difference and

electromotive force to mark the distinction between the

internal electromotive force of a voltaic cell and the electro-

motive force between the terminals of the cell must abso-

lutely cease.

It is of the utmost importance to use those quantities which

have direct connection with physical conditions and things.

Thus everyone realizes the importance of such ideas as the

temperature at a point, the temperature gradient at a point,

the pressure at a point in a fluid, the energy density at a

point in an electric field, the velocity of a fluid at a point, the

intensity of an electric field at a point, and so on. And we

believe with Heaviside that even the correct use of the word

potential tends to turn one's attention away from physical

things. Everyone, and especially those whose ideas are mere

thought-habits, will admit the fictitious character of the

velocity potential of a fluid, namely, an imagined "hill"

whose slope is everywhere equal to the fluid velocity ; but with

electrical potential it is different, the word (we say the word
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because very few indeed use the idea) has become an obsession.

The magic word energy appears in one of the legitimate defi-

nitions of potential and that settles the matter! Energy,

"the only real thing in the universe" as one teacher exclaims!

Let us cease talking energy and talk sense, and above all let

us keep clear of such blunders as to say "Electric potential

may be defined as the condition at a point in space which de-

termines the direction in which an electrified body placed at

that point would tend to move."

The Use of Lecture Demonstrations.

Two years ago, after the most careful instruction in ele-

mentary mechanics we gave the following "original" prob-

lem at the final examination of a group of Freshman engi-

neering students:

"A cart moves due northwards at a velocity of 11 feet per

second. A man pushes downwards on the cart with a force

of 200 pounds and a mule pulls northwards on the cart with

a force of 50 pounds. At what rate does the man do work and
at what rate does the mule do work?"

Forty-four per cent, of the men found that the man de-

veloped 4 horse-power and the mule 1 horse-power! If men-

tion had been made of the part of his body the man used in

exerting the force of 200 pounds, every man in the class

would have caught the idea

!

Physical ideas do not take shape in young men's minds

when they read the most carefully arranged written state-

ments, and consequently young men have little native ability

to understand impersonal and non-anthropomorphic writing.

Nothing, perhaps, in the realm of elementary science training

is more important than to develop this kind of ability which

depends upon the possessions of ideas. The most important

function of lecture demonstrations is to bring ideas and things

together, and the best physics lecturer is one u'ho can, as it

were, pull ideas out of things like a prestidigitateur! This

kind of a prestidigitateur needs only a few very simple things,
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the simpler the better. To use lecture demonstrations to

create a world of unfamiliar phenomena is a grave mistake,

and to allow a physics lecture to degrade to vaudeville is

contemptible.

The Inversion Involved in Formal Laboratory Work.

"When laboratory work is carried out on the basis of a

laboratory manual, the student nearly always does the actual

work, and studies it out afterwards when he writes up his

report, whereas most complicated things in this world have

to be thought out before they are done, or while they are

being done. To do a laboratory exercise as per recipe is to

convert laboratory work into an inconsequential kind of

cookery. And to think out a laboratory exercise after it is

completed is as uninteresting, as to ponder upon cookery after

a splendid collation

!

The reality of physical thinking lies very largely in the

intelligent performance of physical operations, and the value

of laboratory work depends almost wholly upon this fact.

Our newly established laboratory method, which is briefly

described in our first paper, is satisfactory chiefly because

it has enabled us to eliminate the ridiculous inversion above

mentioned.

Our Point of View.

"We have tried to keep away from generalities in the prepa-

ration of these notes, and yet, in looking them over, we realize

that many of our statements come out of very general con-

siderations. It could not perhaps be other'nise, but the many

more or less good-natured expressions of amused contempt

which some of our ''prefaces" and "introductions" have

called forth seem to show that our point of view is very dif-

ferent from that of most of our fellow teachers. Few readers,

however, seem to appreciate what is the greatest resource of

writers who poke fun at those who take the half-made things
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in science too seriously, the resource, namely, "which, is afforded

by highfalutin language. Indeed there is a form in literature

which is expressive of the climax of contempt, of the spit-in-

the-face, namely the alliterative form; and yet most readers

are so thick-skinned that they sense only a 'writer's pomposity

therein ! "What are poor writers to do ?



THE TEACHING OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICS *

BY E. F. DEIMEL,

Assistant Professor of Mechanics, Stevens Institute of Technology.

Professors Franklin and MacNutt in their "Notes on the

Teaching of Elementary Physics" hit Poor Teaching some

well deserved and effective blows, but it seems to me that cer-

tain Straw Men were slaughtered in the combat. I want to

champion the cause of these innocent victims.

Any method of teaching must depend primarily on its

object, its purpose. If the purpose is not kept conspicuously

in the foreground, the teaching is not a worthy cause of dis-

pute. In the teaching of physics the object is to present facts,

to show relationship among them, and, not less, to give the

student the ability to deal with abstractions. (These are not

arranged in order of importance.) The "Notes" apparently

disregard the third object: witness
—"everything should be

omitted . . . which either is not familiarly known ... or

likely to become familiarly known to him as a plain man."t

Before hastening to the attack I want to deny the existence

of the "plain man" and of his relatives, the "man in the

street" and the "average man." These are merely euphe-

misms for a fictitious person of abysmal stupidity and violent

hostility to the acquisition of new ideas. His counterpart in

life is the untrained man whose vocabulary consists largely of

such terms as "common sense," "natural," "reasonable,"

"practical." Processes of deduction and words of precise

meaning are as yet unknown to him, so that when he begins

the study of science, carefully framed definitions make his

linguistic wave of the hand impossible. He, in his youth and

naivete, thinks that a sausage-meat grinder is not a lathe nor

an ore crusher, and that a loom is not a printing press nor a

planimeter. It might be worth while speculating whether, in

his maturity and sophistication, he ponders on the cost of a

* Offered as part of the discussion of "Notes on the Teaching of

Elementary Physics," by W. S. Franklin and Barry MacNutt.

t See page 404, Bulletin, Vol. II.
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stone wall "when . . . energy costs nothing except the

'expense' of gathering it together and applying it."

But to our Straw Men. Surely Professors Franklin and

MacNutt do not know of any book in which an entire chapter

contains nothing more than the bare statement "Energy can

neither be created nor destroyed.
'

' Although their statement

(&)* is an excellent illustration of what is implied by con-

servation of energy, the very form of the generalization opens

a new field to the young student and introduces to him one of

the greatest abstractions in science: 'abstractions," because

energy, notwithstanding its measurability, is no more a con-

crete thing than, for example, justice, motion, capacity.

"While I agree with the authors that statements of the Second

Law of thermodynamics better than the one criticised by

themf are possible, I cannot see absurdity in the phrase '

' flow

of heat." If this phrase is absurd, what is to become of such

expressions as "conduction of heat," "electric current,"

"light-wave," "quantity of heat," "lines of force," "force,"

and particularly of the symbol dq/dtl Nobody ever saw

force, electricity, potential energy, as entities. Why is it ab-

surd to say that if the end of a poker is put into a fire the

handle eventually becomes hot? Why is it wrong to invent

a noun to associate with the verbs "to push," "to accele-

rate," "to stretch." What of the equivalence of complexes

which are not exactly conservative 1

It may be a matter of belief, but it is not necessarily a fact

that the "fundamental fact concerning fluid pressure is that

a fluid at rest exerts a normal force upon an exposed surface."

Are those who want to regard hydromechanics as well as

elasticity as the study of internal stresses not to be allowed

this liberty—or perhaps license ? As for experimental proofs,

it is as easy to show the absence, or smallness, of shear stress

in a liquid by splashing it about, pouring it, etc., as to prove

the absence of tangential forces on immersed surfaces. I object

to the possible implication that a fence has only one side.

A characteristic of the man who has not studied science is

* See page 45.

t See page 46.
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that he attaches no importance to the obvious or apparently

trivial detail. It is our duty as teachers to instil in him a

proper respect for the smallest fish in the net; occasionally,

however, in concentrating on the whale he sees the minnow
out of the tail of his eye. The Freshman* probably thought

the instructor a fool not to know that he—the Freshman

—

understood the coal was to be burned ; in this case he was actu-

ally turned away from the obvious detail. It would be inter-

esting to know what the vain attempts of the instructor were—

•

did he ask what combustion is, what coal is used for, what we
do with it and why ? That Freshman would not have known
less had he been heckled less. Why discharge "such" young

men—one of them undoubtedly knew as much as his teacher.

I regret not yet having read Larmor's "Scope of Mechanical

Ideas," but I know that, despite Larmor's exceptional ability,

he can not invalidate i\Iach's remarkable discussion of force

and mass. These discussions are opinions, points of view.

Let me, to illustrate a point of view, attack the first para-

graph,! which says, in effect,

(i) Define mass as measured by a balance scale.

(ii) Prove experimentally that the acceleration produced

by a given force is inversely proportional to the mass.

Notwithstanding a hoary superstition to the contrary, a

balance scale compares forces indirectly through moments ; in

a field of no force any two masses would balance each other.

A spring balance, on the other hand, is at the very least as

well adapted to the comparison of masses, because two bodies

which, at any one place, have the same effect on it are of equal

mass. When we consider that unequal weights may balance

each other but that unequal weights cannot produce equal

stretches, it appears that the idea of the spring balance is far

simpler than that of the lever balance. However, neither can

be used to define mass unless we postulate (ii)
; even then it is

impossible. But never mind this. What is mass ? We cannot

see it any more than we can see heat. We know—and so does

our "plain man"— that scales measure piills. How can we
* See page 47.

t See page 49.
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keep within Ms intellectual mud-puddle and still tell him
what mass is? Quantity of matter? Hardly. If statement

(ii) be changed to read:

(iii) The mass of a body on which a given force acts is

inversely proportional to the acceleration produced, we have

here a quantitative definition of mass and a suggestion for

measuring force. The Ding an sick has no interest for us.

While both (ii) and (iii) have the defect of presupposing

a ''given force," I think (iii) is immeasurably superior to

the combined (i) and (ii) : it is simpler, more complex, more
concrete, less tangible, more and less philosophical, and
more—impossibly less—meaningful.

In the division "Machines and the Idea of Energy,"*

Professors Franklin and MacNutt presumably meant that

machines include mechanisms—devices for transmitting and
transforming motion; an explicit statement to this effect would
have done no harm. If they meant more, more still remains

to be said ; at any rate the point is well taken. But it is to be

doubted whether the section "Machines" would have been

written in just that way if the authors had read Fritz

Mauthner's "Kritik der Sprache," his "Worterbuch der

Philosophic" or even his brochure on Aristotle.

I have taken the liberty to criticize—perhaps harshly, but

by no means intentionally so—certain minor features of the

mechanism of the reform proposed by Professors Franklin

and MacNutt. But everybody must be intensely interested in

the reform itself, and must be in full sympathy with the

splendid spirit of the "Notes." It is easy to predict that

their effect will be neither small nor unimportant.

"Algebra should be reduced to a minimum in the study of

elementary physics. Only the most fundamental relations

should be expressed by formulas, and purely algebraic devel-

opments growing out of these fundamental expressions should

be omitted.
'

'

"Bring' vor, was wahr ist;

Schreib' so, dass es klar ist

Und verficht 's, bis es mit dir gar ist !
"

* See page 49.



IMPROVEMENT OF ELEMENTARY PHYSICS
TEACHING.*

BY J. A. EANDALL,

Instructor in Physics, Pratt Institute.

The article of Professors Franklin and MacNutt and the

editorial in the March Bulletin calling for a discussion of

the elementary physics courses were timely and the suggestion

there given to publish in the Bulletin a summary of what

constitutes ''good practice" in physics instruction should

receive ready response. We need very much to get together

in this matter and, if that is our desire, it is surely folly to

cry fool at those who see things differently from us. It may
be safe to mention a physics syllabus in print but in conversa-

tion with a physics teacher it is hardly wise. To a physics

teacher, a syllabus is a device that someone wants to inflict

upon others but never expects to use himself. It is a desic-

cated skeleton of a course which someone ships in a mailing

tube to the fellow with too little wit to make an outline for

himself. The physics teacher wonders how a pedagogue so

lacking in capacity as to be unable to make an outline can be

expected to clothe such dry bones with flesh and infuse

vitality and life into such a thing.

"What we want is to see the teaching of the other fellow just

as it is. We want all the vitality and life there is in his sug-

gestions. We want to catch the spirit in which things are

said and done. There is a human factor in teaching and let's

recognize it. One might easily get the impression from the

number of historical experiments in our text books that

physics laboratory work is intended to impress the student

with the idea that history repeats itself, but a glance at stu-

dent data on such experiments dispels that notion. Labo-

* Offered as part of the discussion of "Notes on the Teaching of

Elementary Physics, '
' by W. S. Franklin and Barry MacNutt.
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ratory instruction is being given in a very different way, I

suspect, but no one has a word to say about it, except Pro-

fessors Franklin and ^lacXutt.

The immediate need is to know what the other fellow is

doing. And by that I mean that we need to know in detail

how certain diflBculties are overcome and how troublesome

conceptions are given. University physics teachers have a

medium of exchange for research discoveries and have fallen

into the unfortunate habit of always talking about research

work when they are visiting one another and when at meet-

ings. This always gives the impression that our physics pro-

fessors have adopted research as a life work rather than teach-

ing. While this impression is not fair it still remains true to

the detriment of education that there is no organization or

medium of exchange in which the teaching of college physics

is regularly treated.

In using the columns of the Bulletin for this purpose it

must be remembered that anything advocated by this society

will be open to the charge of being in the interest of engineer-

ing education rather than pure science education.

Since there are so many conflicting interests shaping the

instruction in our various institutions, no syllabus wiU fit in

the classes of a considerable number. Under present condi-

tions each college must choose from the published laboratory

exercises or devise its own experimental work for its students.

The new experiments do not become known unless someone in

the college publishes a text. This is a slow way of circulating

teaching inventions and probably is one of the causes of the

prevailing impressions that college physics is poorly taught.

We do not know what the other fellow is doing and we conse-

quently assume that he is doing only what current text books

suggest.

As chairman of the Committee on the Improvement of

Physics Teaching of the American Federation of Teachers of

the Natural and Mathematical Sciences, the writer recognizes

that in the recent numbers of our educational journals the

aims and ideals of physics teaching in secondary schools have
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been wisely and ably expressed. It has been pointed out that

our type of student is rapidly changing, the caliber of teacher

is changing, and the science itself is increasing in content

and is rapidly altering in the importance and number of its

applications.

If a student goes into an electrical laboratory, it is obviously

for electrical experience. If the student is in a public high

school the probability is, that he will never go to college for

further electrical training. Then he needs electrical experi-

ence as closely related to his life as a citizen as possible. This

calls for instruction in electric lighting, wiring, the tele-

phone, telegraph, and other common appliances or if the

student is a girl, with electric cooking devices. It is possible

with these articles to give exercises which teach all of the

electrical theory commonly taught, and at the same time to

associate it with articles commonly seen and spoken of in

daily life. Since we are more likely to forget those things

which are not associated with recurrent experiences, to use

commercial articles is a legitimate teaching device. As with

any other good thing, there is danger of commercial articles

being used in ways that are not educationally good and then

t^eachers may try to justify poor work by saying that the

articles used are commercial. This danger is no greater than

that the present type of text book will be abused.

A second tendency which is growing is to discontinue using

small quantities of material with which to experiment. It is

good psychology to give a boy, when he is studying force

experiments, apparatus of a size to command his respect and

requiring weights that give him an appreciable physical

reaction. If a boy loads a crane with 500 lbs. of cast iron

weights before investigating the forces in its members the

chances are good that he will take off his coat in the process.

That act is a pretty good indication that he recognizes the

problem before him as a real one. Boys prefer to use a block

and falls that they know is like one they have seen on a ship

or in a barn rather than do experiments on a toy set of pul-

leys. Children, like grown ups, want the real thing when they

can get it.
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A third tendency is to discontinue in elementary classes

the determination of physical constants. It is to be presumed

that the object in having an elementary student do such an

experiment is to teach him what the constant is, what units

it is expressed in and to give him an idea of the "experimental

method," The constant is better taught by assigning labo-

ratory exercises in which the constant is used. The young

student manages to violate all the recognized principles of

experimental method, and makes strenuous efforts to establish

new ones. Many college men have advised secondary teachers

to discontinue the attempt to teach the scientific method in

the high school as there seems to be no great success in making

the college student grasp it. I believe this advice is being

followed, but I wonder if the college man can solve his prob-

lem so easily ?

The secondary teachers in our larger cities have seen the

need of a change and have asked freedom from college en-

trance requirements and from stat^ syllabae t-o work out a

course different from the type given in the freshman year in

college and engineering school. Grandpa's coat cut down

never fits Millie if you ask the boy. The imitation of college

work in preparatory school hurts both institutions. It is not

what the young boy needs and when he does enter his fresh-

man course he thinks he knows it all if he has had "College

Physics.
'

'

The historical course and the systematic course describing

the field of a particular science in a compreliensive way has

no justification in the high school. What is its place in ele-

mentary courses in college?

Just now the Physics Committee is devoting its efforts to

collecting apparatus designs of pieces which yield quantita-

tive experiments applying the more important physical prin-

ciples. J. M. Jameson is publishing in the current numbers

of Sclwol Science and Mathematics a detailed statement re-

garding some of the more simple exercises in use in Pratt

Institute. The Committee believes that all good exercises and

apparatus that are found valuable in any school should be

described in our journals and in government bulletins.
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Blue prints showing the design of any pieces which come

to the attention of the committee are being prepared. Some

are now ready for distribution and will be sent upon appli-

cation.

Ultimately the committee hopes to collect enough informa-

tion about what is being done that stands the test of inspection

in the light of our new ideals to enable us to say what the

"best practice" is in all matters pertaining to secondary

physics instruction. "When we really know what new things

are being done, we hope to advise a policy that will enable

teachers' organizations to accelerate the evolution of science

teaching.

President H. S. Pritehett of the Carnegie Foundation in his

1910 annual report has correctly said that we will not have

competent teachers and teaching in either secondary schools

or colleges until we have in every university technical courses

for the preparation of teachers. He correctly says that

teachers' courses under University men have been too much

effected by the research atmosphere and too little by what

constitutes sound educational work with students of different

types and ages. The committee has not as yet seen any way

to help bring about this change in the curricula of our uni-

versities. It is to be hoped that our summer courses for

teachers may lead to such regular term courses.

The committee has undertaken the work of circulating ap-

paratus designs and teaching ideas with the hope that we may
be able to provide a continuous supply of new material from

which we may occasionally select fresh raiment for our dry

bones. A good teacher is always versatile. This plan puts

something up the sleeve of the physics teacher.

It may be true that in our colleges the closet door is wide

open and the spot light may be sho^ving the articulated verte-

brae. The sort of thing that will help most is not to argue

but to tell the other fellow what you are doing that is worth

while.

The first paragraph of the article of Professors Franklin

and ^lacNutt closes with the sentence :
' * Half a hundred exer-
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cises of this general character have been devised and the

response of the young man is something good to see." I

vainly read the remainder of the "first paper" in the desire

of learning something more of these exercises. I hope to find

in the succeeding papers detailed accounts of these interest-

ing exercises, so that we may try them on our students without

repeating all of the labor of invention and design.

Some of the simple devices are most valuable. In the Pratt

Institute Physics Laboratory we have difficulty in teaching

the idea of moment of inertia. We are doing two exercises

using the apparatus shown in the figure. The following direc-

tion sheets from "Physics Laboratory Notes," coyprighted,

1911, by J. M. Jameson, are written for men of about the age

of college sophomores and approaching the instruction from

about three years of commercial life.

Experiment 18-4. The Eelation of Angular Acceleration to Torque
AND Distribution of Mass.

The apparatus consists of a heavy fly-wheel arranged to rotate on a

vertical shaft. The torque is applied to a drum keyed to the shaft, by a
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cord leading over a small pulley and carrying a scale pan. Acceleration is

computed from the distance this scale pan weight descends in a known
time. For convenience in computation, distance is read from a vertical

scale graduated in i^-ft. divisions and the drum is exactly 1 ft. in cir-

cumference. When the scale pan descends 1 ft., therefore, the fly-wheel

makes one revolution, etc. The pulley is as light and frictionless as pos-

sible and the thrust of the shaft carrying the fly-wheel is taken by a cone

bearing.

Before taking data, flood all bearings with oil and correct for friction

by attaching an extra weight to the cord just sufficient to maintain uni-

form motion when the apparatus is started.

Three fly-wheels are to be used with the apparatus, each a disk of uni-

form thickness. B is the same diameter as A but twice as heavy, C has

the same weight as B but is twice its diameter.

Apply scale pan weights as directed and complete the following table

of data:

(Distance recorded should be the average of several independent

determinations.)

Fly-wheel.
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Substitute the above values for torque and angular acceleration, an3

determine K for each wheel. Compare the values for A and B and the

values for B and C.

Is K the same as the mass ? What general effect has distribution of mass

upon £"?

Compute the moment of inertia of each vrheel. Compare these with the

values found for K.

State in general terms the factors which determine the rotational inertia

of a body.

Upon what does the torque required to set a body rotating at a given

speed depend?

EXPEHIMEXT IS-S. EXEEGY OF A EOTATIXG FlY-"WHEEL,

When the weight W of the apparatus in Exp. 18—i has descended a

distance of L ft., the work done on the apparatus is WL ft. -lbs. By the

law of conservation of energy, this work has been expended against fric-

tion and thus dissipated as heat, or is stored in the rotating wheel and in

the moving weight.

Or WL= energy expended against friction + kinetic energy of fly-

wheel "T kinetic energy of moving weight.

The object of this exercise is to measure each quantity in this equation

in foot-pounds and check the application of the equation.

Note: (a) The cord over the drum must end in a loop passed over a
small pin so that the torque is removed when the weight has descended
L ft.

(6) Friction should be measured at the circumference of the dram.
(c) The velocity of the weight when released is to be determined from

the time in seconds required by the fly-wheel to come to rest after the
torque is removed and the number of revolutions made in this time. These
will give the velocity of the drum in revolutions per second when the
weight drops off, and from this and the diameter of the drum, the velocity
of the weight in feet per second may be found. The kinetic energy of the
weight may be found from the formula JVv/2g.

(d) Elinetic energy stored in the fly-wheel= work done against friction
in coming to rest.

Care must be taken in measuring friction. Friction of the pulley over

which the cord runs is included in the computation of "work against

friction," while the torque acts, but not in the value for friction used

in finding the stored energy of the fly-wheel.

The report should contain all data required, and all computation with

an explanation of the theory.

Addenda to report: The kinetic energy of a rotating body=: TFroV^^,
where v is the linear velocity at a point situated a distance equal to the
radiiLS of gyration from the axis.
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Place Wv^/2g= to experimental value of kinetic energy of -svlieel and
solve for t'o. From this value for v, and the speed as the torque was
removed (see above) compute the radius of gyration for the wheel. Com-
pute also the "equivalent mass" and the moment of inertia of the

fly-wheel.

The committee is anxious to win the support of college

teachers. I wish to make here an earnest appeal for contribu-

tions of apparatus designs and suggestions of any character

which the readers of this article feel would make the work

more successful.
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BY MOETOX G. LLOYD,

Technical Editor, Electrical Seview and Western Electrician.

As one "who was at one time a teacher of physics I have read

with great interest the notes on this subject by Professors

Franklin and MacXutt. and approve of most of what they say.

I am greatly disappointed, however, to note their attitude re-

garding Ohm's law, as I had hoped that this much abused

subject would be put in rational form by them.

Resistance is defined as the ratio of electromotive force to

current. The expression, I= E F. would involve no natural

law, but only a definition, if it meant nothing more than this

numerical relation between the quantities. It seems to me
that the entire significance of Ohm's law lies in the fact that

the ratio of electromotive force to current is constant for defi-

nite physical conditions of the same conductor. In other

words, the ratio is independent of the value of the electromo-

tive force.

Curiously enough the authors equate the expression for work
taken from the definition of electromotive force with Joule's

expression for the heat generated by an electric current in

terms of the resistance, which must itself be defined in terms of

the other quantities. The equation from which they derive the

expression representing Ohm's law is consequently nothing

more than an identity. From this remarkable demonstration

they conclude that Ohm's law holds only when the entire

transformation of electrical energy is into the form of heat.

In fact the relation holds for every circuit, if every com-

ponent of the total electromotive force is included. Electro-

motive forces which transform other energy into electrical

* Offered as part of the discussion of '
' Xotes on the Teaching of

Elementary Physics," by W. S. Franklin and Barry ilacXutt.
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energy are positive, and those representing transformation of

electrical energy into other forms are negative. So far as

Ohm's law is concerned, there is no reason for making any

distinction between the direct electromotive force generated

by a dynamo and the counter electromotive force generated

by a motor; or between the direct electromotive force of a bat-

tery and the counter electromotive force of an electrolytic cell.

When all electromotive forces are considered, including

those of self induction and mutual induction. Ohm's law ap-

plies in general to cases of alternating currents, although the

converse statement is made in many textbooks on the subject.

This misconception arises because we seldom make use of the

simple form of Ohm's relation in the case of alternating cur-

rents, it being more convenient to use the equation involving

impedance. If the general relation between the quantities

were alwavs written in the form

:

^f-^t-^ >-K^^-fcy
ii

= r or T
= *»

it would be evident that the ratio of the total electromotive

force to the current is still a constant. The value of this con-

stant, or the resLstance, depends now, however, not only upon

the physical condition of the conductor but also, in the case

of high frequency or of an iron conductor, upon the values of

frequency and of the inductance. For a conductor or sur-

rounding medium of iron, the inductance may vary with the

current but the ratio representing the resistance is a constant.

and Ohm's law holds true.

I think it would be highly desirable if teachers of physics

and of electrical engineering would emphasize the fact that

the numerical relation I= E K represents nothing more than

a definition and that the significance of Ohm's work lies in the

fact that the resistance, for definite conditions, is a constant.

This is a natural law.
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Discussion.

Professor W. S. Franklin: For several years Professor

MacNutt and I have been trying to create an interest on the

part of the American Physical Society in the teaching of

elementary physics. We had hoped to be able to arrange for

a joint meeting of the American Physical Society and this

society, similar to our joint meeting with the American
Mathematical Society a year ago; but the American Physical

Society determined not to join with us to discuss the subject

of the teaching of physics. This situation, together with

internal forces which have been operating upon Professor

MacNutt and myself, has brought us to a peculiarly impatient

state of mind, but we have recently been tempering our point

of view by reading very carefully G. Bernard Shaw's Hand-
hook of a Revolutionist, and we hope to hold ourselves within

bounds in this discussion.

The Language of Theory Versus the Language op

THE Laboratory.

One of the central ideas which Professor MacNutt and I

have held in this discussion of the teaching of physics was
well expressed several years ago by Professor Smith, formerly

of the University of Chicago. Speaking of the teaching of

chemistry Professor Smith said that the tendency was more
and more to use the language of the laboratory rather than

the language of theory. With this idea in mind consider the

following extract from a recent elementary treatise on Pho-

tometry and Ilhimination, and remember that the notion of

straight-line propagation is about the only theoretical notion

that is useful in this subject.
'

' There are many ways of noting the fact that sound waves

pass in definite directions and reach distant objects after they

leave those near by. Sensitive gas flames enable this to be

shown, for they are responsive to sound waves." Accepting

this teacher's English for what it is worth, we "note" that he

has forgotten, apparently, that men have ears! The follow-

ing extract is from the same teacher. "Light flux may be due
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to wave motions of different length, in which case the sense of

different color is produced in our eyes ; or different amplitude,

which results in different intensity."

Elegance Versus Homeliness.

A well known text-book of physics calls boiling ebullition,

uses the heading Compressibility of ceriform bodies, and

speaks of vaporization as the solution of a liquid in ceriform

bodies. The same teachers state that "in the most general

sense, a solution may be defined as a homogeneous mixture

which cannot be separated by mechanical means. In the

geriform condition bodies mix in all proportions. In the liquid

state the miscibility is limited in amount and dependant upon

the nature of the substances.
'

'

How much information or insight can the average youngster

get from such statements, absolutely detached, as they are in

the text-book in question, from the remotest suggestion of a

concrete example?

Distinctions "Without Differences. Ohm's Law Again.

"In applying Ohm's law to practical problems it must be

remembered that e represents the net voltage at the ends of

the conductor r. It is necessary to keep this in mind when a

circuit contains sources of counter-electromotive force such as

electric batteries or motors.

The fact is that many distinctions in physics as set forth by

teachers exist only in the mind, and too little attention is paid

to distinctions which are based on experiment. To justify the

above statement from the physical point of view it would be

necessary to devise a voltmeter which, when applied to the

terminals of a circuit, would measure separately that part

of the voltage which is used to overcome resistance.

The distinction between heat as kinetic energy of molecular

motion and heat as potential energy of molecular configura-

tion is another distinction in ideas without any basis in experi-

ment except only in the case of a gas in which the Joule-

Thomson effect has been studied ; and yet a prominent physics
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teacher says that "The heat energy which changes a solid to

a liquid has ceased to exist as heat energy, having been con-

verted into the potential energy of partially separated mole-

cules."

Mr. E. F. Deimel:* I should like to supplement my previous

discussion by making a few detached remarks against part of

the "Notes" by Professors Franklin and MacXutt.

That "the things in physics which are detached from ex-

perience cannot possibly be assimilated by the student except

by rote"t is absolutely untrue—if it has any meaning at all.

It is possible to make nearly any experience we please part of

his common stock; indeed, it is debatable whether this is not

the sum and subst-ance of teaching.

The authors say that the formula F=^Jxma is more rational

than F^mu. I shall not take advantage of them by ques-

tioning what they mean by '

' rational " ; I ask, however, not

what it means, but how it sounds to say. "unit force, namely
five and one half units, produces unit acceleration on unit

mass." Unless force is defined without regard to its accelera-

tion effect, the equation F^^Jcma defiyies force quantitatively

and must give unit force the value unity, i. e., we must have

>t=l. If force is defined by its deformation effect, k corre-

sponds to modulus of elasticity, 7n to length, and a to stretch.

Shades of Fourier and Maxwell I Hard it is to be tem-

perate and cool as Cassius, in criticizing the opinion that

dimensional formulas are useless and misleading I Perhaps

the mention of the words "homogeneous" and "'dynamical

similitude" may point to the usefulness of dimensions: and,

to paraphrase Tait, lengthiness, lengthfulness. and belength-

enedness, may indicate attributes not dissociated from un-

measured length. As for "square brackets with capital

letters," I have for a dozen years omitted the brackets as

trash and used the symbol "^, " instead of "=," to denote

qualitative, instead of quantitative, equality.

If the time has come "to stop questioning physical units,"

•Printed as a letter to the Editor in the Bulletin-, June, 1912.

t See page 52.
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it is also time to stop questioning such terms as mechanical

equivalent of heat. A rose—a name—etc.

The paragraph "Another Example"* contains an idea of

which the writer foolishly believed himself to be the sole

proprietor. Force is not transmissible, cannot be resolved into

components, and cannot be superposed unless we deal only

with motion. To fix the blame for the idea of universal super-

position of force, let me quote from an unpublished manu-
script.

"Poinsot's Elements de Statique laid the foundation of a

part of the geometry of force vectors, and by its novelty and
ingenuity attracted enough attention to cause that novelty

and ingenuity to be incorporated into elementary statics. It

was by no means a contribution to physical mechanics. That

statics is still based on the theory of couples is strange

—

strange, not merely because the theory is unnecessary to

statics, but because it fails signally to exliibit the behavior

of a material body under stress. The couples and forces of

our text books act on sheets of paper or on irregular potato-

shaped contours—not on bodies capable of yielding and

resisting.
'

'

However, in my opinion, postulating "a simple propor-

tional relationship between cause and effect"! does no good.

In deriving a basic physical relation y= /(x), it is necessary

to prove experimentally that x and y are related, and then to

find experimentally the form of the function.

Ibsen said that a well-constituted truth lasts seventeen

years. In the same—perhaps Pickwickian—sense it may be

said that forty-nine per cent, of our laboratory work is a

stupid, criminal waste of time. To set a student at measuring

blocks, finding specific gravities, weighing things, pulling

springs, reflecting light, watching water boil, etc., etc., and,

worst of all, asking him to plot results on ''squared paper,"

kills his interest, stunts his mind, and flattens his chest.

* See page 56.

t See page 56.
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Forty-nine per cent, of our laboratory work is gesticulation;

it is annoying to those who understand language. One care-

lessly performed but carefully explained experiment by the

teacher is worth more than all the unaimed, slovenly, putter-

ing of a hundred pupils.

May I take the liberty to suggest that Professor "W. S.

Franklin be made chairman of a committee of the S. P. E. E.

on the teaching of physics ?

Professor F. L. Emory : This is more a question of teaching

than of writing text-books. I cannot agree with Professor

Franklin in his suggestion for changing text-books, because,

a book is supposed to be more or less a summary of principles.

What he aims to do is to teach principles. If he would re-

write his text-book in the language which he proposes, he

would leave the impression that we should not go to college

at all, but that we can educate ourselves by reading. I remem-

ber an experience in trying to teach calculus by correspond-

ence to a Swiss student in South Carolina. After having

carried it on several months, thinking that he had made some

progress, I sent him an examination paper. I found, from his

first answer, that he did not understand a certain general

principle, yet he had been deceiving me about what he knew.

There was not that personal contact which is absolutely essen-

tial in good teaching.

For good teaching we must have that alertness of mind

which follows the student's thought. The text-book should

contain the essence of the subject and the teacher should use a

drop of it now and then to flavor his product. "Wlien the stu-

dent says, "Professor, I do not see the connection between

power and work," it requires that very alertness of mind to

reply "Every connection, can you put anything between a

dog and his tail?" You cannot put that sort of instruction

into a text-book. It is a quality of mind. You cannot buy it

in text-book form and you can get it only by personal contact.

Mr. William Kent: I have been interested in the subject of

the method of teaching physics for several years, and I am in

entire accord with what Professor Franklin is attempting
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to do. I have read nearly everything he has -written on the

subject and often carried out his suggestions. And now I ask

myself, what good does it all do? How much further ahead

are we? "Whenever Professor Franklin publishes an article I

read it and think there has been some progress, and then I

take up the next Bulletin and find criticisms of it such as

those in the June Blxletix and it seems that we have not

progressed very far. It appears that, so far, the question has

called forth only destructive criticism and we are no wiser

than when we started. If we would really accomplish any-

thing in this line we must use other methods in our study of

the subject. Let us take it for granted that the text-books on

physics are very bad, and that some are worse than others, and

then let us attempt something in the way of construction.

Having decided upon a method of teaching physics, let Pro-

fessor Franklin write one page of the subject as he thinks it

ought to be written and then send that page to a dozen other

physicists and physical teachers and see if they agree with

him. Probably not one of them would, and the same would be

true if any other one of the dozen should write the page.

People are bound to disagree on the form of language in which

ideas should be expressed, although they may all agree on the

ideas. It is a question not of our mental conception of

physics, but of the method of handling the English language

so that people will not misunderstand us.

I did not see anything very bad in Professors Franklin and

MacNutt's last article in the Bulletin, although there were

some things that I would have expressed differently. But

here I find in this June number an attack on them in these

words :

'

' Shades of Fourier and Maxwell ! Hard it is to be

temperate and cool as Cassius, in criticizing the opinion that

dimensional formulas are useless and misleading! Perhaps

the mention of the words 'homogeneous' and 'dynamical

similitude' may point to the usefulness of dimensions; and, to

paraphrase Tait, lengthiness, lengthfulness, and belengthened-

ness, may indicate attributes not dissociated from unmeasured

length.
'

' "What is the use of publishing that kind of criticism?

7
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Why not give the time and space to a few lines of constructive

material ?

I find in the same article that "Force is not transmissible,

cannot be resolved into components, and cannot be superposed

unless we deal only with motion. '

' Well, that struck me with

a shock. I had always believed that force was transmissible

and could be resolved into components and could be super-

posed without any reference to motion. Now it may be that

I am all wrong. Forty years' study of the subject has put me
into entire opposition to this paper and yet our difference may
be a mere question of the meaning of words. From the expres-

sion "resolved into components" the writer of the article may
derive one idea and I another. I think of force as a pull or a

push; possibly his concept of it is a different one.

Mr. J. A. Randall : In attempting to improve physics teach-

ing, there are four distinct problems: (1) that of developing

physics teaching for the very young student; (2) for the stu-

dent just ready to enter college; (3) for the college freshman;

(4) for the mature man.

Now the course in each case probably should be different.

There is a growing tendency, I believe, towards giving some of

the general qualitative ideas of physics in the first year of the

high school in association with the general science-course.

This course is not college preparatory. It aims merely to give

the lad his first information in the very broadest, simplest

way, as to what a vacuum is, for instance. Such ideas con-

stitute the minimum of scientific concepts which every high

school student should have. When the student reaches the

junior or senior year of the high school, it is time to give

him a systematic preparation for college, and there he should

have the fundamental principles of physics taught through

practical applications.

The college courses and the engineering courses are your

problems and must be worked out more or less independently,

but still there is a whole lot in knowing exactly what your

neighbor is doing. For this purpose the thing that we need

is a medium of exchange for some of the good pieces of equip-
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ment and designs which teachers have tried out and would be

glad to give somebody else, providing there is a way of doing

so without going out and egotistically saying, "Here, I have

something fine ; Come on boys and do things my way. '

'

The secondary school needs help to solve several of its

problems; particularly I would like to call attention to the

cheap and entirely unsatisfactory physical apparatus that is

being sold to the schools. This is the result of the present

vicious plan of purchasing scientific apparatus on the com-

petitive bid plan through purchasing agents.

What we need is standardization in physical equipment,

such as has been obtained in surgical apparatus. We need a

line of equipment that is up to specifications and the stamp

of which will be recognized as having a definite quality. I

am undertaking at the present time to get apparatus dealers

to agree on such a plan. We need to influence legislation to

the end that the science teacher may be entrusted with the

purchase of supplies and scientific apparatus.

The committee may not have mapped out a ^vise plan of

action. We will welcome suggestions of a better one. We
solicit your support and promise to throw all of our energy

into the work of making physics instruction more valuable

as a preparation for life.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard : The Society is to be congratu-

lated upon opening its meetings for such papers and discus-

sions as those now before us. In ]Mr. Cook's report to the

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, which

gives the results of his investigations in eight physics depart-

ments among our universities, he states that certain of the

physics teachers feel that teaching is a necessary evil, and that

their interest is in research. In the face of that fact I say

again that we are to be congratulated that we, as a society of

engineering teachers, should put on record our desire to see

the teaching of physics emphasized. In a special way we

should be interested in this because we see that the trend of

the times is to place the teaching of physics not in our engi-

neering department but in our colleges of arts and sciences,
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where our prospective engineering students are registered. At

the University of ^lissouri, for instance, no students enter the

engineering school until after they have had two years in the

Ck)llege of Arts and Sciences, and in those first two years they

receive their preparation in physics.

There are said to be two large classes of leaders in educa-

tion: One. the class that would have physics and the other

fundamental sciences taught with the special view of their use

for the engineering student and for the engineer; the other

class is made up of those who would have them taught not for

their usefulness or for their utility, but that the philosophy of

those sciences might be emphasized, "^e as engineering

teachers are perhaps in favor of a combination of both classes.

At all events I believe that this society should be preparing for

that change which seems inevitable, and for the time when

we no longer will find our teachers of physics in committee

meetings and conferences with the teachers of engineering.

I believe therefore that as a society of engineering teachers

we should prepare for that change and insist that the teaching

of physics be not in any sense subordinated to research in

physics.

Professor F. L. Bishop : I have been interested in this dis-

cussion from several points of view.

In the first place, concerning the question of research; the

American Physical Society is purely and simply a research

institution, and while I am tremendously interested in the

teaching of physics I should be very sorry to see that society

change its methods. "We do need, however, some method of

communication among the engineering schools and univer-

sities upon the subject of teaching.

In the second place, teaching depends very largely upon

the personal equation. I am very much flattered some times

in my class by having a student say to me, ""Why don't they

put it in the text-book that way?" Well, I put it in the

manuscript of a text-book that way and the student says,

"It is as bad as anything I ever read." This is because of the

lack of personal equation. The teacher in answering a ques-
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tion -which has been preceded by discussion will read the

student's mind. He knows the answer which can best satisfy

that particular student. A text-book attempts to answer all

the students' questions, questions from all kinds of students

even those that are unborn, and it is absolutely impossible for

any text-book to do it. A text-book should state the funda-

mental principles as clearly as possible.

The teaching of physics is a difficult proposition. One of

our faults has been the giving of say three lectures a week in

a large room to two, three or four hundred students. Even

a good lecturer, who is an expert in demonstrations, can pro-

duce only a little impression on many of the students. I am

going to attempt, in the University of Pittsburgh, to eliminate

that difficulty by having sections in physics of only twenty or

thirty. This will bring the teacher and the student into more

intimate contact, which is where the greatest improvement

in the teaching of physics may be expected. We can improve

apparatus and text-books and rewrite our preliminary direc-

tions every year, but after all the main thing is to get the

teacher ; and if you will get me a teacher as good as I want

I win throw away the text-book and a large part of the

apparatus.

Dean H. T. Eddy: Socrates would have made one of the

best teachers of physics that ever lived. His method of teach-

ing was not to attempt to convey truth by any statement,

however true; it was to get the student to say something

about the subject, to give his ideas and, by questioning him,

to gradually lead him to the correct point of view. That is

what Professor Franklin means in some of his remarks. All

teaching has to be founded upon the knowledge which the

student already has. His sub-structure of knowledge must be

built upon. He may have many vague ideas but they must be

made definite, they must be made concrete, if they are to be

of any real use. "We grow up with a technical sense as to

space, for we have our sense of space continuously reacted

upon by the outside world from our earliest childhood, and

we get conceptions which are readily built upon. But mechan-
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ical conceptions are far more difficult to obtain, for meclianical

relations are hidden from the eye ; they are only very remotely

touched upon in the experiences of early life. They are not

so definite as are our ideas about space, and they have, as I

have said, to be made concrete, improved, and constantly

reduced to a numerical basis, that being the only basis on

which definiteness can be built.

The most general physical properties are the mechanical

ones, and it seems to me that teaching has been top-heavy in

assuming to teach the properties of various kinds of matter

and the various physical relationships without a sufficient basis

of these general principles of mechanics. I do not mean com-

plicated formulae, but a study of such laws as govern the

simplest kinds of work, and forces, and pressures reduced to

numerical relations which can be very largely verified in the

laboratory. This will finally bring to the comprehension and

the memory of the student a realizing sense of what is going

on before his eyes which he is unable to measure by his senses.

No course of physics can be of the greatest use to a student

that does not presuppose such a study as will enable him to

make definite statements regarding the laws of mechanics;

and it is largely the fault of our courses in physics that they

do not do that. The engineer is obliged to do that later in

life in much more complicated relationship, and he must

begin with the simpler operations in order to have a definite

understanding of their nature. The laws of light, heat, sound,

gases, and the other more complicated physical relationships,

should be based originally upon the general properties of

mechanics which should be introduced into the student's area

of experience by suitable numerical and experimental verifi-

cations in the laboratory. Arithmetical examples should

accompany the physical operations until he is able to enlarge

his judgment, enlarge his vocabulary and ideas, into a definite

field of science, a field of science wliich, I have said, is hidden

very largely from observation to the uninitiated.

Now one word upon an idea which has been omitted here as

to the teaching of physics and its relationship to engineering
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education. All physicists will find, as those in the larger

universities have found, that those students who intend to

study engineering, are almost the only ones who really get an

understanding of physics, although there are a few taking the

general courses in science, literature and the arts who get an

insight into the physical relationships. One is therefore com-

pelled, in carrying on a course in physics, to pay attention to,

and give the necessary instruction to students who will take

this particular method of reasoning that I have suggested—the

method of the engineer, who submits everything to computa-

tion, calculation, and definite statement. The research man,

pure and simple, grows out of one who has been started in

these definite methods. The difficulties, as I believe, in teach-

ing physics have been along this line; the student not form-

ing in his imagination clear and quantitative conceptions of

the things with which he is trying to deal.

Professor H. H. Higbie : I am in hearty sympathy with Pro-

fessor Franklin's ideas. I do not know whether I agree with

Professor Deimel. His discussion seems to me about as

rational as the
'

' Adventures of Alice in Wonderland, '

' which

somehow I never was able to understand. Professor Randall's

paper contains valuable points. I take exception, however,

to his statement that it is not well to include the derivation of

physical constants in physics work in schools. "We seek to

train men to think as engineers. A large and important part

of the engineer's work is in analyzing data obtained from

experience, sifting it to get that part which is useful, and

reducing the latter to such form that it may be applied con-

veniently to the solution of new problems. This simply means

that he is regularly engaged in the task of deriving the

physical constants, or experience-factors, which must be ap-

plied to theoretical laws and reasoned-out formulae, in order to

make them practicable. "We cannot begin too early in physics

work, to show the student that these factors are necessary in

conjunction with the theory that the values depend upon con-

ditions and must be obtained by test and applied intelligently,

and that it is possible and advisable to judge and weigh and
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cheek between various sources of such information. In short,

we must teach him how to get information and how to apply

it, and incidentally, a great deal about the utility and limita-

tions of that tremendously important little word "per"
which we use so often.

It seems to me that in this whole discussion we have been

getting away from the point, as far as instruction in elemen-

tary physics goes, in that we are overemphasizing the subject

matter and the methods, to the neglect of the students' inter-

ests. "We might as well try to better the economy of a steam

engine by mechanical refinements to raise the mechanical

efficiency, while we disregard the heat lost in the exhaust. For
ten years I have had some official connection with the Tau
Beta Pi Association which has brought me into rather intimate

contact with the better grade of university students who go

to college because they want knowledge, and not because they

are sent nor because college education is necessary in polite

society. I know that a large majority of that valuable kind of

students goes all through the first and second years without

getting a return at all commensurate with their efforts, and
in fact with very little real incentive to effort. The efficiency

of the work in the third and fourth years is seriously im-

paired ; first, because the interests of even the earnest students

have not been sufficiently aroused and maintained—have been

allowed to become atrophied, in fact; and second, because

they have not been kept sufficiently in touch with practical

applications while learning fundamental theory, to be able to

apply the latter with intelligence when they are called upon
to do so. With regard to their calculus, and physics, and
chemistry, the students too often are able to say: "We hadn't

any idea of the value and application of this stuff when we
got it in the second year," while the engineering professor

is teaching it aU over again in the third and fourth year.

We must manage to keep the student's interest keen and his

energies fully enlisted, by keeping him in touch with applica-

tions throughout his elementary work, until he gets to a place

where his view is broad enough to enable him to appreciate
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the value of abstract reasoning and pure science. Every one
of us knows that the amount of energy that is bottled up in

the ordinary young man is almost equal to that in a gram of

radium. It may be dissipated or conserved according to the

way it is neglected or directed. If only we set him to do some-

thing that even remotely resembles that which he wants to do,

the amount of useful work he can accomplish is prodigious.

But if the elementary courses be made entirely preparatory
and non-practical, he loses interest, spends his energies else-

where or in vain, and wastes the opportunity of these years.

The prime problem in elementary courses to-day to which
aU the rest is entirely secondary, is to do our teaching with

the problems and tools that the student is interested in—the

things that he wants to get at. If you get him really started,

he will get all that can be had from the work, and he will

push so hard that you will not have to worry much about

methods of leading him. In general, we have not yet made
our elementary courses so practical, so appealing, so vital,

that we can direct our efforts to anything else.

Professor Hugo Diemer : I want to assure Dr. Franklin that

I am in hearty sjTnpathy with his efforts to expound physics

in simple and comprehensible language, and also with his

idea that the student ought really to know something about
how to handle physics problems and not merely listen to

lectures which are far beyond his understanding.

Many of us have had experience in teaching subjects which
depended on physics and have found it necessary to make the

best effort we could—we were not specialists in physics—to

explain those principles in simple and understandable lan-

guage and also to give the students a drill. Now a drill in

physics problems pure and simple ought to be given in the

physics department, and it ought not to be necessary for the

teacher of engineering subjects, who is to apply physics, to

give that drill which the student should have had previously.

Professor FrankUn : I am sorry that any one should get the

idea that Franklin and MacNutt are discussing text-books.

We have used excerpts from text-books only to make our dis-
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eussion direct and intelligible. If I tell you the truth about

my own text-book experience every suspicion will vanish from

your minds that Professor MacNutt and I are text-book

promoters ! I caught the text-book craze in 1893 when Pro-

fessor Nichols and I began our Elements of Physics. The

Franklin and MacNutt text-books—and I am ashamed to

have them dragged into this discussion—are an outgrowth of

the Nichols and Franklin series. I have put in as much as

seven hours per day, including school days and Sundays and

summers and Christmas vacations, for twenty years on the

preparation of these books, which have been through twelve

volume-revisions in which nearly every thing in the way of

plates has been thrown away; and even now the authors

themselves can scarcely tolerate the books for class-room

work; and these books have paid the authors about one cent

per hour for the time that has been spent upon them. In the

face of such a record it must be granted that the authors have

been wrestling with the problems of teaching and not with the

problems of book making ; indeed it may seem that the authors

have wrestled in vain. Such a record, however, certainly

means enthusiasm for teaching, indeed it means an amount
and quality of enthusiasm that is indifferent alike to failure

and to success.

I teU you, gentlemen, we are face to face at this beginning

of the twentieth century with a very serious educational

problem. Shortly after the discoveries of Copernicus and
Galileo, Francis Bacon mentioned as one of the things greatly

needed "A Traditive Lamp or the Proper Method of Handing
down the Sciences to Posterity." And Bacon's central idea in

nearly everything he wrote was the utility of science to man-
kind. Now if Bacon could have had such an idea in his day,

what emphasis might we not place upon it in our time when
science has come to touch every condition of daily life ? Surely

the greatest problem in physical science at the present time

is the problem of how to reduce the generalizations of physics

and the clear and simple point of view of the physicist to

forms which can be put into the minds of young men. The
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educational problem is the greatest problem we have, and the

time will come, as Nietsche says, when men will think of

nothing but education.

Professor Emory has referred to the inadequacy of written

forms for young men. No one realizes this more keenly than

Professor MacNutt and I ; and as to carelessly written forms,

it is ridiculous to speak of them as merely inadequate ! There

seems to be some doubt as to the significance of our extracts

from a treatise on Photometry and Illumination, and it is need-

ful therefore to consider them again. "Light flux may be due

to wave motion of different length." Now in simple and

adequate terms light is generally due to the presence of the

sun or to the presence of a lamp. If we insist upon ideas,

however, we could say very properly that light may have what

we call wave-length ; but to speak of "wave motion of different

length" is utter and hopeless confusion. "In which case the

sense of different color is produced in our eyes." Now it is a

fundamental experimental fact that two lights may differ in

color, and it is absurd to postulate a world of theory in order

to lead a youngster to accept the proposition that one sample

of light is red and another is green.
'

' Or different in ampli-

tude, which results in different intensity.
'

' Every boy knows

that light may be bright or dim, he cannot look at the sun

without winking, and he cannot see in the dark. The author,

however, has not even attempted to define the idea of ampli-

tude, and it is really useless in the subject he is discussing;

indeed, for aU the author says, the reader might properly

interpret the word amplitude as describing the author's

English style, for it has a quality of vagueness which is

remarkable for its amplitude.

[We wish here to say that we consider the greatest fault of

the young men we teach to be their lack of critical faculty.

Instead of deciding in their own minds that some things are

worth while and some are not, they either accept everything in

the spirit of an ox, or condemn everything in a reckless spirit

of premature worldliness.]

Dr. Eddy's suggestion as to the necessity of reducing every-
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thing to definite statement brings to mind a passage in Whe-
well's Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences. "Nothing," says

Whewell, "is so essential to the acquirement of exact and

solid knowledge as the possession of precise ideas, not, indeed,

that perfect precision is necessary as a means for retaining a

knowledge, but that nothing else so effectually opens the mind

for the perception even of the simplest evidences of a subject."



THE TRAINING OF ENGINEERING TEACHERS.

BY GAEDNER C. ANTHOXY,

Dean of the Engineering School, Tufts College.

The long-continued controversy between the adherents of

a classical training on the one hand and a technical, or voca-

tional, training on the other is evidence of the importance

which educators have placed on subject matter; but it seems

to me that we are nearing the end of that period and are

coming to recognize the importance of the object as well as the

subject matter of our labors. "We know that the tools for the

creation of art must be largely dependent on the material to

be worked, and that we may produce as great art by the chisel

and hammer as by the brush, and that neither is of value save

as directed by the trained mind. So too, our labors must be

directed toward the development of men of ideals regardless

of the schools, or tools of thought.

If each one of you were asked to name the influences which

have helped to make you what you are, the answer would not

be in terms of subject matter but of men, and most frequently

quite distinct from the subject matter. Granting this to be

true, I would ask : "What are we doing to assist each other ; what

service are we rendering our less experienced collea^es in the

development of those characteristics which will fit them for

responsibilities far greater than that of imparting informa-

tion, namely, that of becoming living witnesses of the ideals

they teach?

The subject matter of this symposium, "The Training of

Teachers," is so closely allied to that of efficiency in educa-

tion as to make it supplementary to it, but I fancy that our

special field will be that of the consideration of the methods

of helping each other by such means as supervision, coordina-

tion of courses, faculty seminars, a more systematic training in

93
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the shop and field bv sumiuer work, and a recognition of the

broader view which must be taken when we remember the

ideals that we wish to have realized in our successors. That
such a discussion may be made profitable, it is of much im-

portance that we should get the point of view of those who
have just entered the field of education and whose criticism

should be of great value, even though some suggestions may-

be regarded as impractical and contrary to the preconceived

ideas of teaching.

First among the questions which this subject suggests is.

—

the effort, if any, that we are making to humanize teachers

that they may become leaders rather than pushers of men. A
teacher need not be popular in the ordinary social acceptance

of that term, but he must command the respect of his class for

ability and fair play, with never a suggestion of a revengeful

spirit, but as a living example of his ideals outside of, as well

as within, the class room. But how may we learn of these

needs or render assistance to those suddenly thrust into this

field of labor, unless supervision of some sort be maintained,

and what is the condition and attitude of our colleges with

respect to supervision? In the Bulletin for May, 1912, I

called attention to an article in the Pedagogical Seminary for

December, 1911, by Dr. Samuel P. Capen, because it is the first

investigation of the sort that I know to have been made, and
in order to bring the importance of this home to us, I shall

briefly quote from the article. He says, "A few years ago

the superintendent of schools in a middle-western city visited

all the courses in liberal arts at one of the large eastern uni-

versities. He spent several weeks in the task and graded the

work of all instructors according to the standards which he

commonly applies in judging his own corps of teachers.

His marking showed that, judged by these standards, about

sixty per cent, of the professors and instructors were too poor

to keep. About twenty-five per cent, were passably good, but

should be urged to give more attention to the methods of pre-

senting their respective subjects. About fifteen per cent, were

excellent." Believing that the efficiency test, which is now
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a common subject of investigation in colleges, should begin

here, Dr. Capen undertook to find out the practice of sixty

representative institutions. As the promotion of members of

college faculties should be largely dependent on some form of

supervision or investigation, it is rather st-artling to learn that

but thirty-seven of the institutions investigated have any such

supervision deserving of the name, and that more than one-

half believe that supervision is undesirable or that it would be

resented.

Another point that I hope may be discussed here is that of

the period for beginning the profession of teaching. I believe

it unfortunate for the graduates of a college or technical school

to begin teaching immediately after graduation, and extremely

hazardous to allow one to teach at first in the institution from

which he has graduated. If the business of teaching is that of

dispensing facts, my point is not worth your consideration, but

if you are looking for teachers who will develop the ideals

which we all cherish, the teacher must know more of mankind

than can possibly be derived from life as an undergraduate

or a graduate student. He should have a perspective of the

real life of men to protect him from the narrowing vocation

of a college teacher in which there is less probability of his

coming into active conflict with broader minds and the li%'ing

problems of today.

Again, what are we doing to help the man who has entered

the profession of teaching with the handicap just mentioned?

How many institutions have adopted systems for the transfer

of these men to several departments, or enabled the young

instructor, acting in the capacity of observ'er, assistant, or may

I not say apprentice, to have the opportunity of being asso-

ciated with several experienced instructors? In the English

department at Tufts we have made a very successful trial of

this latter scheme concerning which we will hear from the

head of that department to-night.

One of the most important phases of this subject which

must be reckoned with in order to produce the highest type

of teacher, is that of coordination. The time has passed when
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any teacher, however great, may teach apart from his col-

leagues with success to himself, his college, or his students,—

a

custom which I fancy was largely the product of an elective

system. "We must become more and more a unit in the cor-

relation of college work, and this, too, without in any way im-

pairing the efficiency of the instructor by limiting his inde-

pendence and restraining the development of the individual.

The common practice of placing an inexperienced teacher in

charge of a class and permitting him to drift, until by chance

in the course of years, he discovers his inefficiency, is a wrong

to the individual, the student, and the institution.

Finally, to what extent do we recognize the great influence

of the teacher in the development of character, which counts

for more than all else in the education of our college men?

Is anything done to improve the character of this influence?

Do we, indeed, know much about these qualities of our asso-

ciates. And, if we do, are we serving them by systematic,

timely and kindly advice ?



THE EFFECT OF COOPERATIVE COURSES UPON
INSTRUCTORS.

BY JOHN T. FAIG,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, University of Cincinnati.

So radical a departure as the cooperative courses from the

established systems of engineering instruction could not fail

to have some effect upon the teachers and the teaching of co-

operative students. The officers of your society, realizing

this, requested a paper on the subject. The writer has taught

at the University of Cincinnati for the past six years, covering

the period during which the cooperative courses, originated

by Dean Schneider, have been in operation there. His ex-

perience in teaching students in regular four-year courses

includes two universities besides the University of Cincinnati.

This paper refers to instructors in technical subjects, though

others, for instance instructors in economics, are affected.

The following explanation may make the paper more easily

understood. The cooperative courses include mechanical,

electrical, civil and chemical engineering, named in the order

of their development. Mechanical engineering cooperates

with many firms, which may be broadly divided into machine-

tool shops and power-machinery shops. A consulting me-

chanical engineer's office and a mechanical-specialties agency

are also included. Besides the electrical shops, electrical en-

gineering cooperates with the local telephone and traction

companies. Civil engineering cooperates with the railroads

about Cincinnati and in other sections of the country; with

the city of Cincinnati in the Department of Public Service,

which includes work in highways, bridges, inspection, water

works and sewers ; and with firms engaged in fabricating and

construction. Chemical engineering coordinates with a num-

ber of manufacturers of chemical supplies; ^ith steel works
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and foundries; and with the testing department of the city.

The firms employing cooperative students are nearly all lo-

cated in Cincinnati, though some students work in Covington

and Newport, Kentucky; Norwood, ]\Iiddletown and Cleve-

land, Ohio; and Mattoon, Illinois. Plans for next year con-

template a still wider geographical distribution of students.

The influences of cooperative courses upon instructors are

due to causes which may be broadly divided into three classes.

1. The types of the industries, together with their physical

equipment and methods, affect the schedule of studies and the

matter which is offered in each subject.

2. The engineers, business executives, superintendents and

foremen of cooperating industries influence instructors by

suggestions and reports of progress of students.

3. The cooperative students influence instructors by re-

quests for information relating to operations or methods com-

ing under their notice; by the interest shown in certain sub-

jects and requests for other subjects; by intimate knowledge

of certain processes and methods, and by their reflection of

the general attitude of workmen employed by their firms.

These influences are interdependent and are given in the

order of the effects on instructors and not in the order of their

importance. The writer is inclined to believe that the influ-

ence of the students themselves is the greatest.

The influences upon instructors under heading (1) may be

thus briefly outlined. Schedules of studies for cooperative

courses were prepared after a study of those industries of the

vicinity that offered cooperation and of those that were likely

to offer cooperation later. These schedules were based upon

strong courses in the fundamentals and were prepared by the

heads of the departments mentioned. The usual shop-practice

courses and some purely descriptive courses were dropped.

Syllabi of the technical subjects offered by the various in-

structors were frankly discussed and the matter defined.

Syllabi of non-technical courses, such as elementary chemistry,

elementary physics, preliminary and applied mathematics,
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were also discussed. The study of the syllabi was intended

to properly coordinate the work within the University.

The development of the schedules of studies and syllabi of

subjects has been a matter of years and deserves more than

passing mention. The original schedules of studies were

based upon those for the four-year courses, with some modifi-

cations. The extent to which the cooperation with shops

would facilitate teaching of technical subjects could only be

estimated at that time. As the first group of students ad-

vanced and other groups took their places, the experience of

the instructors suggested modifications of the schedules, which

were made each year. The studj' of the preliminary mathe-

matics and applied mathematics syllabi was made in order

that these subjects might be coordinated with each other and

later with applied mathematics in electricity, thermodynamics,

structural engineering, etc. The syllabi of physics were

studied to coordinate them with class-room and laboratory

work in electricity and thermodynamics. The coordination

within the University has been developed to a high degree.

Instructors in English assist in this coordination by criticisms

of laboratory reports, reports of inspection trips and theses.

For example, when an inspection trip is made, the object of

which is the study of coal and ash handling machinery, the

reports are graded by an instructor in engineering and re-

turned. The students then submit them to an instructor in

English, who criticizes the descriptions, arrangement of mat-

ter and clearness of expression. Such work, of course,

composes only part of the instruction given in English. For

the reason that the cooperative courses are a departure from

the established systems of teaching engineering, every tradi-

tional method of teaching and even every subject was ques-

tioned.

The development of the schedules and syllabi has been con-

tinuous and has demanded much time and thought. They

have developed with the instructors' knowledge of the indus-

tries and their daily contact with cooperative students, and
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have effectually prevented their getting into ruts. In general,

the applications of theory are drawn largely from coordinat-

ing shops. For example,, applied thermodynamics at Cincin-

nati coordinates mainly with steam and gas machinery, to a

lesser extent with air machinery and least of all with refrig-

eration machinery. The illustrations and problems deal

largely with the first two classes of machinery. In another

location the manufacture of air and refrigerating machinery

might be leading industries and the illustrations and problems

would deal largely with that class of work. In either case, a

sound training in fundamentals can be given, but the class-

work vnll be vitalized by illustrations that appeal to some

students particularly, and that lead to illuminating questions

and discussions. The opportunity for closer cooordination be-

tween each student and his shopwork comes in practical prob-

lems and design.

The influence of the equipment and product of cooperating

firms is to turn the laboratory instructor aside from the con-

ventional lines of work, such as laboratory tests of materials,

capacity and efficiency tests of power machines. These have

their uses and it is necessary for every student to conduct

such tests, particularly if his work is with a firm producing

machinery of another class. The greater number of engineer-

ing graduates, however, find their emplojTnent outside of the

production or superintendence of steam, gas, air and refriger-

ating machinery. There are other classes of machinery just as

deserving of study, where the improvements to be made are

greater because of the fact that they have never been carefully

studied. This occasionally results in apparatus being loaned

to the laboratories for investigation by students, or placed at

the disposal of student-s in the factories. The interest attach-

ing to such investigations, the rewards for which, to the student,

are immediate and apparent, will be understood. One instance

of this class of machinery is that used in the grinding of inks.

Such machines were originally designed by ink manufacturers

and built by machinery firms upon contract. From time to

time improvements were made, but the highest development
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did not occur, because the ink manufacturer is rarely a de-

signer and the designer for the machine firm knows Little of

the actual conditions of ink manufacture. An investigation

by a cooperative student, under the guidance of an instructor,

led to a change of speeds that resulted in a greatly increased

output, and indicated lines for further investigation that vnll

undoubtedly decrease the present cost of production.

The same firm has asked that a cooperative student in its

employ be permitted to study the drying of certain materials

with a view to reducing the time and cost of production. The

interest of both instructor and student in such work, which

must usually be done under working conditions at the fac-

tories, can be understood. In tests of materials, students are

encouraged to provide their own specimens from the shops,

which relieves the department of some expense and arouses

interest in a class of experiments that are certainly not of an

exciting nature. Any student has the right to submit a speci-

men for test at any time, and it will be tested free of cost in

a regular laboratory period.

There is no question of the vitalizing action of cooperation

upon courses in design. That such courses tend to become

stereotyped is a matter of general experience. Many students

conceive ideas that they are anxious to reduce to tangible form

on paper. The latter part of courses in design is largely com-

posed of problems suggested by students. As an example, the

following may be cited. In a certain course after preliminary

fundamental exercises, students were asked to suggest their

own problems. One student suggested the design of a simple

device for rapid and accurate hand-reaming. This had no

relation to the course of design he was taking, but he was given

the permission. The need for such a device in his shop and

the saving that could be effected by it were explained by him.

His interest in this problem was greater than in any other

of the course and the care taken was greater, because of the

fact that the machine will eventually be put into service.

Occasionally such problems run outside the usual experience

of an instructor. The writer was startled by a request for
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infonnation on the theory of dough mixers and cracker ma-

chines. This student "was put in touch with instructors who

could tell him something of the chemistry of bread making and

give him proper references. He was given the opportunity

to obsen'e the operation of such machines in large bakeries

and advised that he would be supplied with necessary instru-

ments for such tests as he cared to make, if he could secure

the machines and the dough.

The advantage to instructors of the contact with business

executives, superintendents and foremen will be easily un-

derstood. The acquaintances and friendships formed, often

give the instructors access to valuable data. Discussions of

the aptitude of the students for their work give the instructors

hints as to the matter that should be included in. or eliminated

from, the course. In several instances, instructors have been

attracted by superior advantages offered them by industries of

the city. Xone of these advantages is peculiar to the co-

operative courses, but the writer believes they are secured to

a greater degree in them, other things being equal.

It will of course be evident that the questions of students

are largely colored by their shop experience. By shop experi-

ence is meant not only the actual processes in which the stu-

dent has been engaged, but the power equipment, heating,

lighting, transmission, cost systems, etc., that come under his

notice. The effect of their experience on questions asked dur-

ing recitations in metallurgy, shop production, mechanism, de-

sign, steam and gas engineering, and the illustrations that in-

structors may draw from such questions will be evident. Each

student gets the benefit of the experience of every other stu-

dent in his class. The knowledge of shop methods and labor

conditions gained by many students leads to discussions that

give instructors much clearer ideas of actual conditions than

can ordinarily be secured by them. In one of the meetings

of the Cincinnati Student Branch of the A. S. 'M. E.. two

students presented a paper on ''Scientific Time-Setting."

They had been engaged in this work under experts for many
months, had fixed the time for many operations in the machin-
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ing of parts in large lots and had first-hand knowledge of the

wage increase effected and the reception given the system by

the workmen. The discussion which followed was vigorous

and from the heart, and gave a far better idea of the temper

of men working under such conditions than could be obtained

from the usual discussions of production engineers.

In the study of steam engineering, students present steam

and air cards of machines in their shops, combined cards of

compound engines and two-stage compressors, Zeuner dia-

grams of various gears and partial or completed designs for

shop tools and power machines for discussion. The writer

was surprised to have two electrical students, cooperating

with the local telephone company, demand admission into a

class in gas engineering. They had observed many gas engines

about telephone plants and added this subject to their sched-

ule, though it had not been contemplated.

Thesis problems often grow out of the experience of the

students in the shops, many of which need to be worked out

in the factories. Among the requests for such assignments on

file with the writer at present are the following: The drying

of inks with hot air; a study of the hardening of steel in the

furnaces of one of the factories; a study of the humidifying

of air in a certain heating system and the effect of opening

doors and windows on the plenum system of ventilation; a

study of the fundamentals of time-setting for milling, planer

and lathe work, access being given to the records of many
years; a combination of the power plants of the Cincinnati

Work-house and House of Refuge to reduce operating ex-

penses ; a study of the entire rearrangement of the equipment

of a factory to secure increased production. Cooperative

firms which conduct investigations or make tests for themselves

almost invariably use cooperative students to direct or assist

in the work.

The general operation of cooperative courses aims to intro-

duce students to the least interesting shopwork first, in other

words to give them "the practical end of the business," re-

ferred to by Mr. E. B. Raymond in the Bulletin for October,
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1911. Stadents to whom tliis is irksome, or who are tempera-

mentally unfitted for such work, drop out or change to a more
congenial course. The effect is to relieve the institutions of the

graduating of unfit men. Practicallr all of the elimination

takes place in the first year. Students who fail at one place

are given a new trial and are oft€n entirely successful in another

class of work. The experience of students in shops, guides

them in the selection of the course to be pursued and changes

of courses are facilitated where it is evident that the bent of

a student is in a different direction. The responsibility of

instructors for the selection of courses is thus decreased, and
advice, when asked, can be given with a better understanding

of the conditions.

It is a matter of common experience that the environment

of students affects their mental attitudes. Such an effect was

expected when the cooperative courses were started, though

just what the effect would be was not known.

A student in a shop is given an order to do a certain thing

with explicit instructions as to how to do it. In his earlier

years he is required (and this is especially true in machine

shops) to follow his instructions implicitly. Very little is

left to his initiative, although good judgment is always neces-

sary. Nor is it usually wise for him to go beyond his instruc-

tions. In other words, he does just what he is told to do, no

more and no less. "Wlien he comes to the University, he ex-

pects the same detailed instructions for work in the class-room

that he has had in the shop and is inclined to criticize subject

matter and methods of instruction, particularly if he does

not see their relation to his shopwork.

In order to counteract this tendency, the cooperative stu-

dent is given the least possible amount of instruction in pro-

cedure, especially in his laboratory work. In addition, he is

given practical problems in chemistry, design and the labora-

tories, in which each problem is clearly stated and he is left

to find the line of attack. "WTien he has outlined a method of

procedure, the instructor discusses it with him, and he is left

to follow it out. For example, in the latter part of his first
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year, he is told to make a pound of baking soda, or he asks

permission to find if a certain water is suitable for boiler use.

No instructions are given. At first he feels lost and wanders

aimlessly; he gropes through books for ideas or references,

gets a hint here and there and finally learns the procedure.

Without these changes in our pedagogical method the co-

operative student would tend to lose his power of initiative,

—

a very valuable asset to the engineer. But we are enabled

by the changes that have been inaugurated, to counteract this

tendency, and at the same time to preserve the other valuable

asset to the engineer which the cooperative student obtains

from this very training, namely, the ability to carry out in-

structions implicitly and accurately. It will be evident, how-

ever, that these two absolutely opposite systems, the shop

system of detailed instructions with implicit obedience, and the

university system of meagre instruction with demanded per-

formance, cause a student to be very critical of his teachers at

times, believing it unfair to be held to complete performance

without complete instructions.

Such effects of environment on students in cooperative

courses as the one just outlined have necessitated an amount

of analj'sis and discussion out of all proportion to that usu-

ally given to the arrangement and the development of methods

for the teaching of regular students. Faculty meetings of the

College of Engineering are held each week, in which every

instructor has a voice. Discussions are informal and frank,

the traditional methods being constantly analyzed in the light

of experience with cooperative students, and new methods pro-

posed and discussed. The result has been to energize the

work of instructors to the highest degree.

The number and variety of firms cooperating with the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati is increasing from year to year and it

appears that this will continue for some time. The effects of

cooperation upon instructors will increase, particularly since

the present tendency is for the coordination during the latter

years of the courses to fall more directly into the technical

departments than was possible during the period of inception
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and development of the courses. The writer regrets that the

instances given in his paper relate almost entirely txD one

department. He is free to admit that different instructors

may note different effects from cooperation, and fully expects

to modify his views with further experience.



STAFF SUPERVISION IN A TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

BY W. F. M. GOSS,

Dean of the College of Engineering, University of Illinois.

There is a traditional objection among the teachers of col-

leges and universities to the exercise of any considerable de-

gree of control over the methods and work of the indi\adual

members of their faculties. One hears much of "academic

freedom," and however broadly that term was formerly ap-

plied, the modern professor not infrequently insists that it

signifies a condition which makes him the sole judge of his

own conduct. Under the protection of academic freedom, as

thus defined, the professor may rise in the morning if he feels

Hke it, may meet his classes if he feels like it, and if he meets

them, he may give them such instruction as he may wish to

impart. His individual judgment controls in such matters,

and consequently whatever he may do is justified. This view

undoubtedly represents a very superficial conception of the

real significance of a term which stands for a great principle

in university life and administration, but it is one which is

frequently put forward as a defense for a procedure which is

unsystematic and disorderly.

Without attempting to discuss the considerations which

underlie this view of academic freedom, I would make it clear

that whatever may be the ideals in university administration,

those of the technical school must provide for a reasonable

concession to certain fixed rules. The technical school, which

has for its purpose the training of men in the art of doing

things, must conduct its affairs by a procedure which is so

orderly as to be commonly understood and respected. As

in the administration of business, there must be some one who

knows what each man is doing and who can insist that assigned

duties be carried out with as much precision as possible.

107
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There must be supendsion wliich is individual and supervision

which is general. By supervision, the degree of success

achieved by each man must be determined, and by it, influ-

ences must be exerted wliich will operate in a multitude of

ways to increase efficiency.

Obviously, no one man can perform a supervising function

which may assume so diversified a form. It is quite impos-

sible for a dean or director to know each man making up his

organization with a degree of intimacy which will permit him
to be a safe adviser of the subordinate's most immediate per-

sonal needs ; neither can he in all c^ses know in detail the field

of scientific endeavor in which the subordinate is or ought to

be working. Supervision can not, therefore, be effectively ex-

ercised by any one individual; it implies an organization.

The fact that college organizations have in some cases oper-

ated unfairly to restrain the individual, and by so doing

have hindered rather than helped the development of a true

scientific spirit in individuals, does not in any way impair

the value of my statement.

The staff organization of a technical school should not act

as a taskmaster nor as a restrainer of individuals; its main
purpose should be to provide responsible leadership. Such an
organization should be so definite that no young man in it

would for a moment be in doubt as to who is his superior, and
under ideal conditions he should make his superior his mentor.

Under ideal conditions, also, the superior should have no
doubt as to who among the younger members are responsible

to him, and he should study assiduously their interests, their

personality, and their needs. He should seek diligently to

encourage them in their efforts to become masters of them-

selves and of their science, and he should encourage them
in their efforts to secure a broad understanding of related

sciences. The strength of the supervising element in a tech-

nical school will depend upon the thoroughness with which

these ideals are realized.

The most important function in supervision is that by which

the young instructor comes to an appreciation of the signifi-
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cance of his relationship with students. Here again tradition

is not especially favorable to the development of high effi-

ciency, for by tradition it is the part of the professor to pre-

pare for the intellectual feast, and of the student to partake

of that which is placed before him or to go away unfed.

Under such treatment the weak student goes away unsatisfied,

the indifferent finds nothing to stimulate his interest or fancy,

only the strongest can survive, and as a consequence the whole

process becomes one in which the idea of selection predomi-

nates. If it is the function of the young college instructor to

determine who among the rising generation are most worthy

to receive an education, the process is justifiable, but even

under this interpretation it is one of low efficiency. One of the

tendencies of such a practice is to fix a great gulf between the

professor and his student. There is no hand and shoulder

contact; it is a play with foils. From the student's point of

view, the whole process becomes a great and serious game,

which if it grows exciting resolves itself into a contest, the

rules of which are not very definitely defined. Happily, this

traditional relation between instructor and student is not that

which in any large measure controls our great institutions of

to-day, but there is no institution of any considerable size,

however well organized or however carefully administered,

in which there does not exist either a fragment or a good-

sized remnant of the traditional ideal.

In striking contrast with all this, stands the man whose chief

desire is to serve. If through the suggestion and advice of an

immediate superior there can be developed in the instructor

a desire to be of real service, even to the least attractive of

his students, a beginning will have been made. If the young

instructor can be taught in methods which, when applied, will

convince his students that there is no element of antagonism

between them, that he is always for his students and intensely

interested in their welfare, he will find himself well on the

road to achievement of high efficiency in the administration of

his duties. If as a result of such relations the unsuccessful

student will admit that he failed, instead of insisting that "his
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instructor failed him." the instructor Trill have gone far to-

ward establishing himself as a successful and efficient teacher.

The importance of the supervising function is emphasized

bv the fact that the art of the teacher is not a simple one.

3Iany who seek proficiency in it fail completely through tem-

peramental or intellectual deficiencies, and even the most suc-

cessful are in need of encouragement and help ; consequently,

behind each instructor, from the most humble up to the head
of the department, there must be some one who will have an
accurate knowledge of the work which should be done, who
will be ready to commend when successes are achieved, to aid

where mistakes are to be overcome, to act vigorously where

promotions are due, and who will insist upon the elimination

of men who show themselves incapable of improvement.

These propositions are aU extremely elementary. The neces-

sity for an organization which wiU provide for the discharge

of such functions in supervision would hardly seem to be

debatable ; and yet with all that has been accomplished in the

last quarter of a century in the development of technical edu-

cation, the fact remains that we have done little to prepare for

the discharge of these functions. The result is that most of

our technical schools are to-day deficient in the aU-important

element of leadership. "We have the framework, but there re-

mains the difficult problem of filling in the frame. The need
is for more men who always ring true; who as technicians,

scientists and teachers are so well qualified for the super-

visory function as to be capable of raising the work of the

technical schools to a standard of efficiency which is com-

mensurate with the present-day needs and with the dignity of

the engineering profession.



THE FACULTY SEMINAR.

BY HENEY H. NOKEIS,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University.

The teacher of technical subjects has two important features

of his work to consider. On the one hand his teaching, to be

safe, must be based on practical experience; on the other, it

must be in accord with sound pedagogical principles. Engi-

neering subjects cannot be successfully taught with practice

as the dominating idea. There is, however, considerable

danger of getting too far from practice and making the in-

struction "bookish." The pedagogue is a poor technical

teacher. "With these facts in mind an experiment has been

conducted for a few years back in the electrical engineering

department of Sibley College, designed to bring to the atten-

tion of the teachers the fundamentals of their craft. At the

request of Chairman Anthony a brief account of this experi-

ment will be given.

For some years the teachers in the department have been

meeting weekly to discuss topics of common interest. They

decided to learn some of the lessons of teaching by resolving

the meeting into a class taught by one of their number. A
topic was selected from the regular curriculum and the class

endeavored to impersonate the students to whom the lesson

would ordinarily be taught. The teacher took, say, a half hour

in presenting the lesson, teaching it as he would to his stu-

dents. After this the time was occupied in criticism of the

method of teaching employed and in discussion of the general

principles involved. As it was understood in advance that no

offense was to be taken at criticism, good feeling always pre-

vailed in the discussion.

An endeavor was made to have the experimental teaching

bring out some special feature, such as attracting and holding
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attention, getting the point of contact, insuring maximum
mental activity on the part of the student, etc. Thus emphasis

was placed on the fact that the purpose of the lesson is not

primarily to impart facts but to produce a certain effect upon
the student's mental attitude and habits.

In connection with these exercises it developed that among
the teachers some were less fully prepared on the foundation

principles of their subjects than they should have been. A
natural development of the seminar was then to take up the

science of electrical engineering and to discuss the elements in

much more detail than they could be taken up in regular

classes. This practice has been found very beneficial.

In order to make the methods of conducting the seminar

more tangible, a few extracts from the minutes of two of the

meetings are given below. Such minutes have been kept

regularly and they assist in conserving the results of the

work and in giving continuity to it.

Minutes op a Sample ]\lEETnsrG Devoted to Details

OF Instruction.

Prof. gave a summary of the course of instruction in electrical

engineering followed by the junior class up to the date of the meeting.

The meeting then resolved itself into a class of juniors and Mr,

conducted a recitation on the electric circuit.

Discussion: Mr. . It seemed to me that the idea that inductance

is the number of lines of force per ampere was not sufficiently emphasized.

Prof. . You mean not lines but lines times turns or linkages.

Mr. . All right, only don't begin your instruction with di/dt.

A student can get a physical concept of N/I more easily.

Mr. . The instructor did not answer immediately the questions

asked by the students. I think that he should do so. He also gave too

many formulas at one time.

Prof. . The aim of the instruction is to cover the general case

first. This may take longer at the start but time is saved in the end.

Mr. . The instructor tried to bring out separate points by
separate questions. It would be better to take the students into your

confidence and bring out just what happens physically. Then let the

explanation come out naturally.

Mr. . Is it always advisable to bring out everything by ques-

tions in a recitation?
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Prof, . I do not think so although some teachers advise it. In

this course a certain amount of ground must be covered and we do not

have time to bring out everything by questions.

The matter of separating good and poor students, especially in labora-

tory work, was then taken up. Prof. ,
of the University of Mis-

souri, who happened to be present, stated that in that institution the

students were placed in sections in accordance with their previous records.

In this way the slow students got more than they otherwise would have

done and the good students were not held back. An instructor formerly

at Purdue stated that there the custom was to appoint section leaders

for all experiments one term in advance, a report for an experiment

being required only from the leader of that experiment. In that way the

work of preparing reports was reduced and all of the benefits to the

students were retained.

Minutes of a Sample Meeting Devoted to an Important

General Problem.

The presidential address delivered by Prof. A. N. Talbot, of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, at the Pittsburgh meeting of the Society for the

Promotion of Engineering Education was read by the secretary of the

meeting.

Discussion: Mr. . "What was the point in the paper about the

instructors taking graduate work?

Prof. . The speaker referred to the taking of graduate work by

instructors as preparation for the teaching of engineering subjects.

Mr. . Does he advocate doing the graduate work previous to or

during the teaching period T

Prof. . Previous to it, but better during the teaching period

than not at all. The position of the engineering teacher is peculiar in

that he does not, as a rule, look upon teaching as his life work. It is

somewhat similar to the attitude of women in the industries. It is prob-

able that the greater part of the teaching must be done in this way.

ilr. . Is not this of necessity rather than choice? A man must

have a salary upon which he can live.

Prof. . A teacher's salary, of course, will never be as high as

for commercial work of the same grade, but there are compensating ad-

vantages which must be considered.

Mr. . The chances of advancement outside should also be

considered.

Prof. . There is always a chance for a man in teaching to take

work outside if he is prepared for it.

Mr. . Teaching is often very monotonous. The explanation of

9
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TRAINING TEACHERS BY APPRENTICESHIP.

BY SAilUEL C. EAELE,

Professor of Engineeriiig English, Tufts College.

There are two classes of teachers that are liable to prove

ineflSeient. The first includes all those who as yet have had

no experience as teachers; the second includes all those who
have already had such experience. In contributing to this

evening's discussion, I shall say a few words as to the causes

and the results of failures in each case; and I shall also

venture to suggest a method of training which is. if not pre-

ventive, at least palliative. I have been asked to read a paper

on this subject not because there is anything particularly

original in the idea, but because it was felt that the training

of teachers by apprenticeship deserves more general attention

than it has yet received.

I.

In these days of scientific shop management, no one will

assume that a man is fitted to be "boss" merely because he

has himself successfully operated the machines. In addition

to machinery, we realize that he should know men and man-

agement, and should have acquaintance with the general con-

ditions under which work is carried on in his particular

shop. If an inexperienced man must be put in charge, it is

an elementary principle of efficiency that he should be given

opportunity to learn his new duties and should be required

to study his specific problem of management as assiduously

as he devoted himself to learning the operation of machinery.

Now between studying in class and teaching there is at

least as great difference. A would-be teacher may have done

high grade work in calculus or in precise surveying, but the

college requires not a mathematician or a surveyor but a
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teacher. Yet colleges, in those cases where they find it nec-

essary to hire inexperienced men, do not hesitate to take

youths on evidence that they have been good students, with-

out making adequate provision for their learning to teach.

The optimism with which we accept the idea that the right

sort will vdn out in the end often blinds us to the wretched

economy of allowing them to blunder into mastery.

Let me use as an illustration, a single ease of a man who
was transferred directly from studying to teaching. The col-

lege where he was engaged was distinctly different from the

one in which he had studied, in the character of its student

body, in its faculty, in its methods, even in its aims, so that

he was in a way blinded to the real nature of the difficulties

before him. For six years he had planned to teach one sub-

ject ; he was now asked to teach another. For three years he

had been in small classes of graduate students; he must now
teach large classes of freshmen. College training had meant

to him general education; yet the work he was engaged to

perform was the teaching of engineers, concerning whom, as

undergraduates or as graduates, he had little more exact

knowledge than '"'the man in the street." Yet he was set to

work without definite directions or advice and without oppor-

tunity to study the methods of others; and was allowed to

continue without criticism or oversight of any sort. His

excuse for taking the position was that it was the only one

he could get in the locality to which he felt for the time

bound; but what could have been the excuse of those who

hired him ? This case may be extreme, I know it is true, for

I was the man; and I believe there are many other cases

which may differ from it in quantity, so to speak, but not in

quality.

The result of that foolishness which rushes in where angels

fear to tread may be that the young man is not reappointed.

More frequently he is continued. In either case we seem per-

sistently to close our eyes to the fact that not only during his

first year but for many years during which he or others are
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blindly experimenting, the work is done with far less than a

reasonable degree of efficiency.

Such inefficiency is serious in three ways : In its effects on

the students, on the instructor himself, and on the work of the

college as a whole. The ordinary student will do his work as

he will, or will refuse to do it at all when a ball game or a

rough-house is more interesting; but this same man is full of

resentment if he does not receive the best instruction and the

most considerate attention from each of his instructors.

These are his inalienable rights, for has he not paid his $225

per year, his $150, or it may be $35? We teachers may be

well aware that the poorest of his instructors is putting more

devotion into the work than he, and that the course costs at

worst much more than he is paying. Nevertheless, should

we not sympathize with the student attitude ? The inefficient

instructor may be replaced another year, but to the student,

college is like life, he passes that way but once. "Why should

he be singled out to serve as raw material for a blundering

beginner to practice on, with all the possible serious results?

If each man in the class had the spirit of the real student and

said to himself, "I will learn in spite of the instructor," all

would be well ; but that were asking a young man to be more

than human. Instead, he takes the unfortunate situation as

sufficient justification for neglect and failure, and at times

for exercising devilish ingenuity in making a bad matter

worse.

As for the instructor, failure may compel him to tear up

roots which he has already sent down very deep ; it may even

—I have known such cases—force him out of a profession

which is his ardent first choice. The most serious result, how-

ever, in these cases and in those as well which are not out-

wardly failures is the wound to self respect. The man may
be able to look you in the face and explain that he has ac-

cepted a much better position, or he may gain reappointment

and escape being publicly pilloried; but nothing rankles

worse than the realization of failure. Now, no man you would

engage would undertake to teach for revenue only; no one
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who has mastered even one subject sufficiently to be hired is

a fool. There are failures, temporary if not permanent (how

many we have not yet begun to realize, because of our pres-

ent uncertain standards of efficiency) ; but the great majority

are due, I believe, not to the teachers themselves, but to their

superiors. Instructors are not given proper opportunity to

learn their trade. Every time a teacher is dropped—at least

after the expiration of his first appointment—because of in-

efficiency, it reflects seriously on the institution and the injury

to the school is far-reaching; but to allow a teacher even to

start on the road to failure for lack of systematic and sym-

pathetic guidance, works a more irreparable wrong on the

teacher himself. For our fellow-mortals, the jaded nags

straining over the city pavements, you engineers are sub-

stituting the gasoline engine, which combines with freedom

from nerves the power to avenge any mistreatment; but you

have not and cannot change the fact that your employees,

whether at the loom or behind the instructor's desk, are, first

and foremost, human beings. So long as you pay them as you

do at present, you are largely dependent upon unpaid loyalty,

and should do everything possible to help them \dn success.

There remains to be considered the injury to the institution

as a whole. The bungling of a new teacher upsets, to some ex-

tent, the whole process. Instruction not acquired by the stu-

dent at one point may cripple the work at many other points

;

habits of neglect formed any^vhere, weaken the power of

application every^vhere; and dissatisfaction with the work

of only a few hours per week is canker at the heart of that

loyalty ^Yithout which no college training can be really suc-

cessful. We seldom realize this as we should, for we have not

yet learned the meaning of coordination—^that in all the work

of any school there should be singleness of purpose and thor-

ough cooperation—nor do we fully appreciate the fact that

for the student, education is but one process. Since I am a

teacher myself and lamentably human, the human problem of

the individual employees seems to me the most serious; if I

were a stockholder or a corporation manager, a dean or a
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president, I should feel, perhaps, that no employee who fails,

deserves much sympathy, but that the crippling of the plant

through the inefficiency of any one of its units is a fatal

defect.

II.

Until a teacher has property learned his trade, he labors

under the difficulties of the beginner; and, however long he

may have taught in one place, if he changes to another, he

must, in important ways, make a fresh start. But expe-

rienced teachers are also liable to become inefficient, and this

may happen long before they are old enough to be relegated

to the shelter of the Carnegie Foundation. If it is the hook-

worm, as we are told, that causes laziness, there are many of

us who do not go barefooted who would at times in the year

gladly take the cure. But in my experience weariness of the

flesh is far less frequently the cause of inefficiency among ex-

perienced teachers of engineers than ambition. Ambition to

know something about one's subject, to do research work, to

write books, to be of ser\4ce in the community, to do coUateral

work for practical experience or for reputation, and alas!

more frequently still, ambition to earn enough outside the

classroom to pay for the pri\dlege of teaching in college. All

of these are strong temptations to cut down the time and the

enthusiasm actually given to teaching. Nowhere, that I think

of, is it easier for a man to drop in efficiency either from

inertia or from ambition. The teacher may travel year after

year along the old groove, needing to give but a glance at the

subject at the beginning of the class hour. There is no one to

detect the routine character of his class work or to appreciate

the venerability of his jokes—unless the students buy second-

hand text-books with pencil annotations, and even if they do,

the teacher does not know that he is detected till too late.

Even with more careful supervision from those above him

than most college teachers are favored with, it is easy to trust

the class work to the inspiration of the moment, and who is

there day by day to instruct the instructor ?
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Ill schools all over the conntry. attempts are being made to

increase the efficiency of both these classes of teachers. I shall

give a brief suggestion of one method only. For the past

few years we have been trying an experiment in apprentice-

ship. By that I mean that we hire young men just graduated

from college and require them to serve a year not as an in-

structor but distinctly as an assistant. They have charge of

no classes or divisions, but are required to attend all meetings

of the subjects which they are to teach later on. From the

middle to the end of the year the assistant is given opportunity

here and there to work naturally and under careful guidance

into charge of classes. From the first he has written work to

criticize, he holds as many hours of conferences with students

as he has time for, and outside of the class-room he is given a

chance, as proctor of a dormitory, to become intimately ac-

quainted with the students.

This apprenticeship gives the beginner important advan-

tages:

1. He is enabled to review from a new point all the sub-

jects he is to teach-

2. He has opportunity to study in detail methods of present-

ing his subjects.

3. He can profit by the accumulated experience of his pred-

ecessors,

4 He can, far more thoroughly and accurately than if he

were teacher himself, observe the actual results of instruction

on the students.

5. He can become partially initiated under guidance before

he risks failure, and can gain the friendship and coniidence

of the students before he is led to offend them by inadvertence.

6. Though he receives small pay the advantages are more
than enough to compensate.

This same means offers equally great advantages to the older

teacher

:

1. He has a friendly critic, more mature than the students,

watching him at all times in class.
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2. He can gain from this critic, and through him from the

students, suggestions which are extremely helpful and which

he could get in no other way.

3. He is compelled, in order to carry out the system satis-

factorily, to hold regular departmental meetings in which the

future work is carefully planned and the results of past work

discussed. By this means he can combine with whatever ma-

ture experience the older men may have, the originality, the

fresh enthusiasm, and the appreciation of the student point of

view of the younger men.

4. He maintains more intimate friendly relations in his de-

partment and with the students.

5. Though he may have to do some extra instructing him-

self, he receives enough assistance in the routine work and

enough inspiration to recompense.

I confess that my personal knowledge of the working of this

system of apprenticeship is limited to the department of Eng-

lish. I recognize that in some other departments it might be

more difficult to apply such a method of training without in-

creasing the cost. In general, however, it may be said that in

any department which includes three or more teachers there is

certain to be enough work that may be classed as ''assistance"

to occupy one man's time, and that consequently it is but a

matter of management to give that work from year to year

to low-priced men, thereby saving the time of the higher-

priced men. And it should be obviously good economy

—

though many persistently refuse to recognize the fact—when

the amount of money available is narrowly limited, to insist on

buying good instruction as long as the money lasts, rather than

to pretend to do more when the instruction must be less effi-

cient. I make, therefore, the following suggestions:

1. That no inexperienced man should be allowed charge of

classes till he has served an apprenticeship which will ade-

quately prepare him to teach.

2. That even experienced teachers should be given, when-

ever they are asked to undertake work under new conditions,

full opportunity to study those conditions.
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3. That as far as possible the older teachers shoiild be given

the advantage of friendly criticism of their class work by

younger men,

4. That each department of instruction should be organized

for careful study of methods and results of teaching so as to

conserve the benefits of past experience and to add those of

fresh thought.

The fundamental principles of scientific management as for-

mulat-ed by ]\Ir. Frederick TV. Taylor, you mil remember,

are these: (1) The development of a true science. (2) the sci-

entific selection of the workman. (3) Ms scientific education

and development, and (4) the intimate friendly cooperation

between management and the men. I do not think I need to

point out that such a system of apprenticeship as I have sug-

gested gives the opportunity to accomplish just these objects

in the college. As far as my experience goes, it is not only an

effective means of training the individual teacher but the best

means of developing and maintaining cooperation among

teachers, coordination of the work of instruction, the loyalty of

the younger members of the faculty, and friendly under-

standing between students and faculty.



THE ENGINEERING SEMINAR CLASS.

BY V. L. HOLLISTEE,

Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Nebraska.

The writer has observed that a class, which in some schools

is called "The Engineering Seminar," in other schools "Class

in Technical Reports," is generally regarded by students in

one or three ways—it is either a pleasure, an
'

' easy snap,
'

'
or

a bore, depending upon the material presented and the

amount of enthusiasm aroused by the manner of its presenta-

tion. Descriptions of engineering works with lengthy details

and tables of figures, while theoretically valuable to the stu-

dent and class, are generally to be avoided. The assignment

of technical papers to be reviewed by a member of the class

seems to be of value only in so far as the student's interest is

aroused and he brings up items of real interest to the class.

Past experience has led the writer to believe that few students

having been assigned a single number of the magazines for

review have sufficient enthusiasm over a particular article, or

such other item as may be contained, to present its contents

in an inspiring manner. On the other hand, if a student is

assigned to read and report on articles carefully selected, it

would seem that the instructor were simply assigning tasks

and not developing the initiative of the student. Some little

consideration seems to indicate the following general prin-

ciples as covering in general the advisability of having a class

in engineering seminar.

The student should be induced to seek the acquaintance of

the contemporary technical press.

The class should afford a place for the student to present

and discuss technical subjects before his equals.

To some extent, the discussions should perform the services

for the engineering students equivalent to that afforded by the

literary classes and debating societies held for the students
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in other colleges; he should learn to talk and argue while

standing upon his feet.

The class should afford a place where the broader elements

of engineering, such as a choice of systems, the economics of

"wage payment, or engineering methods are properly discussed.

The preparations for the class should require the students

to search and to learn how to find the information contained

in the technical press at hand. In other words, to acquaint

him with the resources of the library.

The class affords the instructor an opportunity to equip the

student with information other than purely theoretical and

the technical details covered in other courses.

In conducting such a course, it has been the practice of the

writer to lay down four principles, covering the work, to be

kept in mind.

First, to learn how to search the technical press for infor-

mation and become familiar with the general classes of mate-

rials handled by particular magazines.

Second, to present subject matter while standing before

the class in a clear, logical and forcible manner.

Third, to weight and take part in the discussions of sub-

jects of interest to the engineering profession.

Fourth, to obtain some additional information.

Much depends upon the class of subjects assigned the stu-

dents upon which they are to report, and it is here that the

instructor will find his greatest energies needed. The follow-

ing list of subjects is suggested as having been tried and

found successful.

Eeview and Comparison of the Growth and Advance in the Electrical

Field during 1911 as Compared, with 1905.

Comparison of the European Practice in Electrical Engineering with

American Practice.

Alternating Current Traction.

Direct Current Traction.

Contracting Methods—Compensation by Fixed Sum, Percentage and

Other Plans.

Shop Organization.

Compensation and Efficiency of Workmen, Bef. Eng. Mag., March.

1910, pp. 813.
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Works Management—Am. Soe. Mech. Engrs., May, 1906.

The Appraisal and Depreciation of Water Works and Similar Proper-

ties. Jour. Assn. of Engrs. Soc, Dec, 1907.

Useful, Uniform Accounts and Eeports of Water Supply Systems. I.

G. Powers in Am. Water Whs. Assn., June, 1909.

Electric Ship Propulsion.

Western Union Time Clock System.

Aluminum and Its Manufacture.

Steam E. E. Electric Train Lighting Systems.

Eeview of Pro. Inst, of Elec. Engrs. and Pro. A. I. E. E., 1910-1911.

Comparison and Notes.

Bates for Public Service Corporations, Eng.-Con., May 25, 1910, pp.

467.

Government Ownership of Public Service Corporations.

Employers' Liability Laws.

Hydro-electric Engineering.

Electric Eailway Signal Systems.

The Electrolytic Industries.

Insulations and Their Applications.

Public Service Control Commissions.

The Engineering School Graduate. Eng. News, April 20, 1911.

Apprenticeship Courses and Continuation Schools.

Piece Work. Eng. Mag., May, 1911.

The Bonus System of Efficiency Eeward.

Diversity Factor, Load Factor, and Plant Location as Affecting the

Central Station.

The Storage Battery, Its Engineering Features and Applications.

Machine Telegraphy and the Telepost.

Having been assigned one of the above subjects, in some cases

a specific reference is given, a student seeks such information

as he may find either in the technical press or in standard

books upon the subject. He then makes up a bibliography of

the best references, and having prepared a few brief para-

graphs showing the scope of the articles upon which he desires

to draw for his class presentation, the written outline is sub-

mitted to the instructor a few days previous to the weekly

meeting of the class. The written work that seems to mean the

least amount of effort for the greatest returns is best illus-

trated by the following brief outline on the "Bonus System

of Efficiency Reward," as presented in my class on a recent

date.
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Discussion.

Dean J. P, Jackson : Professor Norris 's seminar method and

the apprenticeship idea are, as adjuncts, the kind of things

which are always of service and an inspiration towards the

development of the teacher. I believe that we are very much
in accord as to this matter of teachers. It is hard to get our

good men to take up teaching, and it is impossible to be sure

of the ability of those who are recommended. The college

professors have a habit of wanting to get their men into the

work and their enthusiasm sometimes makes them express

more favorable opinions of a man than they would if they

were entirely unbiased. But assuming that we have the man,

the papers of this evening beautifully express the proposition.

They might be put in this form: first, the instructor must be

given all permissible responsibility as to the details of his

work. If he is to develop fully he must have responsibility;

second, the instructor must be trained in character, and for

this purpose he must feel the responsibility of training char-

acter in the students under him; third, having taken care to

give these young fellows every iota of responsibility that we
can, every responsibility for development of character, we who
are a little older and above the younger man in rank, should

very carefully and accurately follow their work and be ready

to give friendly aid and guidance. I doubt whether it is wise

to formulate rules for this guidance. If we are not men
enough to handle those who are below us in rank without many
black and white rules, I think we had better go into the lower

order of business of manufacturing. I say lower order of

business ad\dsedly in the presence of these great business men,

because they know and we who are teachers know that the

product we turn out is worth beyond any question of dollars

and cents more than anything that they can turn out or of

which they can improve the manufacture.

In regard to the faculty seminar, I believe Professor Nor-

ris 's method is one which, in one form or another, is in vogue

in the majority of colleges of the United States. Probably

very few professors have gone into the matter with as much
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thought and care as has Professor Norris, but there can be no

question but that the head of the department who is willing

to have his men around him in frequent meetings, confiding

in them all matters having to do with their department, except

such as of necessity must be confidential, is doing much toward

making the department successful. The dean who is big

enough to be able to take all the men in the departments under

his care and confide to them everything that it is permitted to

confide, is the proper dean; and the president who is big

enough to do the same thing with the deans and the heads

of departments, in all matters that pertain to his institution,

is the proper president. I believe that the president who sends

down orders without giving the man below an opportunity to

give his views on the subject, is not the one who is going to

develop his men into a strength of character which will make

them the best teachers.

On the same basis I believe that the faculty meetings should

include every man who does actual teaching and that every

man in that faculty should have a vote on all matters pertain-

ing to legislation. By so doing each man will feel that he has

a personal responsibility— here we come back to Dean
Anthony's idea of gi\^ng the man responsibility—for the

carrj-ing out of those laws and consequently for the success of

the institution.

Dean Eddy: It was my pleasure a few months since to

attend the annual meeting of the Association of American

Universities, held in Chicago ; and there was read at that meet-

ing a paper of which the title was something of this nature

:

"The Harvard plan of carrying on departments by com-

mittee, versus the ordinary plan of carrying on departments

in colleges by responsible heads of the departments." It is

the fact, I suppose, that the last appeal in a university is to

the heads of the departments; that the president of the uni-

versity freely consults with his deans and with the council and

with the facidties, and no important action is taken or general

policy followed without such a consultation and without a

general consensus of agreement.
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Now some remarks have been made respecting the manner

in which departments should be carried on in our higher insti-

tutions, and that has to do very closely with this question

which we have under discussion—the improving of the teacher

by his further education. It is necessary in colleges to set

young men to teaching before they have learned the art,

and to have them acquire the art after they are put under

responsibility. A few remarks have been made and one

method proposed by which an apprenticeship could be estab-

lished, but that has not been so tried out in our institutions

that it can be said to be anything except a novelty. It may

be, and very likely is, a very useful novelty, which we may
possibly persuade institutions to undertake, but of which they

have not as yet seen their way clear to bear the expense.

Our difficulties in the carrying on of institutions and pre-

paring teachers are bound up in that word expense, for the

trustees of the various institutions are unwilling to make the

expenditure necessary to accomplish the best results, and our

present situation in this matter is one dependent upon the

paucity of funds which the managers of institutions have at

their command. It is due to this fact that the number of

experienced teachers and able men is so small compared with

the large number of inexperienced instructors, which are

found in all of our larger institutions. One of the advantages

of smaller institutions usually is a larger proportion of trained

men in the faculty of instruction.

I would cordially praise the statements which have been

made here as to the necessity for, and usefulness of, frequent

departmental meetings. And that has to do intimately with

the matter of which I first spoke, namely, that departments

should be carried on with entire freedom of conference, with

frequent conference, and with organized conference. Each

department should have a set time of meeting when all

matters of importance affecting the department should be

considered. It is not absolutely necessary that the subjects

discussed should be finally decided, some of them may be

stated by the head of the department to be of such a nature
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that he desires onlr to receive the ideas of the members on

them. If these questions be discussed before the faculty of

the department, the younger men are thereby brought into

such relationship as to make them feel their value to the insti-

tution, and to the students whom they serve.

In my early life I was very much struck with a statement

respecting the induction into office of an English mathe-

matician at. I think, the University of Cambridge, in which

it was stated how that man had conceived of himself and his

duty in his position. A man of preeminent power, he made

public statement that he would always be at the disposal of

those who were in study, the younger professors and teachers

who were in mathematical difficulty, theoretical or otherwise.

It strikes me that that was an attitude into which very few

of the professors with whom I have ever been acquainted have

put themselves. I determined when I began to teach that my
principal duty would be to answer questions, if I could pos-

sibly arouse an interest and the desire of those who were under

my instruction to find out anything that pertained to the

subject matter. The teacher of any subject who succeeds in

getting the student into a frame of mind in which he is keen

in pursuit of some ideas that are elusive, is accomplishing his

purpose in a manner that seems to me an admirable one.

But that has to do in general with under-graduate instruc-

tion. "When you ask an under-graduate student why he does

not ask questions he generally says that he does not know

enough about the subject to ask a question. That is usually

the attitude in abstract subjects and is one that needs to be

broken down. The prime object which induced me to become

a teacher was, that I wanted to study, and this was the only

opportunity, in my younger days, that offered itself of con-

tinued study on my part of the great developments in mathe-

matics, mathematical physics, astronomy and engineering;

and to accomplish that end, I have, during all my life read

mathematics with every man I could, with those who knew

more than I did, as well as with those who knew less, with

those who were abler, or with those who were less able, it did

10
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not seem to make any difference, both were very helpful.

Naturally, as I got on further in life I found more men who

were not so mature, and had not had so much experience as

myself, and for the last fifteen years, at the University of

Minnesota, as a sort of an older brother, I have had men in

the teaching staff of the department of physics reading with

me the great theories of electricity and other branches of

mathematical investigation. In my own department I have

had men taking advanced mechanics, elasticity and various

subjects; in the electrical department, the great development

of mathematics applied to alternating currents and transient

currents and many other matters that have received their

development within comparatively recent time—all subjects

of intense interest. And there are very few men. if any, in

the twenty or thirty men of our faculty who are interested in

such things, who have not for years been engaged in such

faculty seminars. It is wonderful what innumerable side

lights are thrown upon these advanced interests and enlarge-

ments of science, when you get a set of mature men who are

interested in such matters at work at a given subject; the

stimulus that they give to each other, the newness of interest

and recreation of mind that such men receive and pass on to

their classes is of surpassing value. There are a thousand

connections of these advanced theories with the under-grad-

uate work which cannot but add vitality to it. At any uni-

versity it ought to be the object of every professor to move

on in his intellectual life, and go forward in the subjects in

which he is interested. Some have the time and opportunity

and some the ability to do it more rapidly than others : but so

soon as a man stops he begins to stagnate. Of course there

should always be a leader in such an undertaking. It has been

my privilege to have had the time to assist, perhaps, more

than some others in accomplishing this at ]\Iinnesota ;
and that

opportunity is the reason for this slight contribution to the

present discussion.

Professor I. 0. Baker: We have had a discussion of the

importance of stimulation of intellectual growth of a teacher

;
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but it seems to me that there is another important phase of

the preparation of a teacher that should have some considera-

tion. For the present, we may consider that the preparation

of a teacher consists first of the acquisition of the knowledge

to be presented, and second of an understanding of the

methods to be employed in presenting the subject. It is the

latter upon which I desire to make a few remarks, and I regret

that owing to the lateness of the hour, I must be exceedingly

brief. The young instructor often makes the same mistake

that has been made in this discussion, that is, virtually as-

sumes that the sole thing required in successful teaching is a

thorough knowledge of the subject. Not infrequently the full-

ness of the instructor's knowledge is a hindrance rather than

a help to the successful instruction of the student. For
example, I know of a case in which a really brilliant instructor

felt that he had a better knowledge of the subject than that

presented in the text-book which he was assigned to teach;

and therefore he proceeded to lecture to freshmen upon college

algebra, and confined his attention to discussing the refine-

ments of the subject to the exclusion of the fundamentals, and
as a result his students obtained almost no knowledge of

algebra, as he virtually admitted when he gave nearly every

member of the class grades very much below the passing mark.

If he had known less about algebra, he would probably have

been a better teacher; and if he had known more about the

art of teaching, he certainly would have been a very much
better teacher. The art of teaching is a very broad subject,

and I have time to call attention to only one phase of it, the

conduct of the recitation, which in turn is chiefly a matter

of the art of questioning.

As a rule, particularly with younger students, if there is

to be any intellectual response by the pupil, the teacher must

arouse his interest and stimulate his mental activity by means

of questions. These will help the student to clarify his own
ideas, and help the teacher to know what is in the mind of

the pupil; and when the teacher knows what is in the mind

of the pupil and understands his attitude, he can arouse the
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desire and perhaps the enthusiasm of the pupil for further

knowledge. As a rule the best teaching will be that in w^hieh

the teacher fires short, sharp questions in rapid succession, and
requires the pupil to answer in clear, concise, forceful English.

If the questions are short and rapid, a wider field can be

covered in a given time, and the intellectual activity of the

class can be more surely aroused. Further, if the teacher asks

the question before naming the one who is to respond, each

student is compelled to think about the answer, for he does

not know but he may be called upon, and consequently the

entire class is mentally alert. Further, if a student has

determined in his own mind either his own answer or his own
inability to answer, he is interested in hearing the answer of

the one called. Consequently, if the teacher asks the question

first, and then calls upon a particular student, he is teaching

with a 20-man power; but if he calls upon the student first,

and then states the question, he is probably teaching only with
a one-man power. This gain in efficiency is without cost of

time or effort. The questions should be short so that many
students can be called upon. One of the most brilliant men I

ever knew was the poorest teacher I think I ever heard of,

because in a marked degree he violated the principle just

stated. He knew his subject thoroughly, was a great man in

research, but his methods of teaching were about as bad as

could be conceived. He would call up a student and talk

with him in a conversational tone for half or three fourths of

an hour; and he rarely called upon two pupils in an hour's

recitation. While the professor and pupil were talking over

their subject, all the rest of the class were preparing for their

next recitation or having a social time together. That teacher

was teaching with a one-man power, when he might have
taught that class with a forty-man power. There are a
number of very simple and equally important principles in

the art of questioning; but there is no time for their dis-

cussion now. Before closing, I desire to call attention to the

fact that there is often an equally great opportunity to in-

crease the efficiency in conducting recitations in subjects
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requiring blackboard work. Finally there is also a great

opportunity to improve the method of preparing examination

questions and in conducting the examination. In closing then

permit me to remind you that a study of the art of teaching

is in some respects more important than a study of the matter

to be taught.

Professor C. A. Waldo : The work of stimulating those who
are associated with him is a very important part of the work

of a man who is at the head of an institution or who is respon-

sible for the development of teachers in a department. It has

been my experience, however, to have had one form of work

thrust upon me which has not been fully discussed here,

although Professor Baker has in a sense touched upon it.

;!\Iay I first, however, protest strongly against one of the

things that the professor rather infers to be now possible;

that we should teach classes of forty. I believe that we can

lecture to a hundred successfully, but if we are going to teach

our classes as they should be taught they should not exceed

twenty.

Returning then to the point, I would say that some of us are

in departments in which there are a large number doing the

same work. It was my fortune to be with a department in

which there were thirteen men teaching and the work was

divided in such a way that we all had practically the same

program. Under such circumstances some serious problems

are bound to arise, some over-ambitious teachers working their

students to the limit, others trying to please their students by

carrying them through. Plainly, the standardizing of the

work of such a department is one of the most difficult prob-

lems. Frequent consultations should be held, aiming to

quicken those who need stimulation, while holding back the too

ambitious. There is sometimes among our younger instructors

a good deal of self-consciousness, not applying to it the harsher

terms of self-seeking or selfishness, that needs to be curbed.

Young men are anxious to rise rapidly, to get a reputation for

severity, which is all right in a way; but they are not un-

willing to do it at the expanse of other instructors who are
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doing the same work. Under such circumstances the depart-

ment becomes disorganized unless it is very carefully super-

vised.

The mistake is frequently made in our greater institutions,

especially during these years when our technical institutions

are advancing so rapidly in numbers and in influence, of

endeavoring to make headway too swiftly. It is necessary for

us. therefore, so to regulate the speed of progress of the

institution and our departments as connected with the insti-

tution, that we shall not break down the constructive work

at any point, but that we shall stimulate it and so shall do

our part towards the progress of the whole. Team work on

the part of the departments and team work on the part of the

institution is one of the things that should be studied with the

utmost care under all circumstances. Our educational ma-
chine is daily growing more complex by the introduction of

new and broader functions working upon the life of the

nation. The high school must not outstrip the grammar
school, the grammar school the college, the college the uni-

versity. Each should keep up a steady, well-regulated pres-

sure upon the other, that all may move with a uniform accel-

eration. Thus is progress sound and the nation best served.

In tliis chain of forces departmental discipline is a necessary

factor, and though its use may at times produce some stress of

feeling among faithful men towards each other, yet that is

sure to pass away because the results will be marked and

permanent and of the very greatest importance, exalting aU

who have helped to achieve them.

Professor Hibbard: I believe it is one of the fundamentals

of scientific management that the institution should give

instruction in values. TVe can conceive of a community where

there are no physicians, and several people in a given block

are not feeling well. They call a conference of those in the

block who are not feeling well with some who have felt ill and

are now feeling better, to talk over their ailments and see if

they can get any help from one another. In these days you
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and I would not do that but would send immediately for a

physician, the expert upon our bodily ailments.

If we chance to be so fortunate as to be located in a

university where there is a school of education, are we not

neglecting the opportunity for calling in the expert physician ?

Personally I have been much helped and I have been glad to

see other engineering teachers helped by listening to lectures

by members of the staff of the school of education. I think of

a lecture, for instance, upon the philosophy of education,

other lectures upon educational psychology. I did not know

that there are five steps in the making of an idea until it was

pointed out in a lecture by an expert in educational psy-

chology. Other helpful lectures are : Motive ; Thinking over

the thoughts previously thought; What is study by the stu-

dent?; Of what is study made up?; Sudents' discussion in

classes ; The reaction of the mind of the student after the ideas

that the teacher presents.

So I believe that those who are fortunate enough to be

connected with institutions which have schools of education,

may very wisely invite those experts to bring to their notice

the fundamental philosophies of education.

Professor J. C. Tracy: The work of a teacher in any branch

of engineering is rendered doubly difficult not only because

two professions are involved, engineering and teaching, but

also because in each of these professions there is a science and

an art based upon that science. There has been much discus-

sion as to how much time should be given in technical educa-

tion to the science of engineering and how much to the art.

"We are constantly being told what ought to be done, and

sometimes we are told how it should be done. But most of

our discussions in regard to teaching pertain to the art of

teaching rather than to the science. The art of teaching, how-

ever, depends so much upon the personality of the teacher, his

growing judgment and wisdom, his sympathetic insight, his

enthusiasm and passion for teaching, that while these discus-

sions may be inspiring, yet we realize that after all, the art of

teaching is something which must be acquired by long experi-
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ence. just as the art of engineering or the art of any other

profession. And so the more we teach the more likely we are

to become less dogmatic when we talk about the art of teaching.

There is. however, a growing interest everywhere in the

science of teaching, and it is well that Professor Xorris has

reminded us that there is such a science. Just as in engineer-

ing there are a few fundamental principles and only a few

upon which the art is based, so in teaching there are a few

things that we know, a few fundamental principles that have

been pretty well established, which may be said to constitute

the science of teaching and upon which the art of teaching

should be based. If, for example, the teacher who taught

algebra largely if not whoUy by lectures, the teacher to whom
Professor Baker referred, had simply kept in mind what is

ree<^:nized as a fundamental principle of pedagogy that there

should be no impression without an opportunity for expres-

sion, that there should be nothing given to a student without

an opportunity for the student to give it back by his own work,

if the teacher had kept this principle in mind I think he would

have been less likely to have used the lecture method.

There are certain simple principles of this kind, that are

pretty well settled. Other questions, not so definitely settled,

are being discussed by psychologists and by those who are

making a study of pedagogy and education; these questions

should be of great interest to a society like this because they

may exert a great influence upon a man's policy in teaching.

Take, for example, a question which is occupying a good deal

of attention on the part of psychologists, the effect of the

training of one kind of mental activity upon another kind.

If, for instance, it is true that undue and prolonged training

of the memory is not only not helpful to the development of

the reasoning power but actually detrimental to it, then that

fact should lead us to reduce mere memorizing to a minimum
dturing the period when the power to reason is being developed,

i. e., after the age of twelve or fourteen years. Again, sup-

pose we ask the question whether the age of the coUege stu-

dent is one at which the reasoning power is largely undevel-
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oped, or is it an age at which the reasoning power is present

but the desire for the use of the reasoning power is undevel-

oped? It may make all the difference in the world in a man's

teaching, which of those views he holds.

Another question : "When the student has reached college, is

it true or not true that his habits are practically fixed ? If a

teacher takes the view that the habits of the student are fixed,

and that he can do nothing to modify them, as some of the

teachers with whom I have talked apparently believe, then it

seems to me that the teacher has little incentive to do more

than give informational courses regardless of training, and

that our profession loses its greatest source of inspiration.

Yet if we as teachers or as a society neglect what truth there

is in that idea, we are apt to overlook a part of our work which

fs too often neglected,—the getting in touch with the secondary

school teachers. Possibly this society could do more than it

does to cooperate with teachers in secondary schools.

Now a good many of these questions the experienced teacher

has answered for himself, but some of us have been fifteen or

twenty years settling these same little, simple questions which

ought to have been settled early in our experience ; and some

of us are not quite sure of our ground at the present time.

I think it would be appreciated by a good many of us, if, at

some future meeting, experts in education (not necessarily

teachers of engineering, but men who have given thought and

study to educational psychology and pedagogy) could be

induced to lead in a discussion of some of these fundamental

principles of the science of teaching.
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UNIVERSITY TESTING LABORATORIES.

BY FEAXK P. McKIBBEN,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Lehigh Univeraty.

Design.

As an adjunct of courses in engineering, the laboratory for

testing materials of construction is a recognized necessity.

But the multiplication of institutions offering these courses

has been so great that the construction and maintenance of

their expensive laboratories has become a very serious finan-

cial problem. In the days when higher education was con-

fined chiefly to colleges of liberal arts, no expensive laboratory

buildings and equipment were required, but courses in tech-

nology are now so numerous and so important that most educa-

tional institutions worthy of the name have them, even though

accompanied by large maintenance charges. Too few restric-

tions upon the foundation of colleges have resulted in too

many of these institutions. "While instruction was chiefly

confined to liberal arts, the proximity of several small colleges

was of no serious consequence, but now that curricula have

very materially changed, the duplication of expensive machin-

ery is an important economic factor. Clearly, future applica-

tions for charters for higher educational institutions should

be carefully considered and should be granted only where

absolutely needed and where they will sers'e the best interests

of education.

Good design of a materials-testing laboratory provides for

the handling and testing of hea\'y as well as light specimens

for undergraduate, research or commercial work; for ample

natural and artificial lighting ; for flexible power systems ; for

precautions against accidents; and for future growth.
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The building should consist of a center aisle of considerable

height and length with an electric traveling crane serving its

entire area ; and also of two side aisles each of two stories. To

facilitate the hauling of large specimens to and from the

laboratory the center aisle must be provided with large doors

through which wagons may pass so that they may be loaded

or unloaded by the crane. This arrangement has proven itself

to be extremely satisfactory. All heavy testing machines

should be placed in the center aisle, while the side aisles

should be used for small machines and for small special labor-

atories for cement and concrete mixing and road materials

testing, also for a repair shop, tool room, library, office, and

recitation and computing rooms. It is important to separate

the main testing section from the dust-producing cement and

concrete mixing rooms. The center aisle should be not less

than fifty feet in width and the crane should be of not less

than ten and not over fifteen tons capacity.

Ample natural and artificial lighting facilities are necessary

because close attention is required of students in reading

measuring devices. Windows in end and side walls, and in

clerestories ; and skylights on the northerly roof slope are aU

desirable. Some college laboratories are provided with saw-

tooth roof construction but unless ugliness of this construc-

tion be overcome by use of high walls, it should not be used

on a college campus. Laboratory buildings can be made plain

and simple yet architecturally pleasing.

Incandescent lamps are the best for artificial lighting. For

portable lights for use at tests, carbon incandescent lamps

with wire protectors are necessary, but for general illumina-

tion tungsten lamps are superior. Of the latter a few of

five hundred watt, and many of one hundred watt capacity

are needed. Every testing machine musrt be wired and pro-

vided with sockets for connecting plugs of portable lights to

the number of from two to eight, depending on the size of

the machine.

If available, direct current should be used on all motors for

testing machines and traveling cranes because of better speed
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control. Direct current motors are slightly more expensive

than induction motors and while in some factories the spark-

ing of the former may prove objectionable and even danger-

ous, there should be no trouble from this cause in a materials-

testing laboratory and variations in speed are so desirable that

the additional cost is of small consequence.

In some cases the direct current motor may be objectionable

because of excessive wearing of commutators on account of

dust, but a laboratory motor is seldom used so continuously

as to make this an item of importance. Of course the spark-

ing of a direct current motor might prove dangerous in a

small cement laboratory where benzine is being used as in

specific gravity tests, but with this exception the direct is

the better current. However, if testing machines are pro-

vided with proper gearing to insure variations in speed,

induction motors give satisfaction. Slow speeds for testing

and quick speeds for adjusting the machines are absolutely

necessary and ordinary universal machines should have a

minimum speed of 0.05 inch per minute, a maximum speed of

8.00 inches per minute, and two intermediate speeds. For care-

ful work the slow speed is very helpful. These machines should

also be arranged to reverse the motion of the moving head

without stopping or reversing their motors. Either direct

current at two hundred twenty volts, or two phase, sixty cycle

alternating current at two hundred twenty volts for motors,

and alternating current at one hundred ten volts for illumi-

nation wiU be found satisfactory. "VTith alternating current

motors of and above five horse-power auto-starters are neces-

sary. All trains of gears should be covered by wire screens

to protect persons working at the machines and all electric

wiring should be contained in conduits in the laboratory floor,

the current being controlled by a central switchboard in the

oflBce and by a switch at each machine.

In planning cement laboratories good drainage must be

provided, otherwise cement and sand will obstruct the pipes

and constantly cause trouble. This difficulty can be readily

overcome by using as few turns as possible in pipes and pro-
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viding a sump or settling basin wherein the cement and sand

particles are separated from the water.

Buildings for laboratories should be planned to permit

future extension and a steel frame with thin brick walls is

well adapted to this purpose. The Fritz Laboratory walls are

of ordinary red brick on the interior with an outer facing of

cement brick. The cement bricks are made by compressing

a slightly wet mixture of one part Portland cement and four

parts sand in a hydraulic press. A suitable building can

be erected for about eight cents per cubic foot exclusive of

equipment.

Equipment.

The fundamental idea of all laboratory instruction is indi-

vidual student work ; work performed by the student himself

to illustrate nature's laws ^ith a \iew of making them clearer

and of fixing them more firmly in his mind, to discover new

principles or new applications of old ones if possible, and to

secure empirically certain functions which do not admit of

rational determination. In selecting equipment in materials-

testing laboratories, therefore, one must bear this basic idea

constantly in mind, but individual work where large numbers

of undergraduates are handled is very difficult to obtain be-

cause of the great number of machines needed. Small sec-

tions consisting of two or three students are necessarily

resorted to as the best practical arrangement. And, indeed,

there is much to be said in favor of haN-ing small sections of

this size rather than having one-man sections. Competition,

cooperation, inspiration, may have their effects on a student as

a result of small sections. Laboratory work affords valuable

training because it represents hand-training accompanied by

mind-training, a combination of value which is often under-

estimated.

For undergraduate work then, a number of macliines of

comparatively small capacity are necessary. For universal

machines a capacity of fifty thousand pounds is sufficient for

ordinary exercises and for many experiments smaller capac-
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ments. The old days when things were broken simply to

find out what force was necessary to break them have passed,

and engineers and manufacturers are demanding more scien-

tific information from tests. These demands have resulted in

a more careful study of the action of specimens under stress,

including more efficient methods of determining deformations,

but there is still room for improvements, in that simpler and

TABLE I.

Floor Areas op Sections in Fmtz Laboratobt.

Section. General
Testing.

Floor areas, sq. ft.... 6,772

Clear height, ft 40 and 20

Cement. Concrete. Hrdraulic.

840
12

1,320
I

4,212
9.5 20 and 20

Office. I ToUl.

250
I

13,394
12

more accurate devices are needed. It is probable that some

optical measurement of stress deformation will be found that

will be not only much more accurate than methods now used

but will be practically self-recording and thus give a con-

tinuous graphical representation of the deformation.

TABLE 11.

Testikg Machixes IX Gexebal Testixq Sectiox, Fritz Laboratory.

Type of Machine. Capacity, Lbs, i.

Universal ,

L'niversal ,

Universal ,

L'niversal ,

L'niversal ,

Universal ,

Universal ,

Universal ,

Tension and compression.
Wire tester

Cold bend

Torsion.

800,000
300,000
100,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
20,000
20,000

1.5-inch di-

ameter bar
24,000*

Speeds, Ins.

per >iin.

Max. Min.

„ . , Speed
Nominal qj

Horse-power Motor,
of Motor. R.P.M.

0.05

0.021
0.04

0.38t
0.38t
0.38t
0.05t

0.05t

20

I

7.5

I 3

1,120
1,120
1,700

2 1,120
2 ! 1,120
2 : 1,120
2 1,120
2

;
1,120

Hand-power
Hand-power

!
2 1,700

Hand-power

* Inch Pounds.

t Hand-power also available.
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The Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh University

consists of a steel frame building 91 ft. vride by 114 ft. long

and has three sections, the general testinsr section, the hvdrau-

lic section and the cement section. Table I shows the floor

area of each section. The concrete room is under the cement

room; the hydraulic section, occupying the easterly end of
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the building, has t^o floors, one twenty feet over the other.

Table II gives a list of the testing machines in the general

testing section and Fig. 1 shows a plan of the main laboratory

floor.

TABLE m.
Cost op E<juipmext ix Some Mateeials-testikg Laboratories.

Cost of Equipment. Date of First Stu-

Kame of Institution. Dollars. dent Tests.

Brown University 10,000 1S94

Carnegie Technical 12,800 1906

Columbia University 30,000 1S70

Cornell University 10,000

Harvard University 5,000 ISSo

Illinois University 32,000 ISSS

Iowa State College 6,000

Iowa State University 2,400

—

1S90

Lehigh University 36,000 1893

Kansas University 9,000 1894

Maine University 5.200 1894

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 32,000 1SS5

McGill University 40,000— 1892

Michigan University 8,500

Minnesota University 9,000 18S3

Ohio State University 5,000 1878

Pennsylvania State College 19,000 1889

Kensselaer Polytechnic Institute 38,000 1885

Rose Polytechnic Institute 7,850 1883

Tufts College 3,000 1S71

University of Texas 8,000 1895

University of Washington 13,220 1903

University of Wisconsin 16,000 1885

"Washington University 6,500 1892

Worcester Polytechnic Institute 12,000

Yale University 5,000 1910

The accompanying list gives the important parts of the

hydraulic laboratory

:

One 35 h.p., variable speed, 2 phase, 60 cycle, alternating

current motor; one DeLaval 10-inch single stage centrifugal

pump; one steel pressure tank 35 ft. high and 5 ft. 6 in. in

diameter; one C. I. stand pipe, with overflows for maintaining

constant head (60 ft. high) ; two steel weir tanks with rec-

11
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tangular and triangular weirs; one steel rectangular distrib-

uting tank; two cylindrical calibrated tanks for measuring

water; three platform scales and small tanks for weighing

water ; one fire hydrant ; one Pelton water wheel ; one Trump

turbine; one 4-inch Yenturi water meter; two f-inch and

two 2-ineh water meters; one path of jet apparatus; one Rife

ram ; one Worthington three stage centrifugal pump ; one set

of fire hose and nozzles ; six orifice plates ; one standard one-

half cubic foot measure; various pipe lines for studying

hydraulic gradient and loss of head.

Table III gives the cost of equipment and date of first stu-

dent testing in materials-testing laboratories of some leading

institutions in the United States.

Operation.

Successful operation of laboratories requires men and funds,

and in many institutions excellent equipments lie idle a great

deal of the time because these two important requisites are

not available. In such cases the laboratories are used to some

extent for undergraduate work but not to anything like their

full capacity. This condition results from the mistaken policy

of expending the entire appropriation for buildings and

equipment instead of reserving a considerable portion of the

appropriation to yield annually a sum for maintenance and

additional equipment. One half the original appropriation

should be invested in a maintenance fund. Of course, this

does not apply to state universities which receive annual

appropriations through legislatures but to endowed institu-

tions which rely entirely upon gifts to construct laboratories

and upon students' fees to operate them. The publication of

test data is desirable but unless these data can be carefully

worked up and wisely presented,—matters which require

funds.—it is far better that they be allowed to remain buried.

In undergraduate work the student should do all the work,

being only guided by the instructor; and carefully prepared

reports of all experiments must be demanded of each student.

The point of view to be urged upon these young men is that
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they must not be satisfied merely with seeing things break,

but must verify, and thus impress more thoroughly, the

fundamental principles of mechanics of materials. On the

whole, research work can be best accomplished when separated

from undergraduate work but there are some decided advan-

tages accruing to the undergraduate if he be in the atmos-

phere of investigation. In one of the important architectural

courses of the United States the senior and junior classes in

architectural design are divided into sections, each consisting

of one senior and one junior. And although the two men in a

section are at work on different problems they occupy the

same room and the spirit of earnestness and work which

dominates these classes is marked. It is possible that some

similar arrangement might be applied in undergraduate test-

ing laboratory work.

At Lehigh University, students in civil engineering receive

class instruction in mechanics of materials in the first term of

the junior year, in hydraulics in second t^rm of the junior

year, and in cement and concrete in second term of the senior

year. Each of these subjects is accompanied by laboratory

exercises in the Fritz Laboratory and the following summary
shows the experimental work done therein.

Mechanics of Materials. Fifteen exercises.—Study of test-

ing machine; commercial tension test on wrought iron and

steel ; shear and tension tests on wrought iron and steel ; cold

bend tests ; shear and tension tests on wood ; compression test

on wood; modulus of elasticity of steel; compression tests on

metals; transverse test on wooden beam; transverse test on

steel I-beam; transverse test on cast iron; column test on

wood; steel car spring test for modulus, for shear and for

sensitiveness of testing machine; calibration of testing ma-

chine ; compression, transverse and absorption tests on pa\'ing

bricks.

Hydraulic Laboratory. Fifteen exercises.—Study of labor-

atory; weight of a cubic foot of water; calibration of meas-

uring tank; depth of flotation and loss of weight on immer-

sion ; calibration of mercury U gauge ; orifice test ; weir test

;

water meter test; Venturi meter test; path of jet and orifice
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coeflScients; flow through pipes; two exercises on river gaug-

ings ; hydraulic ram ; turbine test.

Cement and Concrete Laboratory. Eight exercises.—Fine-

ness and specific gravity of cement; moulding cement bri-

quettes and cubes; testing briquettes and cubes; moulding

reinforced concrete beam; moulding one plain concrete

column and one reinforced concrete column; testing rein-

forced concrete beam; testing plain concrete column; and

testing reinforced concrete column.

Closer relations should exist between the testing laboratory

and the surrounding industrial plants. Both parties benefit

by mutual assistance, and professors should make tests for

engineers and manufacturing establishments when no com-

mercial laboratory is available or when, if present, the latter

is unable to make the tests. The college should not compete

with the commercial laboratory but in those districts where

no testing facilities but those at colleges exist it is clearly the

duty of the college to assist the manufacturer whenever pos-

sible. On the other hand managers of industrial plants

should realize that if the college installs large machines for

the purpose of rendering assistance, it is no more than right

that the commercial interests benefited should assist in oper-

ating the testing laboratory. A great deal of commercial

work is being done in college laboratories but the usefulness

of these institutions can be still further extended to render

even greater service to manufacturers. Furthermore, the

university authorities need not feel that the instructor's time

spent in commercial testing is wasted or is directed to im-

proper channels. While it is true that his time when thus

occupied is not being given to the students, yet the experi-

ence gained in meeting the various requirements of com-

mercial tests and in being placed in contact with industrial

life makes him a better teacher and sends him back to his

classes with an enthusiasm that can be created in no other

way. This kind of work has the further advantage that it

enables the college to secure and to retain better instructors

and thus it is seen that contact with the industrial world

benefits the educational institution in more ways than one.



INSTRUCTION IN CEMENT LABORATORIES.

BY F. P. SPALDING,

Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri.

In outlining a course of instruction in cement laboratory,

for undergraduate students in civil engineering, two types of

experimental work may naturally be included

:

1. The standard tests for determination of quality of

cements and of aggregates, to give the student insight into the

properties of cement and familiarity with the details of

making standard tests, as well as to show methods of forming

judgment of the properties of aggregates as used in making

mortars and concretes.

2. Experiments upon cements, mortars or concretes for the

purpose of investigating their properties, or of determining

laws governing their actions under special conditions of use.

The main purpose in organizing any course of laboratory

instruction should not be to give information to the student

or to illustrate text-book work, but to cultivate in the student,

power of accurate observation and of ability to reason cor-

rectly concerning observed facts, as well as to report fuUy,

accurately and systematically, data obtained and conclusions

reached. In the cement laboratory, the specific purpose

should be to enable the student to apply his powers of obser-

vation and reason to questions concerning materials of con-

struction, and thus develop ability to form correct judgments

of the characters of such materials and of methods of using

them. With this object in view, both types of experiment,

already mentioned as belonging to the cement laboratory

course, may be of importance.

The first group of experiments should include all of the

standard tests for cement, as recommended by the American

Society of Civil Engineers, with reports upon particular

149
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samples of cement as to meeting the specifications of the

American Society for Testing Materials. The Government
Standard Tests should also be included. The tests commonly
applied to aggregates should be given, being carefully stand-

ardized. In this would be included tests for specific gravity,

grading of sizes and percentages of voids of both fine and
coarse aggregates, and the yield of mortar and concrete from
mixtures of aggregates with cements.

"Wlien different methods of making tests for the same pur-

pose are used, it is desirable that these should be applied in

comparison with each other to the same material and a report

required of the student as to the comparison. Thus, compari-

son may be made of the Vicat apparatus with the GUlmore
needles for rate of setting : the standard consistency test with

the ball test; or the wet with the dry test for voids in

aggregates. These comparisons will show the necessity for

standards, and also indicate the arbitrary nature of the tests

and their lack of fixity.

In making tests of this character, the students should be

impressed with the necessity of carefully following exact

directions and of observing rules of procedure precisely.

They must also be impressed with the fact that to be standard

and comparable, the conditions surrounding tests must always

be the same, and that deviations in very minor details may
invalidate results. In conducting the work, standard specifi-

cations should be placed in the hands of the students, together

with the necessary apparatus, no other directions being given

unless very essential. The students must learn to read under-

standingly, and to foUow directions written in technical

language.

In making standard tests, forms for reports should be pro-

vided, and care taken to see that all data necessary to a full

understanding of results are provided for in the report form.

It is desirable that, in making standard tests, the students

have opportunity to test the consistency of their own results

by repeating the tests with the same cement, and also to

obser\^e variations in behavior under tests of different cements.
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It is well to have some inferior cements in the laboratory and

show some failures under the tests. If no faulty cements are

available, adulteration of those on hand may produce inferi-

ority for the purpose.

The second group of experiments includes a wide range of

possible subjects of investigation relating to various proper-

ties of materials or results of various combinations of mate-

rials. These may be either brief exercises introduced into a

required course of elementary laboratory instruction, or

larger independent investigations undertaken by more ad-

vanced students. In arranging a set of experiments to be used

in a course of instruction, the object should be to bring to

the attention of the students various properties of the mate-

rials under consideration, as well as to give them opportunity

to make their own observations and deduce their own results

concerning questions submitted for determination. In work

of this character, the student should have the question that he

is to answer submitted to him with such information as may
be necessary to enable him to carry out the experimental

work. He should be expected to devise his own form of

report, and present his data and conclusions in a brief, clear

and rational manner. Special attention should be given to

the form and neatness of reports; data should be carefully

tabulated and conclusions presented in an orderly and sys-

tematic way. No report should be accepted which is written

carelessly or which does not present a neat and attractive

appearance.

To secure full benefit to the student from laboratory work

of this character, the instructor must discuss the results of

such work with the student. This may be done individually

or a few class periods may be used for the purpose. It is

well to bring the class together for this discussion, and

endeavor to interest the students in the many questions that

may arise in such work; what causes variation in results of

different men; reason for failures in making tests; what con-

clusions may legitimately be drawn from results of experi-

ments made ; why one report is more clear than another. To
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teach the student to discriminate concerning methods and
data, and reason to correct results, is the most important

object of such "vrork. The mere carrying out of prescribed

experiments and submission of reports in required form is of

little value comparatively, even though it does give the stu-

dent some acquaintance with materials and some facility in

conducting tests. Such a course may easily degenerate into

a formal compliance with instructions, which are quite mean-

ingless to the student, and become a waste of valuable time.

The position of cement laboratory courses in the curriculum

must necessarily vary in different institutions, depending

upon the general arrangement of other subjects. This work
may reasonably begin the engineering laboratory courses.

It may properly be given at the same time, or as part of a

course of class work in the same subject, although it is desir-

able that some class work should precede the laboratory

instruction, in order that the students may have an intelligent

idea of the object in view when taking up the tests. It should

come not later than the junior year, or be divided into a

junior and a senior course. The amount of time needed for

the required work is not large, a single laboratory period per

week for a semester may enable a fair course to be given in

the work which has been outlined. More time may, however,

be used to advantage, and two periods per week for a semester

is not too much when this work forms a considerable part of

the laboratory instruction in materials.

It may often be advantageous, when it can be conveniently

arranged, to combine this work with the other work in mate-

rials. This gives greater freedom in arranging the experi-

ments, and makes it possible to handle more students in a

section, with moderate equipment. In the main, such work
should be individual, although in some experiments it is

advantageous to have two students work together. The as-

signment of work to students in larger groups is highly un-

desirable, and commonly results in some students deri^dng no
benefit from the course. This means that where the equip-

ment available is small the class must be divided into smaU
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sections, and that the work is expensive to conduct. In

some of the larger laboratories, where many students must

take the work and effort is made to handle them in large sec-

tions, the apparatus is provided all ready for use with such

definite directions that the work becomes merely mechanical,

and its value is largely lost.

In addition to the courses already outlined, as covering the

work to be required of students in civil engineering, the

cement laboratory may be used as a field for experiment by

more advanced students, who take up a single problem and

carry it through to a conclusion, embodying their results in a

written discussion of the subject. This may be done as thesis

work or as elective laboratory work, but undergraduate stu-

dents taking such courses should always work under careful

supervision. A difficulty frequently met in carrying out in-

dependent investigations in the cement laboratory is that com-

monly so large an amount of manual labor is involved in

getting a sufficient mass of data from which to draw any con-

clusions, that the student's time is sacrificed to too great an

extent without adequate returns. When this difficulty can

be overcome, an independent investigation under competent

supervision may be of the highest value in developing the

student and giving him an insight into the meaning and

methods of real investigation.



THE TESTING LABORATORY IN GERMAN
UNIVERSITIES.

BY FEAXK KOESTEE,

Consulting Engineer, Xew York.

The testing-laboratory departments of the German tech-

nical universites are of the most extensive and elaborate

character, and occupy a place of primary importance in the

scheme of German education.

The testing laboratories are filled with the most recent

machinery of all kinds, in many cases freely donated by the

manufacturers, who regard the acceptance of machinery by

the universities as a compliment of the first order. As new

types develop and as improvements are made, the new ma-

chinery is substituted for the old, so that the testing labora-

tories always contain the latest and best models. The uni-

versities, however, do not wait upon the generosity of manu-

facturers, not hesitating to purchase whatever machinery

they may regard as essential for the proper instruction of

their students. Their equipment thus comprises the finest

and most suitable machinery, leaving nothing to be desired.

In the arrangement and grouping of the machinery, a liber-

ality of space surprising to the American visitor is observed.

Ample opportunity is thus obtained for conducting tests at

which considerable numbers of students may be present vrith-

out interfering with each other or with tests being conducted

at adjoining machines. This freedom also enables new ma-

chinery to be substituted for old without interference with

other machinery.

The spacious arrangement of the machinery and the num-

ber of machines installed necessitates machinery halls of large

size. In the University of Dresden, for instance, the ma-

chinery laboratory covers a ground area of 260 ft. X 200 ft.,
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portions of which are two and three floors in height, the

upper floors being used for lighter machinery, repair shops,

assemblying and demonstrating rooms. The machinery-

laboratory building is only one of a number of other build-

ings of the University, which, however, is by no means the

largest of the eleven German technical universities.

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the entire

machinery equipment of the whole laboratory, neither the

whole of the hydraulic department, but simply the portion

devoted to testing and demonstrating water wheel turbines.

About one seventh of the ground area is devoted to this pur-

pose, additional space being given to other hydraulic tests.

Further, for instance, a separate building some 330 feet long

and 35 feet wide located away from the college grounds is

devoted to ship-testing models, wave formations, etc. This is

not, however, for the exclusive use of students, being also

used for governmental purposes.

In the water wheel department is installed one turbine set,

of the impulse-wheel type, with complete automatic and hand

controlled equipment, operating under a head of from 80 to

300 feet. The head of 80 feet is obtained from an elevated

tank or stand pipe, the water being supplied by two pumps of

the plunger-and-piston type. As there is no natural oppor-

tunity for a 300 foot head, an artificial head is created by

means of a small stand pipe and a pressure tank 16.5 feet

high and 5.6 feet in diameter, by means of which the turbine

can be operated under a head of from 80 to 300 feet. A full

equipment of testing devices is provided both for the turbine

and the stand pipe. These include the flow of water through

orifices and nozzles from the stand pipe, the jets of which

have a free discharge, for purposes of observation, into an

open canal in the building. The water for this purpose is

lifted by a centrifugal pump.

In an adjoining building of the water-wheel department,

there is one 35 horse-power Jonval turbine operating under

an average head of 13.5 feet, making 110 r.p.m. ; one Francis

turbine, with automatic regulating device, for the same head,
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making 430 r.p.m. ; one spiral turbine, provided with a hand
regulating device, operating under the same head and at a

speed of 175 r.p.m. In addition, in this building, space is

left for the installation of two more turbines. The turbines

installed have draft tubes and provision is made for the varia-

tion of the water level in tail race chamber, for tests under
different degrees of vacuum head.

For lifting the water from the tail race back into the head

race, two centrifugal double-suction pumps, operated by a

single motor placed between them and connected with Zodel

leather couplings, are provided. The suction legs have foot

valves, and either of the pumps is capable of handling the

entire volume of water required. The motor is controlled by
fluid rheostats. The tail-race and the head-race canals are

each 260 feet long and 6.5 feet wide and are purposely of

such length to enable complete observations to be made regard-

ing the flow of water. The water-lifting station for returning

the water from the tail race is located at the end of the canals.

Three weirs of different types are placed along the canals.

The whole plant is equipped with every imaginable kind of

measuring and testing device and the machines and apparatus

are all of different makes and different types, so that the stu-

dent is enabled to familiarize himself with the greatest possi-

ble variety of equipment. It will be seen that the German
technical universities are thoroughly equipped for their work
and that expense has not been spared to give them every

facility which should be at the command of such institutions.

They are thus in position to afford the student every oppor-

tunity of making thorough and complete tests and researches,

and obtaining a fundamental and practical knowledge of

engineering in its various branches. It is from such sources

as these that the great progress of German industrial and
technical world in recent years has sprung.

To grasp, in a four years' course, the full advantages of

the opportunities offered, the student must come well pre-

pared, and such is found to be the case. Before the regular

engineering student enters the German university, he has
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received a very thorough preparatory training, extending over

a period of nine years in G-ymnasiiim, Beal-Crymnasium and

Oberrealschule, prior to which, four years had been spent in

public or private schools, so that he cannot reach the tech-

nical university until he is at least nineteen years of age. In

addition to this, the universities require at least one year's

experience in shop or field work with manufacturing com-

panies, although this time may be made up by work during

the vacations of the university course. It must, however, be

completed before entering the final examination. As service

in the army is compulsory, students going into the universities

frequently serve their year prior to matriculation, and they

are thus twenty or twenty-one years of age before taking up

their university studies, having had the advantage of both

strict discipline of the army and that of commercial life.

Having reached an age of responsibility, they are able to

derive the greatest benefit from their studies and to pursue

them on their own initiative.

They are at liberty to attend such lectures as they desire

and no rolls are called, and they may gain their degrees by

attendance at different universities, selecting the lectures of

such professors as may be of most value to them. The matu-

rity of the students and their realization of the benefits which

they are to derive from the courses makes the tasks of the

professors much simpler than they are in America, where the

students are younger and less thoroughly disciplined and con-

sequently less interested in their work.

The student, upon entering the university, takes with his

general studies, courses such as physics, hydraulics, mathe-

matics, chemistry and materials, leading to laboratory prac-

tice; attending lectures to lay the foundations therefor. He
then attends lectures of the dean of the department on the

more particular principles of the apparatus. It is at this

point that the German educational system has its greatest

influence on the student, for the professors delivering such

lectures are usually very well known, and the student is

anxious to attend, deriving therefrom the stimulus of the
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professor's enthusiasm and personality, and confirming his

own interest in his work. The student indeed goes from uni-

versity to university, in making up his course, in order to

hear the lectures of certain professors, always men of great

theoretical and practical experience, who have been leading

spirits in great commercial concerns, in practical construction

work, and who have been drawn back into the universities on

account of their reputations.

Interspersed with these lectures are the tests which are

frequently set for three hours in the afternoon. Before going

into the test, the student is informed as to the data to be

obtained and is in possession of small size drawings, sketches,

and diagrams of the machines to be tested, accompanied with

suitable notes. The tests are supervised, not usually by the

professors but by instructors, who. according to their ability,

experience and discipline, and the equipment to be tested,

are in charge of from five to fifteen students. The students

obtain the data and work out the results at home in the form

of reports. Their attention has been called to reference books

on file in the library containing the results of similar tests and

thus those whose powers of observation are limited and those

who have not mastered the methods may have a guide for

working out their own reports. The students receive ample in-

formation, but of such a character that they are not bewil-

dered or confused or helped so much that they can escape the

exercise of their own initiative. The student is at liberty to

work out the final report either at the laboratory or at home.

Indeed, throughout his course he acts entirely of his own
volition and is presumed to take full advantage of his oppor-

tunities. Along with the work of testing, demonstration

classes are also held and the work of manufacturing similar

machinery and of assemblying and disassemblying is carried on.

The cost of the testing work is, to a certain extent, borne

by the students and varies with the university, with the nature

of the machines tested and with the number of students par-

ticipating in the tests. In a general way, the cost of the tests

is about one dollar for a two to three hours ' session and during
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a semester or half year the student must expend on such tests

a minimum of not less than $25.

Tests of different kinds are carried out, those of a simpler

nature for the earlier parts of the course, and more compli-

cated ones for the advanced students. It is the object of the

course to carry the student forward from the earliest stages

to a point where he is capable of conducting complete tests of

all the units of an entire plant.

One of the very desirable features of the German educa-

tional system, which could v\-ith good results be adopted by

American universities, is the interchange of students. This

is accomplished by the arrangement of the lectures of the

different professors in such a manner that students of one

university may attend the lectures at any of the universities

when they so desire. Such shiftings occur at the end of each

semester, so that it is possible for a student by the time he

finishes his course to have been in attendance at eight of the

eleven technical universities. It is seldom, however, that

such an extensive itinerary is undertaken, as German students

usually decide before matriculating to specialize in some

branch and select one of the universities best suited to that

purpose, although they often attend courses at one or two

others, to supplement the courses of their chosen university.

Only the most progressive and adaptable students can obtain

the greatest benefit from changes of this kind, as the charac-

teristic routine of one university disturbs the habits of study

acquired in another. At the same time, however, the experi-

ence thus gained amply repays the student for the extra

effort involved. Not only could such a system be advanta-

geously adopted by the various technical schools in the United

States, but arrangements might also be found for American

students to attend one or more semesters abroad, while Euro-

pean students could come here in their places. It is but

natural that such exchange students would pick out the best

schools abroad and vice versa, and while it may be argued

that an exchange of professors would, in a more economical

manner, effect the same result, this is only partially true,
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because while it is feasible to exchange professors, it is not

feasible to exchange laboratory equipment. Further, students

from all the various universities may assemble at the lectures

of a favored professor, but such a professor could not lecture

at all the points where he might be desired without incessant

travel, and even then suitable laboratory equipment would
be wanting.

The factor which attracts the German student of a special-

ized branch to any particular university is not, as in America,

the name and fame of the school itself, but the reputation of

the principal professors, who are known not only at home but

abroad, and not only for their theoretical knowledge, but for

their great practical experience. The personality and ability

of the professors determine the popularity of the university

and professors of such character will naturally see to it that

they are provided with suitable laboratories. The reputation

of such professors is so great that they are frequently called

into consultation by leading manufacturing concerns in the

making of tests and in the development of new machinery.

Their reports carry great weight with the engineering profes-

sion and their students receive in addition, the benefit of the

added experience thus gained. The students have, further,

the benefit of the research work carried on by such professors

with the cooperation of the government, the universities and
the national engineering societies.

The whole system of German technical education is thor-

oughly organized on well-defined lines and with certain objects

constantly in view ; that is, the education and discipline of the

student, and the utilization of his training and talents for the

promotion of German industry. The system is thus one of

the principal causes of the unprecedented growth of German
industry and commerce during the last two decades, and one

of the factors which will continue to keep Germany in the

position of advantage which she has gained.



MATERIALS-TESTING LABORATORY
INSTRUCTION.

BY E. O. SWEETSEE,

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering,

Washington Universitv^ St. Louis,

In treating a subject of such breadth as the one before us

for discussion to-day, it seems advisable, as a preface to any

ideas which may be contained in this paper, that the speaker

should state just what he considers are the objects of such

a course as the testing of structural materials. It seems to

me that the information obtained and the mechanical skill

acquired, although each has its own particular temporary

value, are likely to be lost through disuse and therefore are of

secondary importance only. The true educational value of

any course depends upon those things in it which can become

positive and permanent assets of the student's character and

in such a class as this we have a rare opportunity to develop

the young man's initiative and ingenuity, train his executive

capacity and powers of critical observation, and start him

along the line of clear thinking and wise judgment.

Preparation for Tests.

In order that an experiment shall be performed intelligently

and efficiently the student must have at least the general ideas

of the work well in mind in advance and this makes previous

preparation of some sort quite essential. The form that this

preparation shall take and the amount required depend alto-

gether upon the particular problem involved. Recitations

and text-book work preceding that of the laboratory would be

of great value to the experimental course, while the reverse

order, some laboratory experiments preceding the text-books,

12 161
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would materially benefit the class room work. On the whole

it seems to me that to have the two courses running parallel

is as satisfactory an arrangement as can be had, for work in

one accentuates the interest in the other and thereby both are

benefited. Of course, there will be times when a student will

have experiments to perform, the discussion of which has not

been reached in the text, while on the other hand many a

printed statement must be taken upon faith until a physical

demonstration of it has been seen. If due consideration is

given these conditions, I see no more practical solution for

the situation than simultaneous courses.

In our own work at "VTashington University we have two

distinct laboratory courses. Civil engineering students take

two laboratory periods each week and carry on text-book

work at the same time, while the other engineering students

who have no text-book work in the subject take one such

period each week. In the former case the matter of outside

preparation takes care of itself but in the latter it is necessary

to give the matter especial attention. Last year a plan

requiring a written report of references read was not wholly

satisfactory and for the coming year the arrangement will be

as follows: Each student will provide himself with a labora-

tory manual, and several standard texts will be available for

reference; a schedule will show each one his assignment for

the following week and a verbal report of the outside prepara-

tions will be required of each individual at the beginning of

each experiment or as early as possible in the day's work.

Conducting Tests.

In conducting any test it is of the utmost importance that

at its beginning a very clear understanding be had by each

student of the purpose of the experiment, general methods of

making the test, and results to be obtained. A short discus-

sion with the squad, brought out by carefully chosen questions

on the part of the instructor, is an excellent way of disposing

of what might otherwise be uncertainties, but care is neces-

sary that not too much be attempted and thereby the main
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points obscured in a maze of detail. I belive that after clear

demonstrations are made of certain necessary points to be

observed in making any test, such as proper centering of

specimens, application of load, etc., the details of operation

should be left to the individual and the instructor should

take care not to make too frequent suggestions. Those who

use such a method know that it takes longer to accomplish a

given exercise when the student is left to his own devices and

it requires no small amount of will power to resist the tempta-

tion to step in and give minute instructions when things seem

to progress too slowly, but we must not lose sight of the fact

that the chief object is not to accomplish a certain stated

number of experiments but to impress new ideas upon the stu-

dent's mind through the medium of his own experience, and

often by the rough but certain road of mistakes made, then

discovered and corrected by himself.

There are many features which may add materially to the

value of any experiment. In the first place I think the

squad should be of such size that each man has some partic-

ular duty to perform and where these duties are quite

different the positions of the party should be changed at

intervals so that varied experience is had by all. The best

results are obtained when squads are small, three being

in most cases a good number, and the most satisfactory ar-

rangement is when the division into squads is made by the

students themselves. The number of parties under the charge

of any one instructor should be such that opportunity is

afforded for careful oversight and so that discussions with the

students as the work progresses may be as frequent as desir-

able. This latter point I believe is an especially important

one. By judicious use of conferences with the party many
valuable suggestions can be made, important points which

might otherwise be overlooked can be indicated, and in short,

instead of making the laboratory course an automatic process

where all students are treated alike and pushed over the

same well worn ground, each person may be given the partic-

ular instruction, advice and encouragement that he as an

individual needs.
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Reports.

In the writing of reports much time is often wasted by stu-

dents when they are left wholly to their own devices. If

however the form for the report is made very definite and

some time spent at the beginning of the course in suggesting

a few details, and even methods of computing, valuable time

can be saved to all concerned.

I must confess a decided dislike to being obliged to read in

note books long accounts of "Methods of Conducting Test."

"When such methods represent customary practice it is worse

than time wasted for a student to write such statements as

"Specimen A was placed upon platform B and force applied

through C, " etc. Such practice I believe should be discour-

aged and the time used instead to note the real features of

the experiment. I prefer to get from each student while the

test is in progress a verbal statement regarding the signifi-

cance of the test and its results. Such a personal discussion

and a glance at the original notes, kept during the test, I find

preferable to a preliminary written report.

One feature in the taking of readings, and in computations

and reports which I believe should have more attention, is

what some one has termed '

' engineering accuracy. " It is not

uncommon to find the expert mathematical student who
seems quite devoid of the distinction between problems of

great refinement and those where only three significant figures

are justified. I have known such an one to report the area of

a rough paving brick to hundredths of a square inch, and its

breaking load per square inch to tenths of a pound. The
distinction between pure mathematics and applied mathe-

matics is a problem which we must assist in solving.

Looking back over the question of laboratory instruction as

a whole it is my firm belief that in order to obtain a superior

quality of work the quantity required must be gaged with

the greatest care. It is manifestly unfair that a laboratory

period scheduled for three hours of work requiring no prep-

aration should involve one or two hours additional work each

day for the average student to write up reports. Frequently
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this means the temporary neglect of one or more of his other

courses and there is little or no opportunity for careful

thinking in connection with what is done. Such crowding

methods as these cannot but detract decidely from the educa-

tional value of such a course and it seems only just that the

time needed for this outside work should fall within the hours

scheduled for experiments.

In concluding, the speaker wishes to voice his feeling that

it is not practical to advocate universal rules for conducting

classes of any sort, for the methods followed must depend

upon conditions of work, the varying personalities of the

individuals concerned, and the particular results sought by

the instructor in charge.



THE TESTING OF ROAD MATERIALS.

BY JTLirS ADLEB,

Instnictor in Civil Engineering. UniversitT of Wastington.

The testing of road materials is a comparativelv new
branch of work as applied either to practical purposes, or

college instmetion in engineering, but the large sums of

money now being spent in highway constmetion and the corre-

spondingly large growth in the use of both old and new sur-

facing materials make it of increasing importance. Only a

few years ago work of this character would practically have

been confined to the testing of broken stone for macadam road

purposes, but now, of course, petroleum and tar products, as

weU as most of the native and artificial solid asphalts, are

finding a wide use, and at the same time a considerable mile-

age of roadway surfaced with vitrified brick and with concrete

is being bmlt : hence almost all of the commonly used surfacing

materials might be considered under the heading of road

materials.

In this paper, however, only a brief discussion of the test-

ing of broken stone and butiminous binders will be given, and
that largely from the standpoint of college work as carried on
in the laboratories of the University of TVashington under
the writer's direction. Before proceeding father, it might be

well to state that the following ends have been aimed at in

this testing work:

1. To acquaint the student with the methods of testing and
equipment in use,

2. To ra-iliarize Mm with tie range in properties of typ-

1 "r rials, and the sources from which such information

Cii^ :.z obtained.

3. To give him the ability to interpret the results of the

166
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tests as applied to the proper selection and practical value of

road materials.

Testing of Stone for Road Purposes.—Tests of stone, ac-

cording to published accounts, originated in France and

Portugal in attempts to determine the relative merits of

various kinds of stone used on public roads. This work was

taken up by the United States OflBce of Public Roads in 1900

and other tests developed to supplement the European tests;

and although two of the tests as there made have not been

adopted as standard by the American Society for Testing

Materials, the methods and equipment in use in the laboratory

in Washington, D. C, have served as models for the work

which has been instituted by a number of state highway com-

missions and universities during the past few years, and the

results obtained from these tests are now generally regarded

as fairly indicative of the true properties of the stone for road

building purposes.

The course in highway materials as given at the University of

"Washington is a one semester course consisting of a three-hour

laboratory period, once a week, in the testing of typical road

materials. The tests made are the usual ones of resistance to

abrasion (really a combined impact and grinding or abrasion

test) ; hardness, or resistance to wear under the action of a

standard abrasive (crushed quartz) ; toughness or resistance

to fracture due to impact ; cementing power, or the ability of

the fine particles of rock to act as a cementing agent around

the larger pieces ; specific gravity ; and absorption. The stu-

dents work in pairs on samples of stone taken from quarries

which are being largely drawn upon for macadamizing pur-

poses, or which are typical of the road materials of the state.

Results of each test are required to be submitted as the work

progresses, but the writing of a final report is reserved until

the completion of all the tests.

Briefly stated, the final report on the first sample tested

must contain a discussion of the practical value, or informa-

tion to be obtained from the individual tests; a description

of the apparatus used, giving important constants or dimen-
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sions ; a descripton of the physical characteristics of the rock

sample: a description of the methods of work intended to

bring out anv points not well covered in the direction sheets

;

a tabulation of the results, and a discussion of them in the

light of all available data from which comparisons can be

drawn and the value of the material determined.

Special emphasis in this work should be laid upon the neces-

sity for complete reports. The value to be obtained from

merely going through the tests of the materials is not great

unless combined with a study of the results obtained in the

way of interpreting them so as to determine the suitability of

the material for various traffic conditions, and making com-

parisons between results on this sample and those from other

rocks of similar characteristics which are available and in use.

In other words, a knowledge of the value and interpretation

of the test^, and of the range in results obtained from mate-

rials similar to the one tested, is more important to the

engineer than the ability to perform the tests. For purposes

of comparison, results previously obtained in the laboratory,

or published results of the government or state laboratories

should be consulted, and^ where possible, information con-

cerning the actual use of the sample obtained.

In this work, as might be expected, there is not usually a

close agreement between results of different men obtained on

the same sample. Such variations are due largely to the

nature of the material under consideration. Eock coming

from different parts of a quarry is not always of the same

character and, in general, the material is not homogeneous,

even as applied to small pieces. In several of the tests, failure

to follow specifications and inaccurate work by the students

cause considerable errors. Chiefly in order to have a check

on results, but also to obtain information in regard to the

above-mentioned irregularities in results, a number of com-

plete tests have been made by different students on given lots

of rock from several quarries, and on lots obtained at different

times from the same quarry. In but few cases is there a very

close agreement between results of different tests on the same
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sample, but in practically all cases where reliable men were

working, the agreement is sufficiently close to keep the rock

in a certain general class as far as this particular property is

concerned. Considering the individual tests, the best agree-

ment has been obtained in the abrasion (rattler or Deval ma-

chine) test, and in the hardness test where the surface of a

rock core is exposed to the wearing action of standard crushed

quartz. In the toughness or impact test, where a small cylin-

der of rock is ruptured by the blow of a falling hammer, a

close agreement is obtained from a fine-grained rock of uni-

form texture, but the presence of small seams of foreign

minerals in the rock, or variation in the texture or size of

crystal will lead to a considerable range in the results ob-

tained. In the cementation test, in which cylindrical briquettes

are made of the rock dust, mixed with water, compressed

and dried, and tested under the blow of a standard hammer,

least satisfactory results have been obtained. Improper manip-

ulation has considerable influence here. As specific illustra-

tions of the value of this test, however, it should be mentioned

that a rock which was being largely used in "Western Wash-

ington as a binder course with other rocks which were lacking

in this property gave by far the highest results in repeated

tests of any of the samples tested, and a rock from one of the

State quarries which had been found to be very deficient in

this regard gave very low values in most of the tests made

upon it.

Testing of Bituminous Materials.—Before discussing the

tests of bituminous materials, it might be weU to mention that

a rock which is moderately hard and tough, which has a sur-

face to which the bituminous binder will adhere, and which

will stand heating without disintegration, should be satis-

factory for bituminous macadam construction. Hence the

cementation test made on rock for water-bound macadam
work is eliminated, which is fortunate in that it is the least

satisfactory of the ordinary tests.

For the purposes of this paper bituminous products may be

classified as natural or artificial, the former including all
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petroleum products, asphalts and other native bitumens, the

latter, tar products. Chemical and physical tests on petro-

leum and asphalt products, with various ends in view, have

been made for a considerable length of time, but the applica-

tion of these tests to determining the utility of bituminous

materials for road purposes is a new development, ilany of

these tests, however, have been in general use in the examina-

tion of refined asphalt and fluxes for sheet asphalt pavements,

and in this list are included the specific gravity, flash point,

loss by volatilization, percentage of total bitumen, free carbon,

inorganic matter, bitumen insoluble in paraffin naphtha, flxed

carbon, and penetration tests. For tar products the specific

gravity, distillation, and free carbon are the only ones used in

the University of "Washington laboratory, although for both

these and the petroleum products a number of other tests have

been devised which find use for special purposes. The methods

employed are those recommended by the American Society

for Testing Materials, or those in use in the laboratory of the

TJ. S. Office of Public Roads, and no description of them will

be given here. As to the object and value of the tests, it may
be said that many of them are recognition tests only which

give indirectly the value of the material for practical pur-

poses, in much the same way as the specific gravity determina-

tion may be used in connection with Portland cement. The

main points to be brought out are whether the materials are

crude or refined, and if the latter, the degree to which it has

been carried on ; for petroleum products, whether they are of

asphaltic base or not ; the amount of permanent binding base

in the material, and the amount of foreign, useless, or harmful

substances; whether refined or distilled at a proper tempera-

ture ; etc.

The laboratory work in this course consists of one three-

hour period per week for one semester, corresponding to the

work in stone testing. The materials examined are products

in common use, including a number of petroleum and tar

products sold under various trade names, and Trinidad, Cali-

fornia and Bermudez asphalts. The materials used in the
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course are selected so as to represent a fairly wide range in

character and the samples assigned to an individual student

are intended to give him some knowledge of as many different

materials as the limited time will permit ; for example, one

man might test a crude petroleum, a petroleum residuum, a

refined asphalt, a water-gas tar, and a refined coal tar. The

student keeps a permanent record of aU weighings and other

figures obtained in these tests, and after completing the tests

on a sample is required to dicuss the results so as to determine

the general nature, origin and previous treatment of his

sample ; and from this to draw conclusions as to its suitability

for surface treatment, or as a permanent binder to be incor-

porated with broken stone. The student receives no informa-

tion concerning the sample assigned to him except such as he

can obtain from its appearance, odor, etc., and hence is prac-

tically dealing with an unknown material. In order to inter-

pret the results of his tests, figures representing the analysis

of practically all the tjvical materials in use may be found in

Richardson's "Modern Asphalt Pavement," Hubbard's

"Dust Preventives and Road Binders" and in publications of

the Office of Public Roads.

The value of such testing work for students in engineering

may again be brought up. A knowledge of how the tests are

made and the ability to perform them are of course useful,

especially inasmuch as there is still no standard or generally

accepted method of making several of them and the numerical

results are, in a number of cases, considerably affected by the

method employed ; but, on the other hand, not a large number

of graduates in engineering will ever be called upon to per-

form these tests themselves inasmuch as they are made in what

is ordinarily called a chemical laboratory. If, however, the

work has given them an ability to interpret the results of any

tests submitted to them, and some knowledge of the results

which should be expected from different classes of materials,

a more important purpose has been served. To illustrate this

point, there are many petroleum products on the market
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coming from California and the I\Iid-continent fields -which

are entirely or largely asphaltic in character, and which, by

means of these tests, can be distinguished from other products,

containing smaller percentages of asphalt base, and which

will give less satisfactory results for road purposes. Further-

more, there are
'

' cut-back
'

' products on the market which

consist of a heavy, permanent binder fluxed with lighter oils

to make them more fluid, and thus suitable for the penetration

method of construction, and which are of much more value

for this purpose than an ordinary petroleum residuum of the

same degree of fluidity. These two classes of products can be

readily distinguished by a consideration of the results of some

of the previously mentioned tests. A number of other illus-

trations might be given along the same line dealing with both

road and pavement materials.

In closing it might be well to say that there is still room for

considerable investigation in regard to both the method of

making and the interpretation of tests of bituminous road and

pavement materials. "With some of them, such as the specific

gravity, flash point, and total bitumen tests, different testers

can check each other very accurately when working on the

same material; in all of these tests the variations in results

undoubtedly decrease as the experience of the operator in-

creases, but with several of them two men making the same test

on samples taken from the same can or barrel, working under

apparently the same conditions, and using ordinary precau-

tion, will obtain results differing considerably. This seems to

be especially true of the distillation test applied to tar prod-

ucts, and is unfortunate in that this test should be most useful

in determining the extent to which the tar has been refined,

the amount of pitch base, and whether its adhesive powers will

be permanent or whether the tar will tend to become more

brittle with increasing age. "With careful work, however, the

results obtained from all the tests would be sufficiently reliable

to establish the general nature and previous treatment of the

sample, and from the engineer's st-andpoint these should be
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the main points aimed at. Hence, while much good is to be

expected from present and future investigations into the

methods of testing and practical use of the materials discussed

in this paper, the writer believes that the value of the courses

described, to students who expect to specialize in road and

pavement work, is well established.



AN ACCOUNT OF THE CHANGES IN, AND OPERA-
TION OF, THE MATERIALS-TESTING LABO-

RATORY AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF CINCINNATI.

BY EOBEET G. BEOWX,

Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, University of CincinnatL

Soon after the establishment of the cooperative eonrses

in engineering at the University of Cincinnati, the sizes of

classes began to increase at such a rate as to require more

room and equipment to accommodate the growth. To meet

this demand there was erected a new engineering building.

The building rests on a northeast slope and has an exten-

sion on the rear especially designed for mechanical and elec-

trical laboratories. This is one large room 40 ft. wide,. 30 ft.

high, and 220 ft. long, divided in the middle by a ''T "-slotted

concrete test floor, which is common to the mechanical and

electrical departments. The lighting of the room by large

windows on three sides, skylights, and Cooper-Hewitt lamps is

most excellent. From one side of the room extend two bays

20 ft. by 60 ft. by 15 ft. high, connected by spiral stairways

with balconies above of the same size, which are a part of the

first floor of the main building. These balconies command a

complete view of the whole laboratory and whatever opera-

tions are in progress. Also here are kept the cases of labora-

tory instruments and small apparatus. Under the laboratory

is a sub-basement in which are located repair shops, storage

battery room, pipe lines, condenser equipment for steam
engines, and hydraulic apparatus. A 7^ ton Marris Bros.

travelling crane was the first thing installed in the new
laboratory and a fair portion of its cost was saved when the

laboratory machinery was moved in. The testing machines
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and engines -were lifted bodily from trucks and set in place

without being taken apart.

The drawing accompanying this paper shows the machines

for testing materials grouped in the bay under the balcony

with the exception of the 100,000 lb. Riehle Standard Machine.

This was left out on the main floor so that the crane might
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be of assistance in handling parts of the machine or heavy

pieces which would have to be tested. Recently a 30 h.p. gas

engine was presented to the laboratory, the shaft of which

was found to be badly bent in the crank. "SVith the assistance

of the crane and the testing machine, the shaft was straight-

ened carefully under a load of 50.000 lb. and was ready for

use in about half an hour.

The list of the testing machinery is as follows : 1, Olsen

20,000 inch-lb. hand-power testing machine ; 2, Riehle 100,000

lb. tension, compression, and transverse testing machine; 3,

Olsen 50,000 lb. torsion testing machine ; 4. Olsen 10.000 lb.

transverse testing machine ; 5, Landgraff-Turner alternating im-

pact machine ; 6, oil testing machine—made at the University

of Cincinnati, some of the parts being from an old Riehle

machine : 7, Solsen Heisler pendulum impact machine.

This list includes a minimum number of machines and it

would seem very difficult with so small an equipment to give

proper instruction to classes of more than twelve students.

To solve the difficulty the courses in materials-testing and

steam-engineering laboratory were combined into one course,

called mechanical-engineering laboratory. In this way a por-

tion of the class makes tests of materials while others are

operating engines. Necessarily under this system the labora-

tory exercises bear but little time relation to their allied text-

book work. Experience has shown, however, that it makes but

little difference to the students' attainments in the long run,

whether the laboratory instruction precedes or follows the

theoretical work of the class room. JI the laboratory work is

given first, the text book work will be easier, and vice versa.

Most of the theory essential to the conduct and reporting of

experiments is simple enough. The important thing is drill,

which will teach the students to use these formulae correctly

and with facility and always to reduce the data to unit values.

The complicated laws such as those of torsion can be explained

sufficiently for immediate use and the student can wait for the

definite proof in the class room. It would be ideal to be able

to give all the students in a course their mathematical theory
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and development and then have them go to an extensively

equipped laboratory and each make experiments illustrating

and corroborating the theory-, but no college can afford to be

so equipped. On the other hand where the equipment is small,

it is no solution of the difficulty to have the instructor perform

the test before a group of students. Such a method is entirely

obsolete. They may take the data and observe the results, but

when they come actually to make tests for themselves they are

hardly better prepared than if they had merely read about the

experiments. The most practical and beneficial method of

handling laboratory work is that which calls for a maximum

of independent experimenting.

Students are apt to break their first specimens prematurely

on a power machine, or at least stress them beyond the elastic

limit. By having them do their first work on a hand power

machine which they can easily control, much of this trouble

is eliminated and there is less liability of injury to delicate

measuring instruments. A correct mental appreciation of the

forces and minute measurements is sooner acquired and when

tests on a power machine are begun the students have become

confident of their ability to use them and get correct data. A
very great incentive to the proper care of apparatus has been

found in the breakage deposit worked on the same plan as is

customary in chemistry laboratories.

;Much emphasis is placed on care in conducting an experi-

ment and accuracy in taking readings. No printed forms of

any kind are used and printed directions are made as brief as

possible, because it is considered the purpose of all laboratory

work to develop the student's independence. This includes

independence of the instructor, whose aid may be harmfully

generous. In laboratory work better than anywhere else is

shown the wisdom of a leading educator, who defines a good

teacher as "one who speedily makes himself unnecessary to

his classes."

The customary practice of having a case of fractured

specimens stamped with the values obtained and having a

convenient library for collateral reading is most beneficial.

13
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It is not satisfactory to require the students to go to a general

library.

Because of the fact that the University of Cincinnati is

owned and operated by the city and because of the cooperative

courses in engineering, the relations of the university labora-

tories to the industrial world around them are much closer

than usual. Of these relations there develop three divisions of

testing work other than the regular instructional kind.

Dmsiox OxE.

Plans have been perfected whereby the laboratories of the

university have been made a bureau of municipal testing and
research. As part of this plan the testing of structural mate-

rials for the city will be done in the university testing-

materials laboratory.

Dmsiox Two.

The industries which cooperate with the university in its

new educational scheme have various materials which need to

be tested and the university is very glad to cooperate in this

matter. Each cooperative student is encouraged to bring

from his shop some piece of material on which he is working

or in which he is especially interested and test it in the regular

class period under the instructor's care. In this class of work
there is an incentive to learn the laws of testing which is lack-

ing when the student is given a carefully prepared standard

test specimen. The student makes a brief report to the fore-

man or superintendent of his shop, who thus sees some rela-

tion between the student's school and shopwork. It is

understood that the work is subject to error and that the uni-

versity or instructor cannot be responsible for the accuracy

of the results, for if the teacher gives enough of his time to

the test to insure its accuracy the student is certain to lose the

valuable personal experience. Shop representatives are asked

to be present when such tests are made.
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Division Three.

The nian^' industries in the city which are not allied with the

university in cooperative education present a great variety

and range of work where the results require a certified report

of the tests made. A university instructor performs or super-

vises these tests and makes his reports and charges in much

the usual way.

Of course the larger part of these tests made under the

heads mentioned above are of tension and compression, and

are therefore quite simple. The attitude of the student

toward making them is best illustrated by an example. If

given a piece of cold rolled shafting from a lot which has been

causing some factory much trouble by breaking unexpectedly,

he does not object to performing the test on the ground that

he has made that kind of an experiment before. On the con-

trary, because of its practical application, he is eager to con-

duct the test, regardless of how simple the operation or how

many times he has performed the same or similar work. The

general advantage of these tests is to bring teachers and stu-

dents into contact with real commercial problems and very

much enliven their interest in the subject of testing materials.

During the course in metallurgy, which is given at the same

time as testing-materials laboratory, the students make various

cast iron specimens and specially heat treated bars, which they

bring to the laboratory class and subject to different kinds of

tests. Also in the cement laboratory, cement and concrete

cubes and concrete beams are made, which when properly

cured are brought by the students to the testing machines

and broken.

It is evident from the above that there is a great reduction

in the quantity of test specimens necessary to be prepared for

regular work. It has proved to be a great help in conducting

testing-materials laboratory courses to secure as many speci-

mens as possible in which the students have a personal inter-

est or which have a commercial value.

The taking of data from the test of a piece of material, pro-

ducing therefrom a curve showing the changes during the
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progress of the test, the discussion of the tendencies shown,

and review of similar tests by collateral reading h^ve proved

of highest value in training an engineering student. When
possible a test is always planned to secure sufficient dat-a to

permit the drawing of a curve.

It is evident from this outline of report work that consider-

able time is required for the completion of one task. Since

most of the three-hour period is spent in the laboratory it will

take the student perhaps three hours outside of class to finish

the report. Then, since most class room subjects require not

over two hours total time for one credit, it would seem from
this standpoint unfair to the student to give him only one

credit for probably six hours work. This may explain why it

is sometimes difficult for laboratory instructors to get the best

results from their men. It is undeniable that the student's

valuation of his college work is too often determined by the

number of credits gained.

An examination of the number of subjects wliicli have been

introduced from year to year into the college courses in engi-

neering shows that at present the student is comparatively

crowded for time and rushes around his cycle of weekly

duties, following the path of least resistance. It is well known
that students are given more to learn now than when engi-

neering courses were started, and yet in the same four years a

higher standard of performance is expected. Consequently

there has arisen a cry amongst students that they are over-

worked.

Realizing the futility of cramming a lot of separate and seem-

ingly unrelated subjects into the student's mind, the engineer-

ing college of The University of Cincinnati began the process

of pruning out subjects long taught, which upon critical

examination were found to take time out of proportion to

their educative value or even to be obsolete. Also each year

greater stress has been placed upon the fundamental elements

of engineering education. For instance, the freshmen are

given an unusually thorough drill in the handling of ele-

mentary mechanics involving the simple phases of tension,

compression, and loading of beams. A closer relation is being
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established between mathematics and the uses of mathematics

and in every way the relations of kindred subjects are em-

phasized as often as possible. A special class is conducted for

instruction in the use of the slide rule in order that the stu-

dents may become familiar with the instrument promptly.

All these improvements in the courses of engineering help the

laboratory work in testing materials to a marked degree.

The form of laboratory reports is a matter of no small im-

portance. In view of the recognized value of accurate and

well written reports, and also the limited amount of time at

the student's disposal, the departments tt English and me-

chanical engineering have worked out a plan whereby the

laboratory reports are counted as English themes and are

thus credited in both departments. As a result it has been

found that the students take much more care with the reports,

both in handling data and in the use of language. After all,

this is the kind of literature which the engineer will con-

tinually use and write, and consequently that in which he

should receive instruction. It is not at all necessary that the

English teacher should be an engineer as well. In fact, if he

is not, the tendency will be for him to take less for granted

and to require greater attention to clarity and conciseness of

expression. It may be noted here that this supervision of the

student's expression, which is really a laboratory method of

teaching, begins with the reports of freshmen on shop inspec-

tion trips and follows the students in their written work from

year to year up to and including graduating theses.

The experience of the writer in testing-materials laboratory

instruction leads him to repeat in conclusion that it makes

but little difference in the student's progress whether or not

laboratory work precedes class exercises, although it makes

some difference to the amount and character of the instruct-

or's work. The two improvements in materials testing at

The University of Cincinnati which are of most importance

are the close relation of the laboratory with the commercial

world, and the greater emphasis which is being placed on the

quality of laboratory reports, both in subject matter and in

expression.



SUGGESTIONS REGARDING A LABORATORY
COURSE IN HYDRAULICS.

BY W. H. KEXEESON,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Brown University.

A visitor to our large engineering schools can hardly fail to

be impressed ^vith the elaborate and expensive equipment in

the various laboratories. In spite of the vast increase in this

equipment in the last few years, and also in spite of the fact

that there appears to be in many laboratories more apparatus

than a student could possibly use in the time available in the

ordinary undergraduate course, we are still adding more and
more as fast as money is available.

It may not be amiss, therefore, to inquire whether all this

is necessary, or even desirable. In order to limit the discus-

sion, I shall confine my paper to the consideration of equip-

ment for hydraulic laboratories only.

I cannot but feel that the typical college hydraulic labora-

tory, with its expensive, complicated and sometimes confusing

piping system, not only represents a distinct economic waste,

but at the same time creates an entirely wrong impression

in the minds of the students. I feel that the importance of

apparatus is magnified, and that because of this emphasis

the student often loses sight of fundamental principles.

My experience has been that young men trained amid such

surroundings do not usually recognize the extreme simplicity

of the majority of the principles involved, and tend to regard

elaborate apparatus, such as they have been in the habit of

using, absolutely necessary if reliable and accurate results are

to be obtained. When they are called upon later to solve com-

mercial problems, they may find it difficult to get results with

the more simple apparatus which is usually available.

That there is a tendency to become familiar with things
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rather than with underlying principles, is particularly true of

young men unused to handling machinery, and certainly many

of our students are in that class. The absolute reliance which

many men, not alone students, have in a highly polished piece

of apparatus is most astonishing. Recently I received a re-

quest for the use of a gauge to read pressures under five

pounds. I told the intended borrower that we had no gauge

suitable for the purpose, and suggested that he use the simple

mercury manometer which I described. Apparently he was

not satisfied with such a crude makeshift, for he informed me

that it would hardly be suitable unless it was first carefully

calibrated by comparison with an accurate gauge. How ac-

curacy of the gauge was to be insured, appeared not to inter-

est him in the least.

"With such instances in mind, and because of my belief that

many of our laboratories are decidedly over-equipped, I have

been experimenting at Brown University with a plan of in-

struction which differs somewhat from the usual method. In

response to the request of the chairman, I will briefly describe

some of the features of the course, in the hope that it will

bring out helpful criticism and suggestions.

The aim of the course is (1) to familiarize students by

actual demonstration with some of the fundamental princi-

ples of hydraulics, and to illustrate some applications to prac-

tice; (2) to give training in methods of conducting accurate

tests; (3) to give training in writing reports; (4) to a certain

limited extent, to give experience in devising methods of pre-

paring for and conducting investigations.

It is, of course, desirable to accomplish the above with the

least expenditure of time and effort on the part of both stu-

dents and the instructing force. I believe that neither large

nor elaborate apparatus is essential, nor even, indeed, de-

sirable. Simplicity and thoroughness should be the objects

sought.

Although changed somewhat from time to time, the usual

exercises include the calibration of a Venturi meter ; a stand-

ard nozzle and weirs of various forms ; friction of flow through
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pipes, fittings, hose, etc. ; efficiency of turbine and Pelton

wheel and efficiency of various kinds of pumps, such as direct-

acting steam pump, geared pump, centrifugal pump, pulsom-

eter, ejector, ram, etc.

On the whole, I do not feel that it is particularly important

just what tests are conducted, but rather, how they are con-

ducted. It is our practice to occasionally borrow apparatus

for temporary use, and we find that it is an added incentive

for the students to submit carefully written reports, when they

Fig. 1. The Folding Measuiiug Tauk.

know that the best report will be submitted to the person

loaning the apparatus.

A brief description of some of the apparatus in the labora-

tory, and the way it is used, may help to make our plan clear.

Our supply of water comes from a cistern located below the

floor of the laboratory. This is kept full by rainwater which

drains from the roof. An Underwriter's fire pump furnishes
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water in sufficient quantity and under ample head for nearly

all the tests which we conduct. This pump is run by a Corliss

engine, and while the pump serves to furnish water for hy-

draulic purposes, it also acts as a very efficient brake for the

engine. The only equipment Avhich is permanently set up is

a Yenturi meter, standard nozzle and weir l)ox. through which

the water ordinarily passes in succession before discharging

back to the cistern.

Fig. 2. Showiug the Method of L'hunpiug the iSleeve which

Takes the Place of the Usual Draw-off Valves.

One of the regular tests is to calibrate this meter, nozzle and

weir at one time, by measuring the water which flows through

the three, by means of a canvas measuring tank, which is tem-

porarily set up for the purpose on the laboratory floor. This

tank (Fig. 1) consists of an angle iron frame, designed to

support short boards in such a manner as to make what is

practically a very substantial board fence, enclosing a space

about fifteen feet square and four feet high. A waterproof
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canvas bag, with a sleeve provided at the bottom near one

corner, fits inside this and is laced in place by means of

grommets around the upper edge of the bag; the sleeve

through which the water may be discharged is closed when
desired, by pinching it tightly between two simple clamps
(Fig. 2) . A hook gauge is placed near the bottom and another

near the top of this tank, and the contents between the two
hook gauges is determined by weighing water into the tank

from a cask placed on a platform scale.

In using this measuring tank, it is first filled with water to

the level of the lower hook gauge ; when the conditions of the

test have been fixed and the water is flowing at the desired rate

over the weir, a scoop is swung under the outflowing water,

diverting it to the tank. At the instant of introducing the

scoop the time is noted with a stop watch. When the water

has reached approximately the level of the upper hook gauge,

the scoop is withdrawn, and the time again noted. Water is

then filled in or removed in sufficient quantity to bring the

water exactly to the level of the upper hook gauge, and the

quantity necessary to do this is determined by weighing.

Usually it is not difficult to withdraw the scoop when within

15 or 20 pounds of the capacity of even this large tank. We
find that the quantity of water flowing in a given time can be

very accurately determined by this method.

The advantages of this simple scheme are obvious. It is

very inexpensive, can be quickly set up, and when not in use

can be folded into a very small space and stored away.

Valuable space is saved and at the same time the students

are impressed with the fact that accurate tests may be

conducted with very simple equipment if a little ingenuity is

used. Moreover, it is evident that this arrangement can be

used in commercial testing, where, according to the writer's

experience, the measurement of large quantities of water is

sometimes difficult or expensive. For many reasons I very

much prefer this simple device to the usual permanent weigh-

ing or measuring tanks.

Nearly all of our apparatus is temporarily set up with the
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simplest piping systems that can be devised. This is done in

order that the student may recognize the simplicity of the

apparatus and not be confused by the many valves and fittings

which would be necessary in a permanent equipment where

many pieces of apparatus are connected to the same sources

of suppl5\ Incidentally, much space is saved which can be

used to advantage for other purposes.

The pulsometer, for example, is connected to the steam

supply by a flexible steam hose, and the discharge is through

a fire hose, thus making the whole very easy to set up and at

the same time demonstrating its usual application. A turbine

is enclosed in a simple wooden flume which can be placed over

the manhole leading to the cistern. This is supplied with a

standpipe made of ordinary flange pipe, with a proper over-

flow connection. "When not in use, this is disconnected and

stored away in a convenient place.

In order to demonstrate friction of flow, sections of pipe,

series of elbows and other fittings, lengths of hose, etc., are

temporarily connected to the fire pump. For a short time, this

occupies much of the laboratory floor, but when not in use is

also stored away. All of the minor apparatus used in connec-

tion with the tests is of the very best, and emphasis is always

laid on the necessity for getting complete data. In Imilding

and equipping the laboratory, the whole idea has been to make

it a work place, rather than a mere museum of apparatus.

Occasionally difficulties are purposely placed in the way of

the student to develop his ingenuity and to show liim that it

is frequently possible to accomplish results in more ways than

one. For example, the students found to their discomfiture,

during a recent test, that the manometer on the Venturi meter

was not long enough to measure the amount of water which

it was desired to use. They were asked to suggest methods for

completing the test without delaying to change the throat piece

of the meter. By a little judicious steering on the part of the

instructor, they finally adopted the plan of running the pump

at various speeds, noting the manometer height for each speed,

then plotting the results in the form of a curve and extra-
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polating on the curve to find the proper manometer reaciing

for the increased speed when running at the rate desired.

Very little written instruction is given to the student in

connection with his tests. The instructor carefully states the

nature of the problem, explains the apparatus when necessary,

describes its mode of operation, and gives the student refer-

ences which will enable him to look up the matter at his

leisure, if he fails to understand the explanation in class.

The men, who work in small groups, then prepare their own
logs, after determining in consultation with the instructor

what data should be taken. One man is delegated to collect

from his fellows all necessary data, and see that it is in proper

form to be copied by the students at the end of the exercise.

Each student before leaving the laboratory takes a copy of

all necessary data and is told to assure himself that he has all

the information, and that he alone is responsible if such is

not the case. An instructor works with each group, so that

he is at hand at all times to point out interesting features of

the test and to call attention to any inaccuracy in the method

employed. Before leaving the laboratory the student is given

some simple, general instructions regarding the proper method

for making his report. Great stress is laid on the complete-

ness of this report. The students are allowed to work in

groups, if they desire, but in all such cases a statement of the

fact with the names of the men so working together must be

appended to the report. Each man must, of course, submit an

individual report.

The only uniformity required is that the report shall be

submitted on a certain specified size of paper; beyond this,

they are free to iTse their judgment as to the best form. The

only instruction given regarding the reports is that they shall

clearly state the problem, describe and explain the apparatus,

give complete data, and state the results and conclusions.

Students are encouraged to typewrite their reports, and the

great majority do so. Facilities are pro\aded in the laboratory

for neatly binding reports, and the students are told that pho-

tographs as illustrations will be pro\'ided on request. As a
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result of this offer, we now have a very complete set of photo-

graphs of the apparatus used, blue print copies of which are

furnished to the students. It has been found that this very

simple and inexpensive expedient has been a great incentive

for the students to submit carefully prepared and complete

reports.

Of course, it is evident that the idea here expressed, or the

methods employed in our laboratory might be carried to ex-

tremes, and it may not be desirable to adopt similar methods

in all laboratory courses. Such work is not spectacular and

the equipment does not readily lend itself to advertising.

However, that is not the aim of a laboratory course, and I am
eon^•inced that good results have followed our endeavor to

teach the desirability of economy, so far as this is consistent

with accuracy, and also the great importance of complete,

carefully written and neatly arranged reports of the work

done and results obtained.



TESTING OF ENGINEERING MATERIALS.

BY G. SAXTOX THOMPSON,

Assistant in Department of Mechanics^ Eensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

"A fair knowledge of the methods of testing construction-

materials is essential for any engineer, and to furnish this

information every technical school whieh is thorough in its

courses gives the student laboratory experience." This state-

ment appeared in a recent review of a book on "Laboratory

Manual for Testing of Engineering Materials," but the re-

viewer failed to state how this was to be accomplished.

Putting the question in the form of a general problem, we

have,

General Problem.

Given : A certain equipment, a definite amount of time, a

certain number of students and a definite number of in-

structors.

Required : A course in Testing of Engineering Materials for

civil, mechanical or electrical engineering students, which

should satisfy some "fixed policy."

Fixed Policy,

The fixed policy of any course should depend upon the

object desired. Should the object be one of the following or

a combination ?

(1) To produce men capable of holding down a job of

"testing engineer" or perhaps in a much broader sense

"inspector and tester of materials of construction."

(2) To produce men capable of writing specifications on

tests or judging the value of a test according to the require-

ments of a given specification.

190
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(3) To show the relation between theory and practice.

Eliminating the case of special students the first object of

producing inspectors and testers of engineering materials can

be set aside because the time alloted by most schedules does

not permit a thorough training for the results desired. This

time may be divided into, time for practice in running the

machines, time for practice in fitting the machines for various

tests, time for practice in the use of all appliances, and time

for the conduct of a great variety of tests. Also the field

open to graduates is not large enough to justify this time for

all students. The only reason for adopting the third object as

the main purpose is in the case of a small equipment and little

time for testing.

The main object should be to produce men, who, because of

their training, are better able to write specifications on tests

or to judge the value of any test according to the requirements

of a given specification. Following this object also permits

a showing of the relation between theory and practice.

The "Fixed Policy" should then be to conduct each test as

far as possible to bring clearly before the student the follow-

ing points: 1, the importance of the test; 2, standard specifi-

cations; 3, apparatus and machines used to make the test;

4, the method of making the test ; 5, the data taken during the

test; 6, the computations made to complete the test; 7, the

accuracy of the results.

Reviewing the above seven points it is evident that but one

considers the results of the test. One bar of steel or one bag
of cement does not even represent an average of that kind of

steel or brand of cement, but one test of steel and one test of

cement does represent the average and standard method of

making the test. For that reason students should not be

required to learn the values of the results but should be made
to realize the lack of the accuracy of the results. For example
in the case of making the tensile test of cement, the accuracy
of the results depends upon the amount of water used, the

method of mixing, the temperature of room and water and
the personal equation. When testing steel in tension, one bar
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does not give average results but the results of three bars

could be considered as a fair average of that particular steel

but not of steel in general. It is evident that more stress is

laid on the methods than on the results. If more time could be

given and conditions warranted the time, the results would

be important as well as the methods. It is not a question of

training men to write specifications as to results of tests, for

this can be left to the theoretical course on strength of mate-

rials, but to train thera so that they will be better able to

appreciate what they are writing.

Having settled on a fixed policy let us return to the general

problem and see what effect the given conditions have on

carrying out this policy.

Equipment.

Bearing in mind that the object of the course should be to

train students so that in the future they could witness a test

in any laboratory and be familiar with all parts of the test,

it is evident that all apparatus and appliances should be as

near standard as possible. Some laboratories find the elastic

limit by the drop of the beam, while others have an auto-

graphic device for finding the same point. It is a good plan,

therefore, to use both methods before the students. Some
machines are fixed with a device which automatically registers

the load, others have to be balanced by hand. This should be

worked in both manners before the students.

Some machines are absolutely necessary for the proper con-

ducting of any course, but machines of large capacity are not.

At Rensselaer the 1,200,000 pound Olsen vertical, hydraulic

compression machine is used for compression tests not because

of its capacity but because it is situated in a room by itself

with plenty of space around on all sides which allows a large

number of students to observe the test at one time. On the

other hand the large vertical, automatic Olsen machine of

600,000 pounds capacity is of such size that the attention of

the student is more taken up by the massiveness of the ma-
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chine than the comparatively small specimen being tested.

However, machines of large capacity, if in any equipment, are

of value for special work. Another point to be considered, if

using machines of large capacity, is the cost of specimens.

It is difficult to say what equipment is necessary, first be-

cause it generally depends upon the amount of money avail-

able, and second the number of students. A torsional machine

of 100,000 inch-pounds capacity and a 200,000 pound machine,

fitted with beam supports, wedges for tension tests and com-

pression blocks, could be used for a small number of students

and the results would be the same as more machines and

more students.

With any given equipment the question of arrangement is

of next importance. There are a few general principles which

should be followed in placing the equipment.

1. As much space as possible should be given to each

machine.

2. Machines for the same purpose should be placed together.

3. It is better to have separate rooms for the various divi-

sions of machines than to have one large room for all the

machines.

One of the features of the laboratory at Rensselaer lies in

the separation of machines for various purposes in different

rooms. This of course was due to the fact that the building

had been used for other purposes before being turned over

to the department of mechanics, but the arrangement has

proved very beneficial for the following reasons : 1, a complete

separation of various kinds of tests both for commercial work

and student work; 2, it is possible to concentrate the students'

attention on each test being made, for it is hardly feasible to

run two sections in the same room on two different tests at

the same time.

The materials-testing laboratory of the Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute is situated in the Williams Proudfit Memorial

building, a brick structure of three stories and a well lighted

basement.

14
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In plan a central portion is surrounded by three wings, to

the south, east and north.

Basement.

The central portion of the basement contains a concrete

water tank for storage of concrete cubes and other small

specimens, a space for mixing concrete and a room divided

into bins for storage of cement, sand and stone.

In the south wing is situated the road material room, con-

taining: one standard brick-rattler of the 1901 specification;

one standard brick-rattler of the 1911 specification; one

4-cylinder Deval abrasion machine ; one hardness machine of

the Dory type ; one storage tank for absorption test of brick.

The east wing is used for a general storage room, while the

north wing is devoted to janitor's quarters, except for one

room that contains a general workshop, a fireplace for fire

tests and a White-Souther endurance machine.

First Floor.

The first floor contains the general testing laboratory. In

the central portion, a Riehle machine of 150,000 pounds capac-

ity, vertical, motor-driven, automatic and autographic.

In the south wing, besides the main switchboard, a 125,000

inch-pounds Riehle torsional machine, capable of taking shafts

as large as 3^ inches in diameter and 16 ft. long.

In the east wing is situated a 300,000 pound vertical, auto-

matic Olsen machine, one of 100,000 pounds capacity of the

same design, a 50,000 pound Olsen vertical, hand-power

machine, and a 10,000 pound Olsen hand-power wire machine.

In the north wing, in a room by itself, is the 1,200,000 pound
Olsen vertical, hydraulic compression machine. The rest of

the wing is taken over by janitor's quarters.

Second Floor.

In the north wing of the second floor is situated the cement

testing laboratory. One large room, 23 ft. by 40 ft., with
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windows on three sides, contains, besides storage tanks, bins

and shelves, 8 cement tables with a total capacity of 32 stu-

dents. A smaller room in the same wing contains the motor-

driven cement-shifting shaker, drying oven and steamer, be-

sides cases for storing apparatus.

In the central portion of this floor are the briquette testing

machines, consisting of : One Fairbanks shot machine of 1,000

pounds capacity ; one Falkenau-Sinclair shot machine of 1,000

pounds capacity; one Riehle shot machine of 1,000 pounds

capacity; one motor-driven Olsen lever machine of 2,000

pounds capacity.

The south wing contains a dark room and a room devoted to

special tests of cement and sands, besides an equipment for

metallographic work. The east wing is devoted to a class room.

Third Floor.

The third floor contains lecture and recitation rooms and

the offices of the teaching force.

In addition to the machine equipment, with the necessary

smaller apparatus should be mentioned an important feature

of having a blackboard in each room which often proves useful

for a complete explanation of various tests.

The department of rational and technical mechanics also

has one large room in the Russell Sage Laboratory, which in

addition to space for storing concrete beams contains: one

600,000 pound automatic, motor-driven, vertical, Olsen ma-

chine; one Fremont impact machine; one hand-power con-

crete mixing machine of ^ yard capacity.

The 600,000 pound machine is capable of taking columns

24 ft. long and beams 20 ft. long.

Time.

The next question of importance with any given equipment

is that of time. How much time should be given to the

entire course and how much time required for any test? As
instruction in testing materials is a comparatively recent
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addition to the curricnlnm of teclmical schools, in most cases

the question of time alloted for the subject has been one of

taking time which could be fitted in without disturbing other

courses. For any given case the time which should be given

to the subject could be estimated in the following way. First,

a determination of the number and kind of tests which should

be made, second, the time necessary to complete each test.

The factors which influence the two steps in this manner of

estimating are : 1. civil, electrical and mechanical engineering

students do not need to make the same tests ; 2, the position of

the course with respect to the theory will effect the time for

any given test ; 3. the number of students to be cared for wilt

increase or decrease the length of time for any single test and
likewise the total time.

For outlining any course the following list has been of

great help. This list is the result of nearly seven years of

observation and represents average conditions.

One student can make any three of the standard tests for

cement in a period of 3i hours. A standard tension test takes

not quite one hour to complete. A standard shearing test

takes not quite one hour to complete. (This includes one

single and one double shear test.

)

A standard torsion test can be made and completely com-

puted in a little over two hours. (This includes a determina-

tion of the elastic limit with readings every 500 inch-pounds

up to this point at slow speed, high speed from this point to

rupture. Computations for coeflScient of torsion, maximum
shearing stress at elastic limit and ultimate, with a curve

showing the relation between stress and strain.) The com-

pression test of from 5 to 8 specimens may be completed in

3| hours. A determination of the coefficient of elasticity of

steel can be carried through with a section of 5 men in two
hours. (This includes separate readings by each student, a

computation of E and a sketch of the extensometer showing
the electric connections with the method of attachment.) A
determination of the weight and voids of broken stone will

take about three hours.
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Courses at Rensselaer.

Testing instruction at Rensselaer may be divided into five

parts: Testing I—given to junior civil engineering students

in the first term. Testing II—given to junior civil engineer-

ing students in the second term. Testing for mechanical

juniors in the second term. Testing for electrical juniors in

the second term. Testing of reinforced concrete beams for

civil engineering students during the course in reinforced

concrete in the first term senior year.

At the time when the junior civil engineering students are

having the course in Testing I, they are also having a mechan-

ical engineering laboratory course. One half the class is

taking Testing I while the other half has the mechanical

engineering course, these then change places on the next day.

The course lasts for 6 consecutive weeks. The periods are from

2 to 5 :30 every afternoon. Deducting two days for Thanks-

giving gives 28 days for the course, or each student has

14 laboratory periods of 3^ hours duration or a total of 49

hours.

Testing II extends over a period of 10 weeks. Tests are given

at variable times during the theoretical courses. The total

number of hours spent in the laboratory varies each year,

depending upon the number of students. Tests which can not

be made in Testing I because of lack of instructors, or large

number of students, or for any other reason, are put into this

course.

Testing for mechanical and also for electrical engineering

students covers a period of 5 consecutive days in the after-

noon for 3^ hours.

Testing for civil engineering seniors during the course in

reinforced concrete varies each year with the number of stu-

dents. Each section having probably 3 hours work in the

laboratory with from 4 to 6 hours of outside computation

depending upon the man.
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Number of Students.

That the number of students has an important bearing on

any course is self-evident. The problem which generally pre-

sents itself is what maximum number of students can be con-

veniently handled in one section. The factors which influence

the number per section are. if there is no question of in-

structors: 1, the nature of the test; 2, the machine used, its

kind and position; 3, whether the students are in civil, elec-

trical or mechanical engineering. If the method of instruc-

tion requires an instructor in charge of each section, as at

Rensselaer, this will be a very important factor in fixing the

size of section.

A test requiring the use of such appliances as extensometers

or deflectometers will not permit a large number of students

in one section, while a compression test on a machine with

space around the machine will permit a larger section. A
torsional machine of the Riehle type which has the scale beam
parallel to the bar being tested will permit students on but one

side of the machine, while one of the Olsen type with the scale

beam at the end of the machine perpendicular to the bar

tested will permit students on both sides of the machine. It

has been found that a section of 10 men, if mechanical engi-

neering students, will work as well on many tests, as a section

of 5 men if civil engineering students.

The courses at Rensselaer have been so arranged that the

maximum number of students to each section for most tests

which can be conveniently handled is 6. although 5 has been

the maximum so far. At certain periods of the courses for

certain tests 2 sections are worked as one of 10 men or a

maximum of 12. Ten men to a section is too many but can

not be prevented entirely for all tests. Five men to a section

gives a very good working number.

To show to what extent the question of number of instruct-

ors effects the size of sections, the following examples of the

schedules of two typical days at Rensselaer are given.
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Day ScHEDUiiE, November 13.

Testing I.

Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Test No 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 5

Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 are in the cement testing laboratory,

under the charge of 3 instructors. Section 5 under the

charge of one instructor is having the principle of all the ma-

chines explained to them, ending up with the calibration of

one of the machines. Section 6 under the charge of one in-

structor is likewise following the same test as section 5, only

in reverse order. Sections 7 and 8 are making the paving-

brick test under the charge of two instructors. The sections

work independently on the transverse test and together on

the rattler test.

Summary for November 13.

Number of students, 42 ; number of sections, 8 ; number per

section, 6 for two sections and 5 for six sections; number of

instructors, 7.

Day Schedule, December 19.

Testing I.

Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Test No 14 7 10 10 1 1 6 2

Section 1 under the charge of one instructor is making the

transverse test of timber and cast iron in room 3 on the

300,000 pound Olsen machine. Section 2 under the charge of

one instructor is making the compression test of materials in

room 1 on the 1,200,000 pound machine. Sections 3 and 4

under the charge of two instructors are making the tensile

tests of steel, wrought iron and cast iron. One instructor

takes charge of the 100,000 pound machine in room 3, while

the other takes charge of the 150,000 pound machine in room
2. Section 3 makes the tests on steel and wrought iron using

the machine in room 3, determining the elastic limit by the

drop of the beam. Section 4 is at the same time making the
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same tests on the macMne in room 2, finding the elastic limit

by the autographic device. These then change rooms and

repeat the test, ending up by making the test for cast iron.

Sections 5 and 6 are finishing their work in the cement labora-

tory, under the charge of one instructor. Section 7 is in the

basement making the stone tests under the charge of one in-

structor. Section 8 under the charge of one instructor is

having the principles of all machines explained to them,

ending up with the calibration of a machine in room 3 -which

will be unoccupied by the time they are ready.

Summary for December 19.

Number of students, 42; number of sections, 8; number

per section, 6 for two sections, 5 for six sections; number of

instructors, 7.

Tests.

Before considering the methods to be used for any course in

the testing of engineering materials it is important to deter-

mine the various tests to be made. The following general

principles should be followed in their selection: 1, All tests

should be standard; 2, as many of the standard tests which

generally occur in practice should be given as time will

permit.

Tests for Civil Engineering Students.

Cement tests; paving-brick test; road-material test; voids

and weight of stone and sand ; tensile test of materials ; trans-

verse test of materials; compression test of materials; shear-

ing test of materials; torsional test of materials; principle

and calibration of machines.

Tests for Electrical and ]\Iechanical Engineering

Students.

Cement tests; tensile test of materials; transverse test of

materials; compression test of materials; shearing test of

materials; torsional test of materials; principle and calibra-

tion of machines.
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Methods of Conductixg Tests.

When considering the various questions of proper methods

as to the conducting of anv course it must be remembered that

besides the effects of local conditions there are two funda-

mental factors that influence all methods. First, every course

is of necessity a compromise. Second, the individuality of

every instructor should be allowed to exert itself except for

generalities. Before considering some of these generalities it

might be well to give a brief summary of the local features

of the laboratory instruction at Rensselaer.

Local Features of the Laboratory Instruction

AT Rensselaer.

1. Civil, electrical and mechanical engineering students

are required to take a course in testing of engineering

materials.

2. The courses are an addition to the regular curriculum

previously given and have not replaced other work. This

naturally means that the students must either be forced

a little more, which generally results in aU courses given at

that time being only half done ; or that the method should be

such as to reduce to a minimum the work required by the

students outside of laboratory periods. At Rensselaer all

work is finished at the end of each period. Only in the case

of delay and the testing of reinforced concrete beams do the

students have outside work.

3. The courses are given, in general, before the theory, a

feature which is not the best.

•4. The three main laboratory courses must be carried

through during consecutive days, requiring a systematic use

of machines, a complete adjustment of all machines before the

periods begin, so as to make the utmost of the laboratory

period and when a period is finished all work of the day must

be examined, corrected and passed.

5. Each section is under the charge of one instructor. The

reasons for adopting this method may be given as : a, To have
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as a leader of each section a man who is familiar with all

parts of the test; h, The nature of the tests requires a man
familiar with the machines, even though printed instructions

as to everv step were given to the students; c_. This method
permits maximum eflSeiency as regards time for one period.

6. The cost of conducting the courses is charged to the

department of mechanics. This is reduced to a minimum in

the following manner: a, Much material is supplied by local

manufacturers in exchange for the reports on the tests ; h, In

the cement laboratory the annual breakage is reduced to a

minimum by moving the students from desk to desk, in groups

of four, according to a fixed schedule and keeping the appa-

ratus stationary.

Gei^erauties.

Generalities will be considered under the following heads

:

1. printed forms ; 2. printed instructions ; 3. reports by

students in the light of references assigned; -4. use of text-

book or manual ; 5, examinations.

Printed Forms.

Some of the advantages claimed by those using printed

forms may be summarized as follows : with printed forms

nothing is omitted by the student ; a saving of time ; the

students when finished have a reference book which is correct,

neat and of value after graduation; aids in the work of

correction.

Some of the disadvantages are: prevents initiative; makes

the work too mechanical ; an expense either to school or

student.

The other extreme is to have no form of notes, requiring

each student to make out his own.

Some of the advantages claimed are : produces initiative

;

requires more attention on the part of the student so as not to

miss any of the details ; no expense either to school or student.

Some of the disadvantages are : requires more time : when
finished the student has a poor reference book in which he is

justified ia not having much faith; hard to correct correctly.
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At Rensselaer a compromise system is used in that printed

forms are found on the walls which must be copied by each

student.

The advantages claimed for this method are: each student

has to copy down every item ; each student has the same form

of notes for each test, thereby making their correction easier

than with no form of notes ; saving of time over no forms ; a

finished note-book, not as neat as with the use of printed

forms, but just as correct and much neater than in the case

of no forms ; no expense either to school or student.

The disadvantages are : prevents initiative ; requires more

time than vriih printed forms.

Printed Instructions.

At Rensselaer printed instructions are not used except for

the tests of cement and stone. The instructor in charge of

each test directs the work, explaining each step as the test

proceeds.

Reports by Students in the Light of References Assigned.

There is no question but that the ideal course would include

the requirement of having students report on each test in the

light of various references assigned. Perhaps the ideal course

would be a combination of the theoretical courses now given

on the strength of materials and the usual laboratory courses.

If so, the references assigned would constitute the daily

lessons. At Rensselaer this method has been tried and aban-

doned for the following reasons

:

1. It is a question whether the time spent is as valuable as

assumed. As an example, a class of 118 men were required to

look up references as to the testing of paving brick. Also in

the room was posted a list of the requirements of various

cities. The results were approximately as follows : Some
simply copied a few paragraphs out of the articles assigned,

not more than 10 men added the list as posted in the room,

^lore than 60 per cent, copied almost word for word the work
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of some few, while one man copied everything he could find,

making a very voluminous report. Nearly every man in

stating his conclusions said simply—Conclusions: good or

very good. Another example, typical of the majority, was a

report on the results of the tensile test of steel. The men
were advised before handing in the reports that a simple state-

ment as to their conclusions in the light of the material as-

signed was all that was desired and not a copy of the refer-

ences. Results in general showed the following: First, there

was nothing to indicate what percentage of the men looked

up the references. Second, some tried to grade the steel.

Finally all conclusions were too simple. Now the object in all

eases was to make the students gather together, in their note-

book, information up-to-date and valuable, but the results

were very discouraging.

2. These reports to be of value must be thoroughly exam-

ined by instructors and this could not be done properly with

classes of from 80 to 150 men, and from 20 to 30 tests.

3. It is a question whether the percentage of men who use

their notebooks after graduation is sufficient to justify the

requirement.

Use op a Text-book or Manual.

When the laboratory courses were started at Rensselaer a

text-book or manual was not to be found. Since that time

there have been published a number of books having many
admirable features. In the beginning, instruction sheets were

made for each test, as were also instructors' sheets. At pres-

ent, instruction sheets are used only for the tests of cement

and stone. The only book used is the Year-book published by

the Am. Soc. of Testing Materials, which may be found on

each floor of the building and constantly referred to for the

various tests. An attempt has been made this past year to

have the members of the junior class join this society, thereby

obtaining the Year-book, which contains a complete set of

specifications adopted by the society. Some 30 men joined

this spring and it is hoped that more will do so in the future.
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Just what book, if any, would be suitable at Rensselaer is

hard to say. For special students it is an easy matter to find

a book suitable.

Examinations.

Examinations should be given, especially when two or

more students work together on one test. They are valu-

able not only for determining the qualifications of the stu-

dents but also the quality of the instruction. Much informa-

tion has been derived from examinations at Rensselaer result-

ing in beneficial changes in the methods. At Rensselaer all

courses are followed by an examination either oral or written.



SOME LABORATORY PROBLEMS.

BY CHAELES BAETO BEOWN,

Professor of Eailroad Engineering, University of Maine.

The problems which present themselves in the handling of

laboratory work in our engineering colleges are almost with-

out number. During the past four or five years we, at the

University of i\Iaine, have been wrestling with three of these

problems in particular. The pages which follow are not to

tell you how we have solved these problems, but how we are

trying to solve them. And it is my hope that the discussion

which I trust my statements will bring out will be of assist-

ance to us all.

In addition to the consideration of these three problems,

I shall have a few words to say regarding the relations of

our laboratories with the world of industry.

Credit Time vs. Actual Time.

One of the many problems which this Society may well feel

itself called upon to work out is the relation between actual

time and credit time in the many lines of laboratory work

entering into the curriculum of every engineering college. In

nearly every case this problem must give two results,—one as

it affects the student, and the other as it affects the instructor.

Let us first consider it as it affects the student. Probably a

good starting point for this study is the average amount of

time that is required by these students to prepare for their

recitation work. It is assumed that one hour of credit is given

for each hour actually spent in recitation classes.

Up to about five years ago the credit given for each labora-

tory course at the University of Maine was equal to one half

of the actual scheduled time for that course. This was known

206
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locally as "two for one" time. When this basis for figuring

credit time was started, in the eariy davs of the Maine St-ate

College, it was, perhaps, an unintentional compromise between

two extremes. First : it was true then, and it still is true to

an even greater extent, that a considerable number of the

laboratory courses require some outside work,—either in prep-

aration or in writing reports, or both. Second : as against

this is the quite probable fact that thirty years ago the stu-

dent did not have to work so hard to prepare his recitations

as does the present-day student, and this, despite the fact of

the latter 's better preparation at entrance than the former's.

Thus we believe that it can be assumed as true that not more

than one hour of preparation was at that time required for

each recitation.

At present a student must stand well above the average of

his class in order to properly prepare in one hour the work

for any one of a majority of his recitations. With this fact

in mind, the credit given in several of the laboratory courses

at the University of Maine was decreased a few years ago, so

that in these courses three hours of work in class are required

for one hour of credit. It was found that in some of the field

work courses of the sophomore year, in the general drawing

courses of the first two or three years and in the field and

oflSee courses of the railroad work in the first semester of the

junior year, the work could be so arranged that in all such

courses the amount of work required of the students is just

suflScient to fill the regular scheduled periods. These courses

are known as ' * three for one.
'

' About two years later some of

the laboratory courses in one or two of the departments of

the University were changed so that two and one half actual

hours are required for one hour's credit. It would seem as

though any laboratory course might be placed in one of these

three groups, and we have proven at Maine that there is little

if any complication arising from the using of all these "credit

hours" in one institution. The writer believes, however, that

practically every course might properly be classified either as

"two for one" or "three for one."
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Next comes the equating of actual time and credit time as

it relates to the instructor. There is probably no question but

that the instructor who has charge of a laboratory course

needs to put as much outside time in preparing work to keep

the students busy for two or three hours, as does an instructor

to prepare for two or three hours of recitation work. This

is particularly true if the recitation hours happen to be

occupied by different divisions of a class having the same

lesson. No general rule can be made to apply to all cases, and

have it work out exactly right. But we believe that in most

cases the instructor actually in charge of the work, and who is

directly responsible for results, should receive credit almost

hour for hour of scheduled work. Perhaps a credit of three

hours for every four hours of scheduled work might come

closer to the true conditions.

Attendance.

Another problem which we are having some difficulty in

solving correctly at the University of Maine is that of regular

attendance at periods scheduled for laboratory classes. Up
to a few years ago the penalty inflicted upon students who
absented themselves from the regular laboratory classes was

that the work or time or both should be made up before that

course was again offered. If this were not done the entire

course must be repeated.

As a large number of the laboratory classes were divided

into two or more divisions, the result of this rule was that a

student "cut" his class whenever he so desired and a week

later or a month later or three months later he made up that

time at some period scheduled for the other division. Those

students who were so unfortunate as to be in a course where

there was but one division, and those students who were too

heedless to make up their time in the other division must
make up under a tutor and pay that tutor for his time,

—

usually fifty cents an hour. This was easily overcome by such

students making up time in groups of from five to ten, making

the expense to each a merely nominal one.
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A very few laboratory courses might be operated on this

haphazard method and still have the student obtain the full

benefit of the course. But I believe that where we are dealing

vrith students who expect to make a life work of engineering,

it is as incumbent upon us to teach them regularity and

promptness in attendance to their work as it is to teach them

the work of the course. Therefore, it does not seem as though

this method were a successful way to handle any laboratory

course for the ordinary undergraduate student. Beyond

this, in nearly all laboratory courses, a student who "cuts"

one of his regular periods is bound to lose something. He

can never make up to the full what he lost at that time when

the instructor was devoting his entire mind to the points

covered during that particular period.

Three years ago the University of Maine adopted a new

rule to care for absences from recitation courses. The gen-

eral working of this rule is that when a student has taken a

prescribed number of absences in any course (approximately

10 per cent, of the scheduled recitations) a committee con-

siders his case immediately and, if his reasons for being absent

are not satisfactory, he is dropped from that course and his

record for that course is marked "failure" on the University

records and the student must repeat the work. The class

attendance showed such a marked improvement under this

rule that one year ago the same rule was made to apply to

laboratory work. Here again the improved attendance has

been very noticeable. In general, then, we feel that this rule

is very successful. But even with this rule there are some

cases that work out badly ; one in particular being almost an

absurdity. Each semester since this rule has been in force

there has been some one student, and sometimes more, who

has been dropped from a course at very near the end of the

semester but who has made an honor mark in that course. To

make such a student repeat the course is liable to make more

trouble for his classmates than for himself. It has done this

in practice.

To obviate this trouble our faculty adopted a rule one year

15
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ago whereby a student dropped from a course on account of

excessive absences might, under certain restrictions, take a

special examination in that subject, and be passed in the

course if he received an honor mark in the examination. This

takes care of the cases in courses where examinations are

given. But it does not help matters anv in a case which arises

from excessive absences from a laboratory course in which

no examination can well be given. Such a ease has arisen this

semester just closed, and in all probability some action will

be taken early next year to cover this condition. One prop-

osition already made is that any student dropped from a

laboratory course during the first half of a semester must

make up all the time and work which he loses in that course;

and any student dropped during the second half of a semester

must make up one half the time and work of that course.

Supervision of Laboratoey TVork.

The question of supervision of work in laboratory courses

is, perhaps, a broader one than the questions already dealt

with. The amount of supervision is dependent upon a large

number of factors ; but perhaps most of these may be divided

into two general headings; first, it is dependent upon the

amount of general preparation which the students have had
previous to the actual performance of the work, and, second,

it is dependent upon the amount of understandable informa-

tion that may be given to the student in printed form to be

used by him during that course.

Nearly all field work courses may be reduced to application

of a few fundamental geometric principles. Therefore, after

the uses of the field instruments have been briefly but care-

fully explained, it should be possible to carry on such courses

with a minimum amount of supervision. Most institutions in

our northern states have their field work scheduled during the

first and last portions of the coUege year, if it is scheduled at

all during term time. Our curriculum at ]\Iaine gives the

first field work course at the beginning of the sophomore year,
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before the students have had any book work on surveying, but

after they are well grounded in algebra, geometry and trigo-

nometry. The first few days in the field are devoted to a

superficial explanation of the actual uses of the ordinary

instruments. Various problems are then given each party

to be worked out. If the methods used by these green stu-

dents in working out these problems are wrong or if there is

error in the results obtained, these points are made the sub-

jects of short talks to the class. No subsequent course is

dependent upon the accuracy of the work done and it is

believed that such mist-akes result in more good than harm.

During the cold and stormy second half of this semester the

students are given a thorough class-room drill in plane sur-

veying. In the wintry part of the second semester they are

given a course in mapping. "With a good course in mechanical

drawing behind them and with clear and ample notes at hand,

the students should be able to carry on this course with a

small amount of supervision. The remainder of the year is

spent in the field again, and nearly all of the problems of

this course are performed with no supervision whatsoever

except in watching results obtained and commenting on same.

The railroad field work of the following fall,—that is, at

the beginning of the junior year,—might also be done with

almost no supervision except for the fact that each portion of

this work and of the course in railroad oflSce work immediately

following it is directly dependent upon the accuracy of all the

work that has gone before.

The next and last field work course given at Maine is the

one immediately following commencement, and is given to

the class that has just completed its junior year. During the

semester preceding this work, one lecture a week is given

these students covering the principles and methods of higher

surveying,—so-called. As a considerable portion of the work

of this field course is an amplification of the work in plane

surveying, no supervision whatever is given to this portion in

the field. The use of the Coast-Survey precise level and the

more intricate problems of plane table work are given careful
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supervision as being the quickest way to teach the student

concemuig the uses of these instruments.

It ought to be possible to give courses in general engineering

drawing such as are given during the first two or three vears

in the regular four year curricula with a comparatively small

amount of supervision providing that the notes used for such

courses are clear and ample.

Laboratory tests on the strength of wood, iron and steel of

course should not be attempted until a course in mechanics of

materials is well in hand or perhaps completed. But if such

a laboratory course can be given during the latter part of the

course in mechanics it ought to be a help to both courses. For

the same reason a laboratory course in cement testing will

give the best practical results after the students have had a

course covering the manufacture, qualifications and uses of

cement and concrete.

It is the opinion of the writer that in all tests of materials

the supervision should be of the closest. For it is practically

impossible, even though the student may have had a very

excellent course in mechanics or in concrete, to outline the

almost innumerable small details of the tests,—each of large

importance in the actual results, without causing such con-

fusion in the mind of the average student, that these explicit

instructions become a mass of meaningless words.

The courses given to juniors in the machine laboratory, the

steam laboratory and the electrical laboratory require close

supervision, largely because of possibility of accident. Other

than this it would probably necessitate but little more super-

vision than is given to field work. That is, after having

proper courses in physics and in mechanical engineering, the

explanations of the workings of the various machines and
engines involved in these courses should be comparatively

simple.

The various courses of actual design which are given to

seniors may probably be placed in one group. These are the

courses in bridge design, railroad design, machine design,

steam engine design, and electrical machinery design. Each
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of these courses must of necessity be supplemented to a

course or series of courses given to prepare the student for

that particular kind of work. Therefore, the student should

begin one of these courses with a better actual preparation

for the work ahead of him than is at all possible in the case

of the other laboratory courses.

In the courses in design, then, the student is in a better

position to understand printed notes and suggestions ; and the

writer believes that considerable use should be made of such

instructions in these courses. But there is also need of close

supervision in these courses. As before stated, these courses

are usually the culmination of a considerable portion of the

students' technological work, and the instructor must make

the student see the connections between the work at hand and

the things he has been studying for the past year or two.

Laboratories and the Industrial "World.

The laboratories and the members of the faculties of our

engineering institutions are in a position to be of great value

to the world of industry. It is the prime function of the

engineering teacher to be able to apply to practical engineer-

ing problems the theories which he is handling every day. He

ought to be far more able to do this than is the practicing

engineer. Of course, there are a great many exceptions to

both sides of this statement, and, in fact, it is seldom that you

would expect a practicing engineer to call in a teacher to help

him out. But it is true that the laboratories of the educa-

tional institutions have great opportunities to be of service to

practical work. In large pieces of engineering work, labora-

tories are built right on the job whose equipment is in pro-

portion to the amount of testing to be done.

But on smaller pieces of work the creation of a special labo-

ratory is out of the question, and it is here that the college

laboratories are in a position to do a large amount of work

outside of their specical sphere, and at the same time keep the

instructors in closer touch with actual practice, thus making

them much more capable as teachers.
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Probably at the present time the cement laboratories have

more opportunities for such work than do any of the others.

It is comparatively inexpensive to make the ordinary com-

mercial tests of cement, and it pays to have these tests made
for even the smaller engineering jobs.

During the summer and fall of 1911 all the cement used for

the piers under the new bridge across the Penobscot Eiver at

Bangor was tested in the cement laboratory at the University

of ilaine. During the present summer cement will be tested

there for a new dam across the Penobscot Eiver. This latter

piece of work is large enough to call for a temporary labora-

tory on the site of the work, and it is possible that a small

one will be fitted up. but the dam is to be located within five

miles of the University, making the latter "s laboratory very

accessible.

There must be a large number of opportunities for the

institations located nearer the large centers of population

than is the University of Elaine to have their laboratories used

for industrial work; and it is the belief of the writer that this

should be done to just as full an extent as the regular work of

the institution will permit.



HYDRAULIC LABORATORY INSTRUCTION
FOR UNDERGRADUATES.

BY E. L. SACKETT,

Professor of Sanitary and Hydraulic Engineering, Purdue University.

The equipment for, and conduct of, laboratory instruction

in hydraulics are determined by the funds available and the

variety of work undertaken.

The three lines of development which decide certain fea-

tures of equipment and instruction are : First, undergraduate

courses of instruction; second, graduate courses; third, re-

search work.

The first is the principal goal of most American laboratories

and of certain Technische Hochschule in Germany, such as

Darmstadt. Later on, the second assumes some importance

and in a few cases laboratories in the United States are

equipped with apparatus and men fitted for real research

work. The German hydraulic laboratory at Charlottenburg is

used almost entirely for research work.

Laboratories differ much according to the inclination of the

teachers responsible for their conduct. Some are devoted to

hydraulic machinery, rather than to a study of the flow of

water. Others are developing measuring devices, dictated

by the needs of irrigation in their vicinity.

As this paper is concerned only with the necessary labora-

tory equipment and the instruction of undergraduate stu-

dents, the premise is here laid down that an hydraulic labora-

tory should serve two purposes: First, it should make more

real the principles enunciated in a good text ; second, it should

teach correct methods of using apparatus and instruments in

obtaining the required data, arranging and presenting results.

In order to serve the first purpose, it is not necessary that

215
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the experiments should follow precisely the same order or

occur exactly parallel with the text-book discussion of each

theme. Where the number of students is large, a very exten-

sive equipment of duplicate apparatus would be necessary if

a close parallel between class room and laboratory instruction

were attempted, and variety would be sacrificed, unless space

and funds were unlimited.

It is my belief that the purpose of an experiment should be

made very clear to the section about to perform it, and that

the details connected with gathering the data should be left

as much to the group as possible. The amount of explanation

required in the laboratory is therefore reduced by having the

class room discussion of the flow through orifices, weirs, tubes

and pipes precede the corresponding experiments. The cali-

bration of tanks, water and current meters, gauges, etc., does

not involve principles or phenomena requiring class room dis-

cussion in advance.

Secondly, besides making the truths of hydraulics clearer,

another important purpose is to be served by the laboratory

work. The aim should be to teach correct methods of using

instruments and apparatus, arranging the data, computing

and presenting the results.

The instruments used should be the usual commercial

guages, scales, etc., and the ordinary commercial units should

be employed. The apparatus should be simple and so set that

all phenomena may be easily observed. There is more value

to the average student in simple tools and apparatus, correctly

used, than in complex and special apparatus set up by the

instructor and imperfectly understood by the student.

The School of Civil Engineering at Purdue University

conducts all the class room and laboratory instruction in

hydraulics for electrical, mechanical and civil students.

The total number of students per year in class is about 200,

in sections of twenty. For laboratory work they are divided

into groups of four students each. A bulletin board shows

the assignment of experiments for several weeks in advance.

The members of a group are rotated, one being "chief of
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party" one period, the next in alphabetical order on the

following day and so on. A mimeographed sheet of instruc-

tions, giving the number and name of the experiment, is

posted on the bulletin board in advance and a copy is given

each group to read preceding the experiment.

In general the instructions should occupy not more than one

sheet as a long discussion is not read and a detailed descrip-

tion leaves nothing for the group to devise or decide. The

students discuss with the instructor any points which are not

clear, or plans on which they do not agree.

The instructions are under four headings, namely.

First, purpose, giving a concise statement of points to be

studied

;

Second, apparatus, stating the tools needed;

Third, method, giving the order of procedure, number of

runs to be made, range of heads, pressures, etc., to be

employed and

Fourth, results. The method of arranging and presenting

the result is described here. Graphs are employed as far as

possible, and the coordinates are stated, since frequently both

head-discharge curves and a comparison of coefficients found,

with text-book values for different heads, are required. In

some eases sample curves are posted on the bulletin board

—

a procedure which is easily overdone. The tendency is to

reduce the work to a routine which will increase the number

of students per instructor and at the same time decrease stu-

dent initiative and responsibility. As they are upper class-

men—always seniors with us—the exact point to which the

instructions should carry them, and the character of the

assistance given by the instructor, are of vital importance in

developing independence combined with good judgment on

the part of the student.

What experiments are most important? The answer de-

pends in part on whether the students be from the civil, the

electrical or the mechanical school. Certain experiments are

fundamental in engineering training, independent of the

future vocation of a student. In this group I would include

:
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First, the calibration of a tank; second, the standard orifice,

including the determination of the coefficients of discharge

and contraction; third, the standard short tube; fourth, a

small weir with perfect contractions; fifth, determination of

the reaction of a jet; sixth, the calibration of a water meter,

current meter or other similar piece of apparatus.

At Purdue University we have three tanks available for

orifice, short tube and weir experiments, the discharge from
which may be obtained by weight or by displacement. The
fittings for the orifice and short tube tanks are interchange-

able, so there are two orifice or two short tube tanks, or one of

each, available at one time. There are four sizes of fittings for

each, ranging from one half inch to one and one half inches

in diameter. The weir box contains a submerged weir and a

weir with perfect contractions, each being six inches wide.

A weir 18 inches wide with perfect contractions and one 36

inches wide with side contractions suppressed are set tandem
in a large concrete flume. Several types and sizes of water

meters are set on a testing table where the pressure, loss of

head by differential gauge, and weight of water discharged

may be obtained. The mechanical construction is examined

and described in the report. The small apparatus above men-

tioned illustrates the most important laws of hydraulics and
permits of sufficiently accurate measurements so that students

have confidence in their results when performed with reason-

able care. At this point the differentiation between labora-

tory work for civil, electrical and mechanical students begins.

The three courses will not be outlined in detail and only a few

points are mentioned. The method of testing pressure gauges

is taught in the mechanical laboratory. They are calibrated

here only in conjunction with pump tests and thesis work.

Ordinarily the correction is given out with the instrument.

Current meters are calibrated by the civil engineers only.

The pitot tube is an instrument of such importance that its

manipulation should be understood by all students. The
venturi meter is used by both mechanical and electrical engi-

neering students but is calibrated only by the civil engineers.
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The loss of head in straight pipe is studied by all students

though only one period is devoted to it by the electricals. The

flow in concrete channels is studied only by the civil engineers.

There is the following equipment of pumping machinery

available : Six centrifugal pumps with discharges 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

and 18 inches in diameter; two piston pumps; one single

acting triplex plunger pump. The three inch, two stage

centrifugal driven by a steam turbine, the two piston pumps

and the 18 inch centrifugal are used in steam laboratory

courses. The remaining pumps are motor driven; the quan-

tity available is up to ten thousand gallons per minute and

the maximum head is six hundred feet.

The pumps, one water turbine and three impulse wheels are

studied most extensively by the mechanical students. The

pump, together with its motor drive, occupies a considerable

part of the time devoted to the laboratory by the electrical

students. The seniors in civil and mechanical engineering

devote three hours per week for one semester to the hydraulic

laboratory, while the electric engineers give to it only one

hour per week. In the three hour period the experiment is

made and the report with sketches and graphs is completed.

The electrical engineers complete the experiment in one

period and write it up in the next. The class room work for

students in the three schools is differentiated in the same

manner as their experimental work. In conclusion, then, it

may be said that the fundamental principles of hydraulics

are reinforced by the fundamental experiments; that the

differentiation between different schools of engineering is in

the direction of emphasizing the instruments and machinery

with which they will probably come into contact.

The data are obtained, computations are made by slide rule

and the report is completed under the supervision of the

instructor. No outside time is therefore required, unless a

group has been careless and results are unsatisfactory. In

that case the experiment must be repeated on outside time.

The intent is neither to help the student unduly nor to leave

him to flounder hopelessly, but to develop his independence

and efficiency in the use of apparatus.



THESIS WORK IN THE HYDRAULIC
LABORATORY.

BY DWIGHT POBTEE,

Professor of Hydraulic Engineericg, Maasachusetta

Institute of Teclmologv.

As what I shall have to say is based upon experience at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technologv. a few words as to the

management of the hvdraulic laboratory at that institution

may be helpfnl.

This was installed somewhat over twenty years ago, in the

engineering building eonstracted at that time. It was the

first laboratory gf the sort in this country, and therefore conld

not take advantage of the experience of others. Since then,

numerous other technical schools have built up hydraulic

plants, with attractive features due to skilful design, or favor-

able location, or abundant funds. To these we now look in

turn as models upon which to plan for the new installation

which we are about to make upon our removal to the north

shore of the Charles River Basin.

Because of the early prominence of hydraulics in the cur-

riculum of our civil engineering department, it came about

rather naturally that, at about the time when this laboratory

was being planned, all class-room courses of instruction at the

Institute in hydraulics and its applications were concen-

trated in the hands of a member of the civil engineering staff,

with the title of professor of hydraulic engineering. There

they have ever since remained.

The civil engineering department, however, is quartered on

the two upper floors of the engineering building, while the labo-

ratories occupy the two lower floors. Moreover, the hydraulic

laboratory is distinct from the general laboratory of mechan-
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ical engineeriiig only in that its apparatus occupies a certain

assigned portion of the floor space. In some of the engineer-

ing laboratory courses, hydraulic and non-hydraulic experi-

ments are intermingled. It has therefore been convenient to

have the direct conduct of scheduled work in the hydraulic

laboratory in the hands of the mechanical engineering depart-

ment, with its force of laboratory assistants. Such has been

the arrangement from the start. Questions of new equipment

or of rearrangement of old equipment, when important, have

usually been settled by conference between the professors

directly interested from the two departments. On the other

hand, what might be called field laboratory work, in stream

gagings with current meters and floats, has always been con-

ducted by the civil engineering corps. Until recently the

writer has personally directed this latter work for many years,

but his part in the hydraulic laboratory proper has been

limited to planning some of its features and to oversight of

thesis work there.

TVe have a large number of students to handle at the

Institute, a number which has increased from say 900, when

the laboratory in question was started, to between 1,500 and

1,600 at the present time. Then, too, there has developed

lately a call from several departments for more extended

instruction along hydraulic lines than was formerly given.

The requirements, therefore, for scheduled undergraduate

work have made heavy demands upon our laboratories, and

have correspondingly limited their freedom for thesis experi-

ments in hydraulics, "^e are also restricted by the condition,

difficult entirely to avoid, but which ought to be guarded

against so far as practicable in planning new laboratories,

that our equipment is so interdependent that one experiment

is quite liable to interfere with a second if attempted at the

same time. A laboratory thesis usually involves some expense

to the Institute for changes in piping and other things, and if

the new apparatus is likely to be useful for routine class-work

its entire cost is borne by the Institute. From these various

causes it results that the number of hydraulic laboratory

theses is seldom allowed to exceed two or three in one year.
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With SO small a nmnber of investigations in progress, no

very formal procedure in the war of control is attempted.

The aim of such theses is very definite, and while a search of

literature is always suggested as the first step, with a view to

finding out whether there is anything in published records

which bears upon the problem in hand, but little material can

usually be gathered in that way.

It generally happens that the thesis is decided upon before

the student has had actual contact with the hydraulic equip-

ment. Consequently, a joint inspection of the laboratory

arrangements by professor and student-s is necessary (two stu-

dents commonly undertake such theses together) in order to

point out the possibilities and limitations as to carrying out

the experiments in mind. It is then required that the stu-

dents shall develop a feasible plan for the work, with pretty

complete drawings of the proposed apparatus, so that it can

be constructed from those drawings and so that its relation,

when in use, to existing equipment can be clearly seen in

advance. Complete planning of this sort for a simple outfit

sometimes seems unnecessary, but it affords some training to

the student, and is also desirable because of the present

crowded condition of the laboratory and the risk that, without

such planning, difficulty may be encountered in properly

setting up what is to be used.

The students' design is examined carefully by myself or

by an assistant, partiy to aid the student by criticism, and

partly because we want the apparatus to be well and eeonom-

ieaUy planned if it is to be paid for by the Institute. Some-

times the apparatus needed has been made at outside establish-

ments ; more commonly by Institute mechanics ; and occa-

sionally by skilful students themselves, especially when these

were young men with a mechanical engineering training.

One trouble that has been more or less common has been

primarily due to delay in getting started on the thesis. The
work of getting the apparatus made and installed, at a time

when our mechanics have numerous similar demands, is often

so much greater than was anticipated that the student has
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found that, when his equipment was in place, scant time was

left for the actual experiments and their proper discussion.

The results of hydraulic laboratory theses usually lend

themselves to display by plotted curves, and I must confess

that sometimes the points obtained by my students have

wandered far from smooth curves. Carelessness, lack of sMll,

imperfections in our equipment for maintaining constant

head, or constant flow, or undisturbed velocity of approach,

unnoticed leakage at measuring-tank valves, building vibra-

tions, etc., have doubtless had a share in this. A rather com-

mon fault with students seems to be to hurry ahead with

experiments and obtain a mass of data before working up and

plotting any of them ; whereas to have computed and plotted

in closer company with the runs might have pointed the way

to much better final results and to saving of time.

Hydraulic laboratory theses have sometimes been disap-

pointing to me, and I presume also to the students, but a

similar statement would probably hold regarding theses in al-

most any line. On the other hand, they seem usually to have

been interesting to those engaged upon them, which is an

important consideration, and when well conducted, by men
having aptitude for such work, have satisfactorily fulfilled

their purpose.

The value to the student of laboratory work, so far as my
acquaintance with it goes, seems to lie in developing somewhat

the power of careful observation; in impressing upon the

mind certain principles, facts and methods set forth in the

text-books; in giving some familiarity with standard instru-

ments and tests; and in introducing at the same time an

attractive variety into the course of instruction. All this goes

naturally also with the routine experiments undertaken by

regular classes in the hydraulic laboratory. The student who

elects a thesis in this laboratory simply gets more of a similar

kind of practice, plus the very considerable advantage that

comes from planning and seeing through from start to finish

a connected piece of investigation, from meeting and over-

coming various difficulties, and from finally studying his

results and drawing conclusions therefrom.
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As to the intrinsic value of the results obtained in such

theses, I have the feeling that it is often considerable. To be

sure the young men are not experts in this work, the time

allotted to it is moderate, ranging from 90 to 120 hours with

us, and the material is not always well presented. Neverthe-

less, the investigations are often along novel lines, upon which

little or no information is to be found in published literature,

and even though not of the highest grade of accuracy the re-

sults would be useful to engineers in practice. Some of them,

therefore, merit being published, although this has rarely

been done in my experience.

The expense of publication, if freely undertaken, would be

large. Moreover, to give the papers standing they ought

always, I think, to be checked and to be carefully edited, so

as to make them as clear, accurate and concise as possible ; and

to do this would make a demand upon a professor's time which

it might be difficult to meet. The most satisfactory form of

publication, in my judgment, would be that of bulletins, such

as those put forth from the University of Illinois. If these

were contemplated, the question would naturally arise as to

whether the return to the institution making the publication

would be worth its cost. Apparently the return would be

trifling except as the bulletins would serve to advertise the

school and its laboratory; but, if the matter published were

creditable, it seems to me that the interest and appreciation

likely to be won from engineers, manufacturers and public

authorities would be of substantial value to the institution con-

cerned.



METHODS OF INSTRUCTION EMPLOYED IN THE
MATERIALS LABORATORY OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

BY M. O. WITHEY,

Assistant Professor of Mechanics, University of Wisconsin.

Although laboratory instruction in testing of materials of

construction has occupied a place in the curricula of our

technical schools for only a quarter century, yet so rapid has

been the advance in the art of testing and so important have

been the results obtained from this field of investigation that

to-day nearly every institution in which an engineering course

is given is equipped with laboratory facilities for this work.

Naturally, the amount and character of the laboratory work

given at different institutions will vary, due to the kind of

engineering subjects taught, the location of the school, and its

endowment. It is the purpose of this paper to briefly describe

some of the methods of instruction which are employed in the

study of materials at the University of "Wisconsin.

At this institution the laboratory course may be commenced

in either semester of the junior year after the student has

completed the commonly required courses in mathematics,

physics and chemistry. He must also be taking or have

finished the second semester of prescribed study in the

mechanics of materials and in dynamics. Electrical, chemical

and mining engineering students are all required to take a

two-credit course in the materials of construction. Mechan-

ical engineering students take the two-credit course mentioned

above, and in addition a one-credit course in the succeeding

semester. To the civil engineering students a two-credit course

is given throughout the year. A two-credit course consists of

one three hour period of laboratory and class room work per
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week. With the exception of the time given to class tests,

mentioned later, no scheduled provision is made for writing

reports; students are free to do this at their convenience.

Although the division of time between laboratory and class

room is not the same for all courses; yet, in general, about

twenty per cent, of the total time allotted to a course is spent

in recitation and lectures on the manufacture and properties

of the materials studied in the laboratory. The rest of the

time is devoted to experiments. In my opinion, more time

might profitably be employed in lectures and discussions;

but an already overcrowded schedule prohibits any increase

in the amount of time devoted to such subjects in our present

four year engineering courses. Since the amount of time

which can be spent in studying the materials of construction

is limited by certain course requirements, the problem of the

best use of the scheduled hours deserves careful consideration.

Inasmuch as students have acquired an elementary knowl-

edge of the mechanical properties of materials from their

studies of physics and mechanics of materials, they are started

upon the laboratory experiments as soon as the course opens.

To secure the highest efficiency in handling the laboratory

work, it has been found advisable to limit the number of men

in a section to fifteen. Each section is handled by an in-

structor with the aid of a laboratory janitor who, besides car-

ing for the equipment, assists in distributing and collecting

the apparatus and specimens required during a period. In

order to be sure that every student obtains and has in per-

manent form identical instructions concerning the perform-

ance and method of reporting of each test, it has seemed very

necessary to use printed notes. It has been found that capa-

ble and well-prepared instructors will forget some directions

if verbal instructions are relied upon; and that, under the

same conditions, many members of the class will not take

sufficient notes to enable them to perform the test properly.

Instructions printed on cards kept in the laboratory are much

better than verbal instructions, but are unsatisfactory if the

reports are not written in the laboratory. If students are
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required to rigidly obey a set of printed instructions the

training thus gained may be of great value to them in their

professional careers. One must not get the idea that because

the students are provided with printed instructions covering

the more important details relating to the tests and the

writing of reports that an instructor is free to sit down and

read a newspaper. To successfully perform his duty, the labo-

ratory instructor is kept busy passing from one group of stu-

dents to another, watching the methods of manipulating appa-

ratus, checking roughly the recorded results, and explaining

various phenomena which may arise during an experiment.

Since there are certain well-established methods of meas-

uring forces and deformations which may be employed in

making the common mechanical tests, the first exercises in the

laboratory are designed to illustrate such methods. To do this

most effectively, the instructor—assisted by members of the

class—performs the experiments; the class records the data.

During these class tests the instructor is careful to indicate

the reasons for the size and shape of specimens used and for

the arrangement of the different portions of the apparatus for

measuring deformations. He also calls attention to the accu-

racy and sensitiveness of the various devices employed, the

methods of gripping tension specimens and of bedding com-

pression specimens. In short, in these experiments the aim

is to give the student a working knowledge of what may be

called the technique of testing materials. After these experi-

ments, called class tests, have been finished each section is sub-

divided into groups of three, or two if necessary. The former

number is more satisfactory since, in many experiments, two

men are required to operate the apparatus and a third man
is needed to measure specimens and record data. The stu-

dents of a group exchange places each period so that everyone

has an equal opportunity to perform the various duties.

Working in these small groups, the students themselves make
tests to ascertain the more important mechanical properties

of various materials. In these group tests the students run

the testing machines, arrange their own apparatus, and take
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all required readings and notes. The instructor acts in the

capacity of a supervisor.

In the cement laboratory it has been found more satis-

factory to illustrate methods of manipulating pastes, mortars

and minor details of testing,—which would require a long

and cumbersome set of instructions,—just before the student

makes the test. In many of the tests on cements and mortars

each student works alone.

Following is a list of tests given in the different courses.

Class Experiments.

1, Compression test of wood with wire-wound dial com-

pressometer; 2, tension test of mild steel with micrometer-

screw electric-contact extensometer : 3, cross bending test of a

wooden beam—loaded at center—wire-wound dial deflectom-

eter; 4, impact test of cast iron on Russell impact machine;

5, test of a small structural steel strut; 6, torsion test on steel;

7, study of a universal lever testing machine and an hydraulic

jack transverse testing machine.

Group Experiments.

SI, tests of steels varying in carbon content ; S2, extensom-

eter tension test and compression test of high carbon steel;

S3, tension tests of wrought iron and boiler plate steel ; shear

and cold bending tests of steel; Si, effect of overstrain and

subsequent annealing of mild steel—comparison of yield

points and ultimate strengths of mild steel bars differing in

size ; CIl, tensile tests of white, gray and malleable cast irons

;

CI2, extensometer and compression tests of gray cast iron;

CIS, cross bending, impact and torsion tests of cast irons;

T71, tensile tests of aluminum and copper wires; Tl, cross

bending and shear tests of different woods; T2, compression

and impact tests of various woods ; TS, cross bending tests of

Norway pine specimens differing in moisture content: J4,

the effect of the time element on the cross bending strength

of timber; Bl, tests of paving brick; B2, tests of common
clay, sand lime and pressed brick.
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Tests in the Cement Laboratory.

CI, tensile and compressive strengths of mortars differing

in richness of mixture; C2, the standard commercial test of

cement ; C3, the compressive strength of concrete cylinders of

different proportions; C4, cross bending test of reinforced

concrete beam of commercial size ; C5, tests to determine the

suitability of sands for making concrete or mortar; C6, the

effect of the fineness of cement upon the tensile strength of

mortar ; C7, the effect of grading the size of sand grains upon

the tensile strength of mortar; C8, the standard commercial

test of natural cement.

In the course given to civil engineering students nearly all

of the above tests are performed. About half of these tests

are required of other engineerng students.

The one-credit course given to mechanical engineering

juniors in the second semester is in a formative stage, but

promises to develop into a very satisfactory course. During

the last tTvo years such subjects as the strength of belting and

belt splices, the shearing strength of set screws, the strength

of welds and brazes, tests of automobile springs, and some

alternating impact bending tests have been studied. Most

of the work of this course has been performed before the class

by the instructor, although in the future more group-experi-

ments are planned.

The method of writing reports of the experiments per-

formed will now be considered. Neither reports nor reading

of assigned references are required of students in these courses

before the tests are made. Such preliminary reports often

consist largely of quoted passages, and the amount of time

required in preparation seems out of proportion to their value.

If there were time to quiz students concerning preliminary

readings, the assignment of such references might be desir-

able. If no attempt is made to ascertain the extent to which

such reading is done, the average student will soon neglect

this work. Furthermore, if the student knows just what an

experiment should show, he is liable to lose interest in the
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results to be gotten, and the test then degenerates into a

purely mechanical performance of a set task.

After all necessary data have been secured from a class test,

the instructor and class proceed to a recitation room to dis-

cuss the results of the test, methods of computing and tabu-

lating the data, and the writing of reports. In the notes,

general directions are given for guidance in these matters;

and the following standard outline for reports is suggested:

1, title; 2, object; 3, sketches and description of apparatus,

etc.; 4, method of performing experiment; 5, data; 6, com-

putations—substitution in formulae and tabulation of results

;

7, diagrams and curves; 8, conclusions. The instructor then

indicates how this outline may be followed in writing the

report and makes computations, draws diagrams and presents

samples of past work showing what is desired.

After the class experiments have been finished, the student

is given a list of references relating to the group tests but is

thrown upon his own resources in writing reports. Standard

forms for tension, compression, brick, and the standard

cement test are provided by the laboratory and the student

is advised to use these whenever possible. In certain experi-

ments, however, the required tabulation is of such a nature

that he must draught his own forms.

As previously stated no time in the laboratory is given to

the writing of reports. The amount of time spent upon such

work is dependent upon the ability of the student and upon

the character of the test performed. Considering the average

man, the amount of time spent in writing a report will vary

from one to six hours and will average about three hours.

In general, a report is due one week after an experiment is

completed. Such reports must be handed in on standard

paper and neatly bound in manila paper covers. During the

week following, the instructor makes corrections with respect

to general form, accuracy of results, and conclusions. He
also calls attention to any flagrant violation of the rules of

spelling, punctuation and composition. An especial endeavor

is made to see that the student's computations are accurate
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within reasonable limits and that a clear statement is made

of the object of the experiment and the conclusions derived

from it. Reports are returned to the student for correction

one week after they are handed in; they must be corrected

and returned to the instructor at the next exercise. An
enforced penalty of twenty per cent, to be deducted from the

mark for each week or fraction of a week of tardiness makes

compliance with the above rule a necessity, if the student

wishes to pass the course. In addition, if a student is two weeks

or more in arrears on reports he cannot do work in the labora-

tory until such arrears are made up. Both instructors and

students follow the above rules and but little inconvenience is

occasioned through tardiness of either party. In general, the

reports turned in by the average student after he has had a

month's practice are quite satisfactory. No doubt an im-

provement in composition and spelling would obtain if

the student had more time at his disposal to spend in the

writing of reports.

Besides performing and reporting experiments, lectures

covering the manufacture of the materials, and recitations

based upon the experiments and assigned references are given

at frequent intervals. Considerable difficulty has been en-

countered in getting a majority of students to read the refer-

ences required in the course, although a branch library

located in the engineering building is well equipped with

several copies of each of the assigned texts. In my judgment
this unfortunate condition cannot be remedied until more
time can be secured for class-room work in these subjects. In

order to secure credit each student must pass a written quiz

based upon the entire work of the course.

Besides the required courses above mentioned an elective

course in testing plain and reinforced concrete has often been

given. The testing of sands and screenings, the effect of con-

sistency upon the strength of concrete, the effect of freezing

upon the strength of concrete, methods of proportioning con-

crete, a comparison of the strength of hand and machine mixed
concrete, the bond between concrete and steel bars—plain and
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deformed, tests of reinforced concrete tee-beams, and tests

of concrete columns reinforced in different ways are among
the subjects which have been profitably studied with classes of

four to ten students. In this course the work of assembling

reinforcements, setting up molds and the making and testing

of specimens has been done by the class.

In considering the method of operating a testing laboratory

the equipment and provisions for maintaining equipment are

factors of prime importance. The materials laboratory at

the University of Wisconsin is well cared for in both respects.

The inventory shows the value of the equipment to be some-

what over $16,000. The laboratory is equipped with a 600,-

000 pound hydraulic universal testing machine, seven Olsen

and Riehle universal testing machines from 10,000 to 100,000

pounds capacity, a 100,000 pound beam machine, a 125,000

inch-pound Riehle torsion machine, a Thurston torsion ma-

chine, a Russell impact machine, a Landgraf-Tumer alter-

nating impact machine, several small beam and wire machines,

a five-ton refrigerator for freezing tests, a gas furnace, a

Smith concrete mixer, six cement briquette testing machines,

a good supply of apparatus needed in making standard tests

of cement, apparatus for making tests upon plain and rein-

forced concrete, appliances for testing road materials, and a

good equipment of apparatus for measuring various kinds of

deformations. For routine class work four 50,000 pound uni-

versal testing machines are in constant use. Of course such

machines are too small for many tests but if a laboratory is

provided with one machine of 100,000 or 200,000 pounds

capacity the smaller and cheaper machines will prove to be

very efficient for many tests.

The cost of maintenance of the laboratory is met by the

income from student fees. Each student pays a fee of two

doUars per credit which makes the total maintenance fund
about 800 dollars per year. The bulk of this sum is spent for

materials, preparation of specimens and repairs. Inasmuch
as the students run the testing machine during a greater por-

tion of the year, one might conclude that the cost of repairs
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on machines due to careless handling would be large. Such,

however, is not the case. During the last seven years I can

recall only four incidents in which a testing machine was

damaged to any extent through the careless manipulation of

students. The total cost of repairing these damages did not

amount to 100 dollars. Considering that over 1,000 students

have worked in the laboratory during this period of time the

cost of such damages does not seem excessive. In cases where

the blame for accidents of any sort can be fixed the student

responsible for the damage is required to pay for repairs.

Some commercial testing is done at the laboratory by mem-
bers of the instructional force. In general, a charge based

upon the amount of time, rental of apparatus, cost of power,

etc., is made for performing the ordinary routine tests. In

such cases the instructor making the tests pays the University

for the use of equipment, power, etc., and keeps the remainder

of the fee. "Whenever a commercial test is proposed which

gives promise of increasing technical knowledge and afford-

ing a considerable benefit to a wide circle of allied interests

an effort is made to do the work gratis. In all cases the Uni-

versity reserves the right to publish the results of the tests,

withholding the names of the interested parties, if requested.
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Rose Pohi:eclinic Institute at Terre Haute, Ind., has an an-

nual attendance of about two hundred and forty students.

Laboratorv courses in testing materials have been given there

for more than twenty years. This work now comes in the

senior year, the electrieals, mechanicals and chemists attend-

ing two afternoons a week for six weeks and the civils and

architects for eighteen weeks. The class is so divided that not

more than about eighteen men report in the testing laboratory

at once.

The work in such a small school does not require the elabo-

rate system of rules and routine methods called for by the

large number of students to be handled in the laboratories of

a great university. Nevertheless, the teacher in a small school

has his troubles, and slight variations in the principle or

method of managing the work will spell the difference between

success or failure.

This paper will take up the ideas on this work and the

methods of handling certain details, which are the outcome of

our experience at "Rose Tech." I will mention first the gen-

eral principles on which the laboratory work is based, and after

that the more specific points : number and kind of tests to be

included in the course ; method of getting detailed instructions

before the students ; and the nature of the students' reports on

their work and the time to be allotted to their preparation.

General Principles.—There are three direct practical bene-

fits which a student gains from a laboratory course in testing

materials. (1) A close acquaintance with the materials of

engineering; their ductility, brittleness, fatigue, elasticity,

234
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uniformity, strength and their many individual peculiarities

under the trying circumstances of stress. (2) Experience and

skill in the standard methods of testing materials. This work

often forms part of an engineer's duty. (3) A great increase

in ability to read and remember books and articles dealing

with the strength and properties of materials. I consider the

long and elaborate class-room courses in this subject to be a

dead loss of time unless fixed in mind by the laboratory work.

The class and laboratory courses are to the mind as the de-

veloper and the hypo are to the photographic plate.

Besides the direct practical benefits named above, there are

certain general or educational ones to be found in a testing

laboratory course. Perhaps if the truth could be told, these

are much more practical than the former to nine tenths of the

young men who go through the laboratory. (1) In testing, it

is necessary to use the greatest possible care and patience in

order to accomplish results which seem insignificant to a lay-

man. Rough and ready or careless tactics make a total fail-

ure in this work, and yet things are done on a large scale and

do not seem fussy like the experiments in elementary chemis-

try' or physics. This aspect of the laboratory work has a di-

rect and good effect on the student's character, and may be

lifelong. It is often possible to see during the few weeks of

the course a change from the cheerful and superficial dub to

the careful and painstaking engineer. (2) Testing-laboratory

work affords fine manual training. The combination of great

strength and exceeding delicacy in the apparatus used calls

into play all a man 's native skill and native manual dexterity

and makes him long for more. An engineer's work is to

handle things, take them apart and put them together. The

ability to use his fingers quickly and efficiently in the hand-

ling of apparatus will be worth more to many a student than

bushels of the "practical text-book" learning he seeks after so

eagerly. It will form a permanent part of his character,

(3) Testing-laboratory work gives a first rate opportunity to

teach the preparation of neat, systematic and concise reports

on an engineering subject. The ability gained in turning out
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these first slow and painful reports will in after years be

worth many times their weight in ten-dollar bills, and will be

the laboratory's most permanent lesson to many of its stu-

dents.

Number and Kind of Tests.—As mentioned above, all seniors

at Rose attend testing-laboratory two half-days a week for six

weeks, making two thirds of a "credit." Certain of them take

more advanced work afterwards.

We divide the class into squads of three. I am firmly

convinced, through sad experience, that squads of more than

three are awkward and clumsy and furnish a great boon to the

loafers in the class, while squads of two break up the work

completely due to occasional absences of members of the class.

For a couree of one credit or less, such as this one, we re-

quire each squad to complete a list of say six or eight standard

experiments, giving them the use of the principal machines in

our laboratory and the characteristic tests on the ordinary

materials of engineering. Squads usually spend about two

thirds of their time on these standard experiments. For the

remainder of their time they are given the choice of quite a

list of tests of a more special or original nature.

It is attempted to make the standard tests of such a length

that one squad will not have to reserve a machine for more

than one afternoon. It is not possible to arrange the tests in

the order of their difificulty or any other order. Six squads

and six principal machines make a constant interchange of

work necessary'. The list of required standard tests changes

as our equipment and ideas grow. The following is a sample

list.

Tests on Wire.—AU kinds of wire from softest to hardest.

Standard tensile tests. Effect of annealing and drawing.

Elasticity.

Cross-tending Tests.—Moderate-sized specimens of steel,

wrought iron, cast iron, wood. Deflections, elasticity,

strength.

Crushing and Cross-})ending Tests on Stone, Brick, and Con-

crete.
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Tension Tests on Iron and /SffeeZ.—Regular tests for strength,

ductility, yield-point, stress-strain diagram, etc.

Torsion Tests on Iron and Steel.—Torsional elasticity and

strength.

Tests on Wooden Columns.—Tests on several columns of dif-

ferent lengths cut from one 4 in. X 4 in. stick of timber.

Shearing, Punching, Compression and Cold Bending Tests on

Iron and Steel.

Tests on Tim&er.—Bending, tension, shear, compression with

and across the grain, effects of moisture and time.

Among the special tests from which students may choose

after their regular tests are finished are: Fatigue tests on

metals ; impact tests on metals ; tests on flat steel plates ;
con-

struction and test of a wooden truss ; tests of full sized wooden

beams; tests of riveted joints; tests on alloy steels; use of

Professor Gray's extensometer ; etc.

Students who do not take the following in their regular

course may choose: testing of cement and concrete; work in

the hydraulic laboratory.

The additional work which the civils and architects take is

spent in the testing of cement and concrete and in the hy-

draulic laboratory.

Instructions.—How to get detailed instructions before the

students is a puzzling matter. We use the system of posting in

brief typewritten form the principal instructions for the

standard experiments. For example.

'^Experiment 6. Torsion Tests an Iron and Steel.

'^ Results Wanted: The torsional modulus of elasticity, elastic

limit and ultimate strength of the given specimens.

''Method: Determine the constants of Gray's torsion machine

and deflection apparatus by careful measurement of the

lever-arms. Adjust the specimen in the machine and apply

moments in regular increments of about one twentieth of

the probable strength of the specimen, reading the corre-

sponding deflections. When well past the elastic limit re-
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move the deflection apparatus and carrv the specimen to

failure.

"Formulas: Give formulas used in obtaining the results.

As will be noted these instructions are only sufficient to

form a frame on which the teacher may hang his more detailed

advice. They save the constant repetition of routine matter

and give the student something definite to start on.

There are several alternatives to this system. The first one,

making the instruction entirely oral, may be dismissed as

being too hard on the teacher and too indefiuite for the stu-

dents.

The second is to post vei^' complete instruction describing

aU the details of the test. My experience is that these be-

wilder the student and lead the teacher into a false feeling of

security. Students are in a hurry to see the specimen break

and cannot be expected to carefully read a long series of de-

tails or to note seemingly trivial points when the teacher is

away. This system makes the students dissatisfied and the

work superficial.

The other alternative is to use printed laboratory manuals

or text-books. Nothing kills one's interest Uke the feeling that

what he is working on is all cut and dried beforehand. This

puts a heavy handicap on the text-book user. Moreover the

book route to a young man's appreciation is overcrowded and

overworked during school days and the appetite for printed

matter is exceedingly jaded. I much prefer a more simple

and direct meeting of minds with my students than through a

printed manual, even though written by a broader and more

earnest man than myself.

The keen and constant interest and attention, without which

school work of any kind becomes a farce, can only be supplied

in one way: from the presence and enthusiasm of the teacher.

Unless he is on hand at every test to make comment and an-

swer questions, the important points will go forever unnoticed

and the questions unanswered. There is no easy system for

running a laboratory while the teacher works on his private

business. The "work may show up all right as credits toward

graduation, but will be dead in the minds of the students.
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For these reasons the formal instructions for a laboratory

course should be made as brief and simple as possible.

Reports.—Two problems arise concerning reports by stu-

dents. TThether to require them to be written at home or in

the laboratory', and whether to use printed forms or not.

Eose Polytechnic like many other schools officially states

that one credit is equivalent to one hour of class-room work, of

three hours of laboratory' work per week per term. If I were

a teacher of nothing but testing-laboratory work I should

probably be a warm advocate of the system of having all re-

ports written up at home. However, having numerous other

things on the string I can scarcely expect to rob my left hand

to pay my right, and therefore insist on having the fellows

finish up all their laboratory- course work in the laboratory', so

that they can go home and spend the evening plugging up for

my course on water supply and sewage. Students and teach-

ers often feel in their inner hearis that the one-to-three ratio

between class and laboratory' work is unfair and ridiculous.

"We ought then to use every effori; to make it what it pretends

to be. The class work needs the extra time, not the laboratory,

and the system of writing laboratory repori:s at home is a

bad one.

"We do not use printed forms for reports at Rose Tech.

The mental task of orderiy arranging the matter to be re-

ported, and of putting it down neatly forms a fine psycholog-

ical groundwork for the perpetual remembrance of the same.

I consider that the teacher who uses printed blank forms for

his students' reports has thrown away his very best tool.

Moreover the writing of reports has in itself a good educa-

tional value, as has already been argued. Though Ave hate to

waste our precious laboratory' time on clerical work, yet for

the majority of men who t<ike our course this neat and sj'st^-

matic clerical work may be its most valuable lesson.

For all these reasons we necessarily require that a separate

and complete report be handed in by each student. I permit

and request the students to make their reports as brief as pos-

sible, without leaving out any essential data. The nature of

the reports may be seen from the following.
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''General histructions far Reports.

"One report on each experiment is due from each stadent

before another experiment is assigned.

'•'All reports are to be written in pencil on standard 8^ in. X
11 in. paper and must include : cover page and title

;
purpose

of test: method to be used: sketches of apparatus: probable

values of results; formulas: log of test; summarv of results;

remarks; cnrves, if needed.

"The reports up to and including a blank form for '7)

must be written and approved bv the instructor in charge be-

fore the load is applied to the specimen. '

'

Conclusion.—The managing of the testing laboratory at

Eose Polvtechnic has offered no end of puzzling problems.

Lnekily many of them can be solved as special cases of the

proposition already enunciated : no system can replace the

teacher's constant interest and preserve, if the work is to be a

true success. Character is learned so much more by example

than by precept, that the latter is scarcely in the running at

all. "VTe are trying to turn out engineers rather than walking

hand-books on testing materials.



INSTRUCTIVE FEATURES AND EFFICIENCY OF
LABORATORY COURSES, FOR UNDER-

GRADUATE STUDENTS.

BY J. HAMMOND SMITH,

Profeesor of Civil EngineeriBg, UniTersity of Pittsburgh.

In estimating the value of an engineering laboratory course,

many features may be mentioned. Probably one of the most

important is the fact that it brings the student into direct

cont-act with the materials of the physical base on which the

science of constructive engineering rests. An engineer should

be well acquainted with the materials which are ordinarily

used in engineering construction ; and to get this acquaint-

ance, he must come into direct contact with the materials. He
must have the opportunity of working with them in various

processes, such as cutting, bending, forging, welding, etc. He
should test and observe them when stressed in tension, com-

pression, shear, etc. He should learn of the relations of the

various materials, by obser\'ation and experiment : such as the

relations of cement, sand, gravel and steel, in reinforced

concrete.

By laboratory work, a student may be benefited in many
ways

—

1. His initiative and powers of perseverance are taxed, and

thereby stimulated and developed. In other words, he is

called upon to think independently and in a measure con-

tinuously, as will be required of him in his later professional

life, if he is to be a successful engineer.

2. He must use his eyes in a discriminating manner, if the

experiment is complete and serves its purpose fully. The

matter of observing closely and thoroughly, and properly

correlating the various features of an experiment must always

17 241
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be uppermost in the mind of the experimenter. Therefore

the power of observation is cultivated and strengthened.

3. By his experiments the student becomes acquainted with

certain properties of materials. He begins to know them by
observation, which within limits, is the most definite and
convincing method of learning. "We all know that learning

by listening to lectures or copying notes is frequently very

ineffective until interest is first created by a practical demon-

stration of the subject under discussion. This seems to be

especially true in the case of engineering laboratory work
and other subjects related thereto.

4. The analyzing of experiments and writing of reports is

undoubtedly of great benefit to the student, providing he

receives no undue help from his classmates or other sources.

The student should be required to study the results of his

experiments, and should be encouraged to theorize upon them.

He should constantly bear in mind that his reports should be

methodical, neat, clear and concise. Care and experience are

essential in attaining these qualities in technical writing.

Therefore the careful writing of good reports should be an

excellent method of greatly improving a student's powers

of expression. By this he will learn how to cast and place

sentences, to explain clearly the complex features of an

experiment.

The author believes that the efficiency of laboratory courses

could be greatly improved by requiring the student, after

making the experiment, to analyze it and then prepare a com-

plete report upon it as usual, after which he would be required

to give a recitation supplemented by blackboard work or other

elucidation. This should be required for each experiment, or

such as may be designated by the instructor. These recita-

tions should be special, or supplemental, to the class-room

work, which is generally of a theoretical or preparatory

nature. The author suggests one hour of recitation to four

hours of laboratory work as a good proportion. The character

of recitation could be varied in many ways. The following

is suggested as a general outline. The student would be
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expected to present a methodical, and more or less detailed

discussion of the experiment before the whole class or section

of students. After which questions and a general discussion

would be in order. Methodical procedure, that is methodical
thinking, in the analysis of the experiment, and presentation

of discussions should be kept clearly before the class, in order

that they may be trained to think in the most effective manner.
The main object of the recitation feature of the laboratory

course would be: To get more out of it, to make the course

more efficient in training, for the young man. Or in other

words, make it so that it would mean much more to him than
simply "seeing the specimen break, or the water running."

It is undoubtedly true that many students gain very little

from laboratory courses, because in many cases it is possible

to reduce the experiment and preparation of report to a

routine method, thereby requiring little thought on the part

of the student.

The good student, the thinker, the close observer with the

analytical mind, will derive benefit from almost any labora-

tory course. But for the student who has not developed his

powers of observing and analyzing there is difficulty in grasp-

ing the purpose and meaning of the problem, even if he be

bright and a willing worker. Such students will improve as

they get experience, but the author is of the opinion that for

them recitations in laboratory work would be of great benefit.

The student should be prepared for laboratory work by
having a good course in mechanics of materials, including the

strength of materials, with all of their prerequisites. He
should have a good course in shop work, since the success of

an experiment depends very largely on the proper adjustment
and manipulation of the machines and apparatus, as well as

the careful preparation of specimens for testing.

In laboratory work, the entire absence of preliminary oral

or written instructions would, in many cases, be unwise.

Only in those cases where the student is mature, and has had
a great deal of laboratory experience, should this method be
followed. Of course it will train and strengthen a student to
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throw him upon his own resources, but he should not be so

completely left to himself that there is little chance of his

making a beginning within a reasonable time. The better

plan is to give him a brief printed outline containing the prin-

cipal features of the experiment. This furnishes him with a

few definite ideas, as to the object, character, method of

experiment and requirements of report, which directs him to

thinking and observing along the proper line and in the

proper manner. The following is a sample of such an out-

line as used in the structural laboratory course, C. E. 10, at

the University of Pittsburgh.

Course C. E, 10.

Tests on Struotueal Joints, No. 3.

Angle tension mevriber.

Object: To test a tension member, made up of an angle with connecting

plates at the ends, for character of failure and ultimate strength.

Also to compare the efficiency of angle to plate, connections.

Material: Will consist of angles 3" X 2" X i", and connecting plates

G" X i", the detailing to be worked out by the student.

Apparatus : The punching will be done on the Eiehle testing machine,

the riveting on the Hanna riveter, and the testing of the member on

the 200,000 lb. Olsen machine. The steel extensometer yokes, with

dials, should be used in testing.

Method of experiment : The member should be carefully clamped in the

pulling heads of the machine, with the steel yokes in place on the con-

necting plates, just outside of the ends of the angle. 2,000-lb. incre-

ments of load should be used, and simultaneous readings should be

taken from beam and dials. The deformations, and character of

failure of the member should be carefully noted.

Beport: Should include a complete description of the experiment, with

all data, curves showing relation between stress and change in length,

and a full discussion of the results obtained.

This outline, with a small sketch showing the character of

the member, contains all preliminary information. Instruc-

tion during the period of experiment is only sufficient to pre-

vent serious mistakes. The students are allowed as much

liberty in conducting the experiment as may be compatible

with good results.
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This experiment which includes the making, as well as the

testing of the member, is usuallv assigned to groups of four or

five students, and is a part of the course in civil engineering,

senior year.

The author believes that best results may be obtained by

preparation of reports outside of the laboratory. Nearly all

reports require sketches and the plotting of curves, which can

be better and more conveniently done in the drafting room.

Tables and books of reference are needed in compiling reports,

and these are not convenient in a mechanical laboratory. To

get the most out of an experiment, each feature should be

carefully studied. As a rule there is a great deal of noise and

movement in a testing laboratory, which is not eminently con-

ducive to effective study. A properly fitted adjoining room

in which to prepare reports, would undoubtedly be an im-

provement over the practice of writing them in the laboratory.



INSTRUCTION IN A MATERIALS TESTING
LABORATORY.

BY H. H. SCOITELD,

Assistant Professor in Materials Testing. Purdue University.

A comprehensive and suitable eonrse of instruction in a

materials-testing laboratory should at least provide for the

following points. First, the student should obtain knowledge

of the materials of construction, by examining them for him-

self, and watching their behavior while under stress. From
the observations of the test, he should be able to gain knowl-

edge of normal and defective materials and the uniformity to

be expected among the commercial grades. Second, the stu-

dent should receive a thorough training in precision and accu-

racy of observation and the technique of testing materials.

This training should be so complete that in his later experi-

ences he may be able to judge methods which come under his

own inspection and to realize the significance and correctness

of results of tests of materials submitted to him by others.

Third, the application of theoretical analysis as learned in

applied mechanics should be strengthened by the tests as per-

formed. In this way, also, any discrepancy between theoret-

ical analysis and results of tests of actual materials becomes

evident. Fourth, any natural ability or desire for original

research should be brought out and encouraged by the course

as administered.

Assuming that the above are some of the requirements to

be met by the instruction in the materials-testing laboratory,

the following discussion will attempt to show how this may be

brought about. The equipment of the laboratory should be

comprehensive and varied. It should be selected both with the

"View of carrying on routine instruction and with reference
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to research and other work in connection vdth service to the

public. On account of the constantly increasing number of

students to be accommodated, sections are likely to be large

and many. This fact must have its influence on the equipment

if all the students are to be kept busy.

The equipment of the materials-testing laboratory of Pur-

due University is given at this point as illustrating an attempt

to accomplish this result.

One 600 pound Riehle wire tester, tension ; one 20,000 pound

Falkanau, universal; four 30,000 pound Olsen, universal;

one 50,000 pound Riehle, hand hydraulic ; one 100.000 pound

Olsen, universal; one 50,000 pound Riehle, universal; one

100,000 pound Olsen, universal automatic and autographic;

one 150,000 pound Amsler, compression and bending hydrau-

lic; one 200.000 pound Riehle, universal, autographic; one

200,000 pound Riehle, universal, extension table; one 300,-

000 pound Riehle, universal; one 50.000 inch-pound Olsen

torsion machine ; one White-Souther endurance machine ;
one

Olsen staybolt tester; one scleroscope hardness tester; one

standard brick rattler ; one vertical impact machine, universal

;

one cementation impact machine; one Deval abrasion ma-

chine; one Dorrey hardness tester; one diamond saw outfit;

one diamond driU outfit : one ball mill : two 1,000 pound Olsen

cement testers; one 1,000 pound Fairbanks cement tester; one

1,000 pound Riehle cement tester ; one cube concrete mixer.

The total cost of the equipment including all minor appa-

ratus is in the neighborhood of $20,000. The cement and

main laboratories can accommodate sections of 45 men each

without serious over-crowding.

It will be noticed the small universal machine is taken as

the most adaptable and cheapest for student routine tests.

This permits the use of smaller t€st specimens and the conse-

quent reduction of cost of test material. Nevertheless it is

necessary at times to investigate and exhibit the behavior of

larger, full-sized specimens, such as built-up metal construc-

tions and concrete and stone constructions. This necessitates

at least one machine of large capacity. The type and size

would depend upon the character of the work to be covered
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The length of time of the laboratory period should be three

actual hours. Although this length of period has the dis-

advantage that it is hard to fit into a schedule in the morning

hours yet the following two advantages more than counter-

balance. First, the two-hour period is too short for many
tests which require careful setting up and numerous observa-

tions. No test should be performed with any undue haste

because then both the fundamental purposes of the course are

sacrificed, i. e., the careful observation of the specimen before,

during and after test; and the accuracy and precisions of

readings taken. Second, the three-hour period gives the

necessary time for writing the reports of most tests before the

student leaves the laboratory. This is important because it

gives opportunity for more and a greater variety of tests to be

performed and because it necessitates the writing of the

report under the supervision of the instructor. By so doing

the student is enabled to write the report while the details

of the test are fresh in his mind, he has conveniently at hand

the laboratory library of reference books for comparisons with

standard specifications and results obtained and methods em-

ployed by other investigators; and he is relieved of much of

the temptation to rely upon another in the preparation of

the report.

Beyond a good substantial knowledge of the fundamentals

of applied mechanics, it is not necessary to require prelimi-

nary preparation of the student before entering the labo-

ratory. The writer is not in favor of examinations covering

laboratory work and there would seem to be no other way for

the instructor to know if advance references and assignments

had been read. It would seem sufficient if the student were

held responsible in his report for the readings of desired

references. These in the main should be references to stand-

ard specifications and methods as exhibited by the works of

leading authorities on materials of construction and also to

the various bulletins and results of tests, as published by the

different governmental departments. A sufficient supply of
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these reference books should be kept available for student use

in the laboratory.

The administration of testing methods and procedure must

necessarily be governed somewhat by the existing conditions.

An ideal condition, in a well-equipped laboratory with few

students and plenty of available time, might perhaps be to

leave the student to his own resources, holding him respon-

sible for the proper method of test, observation of data, and

correctness of results. Knowledge gained at first hand in this

way stays with him longer than that gained in any other

manner. Unfortunately the majority of students are not suffi-

ciently well grounded and have not the ability to carry out a

test in a way profitable to themselves or to the laboratory main-

tenance fund. It is necessary then to have the work carried

on under the supervision of the instructor. But owing to the

large size of sections to be handled it becomes necessary to

supplement the work of the instructor by a well written labo-

ratory manual and suitable form sheets. These, by giving the

details and routine instruction for the different tests and

reports, free the instructor and allow him to do the more im-

portant duty of helping the student to arrive at a proper

understanding of materials under test and methods to be

used. By such a method of administering the work, the stu-

dent is neither left to his own resources to accomplish little

nor is he able to complete the work without thought and care-

ful observation.

The reports, as pointed out above, should be written in the

laboratory under the supervision of the instructor. They

should approach commercial reports in directness and concise-

ness of expression. They should be of such form and arrange-

ment that a busy man by glancing at the headings and sum-

maries could get the main points and results without reading

the entire report. By acquiring a training of this nature in

the writing of reports, the student has gained something

which will be of great value in his later engineering experi-

ence.

Thesis work in the materials-testing laboratory, to be of
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value either to the student himself or for the results obtained,

should be well outlined and accurately and faithfully carried

out. For this reason, only those students should be allowed to

take a thesis who have the necessary interest and ability to

map out the work to be done with the help of the instructor

in charge, and to devise and carry out the proper methods of

investigation. Thesis work done by students who have not

this ability is of doubtful value even though the investigation

is properly outlined in advance by the instructor.



SOME NOTES ON CONDUCTING TESTS IN MATE-
RIALS TESTING AT THE UNIVERSITY

OF ILLINOIS.

BY YIEGIL K. FLEl^nXG,

Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois.

The purpose of a course in materials testing is twofold:

First, to acquaint the student with standard tests, test pieces

and methods of testing ; and, second, to enable the student to

study the behavior of materials under stress and to compare

the beha\'ior with the theory studied in the class room. The

completeness of the notes for the laboratory instruction and

the method of giving the instruction should depend somewhat

upon the nature of the work given. In the following discus-

sion a description of the method of instruction used at the

University of Illinois will be outlined. In the conduct of the

work the twofold purpose named above is kept in view.

The laboratory work extends over one half of a year, and

one exercise of two hours is given each week. About 300

students take the course. The class is divided into 30 sections,

two of which work in the laboratory at the same time, under

the supervision of two intructors. It is planned that one

instructor shall have not more than twelve students in the

laboratory at one time as a limit, and the average section is

ten. Each section is divided into two groups which work on

separate tests and work independently of each other. The

equivalent of full time for three instructors is required to

handle the laboratory work. To carry on the work it is neces-

sary to have available at all times four 100,000-pound uni-

versal testing machines, together with minor machines for

torsion, cross bending, etc.

The following tests are given in the course : 1, a commercial
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tension test of steel; 2, an autographic tension diagram of

steel ; 3, an extensometer tension test of soft steel ; 4, an exten-

someter tension test of hard steel ; 5, tension tests of wood and

east iron ; 6, compression tests of wood ; 7, compression test of

concrete; 8, commercial tension tests of iron and steel; 9, the

effect of carbon upon the physical properties of steel; 10,

tension tests of wire ; 11, shearing tests of wood and steel ; 12,

transverse tests of wood and cast iron; 13, effect of moisture

upon the physical properties of wood in cross bending; 14,

verification of the theoretical elastic curve ; 15, the effect of the

reversal of stress in cross bending with the elastic limit ex-

ceeded; 16, the effect of static, sudden and drop loads; 17,

column tests of wood; 18, torsion tests of steel; 19, torsion

tests of steel and cast iron.

The laboratory instruction notes are divided into two parts.

The first part contains the general instructions which the stu-

dent needs for all the work in the course. In this part the

duties of the student, the care of the apparatus, the recording

of observations, and the preparation of reports are fully

described. The second part contains a list of the tests and
the necessary instructions for performing them.

For the beginning of the course the laboratory notes

describe the test and the manipulation of the apparatus rather

fully. A sample data sheet is included in the notes that the

student may take the proper data and obtain a good general

form for a data sheet. As the work progresses, the instruc-

tions give less attention to the conduct of the test and the

manipulation of the apparatus. After two or three tests the

students are thrown almost entirely on their own respon-

sibility for outlining the test and proceeding with the work.

One student is appointed to do the recording for the test with

the understanding that he is responsible for the data taken, its

correctness, and the completion of the test in the time given

to the laboratory period. The students work in groups of

four to six and each takes his turn as recorder. A type-

written schedule of assignments, for the student's convenience,

is kept posted about four weeks in advance of the work. This
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schedule contains the name of each student and his particular

duty for each problem. The students consult this schedule

freely. Frequently the recorder arrives at the laboratory

early and has his data-sheet blank ready for the instructor's

approval by the time the class is called. It seldom happens

that the work is delayed on account of the recorder failing to

get his form ready to record the data.

The machines, apparatus and test pieces are kept ready

for immediate use, but no written aid is given in regard to

them. The notes merely ask for certain results and contain

some questions concerning either the test or the apparatus.

The questions are so devised that a knowledge of the test and

the apparatus is necessary to prepare the answers. This en-

courages the students to read the instructions before coming

to the laboratory, also to give their attention to the work
while in the laboratory.

Much thought has been given to devices for protecting ma-

chines and apparatus. Most of the testing machines have been

changed in parts or have attachments made which will facili-

tate their operation or render them less likely to be broken

through ignorance or carelessness on the part of the student.

Ofttimes these safety devices are not necessary after the stu-

dent becomes better acquainted with the work, but are valu-

able in the early part of the course, when at the best it is

difficult to keep the student's attention attracted toward the

test instead of toward the machine. Any simplification in a

machine which lessens the necessary instructions or cautions

for operating is a step in the right direction. In nearly all

cases, extensometers and other measuring apparatus which are

made or remodeled in our own shops are used instead of the

ones which are generally on the market. A great effort has

been made to simplify the apparatus that the student may
have less trouble in understanding their use, thereby enabling

him to devote more attention to the test. Care is always exer-

cised that simplicity is not obtained at the expense of sensi-

tiveness or accuracy.

At the beginning of the laboratory period the instructor as-
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signs the machines, then leaves the students on their own re-

sponsibility. For some tests, a difficult point may be explained

by the instructor before the work is started, or he may have the

students discuss the problem with him. Seldom are more

than a few minutes given to this verbal instruction or discus-

sion, since it is expected that the recorder will be able to start

the work and take the proper data to secure the results.

The instructor looks after the safety of the machines and ap-

paratus but interferes with the work of the students as little

as possible. The students seem less self-reliant when they are

closely watched by the instructor. They are left alone

to devise ways and means of performing the test and it is in-

teresting to hear the discussions that take place among them
when they know that they will be allowed to proceed with the

work in the manner decided upon, provided it will get results.

Sometimes an instructor will deliberately allow the students

to break a specimen accidentally, or take data incorrectly if

he thinks they will have time to repeat the test during the

laboratory period. A mistake on the part of the students

which inconveniences them creates a more lasting impression

than a mistake prevented by the instructor.

Each test is given to the student as a problem in which he

is expected to find a solution. He has definite results to ob-

tain and is given all the aid possible in the way of specimens,

apparatus and machines, but is let alone in proceeding with

the work in so far as is practicable. The instructor, however,

keeps himself informed on the progress of the test and makes
certain that each student performs the duty assigned. Any
student may seek the instructor's aid in case of trouble, but
the function of the instructor assumes the aspect of a helper

instead of a director of the test. When a student seeks aid,

the instructor first obtains the student's opinion, and if pos-

sible allows him to proceed according to his own ideas, even if

they are not the best. This seems to give the student confi-

dence in himself and encourages him to do his own thinking.

The instructor criticizes the work at the close of the period or

when the report upon the test is submitted.
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Some tests from their nature require directions completely

written but an effort has been made to reduce the notes as much
as possible and yet give enough information that the students

may start their work without undue delays. Some delays must

necessarily occur with this method of instruction but these are

not serious. The amount of ground covered is not as great,

and the arrangement of the data and the general appearance

of the finished work is not as good, as if directions were com-

pletely written and blank data sheets were furnished. A
smaller amount of work well understood is of more value to

the student than a larger amount of work which involves

supplying data in a form which may not be understood. The

work of the instructor is probably increased by the method of

instruction used, especially in correcting reports. By not

having a blank data sheet, each student uses his own judg-

ment in arranging the data and curves. The lack of uni-

formity in the reports and the inconsistent results that often

occur makes the correcting somewhat tedious.

When the present method was first used, the laboratory in-

structions were in some cases too meager. Wherever the notes

were found to be so brief that the students were confused in

their work or that delays occurred, changes were made to

meet the needs. On the whole the work has been satisfactory.

It is felt that the students finish the course with a good under-

standing of the subject and suffer no handicap from the lack

of complete instructions in the laboratory notes. Any loss in

the amount of ground covered is more than offset by the train-

ing the student obtains in developing ideas, assuming respon-

sibility, and gaining confidence in himself.



THE HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT AT THE OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY.

BY HOEACE JTJDD,

Associate Professor of Experimental EngineeriBg,

The Ohio State University.

In preparing this paper for the Society the author feels

very sure at the outset that the effort will be highly beneficial

to him, not only from the mere telling of the story, but also

because of the friendly criticism sure to appear in its discus-

sion; and on the other hand, he hopes that it may contain

something of interest and value to such members of the So-

ciety as are likewise engaged in meeting the increasing de-

mands in engineering schools for better instruction in applied

hydraulics.

The Laboratory in General.—The laboratory work in hy-

draulics at the Ohio State University is carried on in the

mechanical engineering laboratory building and, owing to its

intimate relation in many ways to the work of the other divi-

sions of the laboratory, it is thought best to preface the main
part of the paper by a few remarks of a general character.

The hydraulic equipment occupies one of the main di-

visions of the new mechanical engineering laboratory which is

located in the south end of what is now known as the Robin-

son Laboratory. This laboratory, erected in 190S, took the

place of the old mechanical laboratory* which was erected by
the late StiUman TV. Robinson about 1878 and which was one

of the first of its kind in this country.

Although the new building since its erection has been the

headquarters of both the electrical and mechanical engineering

departments, it was primarily designed for giving instruction

* See Ohio State University Bulletin, Yol. XIY, Xo. 5. Laboratories

of the Mechanical Engineering Department, bv Prof. E. A. Hitchcock.
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in the experimental engineering work of both departments.

For this reason it was at first called the engineering laboratory.

Since 1911 it has been given a name, the Robinson Labora-

tory, in honor of Professor Robinson, as a worthy tribute to

his achievements as an educator and to his eminence as a

scientist and engineer.

The general appearance of the laboratory from the outside

is that of a long two-storj^ building (see Fig. 1) of dark red

corduroy-faced brick surmounted by a red tile roof with a tall

circular chimney standing guard in the rear. On entering, it is

Fig. 1. Eobiiisuu Lubuiatorv from the Southeast.

found, however, that the building, with the exception of a

double tier of recitation rooms and offices at the end, is one

story in height and of modern mill construction, having a saw-

tooth roof of trussed steel, supported on steel columns, 22 feet

in height.

Fig. 3 conveys a good idea of the steel construction work

and shows that plenty of head room is provided for tall ma-

chinery and equipment. This form of roof construction af-

fords an abundance of light from a northern exposure. It

will also be seen that the tloor space is supplemented, without

interfering with the lighting, by the addition of narrow lial-

18
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conies extending across the building along the central rows of

columns.

Many hydraulic laboratories are fortunate in having at

their command an ample supply of water under more or less

head from a natural source. Such is not the case at Colum-

biLs. where special provision has to be made for securing a

sufficient quantity of water for laboratory use. City water at

from 25 to 50 pounds pressure can be used to a very limited

Fig. 3. Hvdraulie Section from the East.

extent, and there is a reservoir of 500,000 gallons capacity

located near the south side of the laboratory, and this reservoir,

while primarily used for condensing purposes at the univer-

sity power house, is placed at our disposal and can be drawn
on to supplement our own supply of water. But the chief

supply comes from the continuous use of the same water,

drawing on the other sources only for an amount sufficient to

make up a small unavoidable waste. This waste has so far

been more than made up by the rainwater from the roof, wliich

can be turned into the laboratory cisterns at pleasure.
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Cisterns.—This phase of the problem led us, while consid-

ering the hydraulic lay-out, to adopt the plan of having quite

a number of cisterns or bays of various sizes, to be used as

storage, supply or receiving tanks according as our needs de-

manded.

The hydraulic section is located in the middle of the main

laboratory room and covers a space about 112 feet long and

30 feet wide, the greater part of the space being taken up by

Fig. 4. Hydraulic yee-tion from the West.

the measuring cisterns or bays. In planning the size and ar-

rangement of these bays, there was also a possibility of their

being used in connection with steam engine and boiler work.

This led to the final plan of laying out the hydraulic section

adjacent to the steam engine section with a series of cisterns

of various sizes at a convenient distance from the engine con-

densers. The engines could in turn furnish motive power for

any belt driven hydraulic machinery.

Referring to Fig. 2, the floor plan shows the arrangement

of these cisterns. It will be seen that there are 12 in all hav-
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ing a total depth of 10 feet, or a net working depth of 8 feet.

Of these, six having about 120 square feet cross section, 7,000

gallons capacity, are arranged in the center of the space ; one,

200 square feet cross section and 12.000 gallons capacity, and
two, each 50 square feet cross section and 1,500 gallons ca-

pacity, are placed at the east end of the section; one, at the

extreme west end, of 400 square feet cross section, and 24,000

gallons capacity'; and two situated in the middle of the sec-

tion, one on each side of the observation well. These cisterns

have 60 square feet cross section and a capacity of 4.500 gal-

lons.

The walls and bottoms of these cisterns are made of con-

crete about 8 inches thick and all partition walls are rein-

forced with iron rods.

The central portions of the middle cisterns are covered (see

Fig. 4) with steel buckle plates, in sections, surmounted with

a concrete top forming a floor strong enough to support heavy
machinery' (see Fig. 3) yet of such a size as to permit their

being removed, if necessary.

Observation 'Well.—An observation well. 12 feet deep, is

placed at the center of the section. As its name to a certain

extent implies, it is a place for reading the level, or height, of

water in any one, or all of the bays at any time. A 2-inch

galvanized iron pipe line runs from the center of each cistern

underneath the concrete bottom to the central well where it

terminates in a three fourths-inch glass tube placed alongside

a wooden scale board graduated in hundredths of feet (see Fig.

5) . For more accurate reading of the water level in weir work
each cistern is also connected with a hook gage placed in a

6-inch glass cylinder joined to the 2-inch pipe by a 1-inch pipe

line. A moving step ladder and platform are provided for the

convenience of the observers.

The arrangement and use of most of the hydraulic ma-
chinery and the more permanent pieces of apparatus is per-

haps best described and explained by making three general

groups of the laboratory- equipment: (a) That used for study-

ing the flow of water: (h) that used for lifting water; (c) that

used for utilizinsr hvdraulie enersrv.
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are photographs taken in 1909 and give in

a general way the extent and appearance of the hydraulic

section but do not show a number of pieces of apparatus which

have been installed since that time. The floor plan, as given

in Fig. 2, includes these more recent additions, but shows none

of the shafting and piping.

Fig. 5. Observation "Well.

Apparatiis for Studying the Flow of ^Yater.—The dividing

walls between the cisterns are fitted with iron frames to which

weir plates may be fastened. This makes it possible to use any

combination of two or more adjacent cisterns for experimenta-

tion with weirs of different shapes and sizes up to 6 feet

length and 1 foot depth. The dividing walls between the

series of cisterns near the steam engine section are built with

openings at the bottom for submerged orifices up to 24 inches

in diameter.
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The set of cisterns at the east end of the section is connected

with the large collecting bay at the extreme west end by a 3

foot by 4 foot concrete flume nearly 80 feet in length. This

is to provide an outlet for a 12,000 gallon centrifugal pump,

as well as to give opportunity for studying the water flow

through a channel, or open conduit. The flume may be seen

in Fig. 3 extending along the side of the central series of cis-

terns.

Fig. 6. A Corner of the Hydraulic Section.

For orifice and nozzle work a 24-inch standpipe was erected

at the east end of the section. This standpipe is 24 feet high

and has a closed top and vent pipe, so that water under its

natural head up to 24 feet or under a pressure of 100 pounds

may be used. Fig. 6 .shows a 4-foot horizontal drum project-

ing from the lower end of the standpipe, to which may be at-

tached orifices and nozzles of different kinds and sizes up to

6 inches diameter and where the flow may be studied with

little or no velocity of approach.
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Orifices attached to the end of pipes may also be connected

to this drum for studying the effect of the velocity of ap-

proach. Nozzles used in the different impulse wheels may also

be standardized at the machines themselves. Fig. 6 shows a

jet issuing from an orifice placed in the end of the drum and

passing through conductor pipes into one of the small meas-

uring bays near by. These pipes can be shifted instantly, so

that the jet may pass into either collecting bay or may dis-

charge freely in the direction of the flume for the purpose of

studying the path of the jet.

In Fig. 4 on the balcony shown at the left side will be seen

a double line of 3-ineh water pipe running the whole length

Fig. 7. Pelton Wheel Arranged for Test.

of the balcony and doubling back on itself. The lower line is

made up in the usual way with standard pipe and couplings;

the upper line of pipe has flanged fittings with faced ends to

the pipe lengths making 100 feet of continuous pipe without

a joint. In this length are inserted pitot tubes for studWng

the behavior of water in pipes. There is also attached to the

end of the above mentioned pipe a 3-ineh venturi meter. An
ample supply of water under any pressure up to 100 pounds

makes it possible to obtain a large range of flow in the venturi
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meter under varying velocities and pressure; and affords an
excellent opportunity for studying the loss of head due to

friction.

Apparatus Used for Lifting Water.—Since for experimental

purposes there is no water available acting under a natural

head, some artificial means must be provided for obtaining a

sufficient quantity of water under any desired pressure. This

is done for the most part by means of direct acting steam

pumps and centrifugal pumps.

The steam pump system forms in many respects the most

convenient means of water supply for a large amount of the

scheduled work in the laboratory. Nine of the twelve cisterns

are connected by a 12-ineh suction line to a 10 and 16 X 12 X
10-inch "Worthington tandem compound duplex plunger pump
with a capacity of 1,200 gallons per minute at 150 pounds
pressure. The discharge from this pump can be admitted

through a 6-inch line to any one of the twelve cisterns by
means of three 4-inch swivel discharge pipes.

Four of the cisterns or bays at the east end are connected

by a 6-inch suction line to a 12x'J'Xl2-iQeh KJnowles outside

packed plunger pump, capacity 150 gallons, whose discharge,

while used largely for orifice work and to drive small water

wheels, may be turned at will into any cistern.

These pumps, taken by themselves, form valuable equip-

ment for use in the study of pumping machinery, the amount
of water discharged being determined either by weirs, orifices,

nozzles, or by direct volumetric measurement.

In the lai^e cistern at the east end of the series near the

steam pumps there has also been sunk a 60-inch steel casing.

This casing extends 20 feet below the cistern bottom forming
a weU completely waterproof having a total depth of about 32

feet below the suction level of the pumps, thus giving oppor-

tunity to test pumps of aU kinds for a maximum suction lift.

For steady flow through a pipe line, especially in the ease

of the venturi meter, or to operate impulse and turbine water
wheels the centrifugal pump gives the most uniform and
satisfactory results; and also to provide a sufficient quantity
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of water to use in connection with the flume, or channel, a

pump of considerable volume of discharge is needed. To meet

all these demands centrifugal pumps of several sizes have been

installed although as yet no multi-stage pumps are available

for use. They are as follows

:

(a) A 3-inch Buffalo pump, 250 gallons, and a 4-inch Wein-

man pump, 600 gallons, are arranged for experimental work,

only, the power output being obtained by use of transmission

dvnamometor.

Fig. 8. Steam Turbo-centrifugal Pump.

(6) A 5-inch Dayton pump (see Fig. 8), 1,000 gallons

capacity at 80 pounds pressure, direct connected to a Kerr

turbine, can be used to furnish water to the venturi meter

line and also to drive a large impulse wheel and a turbine

water wheel.

(c) There has also recently been installed a 20-inch Worth-

ington centrifugal pump, 12,000 gallons capacity under 50
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foot head, which, although primarily used to furnish load for

a 250 h.p. cross compound Buckeye engine, supplies a suffi-

cient quantity of water for study of flow of water in the flume,

and large weirs, and will eventually also be used to operate a

large turbine wheel.

In Fig. 9 can be seen the engine and pump with one branch

of the discharge pipe emptying directly into its large suction

bay and the other branch extending some 30 feet to the east

and discharging into one of the smaller central cisterns from

Fig. 9. 20-inch Centrifugal Pump.

which it is conducted through the flume back into the suction

bay. The water thus discharged by this pump will be meas-

ured by means of sets of pitot tubes placed in the discharge

pipe and also by use of the flume where quantity discharge

will be again checked by a second traverse with a pitot tube.

This combination not only forms a very complete pumping

engine unit but also presents unusual advantages for study-

ing the action of centrifugal pumps of a much larger size than

are usually found in an engineering laboratory. This unit can
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be supplied with steam from its own independent boiler, thus

providing all the conditions necessary for a complete plant

test.

For use in connection with the study of the different kinds

of pumping machinery these are also installed : a belt-driven

Dean 5X6 inch single-acting triplex power pump; a small

rotary pump driven through a transmission dynamometer by

means of a 2 h.p. Dake rectangular piston engine; a 2-inch

pulsometer ; and complete pumping outfits consisting of Rider

and Ericsson hot-air pumping engines which may be seen in

Fig. 4, to the right, on the cistern cover plate. These engines

are useful as an example of the power plant reduced to its

lowest terms.

Apparatus for Utilizing Hijdraulic Energy.—For the pur-

pose of illustrating and studying the conversion of hydraulic

energy into useful work, the hydraulic ram and the impulse

and turbine water wheels are made use of.

The hydraulic ram outfit consists of a No. 5 Humphrey

hydraulic ram with 1-inch discharge and driven by water

supplied from a tank fastened to the underside of the balcony

containing the venturi meter line. This gives a fall of about

12 feet through 70 feet of 2-ineh pipe. Because of its simplic-

ity this forms a very useful and convenient laboratory appa-

ratus.

Among the impulse wheels is to be found a 38-inch Leffel

cascade wheel supplied by water under pressure from the

Worthington steam pump or from the turbo-centrifugal outfit.

This wheel placed over the center of one of the central

cisterns is shown in Fig. 3 a little below the center of the

picture. It may be operated under varying heads and speeds

and its efficiency found for varying loads. The sides of the

casing contain glass cover plates affording a view of the water

as it passes from the nozzle until it drops into the cistern

below. Suitable baffle boards are placed in the discharge bay

so that the water runs perfectly quiet over a triangular weir

into the adjoining cistern. The quantity may be determined

either by means of the weir or by nozzle measurement, the
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head over the weir being read by means of a hook gage (see

Fig. 5) in the observation well, as explained above.

There are two smaller 16-inch impulse wheels, of the Pelton

and American makes, connected to the Knowles steam pump
and having a separate pressure tank in the supply line making

available an independent piece of apparatus even when orifice

Avork may be in progress requiring the use of the large stand

pipe. Fig. 7 gives a view of these wheels one of which, the

Pelton, is arranged with a brake and gage in place ready for

an efficiency test. The amount of water used is found by direct

measurement in the bay over which the wheels are placed.

In Fig. 4, near the center of the picture may be seen, over

one of the cisterns, a 24-inch closed standpipe to which a

10-inch Leffel reaction turbine is connected. This turbine

acting under 50 feet maximum head gets its water supply

through a 6-inch line furnished by means of either the turbo-

centrifugal piunp or the Worthington steam pump. The

water is measured by discharging through a 30-ineh rectan-

gular weir and the power is absorbed by a prony brake at-

tached to the vertical shaft of the turbine. This turbine in

connection with the steam turbo-pump forms a complete water

power plant unit.

Floor Test Plate.—^West of the large cistern and filling the

remaining space in the hydraulic section has been placed a

cast iron floor plate planed smooth on top and grooved to

receive tee bolts. This plate has a concrete foundation and is

set perfectly true and level to the laboratory floor line and

provides a rigid though temporary foundation, so that hydrau-

lic apparatus or machinery of any other kind may be quickly

set up and tested out. This testing plate is about 14X21 feet

in extent and its location may be seen in Fig. 3 just beyond

the large cistern. Being in close touch with the steam engine

section, for motive power a 40 h.p. engine and a 60 h.p. engine

may be used and electric current is also available from the

university power house.

Course of Instruction.—Thus far an attempt has been made
to convey a correct idea of the laboratory equipment avail-
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able for hydraulic experimentation and it is now the intention

to give an idea of the character of the work undertaken, or to

explain the use made of this equipment to meet the demands

of engineering education.

From what has gone before it is seen that the equipment

occupies one division or section of the mechanical engineering

laboratory. In a similar way the work pursued by the differ-

ent engineering students is taken in connection with other

lines of laboratory work which are grouped and listed under

the general title of experimental engineering laboratory

courses.

The work undertaken in applied hydraulics is intended to

supplement and, to a considerable extent, to enlarge upon the

class room work given in the department of mechanics in con-

nection with the course in theoretical mechanics. This theo-

retical work covers the basic principles of hydraulics and espe-

cially that part pertaining to the flow of fluids and is taken

up during the last quarter of the junior year.

This laboratory practice should also familiarize the student

with the different classes of machines and apparatus in use;

should instruct him in the proper use of these instruments;

should teach him accurate methods in observation and testing

and the proper interpretation of the results from these inves-

tigations ; and, should give him practice in making out reports.

All engineering students excepting those in chemical engi-

neering are required to take, during the senior year, certain

courses in the experimental engineering laboratory and all

these courses, with the single exception of the course for the

students in architecture, include to a more or less extent ex-

perimental work in hydraulics.

There is no single course offered in experimental hydraulics,

as such, but in a semester course of 5 hours credit, as offered

to students in civil engineering, more than 4 hours per week

(equivalent to 2 hours credit) is devoted entirely to hydraulics

;

and in a laboratory course of 6 semester hours credit, taken

by the mechanical engineering seniors, the hydraulic work

included in that course will easily cover a third of the total

time.
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The general scheme pursued in arranging the work is to

take up the investigation of a certain line of problems grouped

in a general way under the following heads : the flow of water

through orifices, nozzles, pipes, and over weirs ; a study of the

different methods of pumping, or raising water, including the

operation and efficiency of different kinds of pumps ; and the

utilization of the energy stored in water by means of water

wheels, or motors. This problem or topical method has been

in use for nearly ten years in connection with the various

lines of work carried on in the different divisions of the labo-

ratory and on the whole has proved very satisfactory.

To show the character of the problems so assigned, a few

have been selected from a list which is revised and enlarged

from year to year. These are fairly representative and will

serve to show the scope of the work:

Calibration of Cistern No. — , Hydraulic Section, Mech.

Eng. Lab.. Ohio State University; comparative discharge from

frictionless orifice, standard tube, and rounded edged orifice;

a study of the effect of velocity of approach on the flow of

water through an orifice ; variation of coefficient discharge

with variation in head for conical nozzle; the relation of the

mean velocity to the center velocity in a pipe ; variation of

weir constant with variation in head for rect<ingular weir;

determination of the coefficient of 3-inch venturi meter for

varying velocities ; comparison of the pitot meter with standard

orifice ; variation in steam used for variation in piston speed

for direct acting steam pump ; determination of maximum
capacity for 2-ineh pulsometer for varying steam pressures;

effect on the efficiency of centrifugal pump due to increase

in head; determination of the most efficient speed of an im-

pulse wheel under given load.

Method of LooJiing after the Worlc.—On the opening day of

the laboratory courses the classes are called together to ascer-

tain the probable number in the section and for the purpose of

organizing them into convenient groups for carrying on the

work. These groups usually contain from 2 to 4 men, though

for many hydraulic experiments the work seems to require at
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least three men. The aim, however, is to keep the number

just as low as possible. At this first meeting the purpose of

the laboratory work in general is explained, the proposed

range of work is discussed, and the first set of problems is

assigned to the different groups.

The aim in view in conducting the laboratory work is to

make the given instructions as concise and simple as practica-

ble and to get the students at work on their own responsibility

as soon as possible. This, of course, calls for a certain amount

of preliminary preparation. "We think it sufficient to assign

the groups special references to be found in the standard text

and reference books and papers on hydraulics in order to re-

fresh their memories and to give them some general ideas

pertaining to the problem in hand and the method of pro-

cedure in working it out. This usually does not require more

than a half hour or an hour and is frequently, though not

always, done in the laboratory. A more careful study of the

references is required later in writing up the report.

A somewhat tentative program, or schedule, is arranged and

posted at an early date showing the assignment of problems

for the different groups during the semester. This seems

necessary to avoid conflict in the assignment and use of

apparatus and equipment
;
gives opportunity to the ambitious

student to think over the problems, and to do extra reference

reading. The schedule is subject to some minor change with-

out notice but the general line of work remains the same.

It seems better in our experience to have the class room work

precede, as a preliminary, the laboratory work so that, if

desired, a number of different lines of work may be under-

taken at the the same time, which it might not be possible to do

where laboratory practice accompanies class work.

We find that nearly all students during the early part of

their stay with us require a little time to get acquainted with

the layout of the sections and the various machines with

which they are to be engaged, and, with special reference to

the groups in the hydraulic section, it forms a good prelimi-

nary for what is to follow, for them to prepare a sketch show-
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ing the arrangement of the cisterns and principal pieces of

equipment.

We do not use printed instructions for assisting the work of

instruction in the senior year, although we do employ such

means to a somewhat limited extent for some of the elementary

work given in the junior year to the mechanical and electrical

students. "When the members of the group have gained some

idea of the purpose of the work to be undertaken and of the

means at hand to carry on such work, they are shown the

particular apparatus which is to be used. The conditions of

the problem are further talked over with them and usually a

careful explanation of the auxiliary apparatus is necessary.

For instance, a group about to study the use of the weir in

the measurement of water would have to know about tne

operation of the pump together with the proper manipulation

of its suction and discharge valves as well as the arrangement

of the weir and cisterns before entering into the real solution

of their problem. The instructor has to be especially partic-

ular about this ^nd of supervision and explanation ; but only

so much is given as will enable the group to start out intelli-

gently and to proceed with safety to themselves and to others.

Emphasis is laid on the fact that the group, if necessary, at

any future time, is supposed to know how to operate any

previously used auxiliary apparatus and to observe all the

necessary precautions without needless repetition of these

explanations.

The object sought in the problem is carefully discussed and

made plain but the working out of the details is left as much
as possible to the ingenuity of the group. As the experiment

proceeds approximate computations are made, from the obser-

vations taken, to check the probable accuracy of the work.

In our experience we find that the amount and degree of

supervision necessarily will vary with the class and experi-

ence of the students taking the work and with the size of

apparatus used and the nature of the problem under consider-

ation. Beginners in laboratory work, especially those wholly

unacquainted with an engineering shop or laboratory, require
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more careful looking after than the average mechanical stu-

dent. These same students require less attention toward the

end of the semester than they did at the beginning. Work on

a simple outfit such as the hydraulic ram can be easily con-

ducted by the students themselves, while a problem involving

the use of the large centrifugal pump will require almost the

constant attention of the instructor.

Requirements for Reports.—The working up of results and

the making out of a proper form of report on the work under-

taken constitute a very essential and valuable part of the

laboratory practice.

The preliminary notes and sketches and the observed read-

ings are recorded in neat form in a small strongly bound cross-

ruled notebook, about 4X6^ inches in size, such as is in general

use in other departments of the university. The complete

report is made out on 8^X11 size paper punched on the side

to fit loose leaf binding covers.

At the completion of the experiment some time is allowed

for computations and further study of the principles and

formulce brought into notice as the experiment has progressed.

The time allowed for such work will average about one third

to one half the full time spent in the laboratory. It seems an

advantage in most cases to make this reservation of laboratory

time for the purpose of digesting the data and results of the

experiments under the supervision of the instructor rather

than leave it to be done on the outside time of the student.

After a number of years' experience with student reports,

some of them put together in almost every conceivable style of

arrangement and address, we have finally adopted a form of

outline for reports and also printed forms for tabulating the

final results for many of our experiments.

The outline, a copy of which is included in this paper, is

given to each student to be used as a guide in arranging and

writing the final report. In this outline the conventional form

of address and ending, common to most forms of engineering

reports in practice, is used ; and the subject matter arranged

under different heads in proper order of sequence. "We use

19
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tMs method to give the students some idea of the correct way

of making out reports along engineering lines of work and t-o

help them form the habit of recording and explaining the

results of their work in the laboratory in good engineering

English arranged in logical order and sufficiently complete to

answer the requirements of the problem under investigation.

OrnjXE OF Bepobt.

CoLUiiBrs, O., February 8, 1912.

To The Expebimextax, Exgixeeeixg T.aboratoky,

Department of Mechanical Exgixeeeing,

The Ohio State Untteksitt.

Gentlemen: I would respectfully submit tlie following report: (state

here the object of the experiment, which in most cases is fully eorered

by the title of the problem as posted).

1. Apparatus: Describe in a general way the apparatus used, making

use of sufficient diagrams, photographs, blue-prints or sketches to

render clear the arrangement of the apparatus.

2. Method: Describe the method of performing the investigation, telling

exactly what was done in carrying on the work.

3. Data: Tabulate all data in neat form; this refers especially to all

observed data.

4. Eesults: Under this head should be included

—

(1) Formulae used, explaining how they are derived.

(2) Sufficient computations with all operations indicated so that

the method of obtaining all the results may be readily under-

stood.

(3) Final results in tabular form.

(4) Curves, showing graphically the results obtained, should be

plotted on Si X 11 coordinate paper, punched on left-hand

side.

5. Discussion: Give a brief summary of the experiment calling attention

to the most- important results obtained. Consult references and. as

far as possible, make comparisons with tests performed on similar

machines operating under similar conditions, calling attention to and

explaining, if possible, any irregularities which may appear. In

every case the name of the authority as well as the quoted results

should be given. Make any suggestions that you may deem wise in

regard to the apparatus or machine under test.

Kespectfully submitted,

JoHX Smith.
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For a great many of the experimental problems we have

prepared tabular sheets upon which may be entered the more

important calculated results, "We do not think this impairs the

efficiency of our system of instruction in any way for the

making out of these sheets forms a comparatively unimportant

part of the whole report. The student gains sufficient practice

along this line, in making out the tabular forms for those

experiments not so provided for.

"VTe try to have the student enter into his task of solving

these experimental problems with just the same interest and

enthusiasm that he would show in doing the work and making

out a suitable report when in the employ of someone else.

This plan has proved fairly successful in the case of a large

majority of our students who enter heartily into the scheme

and present creditable reports on the work done.

Facilities for Research Work.—What has been previously

mentioned has been given in reference to the provision made

to meet the needs of the student. Attention should at least be

called to the facilities for research which are to be found in

the hydraulic division of the laboratory.

The present equipment seems to offer good opportunities for

entering into the investigation of engineering problems of a

more strictly scientific nature as well as those pertaining to the

industrial world and therefore of a more practical nature.

The series of cisterns of various sizes together with the

system of measuring devices present splendid opportunities

for handling large quantities of water for making a variety of

valuable experiments on the phenomena of water flow through

pipes, pipe fittings, valves and the like, and for trying out all

types of water wheels and pumps.

The floor test plate covering a space of 300 square feet, well

lighted, and having plenty of head room, is available as a

temporary yet rigid foundation for engines, pumps, water

wheel, or machines of almost any description as manufactured

by the average builder. The motive power up to 100 horse-

power could be furnished for belt-driven machinery, electric

current to a reasonable amount could be obtained from the
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university power house and steam power is also available from

the laboratory mains. The location of the test plate being on

the ground level is conveniently situated for quick installation

of machinery.

An ample supply of water under pressure can be secured

by means of the laboratory steam and centrifugal pumps, so

that good sized water wheels of all kinds could be given trial

runs and tested out for their wearing qualities and efficiencies.

Many important investigations could also be carried on seek-

ing to improve the action and design of water wheels and

pumps. The different types and classes of pumps could be

compared.

Among the lines of investigation which may be taken up as

research work, using the present equipment, might be men-

tioned the following

:

(a) In the Field of Pure Hydraulics: A study of the jets

from different kinds and sizes of orifices and nozzles ; distribu-

tion of velocity in cross sections of orifices, nozzles, weirs and

pipes ; the effect of velocity of approach on the flow through

orifices; loss of head due to friction in pipes of various sizes;

a study of flow of water over wide crested weirs or dams ; flow

of water through submerged orifices; flow of water through

conduits of different cross section and materials.

(6) In the Industrial Field: Comparative tests of water

wheels of different kinds and types ; effect of shape of bucket

on efficiency and performance of impulse wheel ; character-

istics of large centrifugal pumps and distribution of velocity

in casing ; effect of shape of impeller blade on performance of

centrifugal pump ; rating of current meters of various types

;

the field of usefulness of the pulsometer, hydraulic ram and

air lift; effect of suspended matter in water on performance

of pumps and the flow through pipes.

Up to the present time no systematic plan for research along

the lines of applied engineering has been in operation at The

Ohio State University. Considerable investigation of a high

character has been done in some of the departments; some

has been done in all departments of engineering; and nearly
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all, if not all, of the work has been carried on in conjunction

with heavy routine duties and at much sacrifice of time and

energy.

During the last year a movement has been started in the

engineering college for the ultimate purpose of interesting the

manufacturers of the state and through them the legislature so

that proper financial support may be given for providing

adequate time and opportunity for those so inclined to engage

in research work. The project as contemplated would be

carried forward under the direction of the various depart-

ments of the engineering college ; and the aim would be to

build up a system of investigation and research with the pres-

ent laboratory equipments of the college as a center and to

enlarge the equipment and facilities as the work progressed

and the demands should arise.

In conclusion, the author wishes to express as his opinion

that, after all, the keynote to successful progress in engineer-

ing education, whether theoretical or applied, is the arousing

of the students' hiterest. The instructor who is gifted with

the rare faculty of inspiring the students and of throwing

an atmosphere of enthusiasm around his work, may make use

of almost any method he chooses for directing his work and

the students will eagerly follow where he may lead, with no

thought of the restraining influences about them.
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The revolution in China has caused a temporary cessation

of the work of equipping our laboratories. We have not com-

pleted our hydraulic laboratory and some small machines that

are needed in our testing-materials laboratory have not been

purchased. Xo student work has been carried on in our hy-

draulic laboratory, but regular work has been going on for

three years in the testing-materials laboratory.

The equipment of the latter consists of the following: 50,-

000 kilogram Riehle universal machine, belt driven through a

countershaft: 30.000 kilogram Eiehle beam-machine with hy-

draulic cylinder for applying the load (the pump being driven

by hand or by belt from countershaft) : 1,000 i)ound Olsen

cement-testing machine for cement briquettes; Olsen permea-

bility apparatus: Olsen and Riehle extensometers of both

lever and micrometer types: usual equipment of Vicat and

Gilmore needles, moulds, specific-gravity apparatus, fineness

of cement sieves, etc., for cement tests. The beam machine

has a reinforced concrete beam as a base, this being built up
from the ground. The machine can take any sized beam up to

10 in. X 16 in. cross-section and length of 20 feet. A 20,000

kilogram Olsen hand-power universal-machine was ordered,

but the order has been temporarily countermanded, due to

lack of funds. It will be supplied out of the first funds avail-

able for new equipment. All this apparatus is placed in a

large, well-lighted room, that contains, in addition, moist

closet, storage tanks for storing cement specimens under

water, and tables with plate glass tops for mixing cement.
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The laboratory is used for resrular work of the ciTil and

mining engineering students and also for thesis work in test-

ing materials. A three-hour-a-week course is given for one

half year after finishing the class-room work in mechanics of

materials. At present the largest class, consisting of 20 men,

is divided into two sections for laboratory work. Ultimately,

classes of 30 men will have to be accommodated, in two sec-

tions. The laboratory sections have been divided into groups

of three or four men each, thus making a total of three groups

in the laboratory at one time. (By the addition of one more

universal machine it is expected that we can accommodate five

groups at one time.) These classes are under the charge of

one instructor (the professor in charge of the course) with no

assistants of any kind except a Chinese servant, who does the

cleaning, etc.

At the beginning of the term each student secures a labora-

tory note book (leather binder with letter size ruled paper)

and is supplied with mimeographed notes. These notes first

describe the machines and other apparatus and are illustrated

with catalogue cuts followed by descriptions and general in-

structions for laboratory work. After these come detailed in-

structions for making each test; tables are given for the

amounts of water to be used in cement mixing ; the rules pre-

scribed by the American Society for Testing Materials and

the American Society of Civil Engineers are followed as far

as possible.

The first exercise is used as follows : 1^ hour lecture on the

first part of the notes, followed by an inspection trip in the

laborator}'. Here, the students are made to identify the vari-

ous apparatus and to attempt to use it, giving special attention

to details that have been explained in other courses, such as

machine design. (Use is made of all machinery in the uni-

versity for illustrating various forms of mechanisms by mak-
ing short inspection trips of 15 to 20 minutes whenever neces-

sary.) If time permits, each group measures the lever arms
on the universal machine and calculates the ratio of weighing

force to applied load. The main object of this exercise is to
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familiarize tlie students with the apparatus and have them

ask questions about it. At the end of the exercise each group

secures its assignment for the next exercise. Each man is sup-

posed to read the experiment before returning to the labora-

tory.

On arriving in the laboratory for any given exercise the in-

structor sees that each group has the proper material and

apparatus for the experiment. In cement mixing and testing,

each student "works alone and foUoTvs the directions given in

the notes. In work on the machines the instructor has to give

careful supervision so as to see that the work is carried on

properly, especially during the first part of the term. The

testing is all done by hand except on wrought iron and steel

above the elastic limit, when power is used.

The tests made in our laboratory are the standard tests of

tension, compression and bending of east iron, wrought iron,

steel and timber. Special attention is given to all the tests

necessary to determine the quality of cement. Tests are also

made to determine the following: voids in sand, permeability

of concrete, proportions of sand and stone to give the densest

mixtures. As a rule each student makes one test of each kind

only, but this gives several exercises in the use of the machines.

At the end of the course the students have a fair idea of test-

ing work and the value of the constants that have been found.

The data is entered on printed log sheets. The computations

and curves that are made from the data are finished outside

of the laboratory and handed in within two weeks. (After

that date no reports are accepted.)

Chinese students come to the work with a different prepara-

tion from that of most students in America. In the first place,

all their work is carried on in a foreign language (English)

and many terms have to be explained or looked for in a dic-

tionary. Also, most of the students are not familiar with ma-
chinery'" of any kind; a very few ride a bicycle: a few own a

watch. Some of the students even come to the university,

from the interior of the province, in Chinese carts and very

seldom ride in the trains. (This is due not to dislike of for-
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eign things but to lack of transportation facilities.) This

lack of familiarity with machinery' makes it necessary to pro-

ceed ven* slowly and explain all the details of the machines,

impressing on the students the effect of large power especially

when this power is allowed to get out of control.

But in spite of these handicaps the students take to the work

very well ; the greatest difficulty being that they are very slow

in grasping ideas and seem to be unable, at present, to do

work which requires rapidity in its execution. In this they

are different from American students who can acquire rapid-

ity even if it is lacking at first.

Another great hindrance to the students—and it is a na-

tional trait of the Chinese to a large extent—is their lack of

executive ability and the power to initiate a movement.

Under the leadership of a man whom they trust, students can

do almost any kind of work that they have been taught. K
left to their own devices to get the work started, then there is

a large waste of time and a ven* poor start is made.

It has been found that too much time is wasted by trying to

develop initiative in the student, using verbal instructions

without notes and then leaving the student to work out his

o^va salvation in the laboratory (only giving sufficient super-

vision to prevent damage to machines or very excessive wast€

of time on the part of the student).

The ability of students varies very much. A few grasp

ideas very quickly and are capable of a certain amount of

initiative, while others have no ability. Under the present

system of education it is impossible to eliminate these latter

students, and so they act as a drag on the remainder of the

class.

In spite of the fact that manual labor is looked upon with

disdain by the old educated Chinese, students do not object to

doing manual labor in the laboratory nor do they object to

soiling their hands. The old queue and the long finger nails

were sometimes verj- much in the way but both have disap-

peared from among the student-class since October, 1911.

Thesis work is done by students who have already finished
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the course. They do this work with very little supervisioru

They are vers- slow but can be trusted to do as they are told.

Students have carried on series of tests on Chinese timber,

cement and brick work that will be of interest to Chinese

engineers, as these tests are the first that have been made in

China.

Discrssiox ox I\Iaterials Laboratories

Professor W. H. Kenerson: Professor Thompson spoke

about the relative numbers of ci^^.l and mechanical engineers

that he could handle in his laboratory course. I wish he

would explain that a little more carefully.

I was interested to learn that mechanical engineering stu-

dents seem far more successful in grasping the subject than

those in ci^nl engineering.

Mr. G. S. Thompson: It was not intended to give the im-

pression that mechanical engineering students seemed more

successful at grasping the subject as a whole, but owing per-

haps to their natural interest in things mechanical, they need

less instruction in the use of the mechanical devices used in

the tests. This enables us to use more men because we feel

that each man is obtaining more out of the test for the given

time than is the case with the civil engineering student who

requires more individual advice and attention in the use of the

various mechanical devices.

Dean Bishop: Do I understand correctly that the stu-

dents cannot have the specimen and put it in the machine

and operate the machine?

Mr. Thompson: For the cement tests we have twenty odd

men in the laboratory at once, and three instructors. There

the students do all the work. In many of the other tests the

students may punch the specimens, measure the diameter,

and once in a while, they put some of the specimens in the

machine, but they never run the machine.

Professor E. 0. Sweetser: I would like to ask ]\Ir. Thompson

if he finds this method satisfactory.
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Mr. Thompson: I would answer Professor Sweetser's ques-

tion by saying that nothing is absolutely satisfactory. We
give the men the very best instruction possible in the limited

time available. To allow the men to run the machines properly

requires time for training. To give a course such as is given

at Rensselaer requires a systematic use of all machines. When

a machine is fitted for a certain test the entire class must use

this machine, section by section for a limited number of days

because it must be in readiness for the test to follow. Time

will not permit of many delays such as might occur if the

machines were run by inexperienced men.

Professor A. N. Talbot: Am I right in understanding that

the student makes his next test before he receives the corrected

results of his previous test, and that he does not get the work

back until after the entire course is completed?

Mr. Thompson: Some tests are always followed by compu-

tations. These are then examined and passed before going

to the next test. Occasionally two or three tests are made one

after the other after which all computations are made, followed

by an examination of the work by the instructor in charge.

The work of each day is complete in itself.

Professor E. H. Rockwell: One of the most important points

which might be discussed is that of the concentrated method

of laboratory instruction as compared with the diluted method.

At the institution where I am we were obliged to follow, in

the past, somewhat the scheme Mr. Thompson speaks of; but

recently we have acquired enough machines so that the men

can work individually and the men have one three-hour

period a week for a half year. One instructor had four divi-

sions and there were last year about twelve men in each of

those divisions, divided into three or four sub-divisions; and

the men were allowed, with a small amount of instruction, to

carry out their own individual experiments. Each experi-

ment was usually performed in about an hour and a half or

two hours, and we usually required the men to make up their

report and write whatever data or curves were necessary in
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the remaining time. If there was not time for this, the men
were obliged to hand in the report very soon after laboratory

exercise- Personally I do not believe in the condensed method.

Prom results that we have obtained the last year or so I am
very strongly of the opinion that one period or two periods a

vreek in which the men can have an opportunity to look over

the experiment and test it, will be mnch better than to put in

four or five weeks with an experiment every afternoon or two.

Professor Baker: There is one thine that the anthor might

have brought ont a little more i :.> H- ? ri:!? to think that

the chief purpose of laboratory 7 : : 7 :^ - . '^^ :i:e student

enough practice so that he can g^: :_ : :_: r i.ls. He might

have added that the establishmri.: : :
* "lug laboratory

5-: ^ood purpose for the s: :- : :i. since it

eJiaOie* liie university to make tr "=
: : i^ar. .. - :_cit have not

been previously tested, and in :l-i: "iy advances the indus-

trial interests of the state. I think ; : r >
' ites might properly

follow Washington in equipping h^oratory, even

though at present water-bound m£ not be a very

important form of road surface.

A MercDer : I would like to ask Profe^or Baker whether the

quesri::: :i riaterials is decided by the highway department

or the TJniversi^ of Illinois.

ProfesEor Baker: P::--;-- '7 ' -/ "':.- =-^- : T^!;-:?

rr 1:7 :z I ! :: ^ :::!:- ?.. :_ : r
"

-:: while the

departmer: :i i.^: :i : — ::
" 7 jhvray

engineer ti:-£~ i" :~ :.:::^ r:;:::— :::.- :: ^r: :' 1- - ~^'^?h-

ington, so h-i giT-^^ ::.; v ;:£ - :li- Vi.:v-r:r::7 :; 111:::;:- '-'^zH

hr is in a huny and sends it to Washington when he is not.

Dean H. S. Ketdmm: At the University of Colorado we
have a testing laboratory and we make tests for the State

Highway Commission. The university owns the laboratory

£1. i hr >" *- Highway Commission pays a limited sum which

is :: h T atrial cost of making the tesL In Colorado the

r : ;h i^g :.:rrials are so different from the road-bmlding
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materials in eastern states that it is necessary to make a great

many tests and a great many inspection trips in order that we

may be able to interpret their meaning.

In our laboratory we have about twenty men in a section,

in charge of a laboratory instructor, and the section is divided

into squads, of two, three or four. We find that one instructor

has no difficulty in handling that many sections at one time,

and that inexperienced men will handle a machine without

any serious loss in time.

Professor Rockwell: I would like to know the practice of

different institutions in relation to teaching the theoretical

part of the work at the same time or previous to the laboratory

course. I have found that teaching some students or giving

them a course in the strength of materials at the same time

they were doing work in the testing-materials laboratory,

makes for the student—economy of time and effort.

Professor C. E. Houghton : New York University gives three

courses on the subject of materials during one term. They

are : A lecture course on the physical properties of materials

;

class work in mechanics of materials—stresses produced by

external forces; and a laboratory course in the strength of

materials. The class and laboratory work are so correlated

that the student makes the practical applications as the

theoretical work progresses. For several years past we have

tried postponing the laboratory course until the theoretical

work was completed but did not get as good results as when the

two courses were given simultaneously.

I believe that the laboratory courses should be so conducted

that the instructor can feel practically certain that the work

handed in by any student represents that student 's individual

effort. The practice of requiring the data taken in the labo-

ratory to be worked up outside of the class room is conducive

to copying, not only from each other but from the work of

previous classes as the same blank forms are often used year

after year. I believe that we will get the best results from

laboratory courses, especially in testing of materials, when the

students are required not only to get the necessary data but to
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turn in a complete report of the experiment before leaving the

laboratory.

Professor Sweetser: At Washington University, St. Louis,

we have a text-book course as a preliminary, using "Mate-

rials of Construction," by J. B. Johnson. We have

found it very satisfactory^ Within two years the heads of

departments of mechanical and electrical engineering decided

that their students do not need that course but desire them to

take a laboratory course without the preliminary text-book

course. I have had a great deal of difficulty in covering the

same ground or acquiring the same kind of results since that

change has gone into effect. I believe very firmly the two

courses should run in conjunction.

Dean Ketchum: At the University of Colorado, the

civil engineering students take their applied mechanics the

first semester of the junior year; the electrical students take

it the second semester of the junior year. The laboratory

work in applied mechanics and hydraulics is given in the

second semester of the junior year; the civil engineering stu-

dents then take their hydraulics along with their laboratory

work, the second semester; while the students of applied-

mechanics take it in conjunction with their laboratory work.

We are unable to see any appreciable difference in the work

of the two classes. We find that ordinarily civil engineering

students take more interest in the applied-mechanics labo-

ratory, probably because they think it is more important.



THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION AS
A FACTOR IN EDUCATION.

BY W. F. M. GOSS,

Dean of the College of Engineering, University of Illinois.

The prosecution of engineering research has always consti-

tuted an important function of the technical schools. As an

aid to the exercise of this function, there has recently been

brought into existence a new institution known as the engi-

neering experiment station, the significance of which will

justify some brief consideration by the Society. While sev-

eral of the state institutions now have such stations, I shall

refer particularly to that of the University of Illinois which

was the first to be organized.

The engineering experiment station of the University of

Illinois was established by action of the board of trustees of

the university, December 8, 1903. In the language of its first

director,* "There were two influences which led to its estab-

lishment ; first, a demand from the industrial interests of the

state for scientific experimentation relating to manufacturing

processes, fuel economies and transportation problems; sec-

ondly, the very great success attending the work of the agri-

cultural experiment station at the university which made it

evident that a similarly successful career ought to be possible

for an engineering experiment station." The control of the

engineering experiment station is vested in the heads of

the several departments of the college of engineering. These

constitute the station staff and, with the director, determine

the character of the investigations to be undertaken. The

results of the station's work are issued from time to time in

* Dr. L. P. Breckenridge, now professor of mechanical engineering,

Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University.
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the form of bulletins, sixty of which have thus far been

sent out.

Any estimate of the educational effect produced by these

bulletins must take into account the changing character of

our countrv^'s population. Illinois but a few decades ago was
strictly an agricultural state. It is now not only an agricul-

tural state, but a great manufacturing state as well. To-day

only a little more than one fourth of all its people depend

upon the soil for their support, while fully one half depend

upon the manufacturing, mining and transportation indus-

tries. A large and constantly increasing percentage of all the

American people live in an atmosphere of engineering activ-

ity, and their happiness and success in life depend in large

measure upon the successful direction of the activities with

which they are concerned. The engineer in charge of large

enterprises may find facts in a bulletin which will increase the

efficiency of his administration in the affairs for which he is

responsible, in which case there is both a direct and an in-

direct educational result—the engineer has been helped and
the result of his action, based upon the stimulus he has re-

ceived, is felt by members of the organization which he leads.

Intellectual development may sometimes be judged by ef-

fects produced in material ways. The work of the station

suggests this fact. For example, a letter recently received

from the chief engineer of a great railway operating out of

Chicago acknowledges the indebtedness of his company to the

engineering experiment station. He writes

:

"1 know from my own personal experience that the research work of

the university along the lines of reinforced concrete construction has

been of incalculable value to this company, which has spent many
hundreds of thousands of dollars for such construction during the past

few years. The data developed by the work at the university have in

large measure made it possible to employ this more economical form of

construction, notwithstanding its newness, with full assurance that

ultimate result would be entirely satisfactory."

It is worthy of notice that the contribution of the station

in this case was not merely a contribution to a chief engineer
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of a railroad, or to a great railroad corporation, or to all the

railroad corporations of the state, but in a large sense it is a

contribution to all the people of the state, who sooner or later

pay for the improvements which the railroads make, and who
derive benefit from the increased facility which their improve-

ments permit.

Without attempting further to embellish the argument, it

will, I believe, be admitted that any industry to which the

engineering experiment station makes a contribution in the

form of a scientific fact becomes of necessity a distributing

agent—an educational medium—through which the fact is

made serviceable to the public, and that as a consequence the

station, through the exercise of its legitimate functions, makes

a contribution to the life and the welfare of all classes of

people.

In the preceding discussion, I have regarded the engineer-

ing experiment station only as an. organization for the de-

velopment of scientific facts or technical rules of procedure.

It is evident that the educational value of such work, while

large, is not always direct. I may now refer to those contri-

butions of the station which are more obviously directly edu-

cational.

First, the station develops and distributes information to

the general reading public. Its publications, each one of

which, if it serves its full purpose, discloses a distinct advance

of the art in the field it represents, are widely distributed.

They reach not only those who are in a position to profit at

once by them in a practical way, but many others who, through

their appreciation of such matters, welcome them as a source

of useful information. The bulletins serve to quicken their

intellectual activities, to stimulate their imagination and to

increase their understanding of things which are technical.

The man in the ranks who is looking for a way out may find

it in a station bulletin. This phase of the station's work in

the mid.st of a people whose daily lives are spent in close as-

sociation with engineering activities constitutes a form of

20
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educational extension work which loses nothing in value by
being highly specialized.

A second aspect of the educational value of the work of the

station is that which is made manifest upon the campus of the

university. The work of the station proceeds hand in hand
with the instructional work of the college of engineering. The

students of the college, whose activities are necessarily largely

absorbed by the demands of the class room and by the routine

work of the various laboratories, have contact with the more

advanced work of the station, which is helpful to them. They

have acquaintance with the men who are doing the work of

the station, from some of whom they receive instruction.

Through a common personnel, the activities of the station are

reflected back to the class room, and nothing stimulates the

interest of students so much as the presence in the class room

of an instructor who is known to be doing something to ad-

vance the practice of the profession which he teaches. The

investigations of the station are carried on in the laboratories

of the college. While the student works at his routine tasks,

his professor works beside him upon problems of greater sig-

nificance. The student may not understand all that he sees,

but the activities of his professor create an atmosphere of in-

dustry which exerts a strong and wholesome effect upon him.

Closely related to the benefits derived by university stu-

dents through the activities of the station, are those which

accrue to the professor. No man can long continue to give

himself to work of instruction, unless he also gives himself

systematically to the task of acquiring information. The op-

portunities for doing this, which are presented to the mem-
bers of the instructional staff at the University of Illinois

through the activities of the station, are greatly prized by those

who profit by them. Young men in training for responsible

positions as instructors find no process more effective in their

development than that of the research laboratory, while those

who are more experienced find in the facilities of the labora-

tory means by which they can turn their experience to useful

account. These are significant facts. In my opinion, they
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justify the belief that the engineering experiment station

would be worth all it costs if maintained merely as a coordi-

nate branch of the educational work of the university, solely

for the benefit of the students upon its campus. If it were
necessary to do so, one might disregard the value of the sta-

tion's contributions to the industries of the state and through
them to the public in general, and justify its activities entirely

on the ground that they serve to raise to a higher level than
would otherwise be attained, the university work of both pro-

fessor and student.

Among the lesser problems of the station of especial inter-

est, is that involving the distribution of its bulletins. In the
beginning of the station's work, several different lists were
established. For example, one list contains the names of civil

engineers, builders, contractors, etc., and another the names of

steam engineers, boiler manufacturers and coal operators. By
the practice of the station, a bulletin on reinforced concrete

was sent to those of the first list and not to those of the second,

while a bulletin on the burning of Illinois coal without smoke
was sent to the second list and not to the first. Experience
has developed some difficulty in maintaining the distinction

necessary- to satisfactory operation under this plan. There
has been a constant tendency to extend the list of those who
are to receive all bulletins, at the expense of the specialized

lists, all with a strong probability that the ultimate solution

will be found in the maintenance of a single list.

The fact that the distribution was at first entirely gratuitous

opened the way to minor difficulties. For example, book
dealers and news agents, both in this country and abroad,
while having calls for bulletins would not handle them, for
with no price there could be no commission, and their cus-

tomers were wont to go unsupplied. Again, as the stock of a
particular bulletin on the shelves of the station approached
exhaustion, it was extremely difficult for the station to deter-

mine who among the subsequent applicants were most worthy
to become possessors of the few remaining copies. Influenced

by such considerations as these, the trustees have recently
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authorized the fixing of a price upon all bulletins, which are

now as formerly subject to an initial gratuitous distribution

on the basis of the existing list. But in addition to this, the

bulletins are placed on sale at the price stated, both in this

country and abroad, and as the supply of any issue approaches

exhaustion, it is withdrawn from the list of those which are

available for free distribution. It is hoped that these pro-

visions will operate to increase the usefulness of the station.

In that which has preceded I have discussed the work and

problems of the engineering experiment station as an inde-

pendent entirety. I desire now to emphasize the importance

of its organic relations to the college of engineering, the prin-

cipal purpose of which is to train men for the profession of

engineering. The station is dependent upon the college in

many important respects. It is not a rival of the college.

It can not be permitted to grow at the expense of the college

;

it can only prosper as the college develops and prospers. The

funds as appropriated by the Legislature are designated as

''for the maintenance and extension of the college of engi-

neering and for the expenses of the engineering experiment

station." The financial interests of the two organizations are,

therefore, held in common. The heads of departments of the

college are ex-officio members of the directing staff of the

station. While I am clear that occasions will arise when it will

be desirable to call to the aid of the station the services of

outside experts to serve under pay for brief periods or during

the progress of some specific work, the immediate direction of

the activities of the st.ation must always rest with the pro-

fessors of the college. The inspiration which is to keep the

researches of the station upon a high plane far in advance of

current practice, if possessed at all, must be supplied by

the professors of the coUege. The station thus far has been

fortunate in ha\'ing commanded the services of rare men.

They have been and are stiU the leaders in the work of the

college, and it is important to the success of future under-

takings that the organization of the college be developed in

advance of the requirements of the station. Men are more
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important initially than either plans for work or organization.

The first requisite, therefore, in the further development of

the engineering experiment station of the University of Illi-

nois, or of that of any similar station, is to secure increased

strength in the faculty of its college of engineering.

The engineering experiment station is dependent upon the

college for the laboratories in which its work proceeds, and for

much of the equipment which it uses. The joint use of

laboratories and equipment by the station and college consti-

tutes an arrangement which contributes to the efficiency of

both organizations, and it should always continue.
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ENGINEERING LABORATORIES OF AMERI-

CAN ENGINEERING COLLEGES.

BY WM. T. MAGBUDEE,

Professor of Meeharieal Engiceering, The Ohio State University.

The only excuse for the presentation of this paper is that

it has been requested bv the chairman of the meeting; and

the cause thereof was that the writer has spent a part of

the past vear in a rather rapid visit to more than 25 engi-

neering colleges and technical schools and has interviewed

manv engineering teachers on their work, their system of

instruction and their ideals.

The term "mechanical laboratory" has been for a score of

years synonymous with ''shops" and should be reserved for

the room or building in which scientific and systematic instruc-

tion is given in shopwork and the mechanical trades, in dis-

tinction from the
'

' engineering laboratory
'

' in which scientific

and systematic instruction is given in one or more professional

engineering subjects, and in each case with manual exercises

by the student. The former deals with the trades ; the latter

deals with the profession. Each may be subdivided into as

many parts as there are trades and branches of the profession.

We therefore note at certain institutions chemical engineering

laboratories which are as different iu their equipments from the

chemical laboratories of the same institution as the mechanical

engineering laboratories differ from the mechanical labora-

tories, or "shops," at most engineering colleges. The same is

true of the mining and of the metallurgical laboratories in dis-

tinetion from the chemical laboratories in which the student

first works. At most institutions the mechanical engineering

laboratories have been evolved from the mechanical labora-

tories or shops. This has been the history of aU of our older

294
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engineering colleges, hence the occasional confusion of the

terms. The usual sequence has been drawing, carpentry, lathe

work, accurate measurements of dimensions by calipers, ver-

niers, and by plugs and rings, the use of thermometers, then a

long jump to an imported indicator, and later to an American-

made one, from platform-scales to a testing machine operated

by hand power and of small capacity, and so to the present

complex collections of physical and chemical laboratory appa-

ratus as applied to engineering science, and with continued

demands being made for more elegant, more efficient and more
elaborate apparatus for the more complete measurement of

engineering phenomena.

The ideal division of engineering instruction would seem

to be to have instruction for each large branch of the profes-

sion given in both classroom and laboratory by one or more
specialists in that branch. This would require many subdivi-

sions and more than any of our universities and technical

schools can at present afford. Even a gross subdivision would

include laboratories for teaching pure and applied mechanics

;

for the testing of the strength of materials; for street pave-

ments and road materials ; for cement and concrete ; for sani-

tation; for pure and applied hydraulics and hydraulic ma-
chinery including the resistance to, and the measurement of,

the flow of water through pipes, flumes, canals, and river

courses, reciprocating and rotating pumping machinery, and
water wheels and turbines ; for pneumatics and air compress-

ing machinery, fans and blowers, similar to the laboratory for

hydraulics, and possibly including refrigerating machinery;

for the utilization and combustion of fuels ; for the generation

and utilization of gases ; for gas, oil and hot-air engines ; for

automobile engineering; for aerodynamics; for steam genera-

tion and superheating; for steam enginery, including con-

densation; for heating and ventilation; for marine engineer-

ing ; for naval architecture ; and generally, for electrical, metal-

lurgical, chemical, mining, and ceramic engineering, in each

and all of their numerous branches. Some such division as

the above is being made now in our largest engineering col-
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leges by a process of selection and omission, and still more

minute subdivisions will follow. Preceding all of the above

should be, and usually is, the junior laboratory for instruction

in the construction, calibration, and use of the measuring

apparatus which is common to most, if not all, engineering

laboratory work, and which in turn is preceded by the phys-

ical, chemical, and mechanical (shop-work) laboratories, in

which the embryo engineer should have been taught to observe,

to record, to reason, and to draw conclusions.

The function of the mechanical engineering laboratory

should be to give laboratory instruction primarily in mechan-

ical engineering subjects and secondarily in such other sub-

jects as require machinery and the power to operate it.

This leads to the first characteristic of such laboratories,

namely, what is taught therein. The answers are almost as

numerous as are the institutions. There seems to be no ques-

tion but that steam and gas enginery should be taught in the

mechanical engineering laboratory, as the testing of cement,

concrete and road-making materials should be taught in what
is sometimes called the civil engineering laboratory. But when
it comes to hydraulics, there is a diversity of opinion as to

whether hydraulic laboratory work belongs primarily to the

mechanical or to the civil engineering laboratory. The usual

conclusion is that the gaging of streams is civil, that the pump-
ing of water by reciprocating and rotating pumps is mechan-

ical; that its distribution as water and sewage is civil, while

the derivation of power therefrom is mechanical. Generally

speaking, those branches of the profession requiring machin-

ery and power belong more properly to the mechanical than to

the civil engineering laboratory. However, at a few of the

largest engineering colleges, the hydraulic laboratory is in a

department of its own. At certain ones, such as the University

of Illinois and Pennsylvania State College, it is united to sani-

tary engineering. At the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy, it is in the department of civil engineering. At the Wor-
cester and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institutes and at The Ohio

State University it is taught in the department of mechanical
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engineering. At the University of Pennsylvania, it is taught

in both the departments of mechanical and civil engineering.

Generally speaking, it makes little difference in which depart-

ment it is taught, so long as it is well taught by persons

familiar with the use of machinery, as otherwise it deteriorates

to solely the flow of water through weirs, nozzles, channels,

and pipes, and occasionally from hydraulic engineering to

only a branch of physics.

Second. The next characteristic of the engineering labora-

tory system of instruction of our American engineering col-

leges is the diversity of the subjects on which instruction is

given and specialized. This diversity should be fostered for

the benefit of both individuals and communities. It seems

eminently proper that the ^lassachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy and the University of ^Michigan should have laboratories

for instruction in marine engineering and naval architecture

;

that Purdue University and The Pennsylvania and Iowa State

Colleges should have laboratories for instruction in railroad

mechanical engineering ; that the University of Illinois should

specialize on the strength of materials and on transportation

;

that the "Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Cornell Univer-

sity should give emphasis to manufacturing and industrial

work; that the Carnegie Institute of Technology should do

special work in rolling-mill engineering; that the Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute, the University of "Wisconsin, and Cor-

nell and The Ohio State Universities should give much atten-

tion to laboratory work in hydraulics ; and that The Ohio State

University should take advantage of the supply of natural gas

so long as it is available. From an administrative point of

view, it would seem unwise for a prairie institution to empha-
size the testing of turbine water-wheels. There is so much that

all of us are expected to teach, that if there is any money left

for equipment, or if there are any energy, brains, and skill

remaining after our full duty Has been done, they should be

used for such courses as are not specialized on elsewhere, but
only after the fundamentals and essentials have been ade-

quately taught and provided for.
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Third. The characteristics of equipment are as varied as

are the ages of the engineering colleges, the monies they have

had to spend in recent years, and the individualities of the

men in charge. It is not to be expected that obsolete equip-

ments should be found at so recently endowed and equipped

an institution as the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, or at

universities so well supplied with funds as are the University

of Illinois and some of its neighbors in the central west. The
equipments vary greatly, from the best that money will buy
to the merest pretense at a conceivable makeshift; from 600,-

000 pound, or larger, testing machines with every desired

auxiliary, and costing thousands of dollars, to a home-made

one consisting of a screw-jack, a timber beam and a platform

scale, and costing less than fifty dollars; from specially de-

signed experiment boilers, fitted with grates, stokers, econo-

mizers, with forced, induced and natural drafts, and super-

heaters, and with all sorts of steam-boiler appliances, to the

loan of the use of the boiler regularly used for heating the

buildings; from multi-expansion steam engines of 200 to 300

horsepower to simple engines of ten horsepower ; from pumps
and weirs having capacities of from ten to twenty thousand

gallons per minute to those of lecture room size; from gas

engines and producers, steam turbines, automobile and aero-

plane testing plants of one hundred horsepower to none at all.

The efficiency of the use of the equipments is very high in most

laboratories. The money, as a rule, has been well spent on

machinery, appliances, and apparatus of greatest utility. If

error has been made, it appears that the usual cause is that

sufficient money was not available and a compromise had to

be effected.

Fourth. A characteristic of some of our mechanical engi-

neering laboratories is the amount of experimentation that is

being done in them with second-hand and makeshift apparatus.

This is usually a case of stem necessity and gives most excel-

lent training to the engineering student who must learn that

the beautifully finished, elaborate, and costly apparatus of our

physical laboratories will not be found in our mills and
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factories. Here is where previous training in shopwork, in

either college or works, is most helpful, as it enables him to

make the most of what he has and can devise.

Fifth. From the last follows the characteristic that many
of our oldest colleges use each year only a part of their total

equipment. They dislike to throw it out, hoping that it may
have a further use some day. Machines that instructors tell

you "we seldom use," or "machines that we have not used

since I have been here," have very little current educational

value and might well be scrapped were it not so hard to get

machines to fill the spaces that they occupy, and to the unini-

tiated they look better than blank spaces, as they at least fill

up and make a show. The statement was proudly made in a

few of the newly equipped laboratories that "all, or nearly

all, of our equipment is instantly usable."

Sixth. A few of our laboratories use machinery so small

that the student gets false impressions from the results. The

mental training may be the same from a large as from a small

machine, but ten and twenty thousand pound tension testing

machines, five and ten horsepower steam and gas engines, 25

horsepower steam boilers and gas producers, while very useful,

do not give the same results as do larger and more powerful

units. The same may be said of machinery which make tests

in ways not known in practice. To be sure they are better

than nothing, but the student must be warned not to draw

too many rigid conclusions from the results of their own tests

on such machines.

Seventh, The personnel of the instructional force in the

laboratories seems to be most energetic and enthusiastic,

younger in age and of less varied experience than their col-

leagues doing only classroom work. The use of many young

graduates just out of college as instructors in laboratory work

requires the constant supervision of the more experienced

instructors to guide them and to correct some of the mistakes

they are bound to make. In this regard the laboratory system

has the advantage over the classroom system of instruction.

At one institution I was told that four of the eight laboratory
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instructors were serving their first year, that only half the

men stay two years, that 25 per cent, stay 3 years, and that

only 5 to 10 per cent, stay longer. This is due to the system

and the salaries paid. At one institution all the instructors in

a department of more than thirty men are the intellectual off-

spring of one noted professor. At another, effort is made to

get instructors from the greatest number of engineering col-

leges of high grade. At another, no instructor who is a gradu-

ate of the institution can be advanced beyond the $l,200-a-

year-salary grade until he has taught elsewhere, or been one or

more years in practice. By such means, narrowness is sought

to be eliminated.

Eighth. Occasionally one notes or hears of a lack of com-

pleteness and thoroughness of instruction. This statement is a

corollary to the former. It is largely due to the student's

desire to get a chance to operate all the machines in the labo-

ratory and so become at least an efficient stationary engineer.

"Wlien the equipment is so large and varied that no group of

undergraduate students can possibly hope to test even three

quarters of it, it requires much wisdom, foresight, and ability

to assign proper and suitable subjects for experimentation to

each group of students. It is better to have done some one

thing understandingly and well than to have run most, or all,

of the machines in the laboratory, and to have only a vague

and hazy notion as to why they run and to be unable to recog-

nize their duplicates if seen outside the laboratory.

Ninth, The time devoted to laboratory work is usually

directly proportional to the equipment, and varies from a

minimum of thirty-two hours to a maximum of three hundred

and eighty-four hours in the laboratory, with an average of

two hundred and forty-three hours.* The almost universal

practice is to count three hours of laboratory work as one

credit hour, or unit of the course. This is sometimes divided

into two hours of experimentation in the laboratory and one

hour spent outside in the preparation of the report. But, as it

* See Pbocezdixgs Soc. Pbom. Exg. Ed., Vol. X"^1, page 113, on
'

' The Curricula of the Mechanical Engineering Courses. '

'
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takes almost always more than one hour to make the calcula-

tions and prepare the report, the students at some institutions

make the calculations in the laboratory, or in a computing

room contiguous thereto, and with the guidance and assist-

ance of an instructor always available; while at others, the

student is expected to put in regularly the necessary extra

time and to receive no extra credit. One professor admitted

that in his course this regularly amounts t-o a total of 12

hours per week, or to 25 per cent, of the required time. Sev-

eral students and alumni of two other institutions stated that

five hours of time was regularly required to satisfy the

demands in one department for each unit of credit. The

intrinsic value of a credit hour, or unit, seems to be as much

above par for engineering laboratory work as that of the class-

room is below. The reason for this is that the laboratory

instructor can enforce his demands in a way that the class-

room instructor cannot do, except by the assignment of prob-

lems to be worked out and handed in. But this is another

and interesting subject well worthy of consideration and

discussion by this society and its members.

Tenth. Systems of instruction vary greatly even in the

same laboratory on different subjects. Some of them are as

follows: (a) The class, or recitation section, meets either at

the machine or apparatus in the laboratory, or in an amphi-

theatre whither the machine or apparatus has been taken, and

the instructor demonstrates the use of the machine and does

the testing before the class, explaining in detail each part and

operation, and the students are welcome to ask questions.

Sometimes individual reports are required on the results of

the tests made before the class so as to ensure that every one

understands the test and the way the results should be cal-

culated. This is followed by performing in the laboratory the

same and other experiments by each squad of from two to six

students into which the class is divided. (&) In place of the

instruction and with a desire to save time, the student is

referred to certain texts descriptive of the apparatus and

machinery and the methods of making the observations and
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of calcnlating the results. These lie is expected to read and

become familiar with before he is allowed to begin the experi-

ments, (c) At one institution, the class is divided into

sqnads of sis men each, taken to the laboratory, and the nse

of the machine for testing the strengths of materials is

demonstrated before them by the instractor who alone oper-

ates the machine and performs the experiments. The argu-

ment for the practice is that by this system the students wit-

ness a much larger number and greater variety of experi-

ments, and on each of which they are required txD report, than

if the same amount of time were used in teaching them how to

operate the machine themselves, permitting them to get wrong
results and explaining the causes therefor. If this system

were applied to our departments of chemistry, the use of

chemical laboratories, at least for beginners, would be abol-

ished, (d) At another institution, lessons are assigned from

texts on experimental engineering and on the subject assigned,

recitations held, the experiments made by the class (usually

a small one), the reports submitted, and the results discussed.

This is a most thorough and excellent method but would seem

to be usable only with small classes, or with duplicate equip-

ments on all subjects, or with many instructors. All three

variations are in use. (e) At still another laboratory, the

system consists of assigning an experiment, the student looks

up the assigned (or unassigned and to be discovered) refer-

ences, makes a preliminary written report on the way the

experiments should be performed, lists the apparatus required

and hands it in for correction. On its return from the in-

structor in charge, the student gets from the storeroom of the

laboratory the equipment which he has specified as being

required, proceeds to make the experiment, calculates the

results from the observations which he has made, draws his

conclusions, writes the report, hands it in for correction, and,

if so desired, makes the corrections and additions. (/) At
one laboratory, the exercise is assigned by the instructor, the

demonstrator keeps a look-out that the machinery is not

seriously damaged, the laboratory mechanician is on hand to
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do what he is told by the student-leader of the squad, but the
method of performing the experiment has to be studied and
devised by the squad and its leader, and the report turned in,

signed by the leader, who is held personally responsible for
the results of his associates. The system may give one man
of the six to twenty members of the squad experience in
leadership, but what of the instruction of the other students?
Is an undergraduate a competent instructor on work new to
himself and to all of his fellow students ? It is said to work
well and to be quite satisfactory. It decreases the labor of
instruction, (g) At some laboratories, the squads are made
up by the students ; at others, by the instructor. At some, the
squads are of constant personnel; at others the personnel is

continually being changed. At one, the squad chooses its

squad-leader for each exercise; at others, the instructor selects

the leader; at others, there is no one leader and all are co-equal.
(h) At one institution the class is divided into squads or
groups, the names of whose members with the schedule of
experiments to be performed during the term are posted.
Each student knows what experiment is to be performed on
each scheduled date, when the report is due thereon, and that
he must have prepared himself by studying the assigned
references before the time for performing the experiment.
Squads which are speedier or brighter than the normal one
are granted the privilege of maMng other tests either of their
own choosing, or such as may be assigned to them. :More
work can be done where a systematic and scheduled system
of laboratory exercises and experiments is in use than where
a haphazard system is followed or the whim or caprice of
either the student or the instructor governs the decision as to
the kind, character, and sequence of the laboratory exercises.

Eleventh. The methods of making the tests may be classi-

fied somewhat as follows: (a) Where the instructor operates
the apparatus and machine, the students record the observa-
tions as made by the instructor and check the same where
possible, make the calculations, and write the report. For-
tunately, this system is extremely rare, except where used as
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a preliminary exercise. (6) "^here the instructors and their

mechanics either design and construct, or buy and erect, fixed

pieces of apparatus and machinery, attach all instruments,

insert all thermometers, allow the students to take the obser-

vations and record them in a prepared blank form, and show

them how to work up the results. This is the essence of

molly-coddling and is now rare. However, it is still a danger

to the student from over-ambitious and young instructors,

(c) Where the student attaches instruments which he has

checked out of the instrument room and is responsible for,

adjusts them for the test in hand, calibrates them where re-

quired, uses his own private thermometers, takes all the obser-

vations, and the instructor sees to it only that the student per-

forms the experiment correctly and somewhat expeditiously

and that all the required observations are taken, (d) The

same as the preceding one, except that the instructor is not

continuously present to watch the performance of the experi-

ment and keep the student out of trouble, but permits him

still greater freedom and initiative, (e) Where the student

takes the assignment and has to select and prepare his own

apparatus and devise methods of using the same. This system

should be allowed with only the more advanced students and

for thesis work.

Twelfth. The system of laboratory- report-blanks varies

from none at all and the idea that "every student should be

taught to make his own log and report-blanks" to the most

complex ones conceivable ^vith full printed directions for

each. The whole question of report-blanks hinges on the ques-

tion what is the object of the experiment, to train the student

in experimentation or in devising novel schemes of recording

data and reporting results. To the engineering undergradu-

ate, the items of the report-blank are the alphabet of his

report, and it does not seem necessary that the young student

should be required to devise an alphabet before studying

orthography. In this, as in many other things, a happy

medium is the most effective.

Thirteenth. In the working up of the observations, making
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the calculations and reporting the results, practice differs in

different laboratories. At one, each student of a squad makes

each and every calculation, and, if I am correctly informed,

is not allowed to compare notes and so check his results under

fear of severe penalty. This puts the emphasis on individu-

ality, arithmetical correctness, and personal trustworthiness.

It prevents one student from learning from another, as well

as being carried by another. It multiplies work. It would

hardly seem to be essential that arithmetical calculations

should be checked by all the other members of a squad of four

or more students. At another laboratory, the observations are

worked up by the students who took them, checked by another

student, and the calculations made by the squad collectively

working as a group around one table. At another institution,

only the leader of the squad is responsible for the report and

he is expected to see to it that each member of his squad does

his individual share of the work. It is said to work well.

Fourteenth. Quizzes and examinations are held (a) at the

completion of each exercise or set of exercises; (&) at the end

of the term; or (c) none at all except on the notebooks and re-

ports. These are required to be handed in one week, more or

less, after the completion of each exercise, after correction

where such is required, and again in loose-leaf-binder covers

with index at the end of the term. In the last case, the reports

form a volume some two to three inches in thickness which the

students highly value and have reason to be proud of. At one

institution, great emphasis is put upon the use of correct Eng-

lish and reports are returned to be rewritten, corrected and

returned for further consideration by the laboratory instructor.

At another, English, including spelling, capitalization and

punctuation, must be considered by the engineering labora-

tory instructor in assigning a mark. At another, emphasis is

put on the form and style of the report. At still another, the

ease with which the results obtained and conclusions reached

can be quickly grasped by the reader is considered of the

greatest importance.

Fifteenth. Absences from laboratory exercises are dealt

21
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vrith differently. At one place, a mother's death simply caused

the unfortunate student to forfeit his chance to perform the

experiment or to get the obser^'ations from his squad mates,

and caused them to work short-handed. This would seem to

be too Spartan-like for an American institution. Elsewhere,

the practice is either to overlook the absence, if it was for

good and sufficient reason, and to let the absentee accept the

observations of his mates, and do his share, or more, in the

working up of the results, or permit him to make up his

excused absence by extra work on Saturdays and at other pos-

sible times. Fortunately, esprit-de-corps for the squad and

selfishness cause absences to be quite rare except at those insti-

tutions where a certain number of "cuts" are allowed ea<?h

term, and the student considers himself to be under obligation

to take the allowable number of absences. Where absences

cannot be avoided, the squad is usually notified in advance

and some arrangement made among the members of the squad

and the instructor. It would seem that right here would be

the place to give the student his preliminary training, if such

should be necessary, in that prompt and constant attendance,

except for unavoidable circumstances, such as death and the

like, as will be required of him when he becomes an employee

of an engineering firm or corporation.

Sixteenth. Still other characteristics of the American engi-

neering college laboratory are the amounts of new apparatus

devised by instructors and students each year, and the num-
ber of pieces of research work that are being done and either

left uncompleted or buried in the archives of the laboratory

for want of time, labor and money to complete and publish

them. If an investigation is worth doing, it should be worth

doing well enough to be done correctly, and if done correctly

and is novel and valuable it should be worth publishing for

the benefit of the profession. If a student knows that he is

only going through certain motions to suit the whim of the

instructor and because they are required of him for his de-

gree, he will not put as much energy and interest into the

work as when he knows that he may get some information
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which may be valuable to himself and which possibly may be

worthy of publication. The writer is aware that much under-

graduate student work is inaccurate and therefore unworthy

of publication as the results and conclusions are erroneous;

however, it hardly seems fair to the student to presuppose

that his work must of necessity be of this grade. The other

extreme is to essay only original work which is much too diffi-

cult for the average undergraduate and to cause him to think

that he should specialize on research work. It seems unpar-

donable to see the number of theses giving the results of tests,

which are hidden away or stored in some closet, box or

bookcase of our older engineering colleges, and which should

be edited, epitomized or abstracted by the instructor under

whom they were written, and published for the benefit of the

trade or of the profession. They represent a waste of good

labor, energy and enthusiasm which should be conserved and

made available for all.

Seventeenth. The preeminent characteristics of the me-

chanical engineering laboratories of the American engineer-

ing colleges are the hearty cooperation between the instructor

and his students and their energetic enthusiasm for experi-

mental science.

The author is thankful to say that he learned something at

every laboratory he visited and that the amount of new infor-

mation gained was not necessarily proportional to the size,

age or wealth of the institution. He takes this opportunity

to thank his many newly-made acquaintances and his many
old and good friends for the courtesies and kindnesses extended

to him and would recommend to them to visit at their first op-

portunity our American engineering colleges, and would as-

sure them that on their return to their own institution, no

matter how small it may be, they will be proud of the part

they are playing in the promotion of engineering education

and of good citizenship in America.



LABORATORY REPORTS.

BY H. E. EHLEES,

Professor of Experimental Elngmeering. University of Peimsjlvania.

IxTBODrcnox.

In writing these notes on laborat :n- r-r orl?. I have tried to

keep them as free as possible from the i!iiuer.:es exerted by

the special conditions existing in the department at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania with which I am connected.

The two conditions which differ radically from those exist-

ing in most technical schools are

:

IsL All of the instructors teaching mechanical engineering

subjects teach mechanical laboratory.

2d. All of our laboratory work is individual work. In ex-

periments where this is not possible because of physical limi-

tations, we assign two students to work together, one of them

acting as leader and the other acting as helper or learner.

The following laboratory period the helper becomes a leader

and has another student assigned to act as his helper. The

above statement may explain the viewpoint taken in some of

the following paragraphs.

Relation of Reports to Laboratory Work es* GexkraTi.

In considering the question of reports and report-writing,

it will be well first to outline briefly some of the purposes of

laboratory work.

In the laboratory, we should illustrate, and by illustration

drive home to the student the facts and the principles de-

veloped in the textrbook or in the class room. We should

teach the student to study the scheme of action, the use, the

construction and the general operation of a machine or

a combination of machines. "We should aim to give the

308
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student skill in experimental work: in the making of an
observation: in the recording of the same: in the proper
handling of expensive apparatus: in the measurement of in-

dividual items, such as pressure, volume, speed, weight, etc.

These are the elements, which, when combined in the proper
manner, will enable the student to determine the behavior of
a material, or the performance of a machine, or a combination
of machines under certain specific conditions. And lastly, and
by no means the least important, we must teach the student to
tell well '-what he did, how he did it. what he found out. and
what he thinks of it," and to tell it briefly or with full detail,

as the case may require.

Eeport-writing may, therefore, be considered as one of the
main divisions of laboratory- work. Its character will nat-
urally be dependent, to a large extent, upon the nature of the
work done in the laboratory: its scope will depend upon the
value assigned to it in relation to the other divisions of the
work,

Vall-e of Reports, and Report-Writing.

Any work which is of direct aid to the student during his
course, either in the acquirement of knowledge or in the way
of general training, must, of necessity, be of value to him in
after-life

;
the work in a course is the beginning of the work

in after-life.

The greatest immediate value of report-writing to the stu-
dent is probably its tendency to clear up and fix his knowledge
of the particular problem on which he is working. A student
is told certain facts or reads about them in a text-book: he
knows them in a way. If he has an opportunity to confirm
these facts by actual experiment, he surely knows them in a
better way, and his jotting down of notes and observations
and computations should help to fix them in his memory. And
when he expands his notes and results into a report, which is

to tell the story to someone else, it sets him thinking and he
should uncover for himself any gaps in his line of reasoning

;

and again, if his report is checked and criticized by an in-
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stmctor, Ms presentation of facts and his line of reasoning is

either confirmed or its weaknesses pointed out. It is one thing

to know how to do a job, it is another thing to do it. and it is

still another thing to tell someone else how it is to be done.

The woiiing np of reports should train a student in or-

derly processes of computation, in orderly processes of thought

and in orderlr processes of expression. Unfortunately, the

technical student of to-day is so overloaded with work that he

does litde thinking. He has to drive with all his might to

finish the allotted tasks, and the natural tendency is to com>

plete the work and then forget all about it. By paying par-

ticular attention to the "conclusions" offered by the student

in his report work, we should be able to do much towards de-

veloping this side of a student's mental equipm^it.

For some years there has been a strong and a very general

and well founded criticism of the technical graduate because

of his inability to express himself clearly, concisely and ex-

actly, either orally or in writing. This criticism is being met,

in part, by changes in the teaching of English, bi: I am
firmly convinced that the major portion : :- :r :r:i must

be borne by the men who are teaching in :_c .^ :ra::r7 and
criticizing laboratory reports. I believe that this work can be

done by our technically trained instructors; that it can be

done without interfering in any way with the technical sJae

of the instruction; and that it adds decidedly :; thr 7 :. -

tional value of report-writing.

Characteb of Reports.

The character of a report should be in keeping with the na-

ture of the work. It may take the form of an oral report

—

short and direct—or it may take the form of a "professional

paper" or "formal report," complete in every detail of de-

scription, of method and of results; or it may take any form
between these two. The technical graduate in the earlier

years of his professional life uses the shorter forms of report

almost exclusively, and only in exceptional cases is he called
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upon to use the longer form required of him in most schools.

I believe our instruction should meet the above conditions, and

that the students should be given practice in the use of the

different forms of reports.

The longer form of report, as used in the technical schools,

is usually based upon requirements similar to the following

:

"A report should cover the following general headings: 1, title

page; 2, purpose of test and description of machine; 3, prin-

ciples involved ; 4, diagram of apparatus as arranged with full

description of the test exactly as conducted; 5, list of appa-

ratus used, with numbers of the same and concise description,

or reference to a previous description ; 6, tables of observations

;

7, sample calculations ; 8, tables of results and curves ; 9, con-

clusions; 10, laboratory notes."

There is a decided tendency on the part of students, and

sometimes on the part of instructors, to use such a guide as an

absolute standard, forcing some statements under each of the

headings. The headings should be covered if they apply; in

most cases all of them do not apply, and in other cases several

of the headings may be combined to advantage, or a change in

the sequence of the headings may improve the arrangement

materially. The student should be allowed, and should be

urged to take advantage of a considerable freedom in his ar-

rangement of the material—the criterion being that his re-

port must be a brief, logical and well-balanced piece of work.

The shorter form of report should be more in the nature of

a letter—stating the conditions of the test and giving the chief

results and the conclusions, with the curves and tables of re-

sults attached as an appendix. The following requirements

are suggested for this type of report.

"The report should give the purpose of the test and its

scope, the results obtained and the conclusions. This part of

the report must be covered in not more than 200 words. The

laboratory notes, the calculations, curves and tables of results

—all of which may be in pencil—are to accompany the re-

port." In addition to being more in accord with the work
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done after graduation, the above form offers a metliod of re-

ducing somewhat the time spent in report-writing.

The oral form of report is not particularly well adapted for

general use in school work. In the case of students having

trouble with their eyes, it offers an opportunity to lighten

their burden without sacrificing all of the required work.

Another use I have made of this form of report is the fol-

lowing : A student finishes his laboratory work before the end

of the period ; he may be called upon to give me an impromptu

oral report on what he has been doing ; if time permits, he is

then asked to do the same for experiments he has completed

some time since, and occasionally, for experiments that are

entirely new to him. This work is of decided help in calling

attention to the weaknesses of the individual student, and to

the weak points in our instruction.

;Maxxer of Presextation.

The use of loose sheets, to be fastened together in a cover

or binder, presents so many apparent advantages over the

use of the bound form of notebook, that it is hardly neces-

sary to enumerate them. Another point that is not likely to

be disputed is the desirability, or even necessity, of insisting

that all work turned in by the student be upon paper that

conforms in size and quality with fixed department standards.

There seems to be a wide difference of opinion as to the use

of forms in laboratory work and in laboratory report-writing.

A form may be a standard sheet of paper, without printed

headings, but merely ruled up iu such a way as to facilitate the

entry of observations, calculations and results in tabular form.

Or, the other extreme, it may be a standard sheet of paper,

with titles, directions, and headings printed in, spaces for ob-

servations, for corrections, for intermediate calculations and for

results, with larger spaces here and there for the writing in of

notes, comments and descriptive matter. The filling in of the

spaces on such a form would complete the work on the report.

There is no question but that the use of complete forms, such as

described above, will reduce materially the work of the instruct-
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ors in checking the same, but it will also save the student con-

siderable mental effort. The form must suggest, to a certain

extent, the various steps in the work, and it also takes away
from the student the practice he should have in the arrange-

ment of his notes, tables and other material, a practice that

will stand him in good stead after graduation. For the above

reasons, I believe the use of forms should be restricted to those

of the most elementary type.

The arrangement of the technical material has already been

covered under the heading "Character of Reports."

Time Required.

The character and the scope of the report must be governed,

to a certain extent, by the time available. In some schools the

regulations require that all of this work be done during the

assigned laboratory hours. When this is the case. I believe it

is better to reduce the number of experiments rather than to

sacrifice the quality of the report-writing. Thoroughness and

quality—not quantitj'—should be the aim.

"When the report-writing may be done outside of laboratory

hours, it becomes necessary to set a fair time allowance and to

make the requirements such that this time allowance must not

be exceeded. In the mechanical engineering department at

Pennsylvania, we allow one hour outside work for every hour

class work, and one half hour outside for everj- hour spent in

shop, or drawing room or laborator\'. The following table

shows this division of work for seniors and juniors in mechan-

ical engineering, 1st term

:
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room courses require only occasional outside work, as in the

case of students who have fallen behind for one reason or

another. There is always a tendency, in the attempt to im-

prove, to add a little here and a little there to the requirements.

These changes may be ver\^ desirable, but their effect should

be carefully considered.

Several years ago we realized that the writing of laboratorj^

reports was taking more than a fair share of outside time. As
a first move towards the betterment of this condition, we in-

troduced what I have already described as the "short form"
of report. This was to be used on approximately every other

experiment. The results were not as marked as we had ex-

pected. The students did not avail themselves of all the con-

cessions made in the requirements and we made the mistake

of not insisting on their adherence to the same. In the fall of

1910 we again tried the same scheme, only, in this case, we in-

sisted on a "short report" being just that and nothing more.

In addition to this we reduced the number of runs called for

in many of the experiments and fixed a definite task for those

which previously had been left indefinite. The results were

stiU unsatisfactory. Frequent conferences with students

seemed to show that it was no one part of the work that was

responsible. Some of them blamed the writing of descriptive

matter, conclusions, etc. ; others said the calculations, and still

others said the time was used up in the plotting of curves, fill-

ing in of tables and similar work.

In the spring of 1911, we started a time-study in order to

obtain some definite information. On each report cover, the

student entered the dates, the times and the elapsed time spent

outside of assigned laboratory hours in writing the report.

As the reports were accepted, this data was tabulated. The

average hours per report were about as follows

:

Representing the latter part of the year's work, it is obvious

that the time per report should be less than it would be for the

months of October, November and December. We had not yet

reached our goal.

It was decided to continue the time-study during the year
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Outside Time per Report—Hours.

Assiened Labora-
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and I propose to give the scheme another trial dttring the year

1912-13.

The reduction in the requirements, without a corresponding

reduction in the assigned time, enabled us to obtain very much
better woA in the laboratory. This was particularly so in

the matter of calculations of results made during the progress

of a test, or after tihe completion of a preliminary run. The

making of such calculations right in the laboratory leads to a

better understanding of the experiment, and therefore to more

intelligent work.

The course in mechanical laboratory for juniors cocsists of

30 three-hour periods, in which time the average student com-

pletes twelve experiments and devotes six days to the working

up of reports under supervision. Facilities were provided in

the laboratory for this work, the students rei>orting to one of

:'r.r more experienced instructors in that particular section,

CAIXnJLA.TIOXS.

We had found many of the students doing their calculations

in a roundabout ~a7. F:r example, it was no uncommon oc-

currence to find :. : :: i r r_ :: -::^'ine indication experiment

work out the i.h r . ; r r 1 : ;:z indicator cards taken at the

same load and to average these values to determine the aver-

age Lh.p.; instead of a' r '
.; the areas or the mean heights

of tiie six cards and fr>jii :_r 2.Terage area or from the average

mean height computing the average Lh.p. Or again, in averag-

ing a column of observations, the differences in which occurred

only in the last place or the last two places—the students fre-

quentiy added up and averaged the whole column, a method

which was wrong because it used up valuable time.

The above is the type of work we were trying to improve.

After the student had averaged his various observations and

chewed them by inspection, he made a complete calculation

det^m^iiniiig all tiie required results. If this seemed right, the

-t:;: " t ~as to take out of this calculation the constant quan-

: : — and reduce them to a single numerical constant to be
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used in making the remainder of the calculations, arranging

them, as much as possible, in tabular form. The students were
very responsive to suggestions along the above lines and I feel

confident that our efforts were repaid.

Tables of Summary of Observations and Results.

The purpose here was to aid the student in answering qu^-
tions similar to the foUo'^ing: What is the best general ar-

rangement of the table ? "What is to be put in the table in the

way of observations; in the way of results? In what order
are these items to be arranged and what headings and titles

are necessary to make the table complete in itself?

Curves.

The questions to be answered under this heading had to do
with the choice of scales, the arrangement of several curves on
one sheet, the title and other data necessary to make the curve
sheet complete in itself and the actual sweeping in of a fair

curve.

Conclusions.

The student now had all the data necessary for the consid-

eration of his work and the results. He was required to out-

line his conclusions and present them to the instructor for

criticism and suggestions.

Outline op Report.

The next step for the student was to prepare a very much
expanded outline of his report, starting with the main head-
ings, then the sub-headings, then the sub sub-headings, carrying
the outline out until each idea or thought he proposed to in-

clude in his report was suggested by a word or several words
in the outline. Each stage in the preparation of such an out-

line offers an opportunity for balancing up and re-arranging

where necessary-. When the student decided his outline was
complete, it was presented to the instructor for comment. If
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satisfactory, the expanding of the outline into complete sen-

tences finished the work on the report.

The question naturally arises, what was the result of aU this

effort? As far as the time per report is concerned, those

written in the laboratory—contrary to my expectation—took

considerably longer than those written outside. They were,

however, decidedly better reports as a rule, and I am con-

vinced that the training given in the writing of them was the

cause of the reduction in outside time for a two-period report

and of the marked improvement of the report work in the

junior class.

Criticizing axd Checking Reports.

After a student has spent from two to five hours in com-

puting the results of an experiment and writing a report on

the same, the least he is entitled to is a careful and thorough

review of his work. The review should cover the following

points

:

1. A check of the correctness of the methods of computa-

tion and of the accuracy of the numerical work.

2. A general criticism of the report as a whole.

3. A fixing of the value of the report, i. e., grading it.

Accuracy and reliability in numerical work are essentials

in engineering practice and every effort should be made to

train the student along these lines. It should be made a fixed

requirement that the results offered by the student must be

correct numerically for the experimental data obtained in the

laboratory'. As far as possible, these results should be correct

in themselves, but when they are not, an opportunity is offered

to force the student to do some thinking in the attempt to

explain the discrepancies or obvious errors. The report re-

ceived from the student should always be accompanied by the

original laboratory notes and data sheets. In correcting the

report, the instructor should start with a reading, or a set of

readings in the original notes, and check each step in the cal-

culations, from original notes through to the final result and

to the plotting of the same on the curve sheets. All values so
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verified and no others should be check-marked. A check

mark should be a certificate of the absolute correctness of a

value and should mean just that and nothing else. It would

not be feasible, and it is not necessary to check all the calcu-

lations in a report. If one value has been verified as out-

lined above, the accuracy of the remainder can be judged

from the smoothness of the curves or by a general "size up"
of the values.

The second part of the review should be a criticism cover-

ing the general features of the report, the arrangement, the

manner of presentation, the clearness and definiteness of the

descriptive matter, and the soundness and completeness of its

conclusions. It should be short, sharp and to the point. It

should be a constructive criticism and not a carping destruct-

ive criticism ; its aim should be to help the student, not merely

to find fault with his work. It is a difficult task to make such

a criticism in a few well-chosen sentences, a task that is too

much for many instructors and that only the exceptional man
does verj' well. The review is apt to be superficial, or, what

is more usual, it is apt to consist of a mass of criticism of

details, which, while they may be true enough in themselves,

effectively hide the larger faults of the work taken as a whole.

The reviewer should not be contented to bury himself in the

report, he should also hold it off at arm's length and size it

up in a broad way.

In order that the value placed upon a student's report be

a fair one, certain conditions should have been met. In the

first place, there should be a definite fixing of the general

requirements for all reports and the special work to be

covered under the individual experiments. A copy of these

requirements should be in the possession of every student.

Then all the men teaching this work should be brought to-

gether and the various items explained and discussed, so that,

as far as possible, they all may have the same understanding

of the requirements. This is particularly necessary where

there are a large number of men teaching the same class of

work. It only takes a few weeks before differences of inter-
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pretation appear, the usual sign being a student who says

"Mr. A wants it done this war, Mr. B. wants it done that

way, how shall I do it ? " And the complaint is usually justi-

fied. This constant difference of interpretation may be mini-

mized by holding frequent meetings and conferences.

In order to further insure uniformity in grading, particu-

larly with a large personnel, tables should be prepared, giving

for each experiment the relative weight to be assigned to

different divisions of a report. The following headings are

suggested as suitable for "full reports":

Experiment Xo.

Statement of Problem and Descriptive Matter.

Development of Principles and Description of Conduct of

Test.

Arrangement and Accuracy of Calculations and Eesults.

Arrangement and Completeness of Tables and Curves.

Conclusions.

Neatness and Arrangement of Keport as a Whole.

For the "short form'" of report, the headings might be as

follows

:

Experiment No,, Statement and Conclusions, Tables, Curves,

Calculations and Results.

The use of such tables in grading should be a decided help

to an instructor in formulating his criticisms of the report.

I wish to call attention to one more point in connection with

the checking of reports. As part of a student's general train-

ing, he should be made to realize the value of promptness and

to help make him realize this, I believe that a definite time limit

should be set upon all assigned work and that this time limit

should be strictly enforced. If this is done, a similar time

limit should be set for the return of papers, etc.. by the

teaching staff, and enforced even more strictly. "^Ve should

practice what we preach.



LABORATORY OR THEORY FIRST?

BY EAEL B. SMITH,

Assistant Professor of Experimental Mechanical Engineering,

Drexel Institute.

What is presented here is not an argument for the establish-

ment of laboratories, nor an excuse for their existence. The
value of engineering laboratories is now beyond dispute, but
their proper importance and efficiency may always be a sub-

ject for discussion. The object is only to present here a few
thoughts that may serve to place laboratory' work at its true
level and give it more importance.

We have all heard the statement that "the majority of em-
ployers in this country wish to have nothing to do with the
young engineers who have just graduated from college," and
that "most employers will accept engineering graduates only
after they have had about two years' experience." These
two statements are not so completely true as they were five

or six years ago, and a large part of the credit of producing
better engineering graduates is due to the work in the engi-

neering laboratories.

Laboratory work certainly should be more than the mere
illustration of the principles and the theories presented in the
class room. And it should be more than a mechanical and
electrical museum. If the laboratory is used only for such
purposes, the effect on the student is to produce more firmly,

although unconsciously, the impression that the engineering
profession is an exact science in all its divisions and has for
its all sufficient tools a lot of mathematical theorj-; and that
laboratorj' work is only a means for helping out the instructor;
and that engineering is a job for a gentleman with clean

hands. The laboratory work as mentioned below will produce
graduates with less mental and physical fastidiousness.

22 321
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Many of the students in engineering schools come to us with

little or no mechanical sense. They do not know the mechan-

ical construction of even the most simple machines and

structures, and often do not know the names and functions of

the parts of a simple engine or a pump—and yet we are ex-

pected to make engineers of these students.

The presentation of principles and theory must be based

upon the experiences and observations of the student. "We

must communicate with him through his substratum of ideas,

which usually is very limited and is so often only a mental

jumble. Let us begin by bringing the student into direct

contact with the material things and operations, and give him

these proper experiences, ideas and facts which in the end

must support theory.

It is a mistake to withhold students from laboratory work

until they have had some principle or theory presented in the

class room of which they may be given an illustration or test

in the laboratory. I believe it is a very good thing to turn

the students loose in the laboratory for one or two periods and

let them "see the sights"—of course under the care of an

instructor. This should be done very early in the course.

Then some work may be assigned which will make them some-

what familiar with the parts of machines and the engineering

appliances, as to the relation of size, position, and construction

of parts, and give them definite experiences and correct

observations. For instance, on a Corliss engine they may
determine: bore and stroke, throw of eccentric, length of

connecting rod, ratio of length of connecting rod to the length

of stroke, location and size of ports, size of steam and exhaust

pipes, etc. They may examine the valve gear and note its

action. Or students may take the laboratory steam piping for

an assignment and determine sizes of all branches, noting the

name and position of all fittings, valves, and supports, and

examine and sketch steam-traps, separators, condensers, etc.

Of course, for all such work, the proper requirement for a

written report must be made.

To some this may seem a waste of time in giving something
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students are supposed to know or would get in an incidental

way a little later on. But after several years ' trial it has been

found that this does in the end save time and gives the stu-

dent a better idea, all along the course, of what may be given

in the class room.

All of the usual exercises in the calibration of instruments,

gauges, etc., should be given early in the course. These should

be given for their own educational value, and not as a means
of marking time until the class-room work may get sufficiently

ahead in the presentation of principles and theory to provide

an excuse for real work in the laboratory.

In a great many cases the laboratory work should precede

the presentation of the theory in the class room. For instance,

steam-engine valve setting may be first assigned in ,the labo-

ratory and accomplished with no difficulty; and after this

actual mechanical operation of valve setting has been done, it

is very much easier for the student to grasp the details of

valves and the theory of valve action when it is presented in

the class room.

Work with a gas engine for instance,—an examination of

it, location and operation of its parts, following the cycle of

operations, and perhaps the starting and the regulation of it,

are easy things to do before any mention is made of such an

engine in the class room. Then the student will be much more

interested and more easily taught the underlying principles

and theory.

I do not wish to be understood as saying that such work in

the laboratory should be the end of work there in all subjects.

Later, assignments of a more advanced nature should be made,

and it is then that more efficient work may be done, for the

student will be more vitally interested, and will be ready with

a keenness of perception that will let very few important

points escape him.

I certainly do not believe in the old and still used method

of requiring the presentation of principles and theorv always

to precede the laboratory work. This method fails to put the

full emphasis on the value of actual contact with engineering

materials, machines and structures.
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When an engineering laboratory is used onlv as a place or

means of illustrating theory, then its whole usefulness ends

there, and we turn out graduates who will not have the impor-

tant qualities of a mechanical sense, a knowledge of the essen-

tial limits of mechanical operations and possibilities, and a

ready perception for mechanical and structural problems.

The greater benefits are not realized. Theory alone is blinding

and has a tendency to discount facts. Without a foundation

of experiences and observations in mechanical things, the

presentation of theory becomes very abstract to the student,

and he must take it on faith and authority. Mechanical ideas

cannot be taught in their proper relation and perspective by

abstract statements in the class room.

Perhaps not in all cases, but certainly in many cases it is

desirable to give theory only after enough facts and experi-

ences are obtained to require coordination and are sufficient

to support a theory.

Some of the greatest advantages of a laboratory are not

fully realized until work is done there which is entirely inde-

pendent and apart from class-room work. The laboratory is

a place where students should learn that there are many prin-

ciples and facts of engineering knowledge that are still matters

of observation and experience, and that may require very little

theory to explain and support them.

One more thing which is a result of independent and sepa-

rate work in the laboratory is the teaching of a practical

philosophy. Theory and science are certainly important

essentials, but in the end they have served us only in acquiring

facts and experiences and in correlating them in such a way
that therein may be found a guide to judgment. Philosophy

is a knowledge of the causes of phenomena, and tells us what

experiences and facts mean : science tells us only what they

are. Philosophy is the final ment-al step in determining the

meaning of our observations and experiences, in leading us

to safe decisions, and in producing the final judgment.

If we assign to a student the problem in the laboratory of

discovering some alreadv known facts and laws about which
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he may know little or nothing, and require him to secure all

of his own facts and data, then to carefully consider them in

their true relation and importance and to draw his final con-

clusions and pass judgment, we are teaching him a valuable

practical philosophy. But if this same problem is assigned

after all the principles, theory and authority have been given,

we certainly lose our best opportunity to teach this philosophy.

It is my desire to aid in hastening the death of those slow

dying ideas of always requiring class-room work and the pre-

sentation of theory before valuable work may be accomplished

in the engineering laboratories.



INSTRUCTION IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER-
ING LABORATORY FOR UNDER-

GRADUATE STUDENTS.

BT AETHUE AI. GEEEXE, JE.,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Eensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

The aim of the mechanical engineering laboratory and of the

instruction in it is fivefold:

1. To form a museum for the study of modern types of

machines.

2. To train the student in the method of caring for and

operating mechanical apparatus.

3. To give the student a knowledge of the operation of

mechanical apparatus.

4. To train the student in the care, use and calibration of

instruments and in the methods of making engineering inves-

tigations, including the selection and arrangement of appa-

ratus for the work in hand, the performance of the work, the

arrangement of notebook and the taking of observations,

the computation of results and the interpretation of results.

5. To train the student to solve given problems involving

experiment, to draw conclusions and to state these conclu-

sions in a concise report.

The young engineering student comes from the rural dis-

tricts in many cases and even when he comes from the city his

early training has oft^n lacked the proper emphasis on ob-

servation and inquiry, so that although surrounded by engi-

neering appliances he has neither observed nor considered

them. For such students the laboratory should be the place

to which he may go to make up this deficiency. Although this

is one of the least important uses for the laboratory it is

one which should be borne in mind in equipping such places

and such use is of value to the young engineer.

326
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The student should, for several reasons, know how t« care
for appliances. In his design courses and after graduation a
knowledge of a great many machines is of prime importance
in giving him a fund of information and experience from
which to obtain suggestions for new work. This same training
comes from years of experience and observation in the case of
the engineer who comes up through practice as an apprentice,
tracer and designer. The special value of the latter man is

usually due to the proper use of a large amount of experience.
To aid the student by taking the place of some of the necessary
experience or practice, this laboratory work is offered. It is

not imagined for a minute that this laboratory work replaces
the practical experience which every engineer must have,
but it is intended to replace pari: of that experience and to
give enough of it so that the design courses may be carried on
with profit. Of course this experience is limited in time and
the sizes of the units used are small, but the work teaches the
student what good operation means. The proper care of the
machines in the laboratory should be insisted on. Although
the wiping of machines is the work of an oiler or wiper, the
requirement of just this from the student at the end of an
experiment is a step in the direction of proper training for
one who is to be put in charge of large power plants.
The experience with appliances in the laboratory brings out

the manner and peculiarities of the actions of machines and is

of great value to the student in fixing theoretical principles
and in aiding in his design courses. Design is based on theory
with experience, and the student should take unconsciously
from this laboraton* work the ability to arrange details in a
sensible manner. Then too the theory underiying the action
of the machine becomes more real, it has a new meanine. it

becomes a part of the student's nature. After learning by
experiment the efficiency of a turbine or an engine, of hoisting
apparatus or machines for transportation, he has a much
better conception of what this means and what values are
reasonable to expect. Having obtained ninety per cent, as the
mechanical efficiency of a small engine he is not surprised to
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learn, and he really expects to find, that the efficiency of a

large engine will be ninety-five per cent. His experience with

various pieces of apparatus gives him an intimate personal

knowledge of what is to be expected in practice. This experi-

ence gives also a knowledge of the various methods of obtain-

ing the same result, the peculiarities of the designs of certain

manufacturers, the manner of caring for minor details

—

lubricators, wrenches, the placing of bolts for the simple or

easy removal of nuts, the placing of pipes so that heads may
be removed without the removal of the pipe system, the

method of constructing frames and the method of holding

down machines. The laboratory is a place for experience as

weU as a place for experiment.

The care, use and calibration of instruments is one of the

purposes of all engineering laboratory work and the mechan-

ical engineering laboratory shares this with other laboratories.

Since the work of the laboratory of physics usually precedes

the work in the mechanical laboratory- it is a question whether

any calibration work should be done in the latter place.

When the apparatus for testing brings out new principles or

methods or when it is thought advantageous to the student to

show the necessity for calibration more forcibly by giving him

more work along this line, it may be well to include further

exercises of this nature in this laboratory. The above is the

reason, and the excuse, for including several experiments on

calibrations in the laboratory course together with the fact

that since these instruments must be calibrated in actual

experience the student should be taught to do the work

properly on the special apparatus. After these preliminaries,

the training is along the lines of engineering investigation.

This is one of the most important purposes of laboratory work

and the training should prepare the student for work along

lines different from those followed in his college course. The

work should bring to the student the knowledge of the value

of order and method, and he should have acquired the habit

of orderly and methodical work. It should teach him how to

tabulate, how to use computation constants, the necessity of
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checking, the value of separating complex operations or com-

putations into their component parts.

The great aim of the work is to create a spirit of self-

reliance, to train the student to solve a given problem in the

best manner with the facilities at hand, to interpret observa-

tions and the results of the problem and to make a concise and
clear report of the work done. The laboratory is but one of

the places in the engineering curriculum in which the habits

for after life are formed, and unless this is kept in mind the

work will not accomplish its full purpose.

"With the aims of the work in the mechanical engineering

laboratory in view, it will be advisable to consider the ways in

which these aims may be accomplished by the equipment,

nature of experiments, size of apparatus, size of sections,

preparation of apparatus, reports and the amount of work
which should be covered in such a course.

To meet the first requirement, the laboratory" should be

equipped with apparatus from the principal divisions of

mechanical engineering: (a) prime movers: steam engines,

steam turbines, gas engines, compressed air motors and hy-

draulic motors; (6) transmission apparatus: belts, ropes,

gears, hydraulic apparatus, compressed air machines and
steam pipes; (c) transportation and hoisting machines: loco-

motives, automobiles, ship models, engines for propeller work,

dynamometer cars, cranes and elevators, including hoists;

(d) heating and ventilating apparatus; (e) refrigerating

apparatus; (/) pumping machinery'
; (g) fans and apparatus

for moving and compressing air; (h) tools utilizing air, elec-

tricity, steam, gas, belts or water for dri\'ing.

In many cases the apparatus or machines used in the power
plant of the institution may be used to fulfill this first require-

ment and such are really better than those in the laboratory

as the student may see them in operation. The equipment in

the laboratory and about the institution should be such that

the student may be sent to the actual apparatus in case of

need.

For the second and third aims of the laboratorv the same
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apparatus is necessary but except in small institutions it is

unwise to use station equipment for ordinary laboratory work
as the students are apt to interfere with the proper operation

of the plant.

For the fourth purpose there is needed in addition to the

apparatus mentioned above a complet-e equipment of gauges,

indicators, weighing scales, tanks, brakes, tachometers, meters

for gas, air, water and steam, planimeters, calorimeters, appa-

ratus for testing fuels, oils and gases, thermometers of vari-

ous forms, stop watches and standard clocks, standards of

various kinds and apparatus for testing or calibrating the

instruments.

The fifth aim is covered by the apparatus mentioned above

and in addition it is well to have many instruments and stand-

ards seldom used so that these may be available when needed.

Although a student should be taught to devise schemes so as to

use the apparatus at hand, much better work can be done

when special instruments for the work may be procured.

In addition to the above, it is advisable that the laboratory-

be equipped with calculating machines such as the Peerless,

slide rules such as that of Thatcher, tables of products such

as those of CreUe, adding machines such as those of Bur-

roughs, comptometers and other apparatus for reducing the

labor of calculating results. This apparatus has proven of

value and brings the student in contact with these methods.

The equipment of gauges, counters, thermometers, indi-

cators, brakes, scales and tanks should be such that each ma-

chine has its own equipment. This means an increase in the

cost of equipment, but the flexibility of the laboratory result-

ing from such is of great value, especially when a large num-
ber of students have to use the laboratory. Whenever possible

the permanent equipment for the various machines should be

different. Thus the indicator rigs for some engines should be

of an exact form while for others an approximate form of rig

may be used. The condensers and the condenser pumps
should be of different forms and makes. A laboratory' is a

place for teaching, a place for experience and hence what
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would be poor practice in a power plant is excellent in the

laboratorj\

The number of planimeters, stop watches and such instru-

ments should be sufficiently large to reduce the time of waiting

to a minimum. A little additional expense here will improve

the efficiency of the laboratory.

There are many different opinions about the size of units

which should be used for laboratory work. Some desire large

units while others advocate small sizes. The cost of operating

large units is prohibitive to some institutions and even when
this is not so, the additional value obtained from the large

machine does not pay for the cost, and since the number of

observers is usually so great there is not as much instruction

to be gained as from the smaller machines, unless the work is

of a graduate nature. The size of the unit should be small but

such that the results of test will not differ too much from

those obtained on commercial sizes. About twenty horsepower

seems to be a good size to handle and one which even with a

number of machines operating in the laboratory will not throw

an excessive overload on the power plant.

The selection of units should be such that each machine of

the same type will illustrate some difference in construction.

Thus with engines,—the form of frame, governor, detail of

construction of some part, valve gear or some other feature

will determine the choice of a machine. The fact that the stu-

dent is to get part of his experience here should govern this

selection.

The apparatus should be modern and as soon as new forms

of apparatus are built the old forms should be removed. This

old apparatus is of value in studying the development of

engineering, but this can be done in many cases by pictures,

so that unless there is a museum for obsolete apparatus this

machinerj- should be scrapped. If new apparatus can be

borrowed for a short time it forms a very valuable aid to the

work. For this purpose it is well to equip the laboratory with

a test floor so that these machines may be bolted in place. The
test floor should be supplied with steam, water, gas, air and
electricity.
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The experiments should be arranged in a progressive man-

ner and should begin -with those intended to te^ch methods.

In most institutions the mechanical engineering laboratory

work is given after the work in the shop has been at least

started and after the physical laboratory work has been given.

The men have thus had training in reading, accuracy of ob-

servation, use of instruments and tools, so that the calibration

of special apparatus may begin at the first part of the course.

The particular aim of the first experiments is the training of

the student in the methods of this laboratory. For this pur-

pose the calibration of gauges, indicators, planimeters, tachom-

eters, anemometers, pyrometers and current meters form the

first part of the work followed by the determination of the

efficiency of hoists, steam engines, jacks, transmission ma-

chinery. Aft^r this is done the steam consumption of a steam

turbine, the setting of valves, the measurement of air, the

efficiency of fans, hydraulic rams, and of an air compressor

would finish the work of the first year. At The Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute it is the policy to give laboratory work

after the theoretical work of a subject has been studied, getting

where possible the practical side of the theory by analogy from

previous work in the presentation of the subject. The labo-

ratory work in this case is used to exemplify the theory and to

confirm it. To build up the theory- from a series of laboratory

experiments is impossible in the time available for this work.

As outlined above, these first experiments for the junior year

require twenty-two laboratory periods.

The first part of the senior year laboratory time is used in

work on multiple expansion engines, internal combustion

engines for illuminating gas, oil. and gasolene, boiler testing,

producer and gas engine and a refrigerating machine. The

last three tests are made over periods of at least twenty-four

hours each on account of the errors of starting and stopping

such apparatus under test. It is better in the case of the

producer to continue the test for forty-eight or even seventy-

two hours. For this work the class is divided into sections

each of which take a watch. The value of such tests to the
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students is in the training they get in conducting such tests

and in the fact that the necessity for such tests is impressed

upon them.

The main engineering work of the hydraulic laboratory is

in the utilization of water for power and the lifting of water.

These are truly mechanical engineering problems and for

that reason this work is part of what belongs to the mechan-

ical engineering laboratory. At The Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute the work in the hydraulic laboratory is given after

the course in hydraulics but before the courses in turbine-design

and in pumping-machinery. The hydraulic work is segre-

gated. During this course the calibration of pitot tubes,

weirs, venturi meters and nozzles, as well as the testing of

power pumps, centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, steam

pumps, impulse and reaction wheels is given to all of the

students.

The general arrangement of groups of allied laboratory

experiments is advantageous in that it brings all of the work
of the laboratory of one class at the same time and makes the

work more continuous. The leading ideas governing each

group may be better emphasized. The work of the senior year

as outlined above requires twenty-five laboratory periods.

The experiments outlined above have been selected with the

chief aims of the mechanical engineering laboratory in mind.

Some are of the opinion that engineering laboratory work is

only to train operators and that much of the time thus spent

would be better used if employed in theoretical studies. If

the laboratory is only for the training of operators, if it gives

only skill in manipulating machines, then much of the time

taken is wasted. On the other hand, if the laboratory fixes

or exemplifies theory, if the laboratory trains men in method-
ical habits, if the laboratory- is used as a preparation for the

solution of problems, if the laboratory is a place where
methods of answering the question "Why?" are taught, if

the laboratory is to give the student part of the experience he

needs before he can become a designer, executor or supervisor,

and if the laboratory is the clinic of the engineer, then the
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time is well spent and the work must be included in our

curriculum.

The great problem in any laboratory', with the average

American student, as intimately known in three engineering

schools of over five hundred students, is to have the men get

the maximum amount of good from their work, to obtain those

results for which the course was planned. The ideal method

is to have each student work independently, giving him the

necessary assistants to direct when the experiment requires

several observers. This of course requires a large equipment

and its value is decreased when the results of the test are

to be worked up out of regular hours. It is at this point

that the method which is an excellent one fails for many of

our students. When this work is done outside, the results of

others are often copied and the man loses the full value of

the experiment. To aid in eliminating this bad feature, the

practice has developed at Eensselaer of using every alternate

day or its equivalent as a day for computation. This work

has a regular place on the schedule and men are required to

attend. The work is done under the supervision of an assistant

and this method corrects the evil to a certain extent, although

there is even here an interchange of constants when these

have been forgotten.

On account of large classes and because many experiments

require several observers, it is the custom in many institutions

to have laboratory" work done by groups of students, the

groups ranging from two to five or more men. Three or four

men make a good number for a section. There are several

advantages which come from the use of sections : the men can

check each other, there is a certain value in the discussion of

the work which comes when several men work together and

interchange ideas, and there is a certain amount of rivalry

between sections. The bad feature of the method is the fact

that the weak student or the loafer will allow the strong or

energetic student to do the work. This may be cared for by

an examination at the end of the course and by weekly quizz^

on the work. The great consideration is to have the men
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understand vrhat they do and vrhy they do it. In holdinsr

examinations at the end of the course it is found that interest

is maintained throughout the course and even the poor stu-

dents are keen about knowing how and why they do the

various operations. It is not claimed that this method results

in every man passing, but it brings most of the men to realize

what they are doing in the laboratory' and how they have

worked out their results. This method of laboratory examina-

tions in engineering was introduced by the department of

electrical engineering at Rensselaer and has been adopted by

the mechanical engineering department.

The preparation of apparatus for the experiment demands

consideration. In some institutions the title and object of an

experiment is given and the student is expected to look up
references on the method to be used, and then to select and

arrange the apparatus for the experiment and the readings to

be taken, to prepare his logs and do the work. This is advisa-

ble if there is sufficient time. If there is not enough time, a

statement should be made of what the student is to do and

the results he is to determine. The student should then fill in

the necessary details and determine on a method of procedure

with the preparation of the necessary log sheets. This prep-

aration of logs should be done only after the student has

received instruction in the proper method of such work. In

all cases the student should prepare the apparatus for the

test. In some cases indicator rigs, counters, brakes and such

permanent apparatus are attached to the machine, but even

then it would be better if the student had to attach them.

"When ready to start the machine it should be done by the

student. He should operate it, vary the conditions of opera-

tion, maintaining constancy when desired and when through

with the work it should be his duty to clean the machine and

apparatus. It is one of the objects of the laboratory to make

the student self reliant, to give him a knowledge of the

machines in the laboratory, which are but examples of those

he is to meet in practice, hence to have the operation carried

out by a mechanician or assistant would defeat this object.
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Stress should be laid on the necessity of noting the numbers

of and the makes of all instruments, and where no numbers

are given, to find or make some distinguishing mark by

which the instrument may be identified. The student should

be taught to date and sign all of his work, to sketch the

arrangement of the apparatus, to check name plate data, to

measure all quantities needed to work out results and to take

all zero readings.

The duration of the tests is a matter depending on the con-

ditions. In many cases the length depends only on getting

conditions uniform. In such a case short tests are all that are

necessary after the machine is ready. When a curve is to be

drawn, five or six points properly distributed will be sufficient

for student work and these curves will show the action of

certain machines or the action of natural laws better than any

other method of giving results.

The computation of results and the writing of reports are

handled differently by different institutions. In the mechan-

ical enginering department of The Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute very good results have been obtained by having all

of this work done at regular assigned times in the laboratory,

under the supervision of an instructor. The advantage of this

is that the work is done at a prescribed time when nothing

else can be done and when there is no incentive to take work

which has been done by another. "When the work is done

away from the institution there is a danger that under the

pressure of work or of recreation, reports may be copied or

results forced. Of course the proper correction of reports by

the instructor when these are examined will correct this to a

certain extent, but it cannot do it entirely.

The computation of results should be carried out by the

use of all of the labor saving devices known, and all results

should be checked. The calculating machine, Crelle's Tables

or actual arithmetical calculations must be made if absolute

checking is to be expected. Of course this is laborious, but the

student should realize that this is necessary if absolute check-

ing is expected. For accurate work a Thatcher rule or
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logarithms of six places may be used. For most laboratory-

work a ten- or twelve-inch slide rule will give answers with

as close a degree of accuracy as is warranted by most of the

data obtained from the tests. To check this work the expres-

sion to be reduced should be set down in the form of a frac-

tion and the result computed twice independently. Of course

a difference of answer cannot be investigated to see the place

of the error, but the recalculation will show which one of the

two answers is correct. It is important at this place to train

the student to see when it is permissible to use three and when
more than that number of significant figures.

The use of formula constants, the part of a formula which

remains the same for all of the data taken, should be made per-

fectly clear. Such constants as 27ri?/33.000 in the formula

for brake horsepower or the constant 3.33&uv'550 in the

formula 3.336/j ? wHooO for the water horsepower when
H and h are the heads on the wheel and weir respectively

may be used to great advantage, and especially so if the

student is taught to arrange his work in tabular form. The
tabulation of computations, readings and results, as well as

the training in checking, short cuts and other aids should be

kept before the student in all of the work. The use of note-

books for computing books is to be encouraged in place of the

use of loose scrap paper which may be easily lost. Method is

here important and the training should be along that line.

The results of the experiment being tabulated and plotted

the student should endeavor to see if any generalization may
be made from his work and this should be followed by a con-

cise report giving the method used, the results found and the

conclusions drawn.

The last question to be considered is the amount of time for

laboratory work and the field to cover. This depends on the

institution, its equipment, its curriculum and the peculiarities

and views of the one in charge of the work. The general

headings under which some work should be done in a well-

rounded laboratory- course are : materials testing—metals, oils,

fuels, etc ; calibration of instruments ; mechanical efficiency of

23
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machines; steam and gas consumption—thermal efficiency;

heat balance ; machine tools
;
pumping machinery ; hydraulic

motors ; compression and transmission of air ; refrigeration

;

transportation. Under each of the heads a number of experi-

ments should be performed depending on the time available.

This time is as valuable as any spent in the course. The actual

time should include fifty laboratory periods of two and one

half or three hours and, if computing hours are allowed, an

equal number of periods of the same length for that work.

All laboratory work should be done on a schedule. Not

only is this necessary with large classes but it is advisable to

have each man know where he is supposed to be on each day.

It saves much of the instructor's time and also ensures that

each student has all of the experiments which have been

thought necessary. When it is found that certain work must

be done in a certain time or it will have to be done outside of

the regular period, the men will work harder to complete the

task in the necessary time.

On the completion of the course as outlined above, the stu-

dents should have had so much experience that they will be

well fitted for design work and will have an engineering

instinct developed to aid them in their theoretical work and

they will be in position to plan and carry out investigations

for the solution of definite problems.

Discussion on ]Mechanical Engineering Laboratories

Professor C. Russ Richards: This work with which I have

very recently had the honor of becoming connected is an

inspiration. I know that it is attractive to men who are under

consideration for positions in the institution. There are a

considerable number of men employed in the college of engi-

neering who give their whole time to the work of the engineer-

ing experiment station; these men are called research assist-

ants, and some of them have the title of assistant professor,

although they do little if any teaching. Their work is pri-

marily along the lines of engineering research undertaken in

cooperation with the regular members of the teaching staff.
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I have heard many outside engineers speak highly of the use-

fulness and helpfulness of the bulletins that have been issued

by the station.

In connection with the equipment of mechanical labora-

tories, it seems to me that the thought should be kept in mind

that all equipment purchased should be available for research

as well as for instruction. I question the expediency of pur-

chasing equipment solely for undergraduate instruction, be-

cause a comparatively small increase in first cost will permit

the installation of units of such size as to promote work of a

larger character,

I may mention one investigation carried on in my depart-

ment, the results of which are incorporated in Bulletin No,

58, by Mr. J. P. Clayton, which is a sample of a rather far-

reaching and important piece of research, a highly original

contribution to the science of steam engineering, which I think

is significant and typical of the things which have been and

are being done at Illinois.

Professor H. E. Ehlers: TVe are trying to get a better

planned report, and the weakness that most students show

is that they write out a few general headings—if they do

it at aU—and then write off first hand, without any rough

copy or without thinking over the work, what they call a

report,

"We have met a great deal of opposition in the attempt to

carry out our plan; that is, the students didn't like to do it

and they fought hard against it. They seemed to prefer the

hit-or-miss method of taking their pen and starting right in

with the actual work.

Professor Hibbard : Professor ^lagruder intimated that the

term "mechanical laboraton*'" is a bad term, that mechanical

shops deal with trades and that engineering laboratories deal

with professions, I think that every one who listened to the

papers of this forenoon, and is posted on the advances made

in shop engineering, will disagree with Professor ^lagruder.

If my history teUs me rightly, the graduates of our mechanical

engineering schools in years gone by, found their purpose in
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life in designing and opening up a large field in test engineer-

ing, and I believe most emphatically that the huge field opened

up to graduates of engineering lies in the shop and the appli-

cation of scientific engineering principles to the handling of

our production shops, machine shops, foundries, and all the

rest.

I have always felt that the members of this society are

derelict in being apparently unwilling—or at least neglectful
—^to tell what they are about to do. "We listen to papers that

tell us what has been done when it has got along to the point

of being splendidly perfect, like the paper of Professor Allen.

That is all right, but we also like to have papers presented

here that will tell of the things we are starting to do. In a

recent talk with Professor Monks, of Harvard. I was espe-

cially interested in something that ^Messrs. Kennedy. Davis.

Johnson and Norton are about to do. I urged that one

of these four gentlemen speak before some session of our

society this week in regard to their work. They comprise

a committee to formulate plans for carrying on a sort

of tandem arrangement for class lectures in design and

laboratory, giving one day to the same general subject.

That is, one professor will perhaps have the students for

half an hour or an hour in the theoretical lecture room
work, and then the next time the professor will take that same

group of men and have them in that same Hue of work in the

designing room three or four hours, and next day take that

same group of men along that same subject into the labora-

tory. This is a plan I have never tried, and I think those in

my hearing are going to want to know in a year from now
how it is working out. for it is being planned with great care.

I want to mention something we are going to do at the

University of Missouri. "We are going to start in using some

machine shop equipment in an engineering way. not in a

trades way. as Profe^or Magruder says. "VTe are going to

see what we can get out of some machine shop equipment

bought especially for the purpose of making an engineering

study of the same problems of which our scientific friends

have been making a study.
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Professor Magruder spoke about the difference between
large and small machines. I don 't know what he calls a large
steam engine or a large turbine ; somebody else has a 500-h.p.
turbine—that is little too, is it not ? Are the results you get
from one of 25 h.p. ? Nobody would say that we should put
in a huge 2,000- or 3,000-h.p. steam turbine unless we had a
Rockefeller behind us to pay for it. We have inherited out
there in Missouri a mechanical laboratory which was put in
most wisely by the chairman of this meeting, and it is made
up of small machines. A year ago we bought a 30-h.p. gasoline
engine—those are the machines students can handle and get
the most out of, and I think my predecessor was wise in put-
ting in those machines.

Professor Allen speaks about our students now being over-
loaded with work. I must take exception to that, as com-
pared with the work after graduation; the student does not
know what work is while he is in college. It is after he gets
out and runs up against the real thing, and works like the
very mischief all the time, that he begins to know what real
work is. We can work our students a whole lot harder than
we do now. and it won't kill them.

Professor Magnider: I am sure that Professor Hibbard
would be greatly surprised if he should visit in term-time the
shops of our larger Eastern engineering colleges and should
see for himself in how many of them shopwork is still being
taught only as manual training and not as an engineering sub-

ject. He would discover that at a few institutions the trade
aspect of shopwork was being emphasized and that at but a
very few colleges was the course extended far enough to be-

come professional in its character. In manual training shops,

the training of the boy is the object sought; in trade shops,

the speed and skill of the operator and the maximum output
are the things to be obtained ; while in professional engineer-
ing shops the study and experimentation on the capacities of

the tools and machines and their improvement so as to cause
larger output to be possible are the subjects of the courses.

He would find that machine tools are seldom experimented
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^y that steam e2:^:r.r^ r ^ : ::

.: :_- : —^dtQtioii, and th^: * Zv : : _

the only tool of the kind that tiie - ._
:

- being taken with it to discc

-

lints. When elementaiy sL^j. _: _

^' can be required for admission. : v:i : :.

ean i>e found for teaching shopwork as a professional

and as an elective with other engineering laboratory s

rather than as a cultural subject, as a trade, or as an ir :

Professor Diemer: "What Professor Hibbard has sa: 1

there being an opportunity for real engineering wc: j

an equipr^e^t. outside of that of the ordinary tests :

hri: rii- j-i laboratory, the material testing labora-

•'-7 :i Tiial laboratory is interesting. We have

; - ked with gratitude upon the inventions in

the field of heat engineering and those connected with the

erecting of bridges and great structures, that we have failed

to appreciate the things that were hitched up to the sources of

the power, and the things that were stuck inside of the struc-

tures. Unfortunately we have looked upon heat engineering

and testing and electrical mysteries as "high-toned" and
failed to consider other industrial processes as equal to them

in standing and prestige and worthiness of investigation.

I think I have mentioned several times in other discussions

that in estimating the cost of manufactured products, the cost

of power at the present time, ontside of the steel and gla^ and

some other industries, represents bnt a small fraction of the

cost of the manufactured article. The cost of labor and super-

vision is many times the cost of power ; the cost of industrial

processes involving machinery, which is well worth investi-

gation, is also many times the cost of power ; and it seems to

me a scientific investigation of industrial processes involving

labor, machinery and mechanical problems is just as digni-

fied a proposition as an investigation into heat engineering

problems.

The trouble is that most of our technical coU^es do not

have as instructors, men of capacity in charge of the labora-
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tories illustrating industrial processes. They leave this field

wholly to mechanics who possibly may be taking some college

studies, but that doesn't give them the same point of view as

would be held by a thoroughly educated expert. I believe that

a number of skilled mechanics should be a part of the labora-

tory equipment of every modern institution; but I believe

that each separate shop laboratory should be supervised by a

college-trained engineering expert, assisted by one or more
mechanics. When this is done you will get many results that

you cannot possibly look for under the present management of

that kind of laboratory practice by mechanics receiving

usually the minimum mechanic's wage.

Professor J. T. Faig : I am glad of this discussion, because

I am interested in something of the same kind. In the coopera-

tive courses of the University of Cincinnati, it is necessary to

coordinate with the industries of Cincinnati and vicinity. Our
manufacturers build lathes and planers and a wide variety of

similar machinery. During the past two years we have at-

tempted to add the testing of machine tools to the work given
in our engineering laboratory. A dynamometer was purchased
to find the forces acting at the point of the tool in lathes,

planers and drilling machines. Some experiments were made
to find the mechanical eflSciencies of various machine tools.

The experiments of Taylor. Nicholson and others who have

worked with machine tools were studied and the testing of

machine tools discussed with a number of specialists of ability

and reputation. "We have run into a number of difficulties.

One is the utter lack of any standard of performance for

machine tools. If an engineer undertakes a test of a mechan-
ical or electrical generator or motor, the purpose of the test

can be clearly defined. The methods of conducting such tests

have crystallized into definite forms. If a manufacturer says,

I want such and such a steam or electrical machine tested, the

instructor has only to refer to the standard form for the test

and be perfectly sure of his ground. But there are no stand-

ard forms for tests of machine tools; the very ratings are

dependent usually on dimensions or upon arbitrary numbers.
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Further, it appears very difficult to get manufacturers or

designers to agree as to what shall constitute a test of a given

machine tool. There appears to be no unanimity of feeling

among builders in this respect.

For years comparatively few university-trained men were
employed in the factories engaged in the manufacture of

machine tools in Cincinnati. During the last few years the

situation has changed. I agree with a former speaker that

most engineering graduates are going to work in industrial

lines and therefore industrial processes must be investigated.

I hope that part of the discussion will be devoted to this phase

of mechanical laboratory work.

Dean G. C. Anthony: Eeferring to the work of which Pro-

fessor Hibbard was speaking I would mention an interesting

phase of some laboratory experiments carried on at Tufts

College in connection with a course called
'

' Production Engi-
neering."' It was the investigation of jig work, and the

making of time studies. Although not the instructor of this

class I superintended a part of the work and conceived the idea

of making this investigation on a commercial scale, but that

being too expensive we enlisted the interest of the United Shoe
Machinery Company at Beverly, Mass. Having made a suit-

able selection of jigs from their stock they loaned us all the

necessary tools and material to be manufactured.

"^e made a thorough investigation of the pieces to be manu-
factured and were able to point out certain defects and im-

provements in these jigs. It was a most valuable study for

the students who enaged in this work, and the cost was almost

nothing. It did more than that, for it interested the United
Shoe Machinery' Company in Tufts CoUege and in the work
we were doing, and they said, "TVe feel fuUy repaid for all

the cost it has been to us.
'

'

Mr. William Kent : Until recent years the mechanical engi-

neering schools spent so much time studying the cost of power
that the greater questions of the cost of machine operations

and of labor were neglected. The field of the mechanical engi-

neer was supposed to include all engineering except the special
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branches of civil and mining engineering, and when the elec-

trical engineer came along he was expected to know some-

thing about mechanical engineering but he specialized in

dynamos, motors and currents. In this way engineering edu-

cation became specialized. If we are to carry out the proposed
ideas in regard to introducing eflSciency courses in the col-

leges, it is a serious question whether we shall attempt to

crowd them into the four years' mechanical engineering

course, or whether we shall establish another branch of engi-

neeering, namely, production engineering, and make a special

four, five or six years' course for it.

Design, mathematics, kinematics, drawing, thermodynamics, testing-

laboratory, materials.

Coal, boiler, steam-engine, gas-engine, shaft, belting, generator, switch-

board, wire, motor, machine-tool.

' Machine output.
^

Labor output. „ . , . . , I tt^
',

T-,- • 1 i i Factories working with.( uood.
Financial output. *

1 t i

Efficiency. L '

and

r Eailroads,

Transportation J Motor Boats,

[ etc.

I have put on the board a few lines here showing what the

mechanical engineering student is supposed to know. The

first line gives the fundamental subjects. The next line gives

the subjects relating to power and to transmission, namely,

coal, boiler, engine, etc. Here the education in the technical

school usually stops. What is beyond, the vast subject of

industrial production, is left for future experience, it is

not taught in the usual four-year course of the schools.

Now, the question arises, what shall the school do Anth

industrial or production engineering ? Shall the student study

factories and their organization, the machine output, the

results of labor expended, the amount of capital put in, and

the efficiency of the whole plant? Shall he study the use of

different kinds of machinery—iron, wood, textile, paper, etc. ?
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Should these subjects be postponed to the fifth or sixth year,

as eleetiTes to those who desire to study them, or shall we
establish a new four-year course in industrial engineering?

Let us recognize the fact that not one-tenth of our mechanical

engineering graduates can become designers of machinery,

because the demand for them does not exist. Why then should

we educate them all as if they were to be designers ? Here is

an increasing demand for engineering salesmen, for power

plant engineers, for chemical engineers. Some day there will

be a demand for industrial or production engineers and for

engineering accountants and economists. "Why should they all

get the kind of technical training that the designer of steam

and gas engines needs ? For these men could not a great deal

of the present courses in higher mathematics, machine design,

thermodynamics, etc., be omitted?

The questions thus briefly stated are going to become vital

ones in the mechanical engineering schools within the next

few years. They should not be answered hastily, nor should

any radical changes be made in our present courses without

careful consideration, but it seems that the time has arrived

for a few colleges to b^in experiments on the training of

industrial engineers and the establishing of courses especially

fitted for them.

Professor Edw. Robinson: Mr. Smith's paper brought out

5 r :- 7:- fr ;: that our college gradu-

£.:;;; -1- -.: . : i^ ^ ::.:::;> ^thout long experience,

is a very - n:: , :: : i
' :: -:: i i and our neglect of this

is one of : - > - :: :--t :: rr -:i 7 of our teaching.

If we cc::ii: 1 r : r : ::^::i :: li ^ =r]™psthis. We are training

men to do thing's. I: yon are going to train a man to play

football or ba- /. i: would hardly do to give him lectures on

baseball and i :; i^. and then expect him to play, without

two or three years of hard experience. It is much the same

way with engineering schools. Our engineering schools in the

proce^ of evolution, come from our idea of education in the

college. The old idea of the coUege course was a training in

language and mathematics, and dealt with textbooks, recita-
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tions and lectures. Now we are trying to make engineers.

Tlie business of engineers is to do things, and I think the last

speaker has hit the point exactly; we must really train them

to do things just as if you would train boys to play football;

you have to start with their doing it. By so doing, you will get

their interest. You may see for yourself that when we have

attended one of these long sessions of seven or eight papers

in succession, at the end, the minds of most of us are in more

or less of a muddle. That is about the way a good deal of

college work is done; long hours of lectures and recitations

one day followed by another, continually trying to absorb

knowledge with very little doing, is it any wonder that the

student's mind is in more or less of a jumble and that he can-

not do all that we expect him to do ?

Certain institutions have succeeded in another way. The

industrial schools take boys that are unfit to go to the ordinary

schools and have remarkable success by doing a large amount

of shop work and manual training. The average boy likes

to do something, everybody likes to do things, we all want to do

a creative work ; and the doing of creative work is the greatest

satisfaction in the world. Listening to people, all the time,

taking in and receiving, becomes very monotonous, very tire-

some, and does not produce any power to give out oneself.

The only way that power to give out and do things may be

acquired is by doing. I believe this is something we should

recognize, and that we shall have to reorganize our courses in

such a way as to make the boy do a larger amount of work

for himself. We should join our scientific managerial friends

and make studies as to the proper amount of class-room

instruction and the proper amount of creative work.

A number of institutions like Professor Williston's school

follow the plan of doing a great deal of creative work and a

small amount of instruction. The small amount of instruction

is much more effective than the larger amount which is apt to

be an overdose. I believe the success of Dean Schneider's

experiment at Cincinnati is largely due to the better distribu-

tion of study and creative work. The student gets away from
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his daily grind and goes into practice. It is largely the better

distribution of receptive and creative work that has made
this course a success, and I believe the same fundamental prin-

ciples may be applied in other schools, but not necessarily in

the same way.

Professor Houghton: The question of whether the student

should be given laboratory practice first and the theoretical

course afterwards involves the same elements as the question

as to whether a student should obtain part of his practical

experience before he enters college or after he has finished the

university work.

There is little doubt that a student will get more from a

theoretical course if he can see where the theory may be

applied in practice. It is also true that a man who has had

some practical experience before entering college will get more

from the courses offered than one without that experience. But

what he gets out of the college work is only part of the sub-

ject and I believe that, where the same time is given to either

the practical and theoretical courses in college, or to practical

work and college training, the man who has the theoretical

work first will come out ahead of the one who takes the work

in the reverse order.

There is one way in which we may find something about

this. The "Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

pany and the General Electric Company have student courses,

and we might find out from them whether it is the student

from the college with the most or the least laboratory work

that accomplishes the best results. I do not know whether

they are keeping any record of that kind, but I believe they

are, and I believe such a record would be of great value to the

colleges. I believe that the laboratory is the great adjunct

to the classroom in expounding the theory, as well as teaching

the student to do something constructive, and that the two

courses should be given at the same time.

Professor Hibbard: I believe that such a study as Professor

Houghton suggests would not give satisfactory results because

there is so much difference in the type of boys that go to the
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different institutions. I have taught for ten years and a half

at Cornell and three years and a half at the University of

Missouri. "Wealthy boys are going to Cornell for athletics,

popularity and everything else; and I find that there are a

greater percentage of boys in the western state universities

that are earnest and anxious for work, that are "hungry" for

work, and who come from a previous experience of shops or

farms or those home surroundings that give them a better

start than many boys I found at Cornell. While I love Cornell

and it is my alma mater, yet I must say that I believe of one

hundred Cornell boys and one hundred boys from a western

state university, working in a student course, the one hundred

boys from the free western state institutions, will progress

more rapidly than the one hundred boys who have come from

the wealthy and high-tuition institution. I think that would

somewhat vitiate our reliance upon the results obtained from

the student course records.

Professor Richards : I was interested in several things pre-

sented yesterday, in particular some things by Professor Ma-

gruder, because a few years ago I had a somewhat similar trip,

only not so extensive. My trip was made during the summer,

which of course is always unsatisfactory, because one must

draw one's conclusions from what one sees and not from

having things explained. I was about to equip a new labora-

tory and I wanted to see what the rest of you were doing.

After visiting seventeen institutions, scattered through the

West and East, I came to the conclusion—and I say it frankly

—that all that I could get out of that trip was what not to do.

In other words, the average mechanical engineering laboratory

—and particularly is that true of the older institutions—has

"just growed" like Topsy, and there has been very little

planning, very little thought given to those things which make

the laboratory convenient, the small details which are often

more important, perhaps, than the larger and more expensive

pieces of apparatus. Perhaps had I been escorted on my
trip and had had things explained more in detail, I might

have had a different impression of many of the laboratories.
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In laboratory construction there has been at times a total

disregard for many of the things which ought to be consid-

ered, aside from the actual equipment. For instance the

matter of light. In very few laboratories that I have seen

has the lighting problem been given serious consideration.

"When I came to study it in connection with this new labora-

tory building I found very little data that the mechanical

engineer could understand. After long thought and a good

deal of attention I planned a building so that we had at least

two-thirds of the outside walls of glass. Because of the loca-

tion on a very small and crowded campus and the necessity

of giving some architectural effect to the building we could

not get as much glass surface as we might otherwise have had.

The ciuestion of artificial lighting is one that has received

very little consideration, I find, in the majority of labora-

tories, and I could get very little information as to how much

light was desirable, how the light should be distributed and

what type of light was needed. I studied the problem very

seriously, although of course I am not an electrical engineer

and make no pretence at being one. After long consideration

of the various systems of lighting, in which I considered mer-

cury vapor lamps, Nernst lamps, etc., I determined that

tungsten lamps offered the best solution of the lighting prob-

lem for the laboratory. As a result, tungsten clusters were

installed, which gave at the floor level an illumination of

approximately five foot-candles. I was charged with being

extravagant, but no one denied that it was a delight to work

by this artificial light. In the drawing room, at the table top

the illumination was nearly ten foot-candles, which is perhaps

extreme. In the laboratories the lamps were placed in the

ceiling in clusters of five, 40-watt lamps, with the result that

we get a uniform illumination at the floor level without any

glare in the eyes.

One point in connection with Professor Ehler's paper on

laboratory reports interests me. "When I went to the Uni-

versity of Illinois a year ago I found that some of the older

members of the teaching staff required an unusual amount of
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time given to the laboratory reports. An investigation during
the present year, in connection with the revision of our
courses, has disclosed the fact that men put in just about twice

as much time per credit hour in the laboratory as they do in

the class work. Statistics were very carefully compiled and we
found that they were neglecting their class work because of

the undue amount of attention that was demanded from the

laboratory instructors. In fact, one of the instructors face-

tiously claimed that whenever an experiment was reported, the

laboratory instructor insisted that if during the progress of

the test a nut had to be tightened up, an exact sketch of the

nut should be made and included in the report, and a careful

and detailed report on and sketch of the monkey wrench with

which the nut was tightened should also be included. With-
out much doubt there is a lot of tommy-rot about laboratory

reports. That is, there is a tendency to make them something
else than laboratory reports ; an exercise in English, perhaps

;

something else than the writing up of the things which have
been seen and done, with a very concise discussion of the com-
putations made. I wish this subject had been discussed more
fully. I would like to know what the requirements of other

institutions are under the head of laboratory reports.

One thing more that Professor Ehler's paper suggested to

me. My own custom has been to have a rather complete
system of laboratory blanks, logs and reports, printed. I

believe that this is particularly desirable for the beginning
work in the laboratory. I do not have any sympathy with the

scheme of requiring the student, who does not know what a

good blank is, to spend a considerable amount of time trying

to design a blank log or blank report. I think for the begin-
ning work those blanks should be carefully thought out by
the instructor and given to the student. Perhaps for later

and more advanced work they should be prepared by the

students themselves.

Professor Greene: I would like to have some expression of

opinion as to the best methods of interchanging papers be-

tween our different members concerning the conduct of our
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department. Have you, first of all. any idea in regard to the

interchange of ideas relative to mechanical laboratory and

thesis work"?

Professor Hibbard: The members of our mechanical depart-

ment faculty have in the past year made out about fifty pages

of typewriting gi\nng ideas on what theses should be, and a

long list of suggestions for subjects. It might be worth while

to present that list to the society in some form or other. It

represents an enormous amount of work on the part of the

members of the department and I would like to exchange

with other mechanical departments the information on sub-

jects that are within the capacity of students for theses.

Dean Anthony: That is just the sort of information which

we want. "When one institution goes to work, as Professor

Hibbard says, and develops or covers all of that material, it

should become common property. The subject of theses is one

which I have had on my mind a good while although I have

not said anything about it nor derived much help from inves-

tigations. By cooperation we can perhaps get the information

which will enable us to have some sort of standards for the

individual institutions which would certainly be beneficial.

Professor Richards: As you know, many institutions have

abandoned the thesis. Purdue, I think, no longer requires

theses for graduation; Nebraska has not for many years.

During this winter, at the University of Illinois, it was decided

that they will be abolished at the earliest practicable date;

perhaps not next year but the year after. In fact, hereafter

it will be a privilege, not a requirement. If the student's work

has been of such high excellence that we think he can do some-

thing worth while, he may be granted permission by the

faculty to prepare a thesis. Personally, I think the thesis

should be abolished, because a lot of fellows have not the

ability to do this sort of work. The time should be spent in

regular classes under capable instructors, for a majority of

our students are not capable of investigation along advanced

lines.



THE USE OF THE OSCILLOGRAPH IN ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH

AND INSTRUCTION.

BY C. FRANCIS HARDING, Professor of Electrical Engineering, and

C. R. MOORE, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering,

Purdue University.

In engineering those phenomena incident to changing

physical conditions are of supreme importance. The appli-

cation of physics to stable conditions is fairly simple and the

principles involved easy to understand, but when the causes

are variable, the effects also vary and performance is more

difficult of prediction. The starting and stopping of a train,

the lifting and lowering of elevators, and the periodic rise

and fall of the turning moment of a reciprocating steam en-

gine are all examples of unstable conditions which must be

controlled. As a matter of fact, the operation of all dynamic

apparatus involves more or less of those phenomena observ-

able only as a result of rapidly varying causes.

The above applies strictly to electrical phenomena also. In

fact the most important method of transmitting power elec-

trically makes use of these phenomena. Alternating currents

would find little practical application were it not for the

peculiar properties which a circuit possesses when traversed

by currents of this character. Likewise, the opening and

closing of switches may cause a circuit to exhibit for the mo-

ment properties not common to it when current conditions

have become stable.

In order, therefore, to enable the student to grasp the

phenomena occurring only when unstable conditions exist,

some recording device which will picture to him the chang-

ing effects is invaluable. Such a device is the oscillograph.

24 353
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Its extreme sensibility enables it to follow and record the

most rapidly varying effects incident to practical electrical

circnits and apparatus. It consists of a single loop of fine

silver wire, both sides of which lie in a common magnetic

field produced by electroma^ets. Across the two sides of the

loop there is cemented a small mirror while the two ends of

the loop are connected in series or parallel with the appa-

ratus whose action is to be studied. The apparatus, as a

whole, is a current recording meter since the motion imparted

to the mirror results from the electrodynamic action between

the current carried by the loop and the magnetic field.

A beam of light is reflected from the small mirror above

mentioned and falls upon a revolving photographic film or

a second mirror which is given a synchronous oscillating mo-

tion at right angles to that of the former. If the light be

thrown upon a photographic film a record, permanent in

character, results but if the projected light falls on the sec-

ond vibrating mirror a standing wave is projected on the

screen which may be viewed by the operator.

Most efficient use has been made of the oscillograph at

Purdue University during the past year in presenting to the

students, either by lecture demonstration or in thesis work, the

following transient characteristics of electrical currents

:

(a) Illustrations of wave distortion.

(6) Effect of field strength upon the phase relation of cur-

rent and voltage waves of a synchronous motor.

(c) Effect of hunting upon armature current.

{d) Calibration of oscillograph for accurate determination

of current, voltage and power factor.

(e) Flux distribution in air gap of generators and motors

at various loads.

(/) Effect of core slotting upon flux distribution in air gap

of an induction motor.

"Whereas the first three uses of the oscillograph mentioned

are probably more commonly applied, it is believed that a

more detailed statement of cases (d), (e) and (/) may be of

interest.
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The successful adaptation of the oscillograph to the accu-

rate measurement of power factor, voltage and power was

brought about through the absence of other meters operating

with sufficiently small currents. In determining the loss due

to corona upon an experimental high tension transmission

CuBVE 1. Oscillogram from which power factor was determined for one

point on corona loss curve showing maximum wave distortion obtained.

line* it was found that accurate measurements could be made
in the high tension circuit by connecting the current coil of

the oscillograph in series with the secondary of the step-up

transformer at the grounded neutral. The amplitude of the

current wave was calibrated by means of a Rowland dyna-

Ctkve 2. Oscillogram of similar test showing average conditions

closelv approximating sine wave.

mometer checked against a potentiometer and standard cell.

The zero line was drawn upon the photographic film as a mean
of the positive and negative amplitudes determined by placing

the developed film upon cross section paper with the maxima
of the waves tangential to a certain section line.

*
'

* Corona Losses between Wires at High Voltages, " by C. Francis

Harding, A. I. E. E. June Convention, 1912.
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The power factor for the imdistorted waves was readily

found from the phase displacement upon the zero line while

the distorted waves, readily recognized upon the film, could

be replaced by their equivalent sine waves if necessary. The

distortion was so slight in this investigation, however, that

this rather tedious process was eliminated. One film was

exposed for every point on the corona loss curve and the fact

that the points of the net curve fell very closely upon the

parabola was sufficient evidence of the accuracy of the

oscillograph measurements.

Use of this apparatus has also been made to determine

experimentally the fux distribution in the air gaps of gener-

CrsvE 3. Oscillograiiis of flux density distribution in a d. c. maoMne.

ators and motors. These machines were equipped with a

small exploring coU having a throw or pitch equal to that of

the armature coils with which the machine was wound. In

revolving armature machines slip rings and brushes connected

this exploring coil to the oscillograph circuit. It is evident

that as the coil passes through the magnetic flux, voltages will

be induced which will cause currents to flow in the circuit.

These currents are practically in phase with the E.M.F.

generated, since the circuit is practically non-inductive. The

currents in turn set the oscillograph mirror in vibration in

time-phase therewith so that the resulting curve shown on

the film or screen is a curve of flux distribution.

As a direct current machine is loaded the air gap flux is

shifted, while the total flux per pole may be increased or

decreased. The writers know of no better way to illustrate

this phenomenon to the student than to show him the flux
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distribution curve at no load and ask him to observe the

effects as load comes on. In Curve 3 are shown two curves,

one taken at no load and the other at full load, the machine
being an ordinary four-pole, 110-volt generator. The effect

of pulsating reluctance in the magnetic circuit is very notice-

able in the no-load curves.

CtJEVE 4. Oscillogram of flux density in an induction motor air gap.

Curve 4 shows the distribution of flux in the air gap of an
induction motor. The effect of the slotting is very marked,
the machine having been operated at full load when the

exposure was made.

Curve 5. Oscillogram of induced voltages in a coil

undergoing commutation.

Curve 5 shows the induced voltages in a coil undergoing

commutation, the exploring coil in this case having been

placed between the upper and lower half coils of the armature

winding.
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The extreme rapidity of the variations faithfully followed

by the mirror is emphasized by the fact that one cycle of the

fundamental in this film represents one sixtieth of a second.

As a matter of experience, the interest of the student and

his ability to grasp fundamental principles are very much
increased by a careful use of the oscillograph in connection

with transient phenomena.



THE USE OF CURVE-TRACING APPARATUS IN
THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

LABORATORY.

BY J. H. MORECEOFT,

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University.

The following remarks regarding the use of curve tracing

apparatus in electrical engineering laboratories can apply

specifically only to courses in which considerable time is

devoted to laboratory work. It requires more time and care

on the part of the instructor and student to carry out such

special tests, as require curve tracing apparatus, than if only

standard machine tests constitute the laboratory work. At

Columbia University, however, where the junior electrical stu-

dents spend two afternoons a week in the laboratory through-

out the year and the senior students spend two or three after-

noons throughout the year, it is possible to carry out, besides

the regular machine tests, many special experiment-s illustrat-

ing the more involved points brought up in the lecture courses.

It was only a few years ago that the laboratory courses in

the various technical schools consisted of a set of very ele-

mentary experiments (generally performed by the instructor

with the students as onlookers) upon what few machines the

laboratory contained. The laboratory equipment was not

representative of the state of the art and the student gained

but little from his laboratory work. At present, however, we

have well equipped laboratories and it is time we asked our-

selves how well our laboratory facilities are being employed.

Two things at least a student should gain from his laboratory

work, an understanding of the characteristics of the machines

with which he works and the ability to think out solutions (or

methods of experimentation to obtain solutions) of new prob-

lems as they arise.
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Many are the problems which arise in the alternating cur-

rent laboratory work which the instructor and student must

ordinarily leave unsolved, and it is just these special problems

which really furnish the proper material for the bright re-

sourceful student to work upon—and, as most of the irregular

happenings in the alternating current laboratory are due to

wave distortions, resonance, etc., we must generally rely upon

some form of wave-tracing apparatus to solve the difficulty.

The three pieces of apparatus we use for different problems

are the ''point by point" apparatus (sometimes called the

method of "instantaneous contacts"), the ondograph, and the

oscillograph.

During the very first part of their work in the A.C. labora-

tory the students investigate the effects of wave form upon the

readings of ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters and power factor

meters. This work is done by the "point by point" method as

the apparatus is rugged, easy to understand and operate and

is probably more accurate than any other. By artificially pro-

ducing distorted waves, whose compositions are known, we are

able to find experimentally the laws which govern the indica-

tions of the various types of meters, which the student is going

to use in his routine machine work during the rest of the year.

This experimentally gained knowledge is worth much more

to the student and will stay by him longer than any he could

get by perusal of text-books or periodicals.

For obtaining records of currents and voltages in circuits

where the steady state has been reached the ondograph is very

useful and of course much quicker than the "point by point"

method. "VTe use it in getting waves of currents and voltages

in transformer circuits, to show how a condenser draw a current

which exaggerates the upper harmonics in a voltage wave and

an inductance decreases them, to get records of the voltage

forms of different machines and in all similar problems. For

transient phenomena such as transformer "switching cur-

rents," condenser discharges, etc., the ondograph cannot be

used and we have recourse to the oscillograph.

Of course, before a student is allowed to use the oscillograph
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he must understand completely its operation and in addition

he must have that judgment and skill of operation -which only

result from much laboratory work. For this reason we allow

the students to work with the instrument only in the latter

part of their senior year and even then men who have shown

themselves poor at manipulation are not allowed to use the

instrument at all. It is too delicate a piece of apparatus to be

put into the hands of a clumsy or immature student.

The problems, which vex a thinking student, and which may
be readily solved by use of the oscillograph, are innumerable.

The illustrations given herewith are a few reproductions from

films which students have taken; besides having some in-

trinsic value they serve well to show what type of problem we
have the students attack. Plates 1 and 2 show the discharge

current of a condenser, connected to an inductance, with three

different values of resistance. In obtaining curve 1, Plate 1,

a low value of resistance was employed and it is seen that the

wave is but slightly damped. In obtaining curve 2 a higher

value of resist-ance was used and curve 1, Plate 2 (curve 2 is

the same as curve 1 but a larger scale), was obtained after the

resistance had been increased to the "critical value." Of

course, we show mathematically that if a circuit has more than

a certain amount of resistance it has no natural period of

oscillation but the student does not really appreciate this until

he has, himself, done some such work as that which these curves

represent.

In estimating the value of this type of laboratory work it is

weU to remember that many of the facts we teach students do

not really become facts for the students until they are proven

by experiment. The mathematical solution of oscillating

circuits does not give to the student nearly as much real knowl-

edge of the facts as does the experiment mentioned above.

When a circuit of any characteristics whatsoever (resistance,

inductance, or capacity or all together) is first switched to an

A.C. line there must be a short time during which the current

is of a peculiar shape, the distortion from normal depending

upon the characteristics of the circuit and upon the time at
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which the switch is closed. This effect is due to the "transient

term" in the solution of the differential equation for current.

It is evident that the current must be zero at the instant the

switch is closed while the e.m.f. may be any value between its

two extremes. This effect is well shown on Plate 3; the

students who obtained this film really believe in the
'

' transient

conditions" of a circuit after switching.

A single phase alternator has a pulsating armature reac-

tion which produces a double frequency variation in the field

flux. Some students investigated this effect with the ondo-

graph and got the curves given in Plat€ 4.

The "wabbling neutral" in a three phase connection of

transformers is sometbing that seems imaginary to the average

student, and the fact that the primary phase voltage (on Y
connection with secondaries open) is greater than (line volt-

age -^-\/3) puzzles them. And their mj'stification is not

lessened when this discrepancy disappears when the second-

aries are connected together in A ; but by the use of ondo-

graph and oscillograph we obtained the results given in Plates

5, 6 and 7 and the effects are made clear. "With secondaries

open it is evident that the primary phase voltage is not a sine

wave similar to line voltage but has a very large third har-

monic in it as shown in Plate 6. Plate 7, giving the same

curves as Plate 6, after the secondaries had been connected

in A , shows how the primary neutral point has been steadied

by making the secondary connection. As the students have

learned (from their earlier experiments) how to interpret the

readings of indicating meters on distorted waves they reach a

clear understanding of this
'

' wabbling neutral
'

' effect in three

phase circuits.

Plates 8 and 9 show the presence of armature reaction in a

single phase synchronous converter and how it disappears

when the same machine is loaded equally on two phases. The

armature reaction is shown by the shape of the current input

(synchronous running inverted) when connected to a D.C.

line of constant voltage.

Plate 10 is one of a series obtained to show the form of
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current existing in the various coils of a synchronous con-

verter. A curve was obtained for each coil by inserting a small

resistance and taking oscillograms of the IR drop across each.

The writer showed many other slides on various irregular

CXarrenf input, Q C. ery<:/.

LoocfphosG /-A \J >^U>act phase

—PlafB 9—

phenomena which occur in the performance of a comprehen-
sive set of experiments in the alternating current laboratory

but space does not permit their reproduction here. Among
other things which his students cleared up by use of curve

2.

tracing apparatus were circulating currents between alterna-

tors in parallel operation, effect on shape of current wave of

a synchronous motor of over- or under-excitation of its field,

field forms of an auxiliary pole synchronous converter, etc.



E.M.F. COMBINATIONS IN A SIX-CIRCUIT
ALTERNATOR.

BY G. W. LAMEX,

Asmstaiit Professor of Eleotr'cal ErgireeriEg,

In planning the laboratory course at "WasMngton Univer-

sity, it has been our aim to parallel the lectore work on elec-

trical machinery as closely as possible, and also to illustrate

the theory of electrical machinery as -vrell as the operating

characteristics. One of the most interesting and instructive

experiments illustrates the combinations of vectors.

The machine used in this experiment is rated as a 15 k.vr.,

3-phase delta, 220-volt alternator. It has 6 field poles and
36 armature slots, making 6 slots per pole. The armature

winding consists of six independent open circuit windings,

which are therefore 30 electrical degrees apart. The terminals

of each winding are brought out to a terminal block on the

frame of the machine and these terminals are carried to a

marble tablet board in such a manner that the windings are

represented as being 30 mechanical degrees apart in phase.

An elevation view of this board is shown in Fig. 1. Each
terminal wire is connected to two brass jacks by an appro-

priate lug on the back of the board. The heads of the jacks

are set into counter sunk holes in the board, so that they come
fiush with the face of the board. Connections between jacks

are made by flexible wire connectors terminating in split brass

plugs, which are fitted with wooden handles.

"VTith this arrangement it is possible to connect the machine

as single-phase, two-phase, three-phase delta, or three-phase

star.

In operation, the machine is driven at its rated speed, viz.

:

1,200 r.p.m. by a direct current motor and its field is excited
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SO that each winding gives 100 volts. This does not give the

rated voltage of the machine but facilitates the computations

of voltages of the various combinations.

The students work in parties of three and each party makes

each of the above named connections. Then the party draws

a diagram of the vectors showing their phase relations and
calculates the voltage which they expect to get. Then they

measure the voltage to see if there is an agreement between

calculated and observed values. As there necessarily must
be a close agreement between observed and calculated values,

the student can tell whether or not he has made a mistake.
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tion illustrates the necessity of considering breadth factor in

the voltage equation of an alternator. Since the rated current

per coil is 23 amperes the capacity of the alternator is

23 X 396= 9,000 volt amperes.

The two-phase connections are made by connecting windings

a, h and c in series, forming the resultant M-X, and d, e and /

in series, forming the resultant X-O (Fig. 2]. It is evident

Fig.

from the figure that the two resultants are at right angles.

The value of the resultant in this case is 273 volts, the breadth

factor therefore is larger than with the single-phase connec-

tion. The capacity of the machine is with this connection

273 X 23 X 2= 12,500 volt amperes.

The three-phase delta connection is made by connecting

windings a and h in series, c and d in series, and e and / in

series, giving the resultants If-V. 0-P and Q-E, as shown in

Fig. 3. Assuming that the outward direction from the center
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is positive, a delta connection is made by connecting point Q
to point N, point R to point P, and point to point M, giving

the figure shown in Fig. 4. The voltage per phase in this case

is 100 X cos 15° X 2= 192, which shows that the breadth

Fig. 3.

factor has still further increased. The capacity of the ma-

chine is 3 X 192 X 23= 13,100 volt amperes. It must be

noticed that in traversing the delta, starting from MO and

Fig. 4.

going in the direction of the arrow, MN and QR are traversed

in the positive direction but PO is traversed in the negative

direction. This part of the experiment illustrates the neces-

sity for the reversal of one phase in a 3-phase machine.
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The three-phase star connection is made by using the same

combinations of vectors as for delta connection. For this

connection, however, points M, P and Q are connected together

and points N, and R are the line terminals, giving the dia-

gram shown in Fig. 5. This connection also illustrates the

necessity for the reversal of one phase in a 3-phase machine.

The capacity in this case is the same as before, but the line

voltage is 192 X V3= 333.

Fig. 0.

There are other connections that may be used, for illustra-

tive purposes, one of which is a combination delta star, or

two deltas may be obtained from the one machine, etc.

The experiment, therefore, illustrates breadth factor, re-

versal of one phase in 3-phase machines and variation of

capacity with the variation in the number of phases.



LABORATORY METHODS AT THE CARNEGIE
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

BY B. C. DEXNISOX,

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering,

Carnegie Institute of Technology.

The Carnegie Institute of Technology—formerly the Car-

negie Technical Schools—is situated in Schenley Park, Pitts-

burgh, and comprises four schools: The Women's School of

Domestic Science and the Schools of Applied Industry, of Ap-

plied Design and of Applied Science or Engineering. The

electrical engineering department is a division of the School

of Applied Science.

These schools first opened their doors in October, 1905, and

during the eight years of service have been steadily raising

the standard of instruction until they are now able to offer

the degree of B.S. for the four-year courses in engineering of

the School of Applied Science, and of B.A. for the four-year

courses in the School of Applied Design.

All schools offer both day and night courses, there being

registered in the School of Applied Science 380 students in the

day and 427 students in the night courses in the last school

year. The total number of students registered in the four

schools was about 2,400.

The four-year day course in electrical engineering includes

the following electrical subjects

:

Sophomore Year.—Electricity and magnetism; elementary

electrical measurements laborator^^; inspection visits.

Junior Year.—Advanced electricity and magnetism; theory

of electrical measurements ; advanced electrical measurements

laboratory; direct current machinery, theory and laboratory;

principles of alternating currents; electric wiring; inspec-

tion visits.
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Senior Year.—Power house equipment; direct current dis-

tiibution; high tension transmission lines; fields of electrical

engineering; theory of alternating current machinery; alter-

nating current machinery laboratory ; design of direct current

machinery; design of alternating current machinery; inspec-

tion visits.

The night course extends over five or six years, depending

upon whether the student elects the
'

' fast " or
'

"' slow '

' course.

It covers the same ground as the day course as far as the

more limited time will permit, the students being in attend-

ance from 7 :30 to 10 :30 for three or four evenings in the week.

This brief description of the schools and of the electrical

engineering course I have thought an essential preliminary to

any discussion of the laboratory' courses and methods.

The Laboratory.

The electrical laboratory is in three rooms—the main ma-

chinery laboratory, 55 feet by 105 feet, supplemented by an

instrument room, a store room and the mechanician's shop; a

measurements laboratory, about 30 by 40 feet ; and a standards

room of approximately the same dimensions. In addition

there is a dark room and a storage battery room.

Sophomore Laboratory.

As stated above the laboratory work begins in the sopho-

more year with a course in electrical measurements. This

work includes the measurement of high and low resistances

by the "Wheatstone bridge, drop of potential and other meth-

ods, location of faults in lines and cables, insulation resistance

measurements, study and calibration of indicating and inte-

grating meters, use of the potentiometer, testing of iron by

the ballistic. Ewing double-bridge and Koepsel permeameter

methods and the like experiments.

Junior and Senior Laboratories.

The laboratory work of the junior and senior years, as far

as the nature of the experiments and apparatus employed, dif-
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fers little from that to be found in any well-equipped labora-

tOTj. No special laboratory- courees are given, such as rail-

way laboratory, telephone laboratory or high tension labora-

tory. "We do not believe there is room for special courses in

a four-year course in electrical engineering. The experiments

are modeled after those outlined in Karapetoff's laboratory

manual, this text being used in all the laboratory- courses,

supplemented when desired by mimeographed sheets prepared

by the instructor. In the later work the students are put more

and more upon their own responsibility, so that they acquire

considerable expedition and confidence in the operation of

electrical machinery.

Items of Special Interest.

As matters of special interest in the carrying on of our work

I would advance the following:

1. Connections for Experiments.—Complete connections for

all experiments are made bj^ the students. This is possible by

the use of a very efficient plug and socket system of connec-

tion, with trunk lines beneath the floor connecting outlets

near the machines and tables with the main switchboard. All

machines, rheostats, instrument switches, polyphase tables,

etc., are equipped with standard sockets. Cables of 6 feet or

10 feet length, supplied with a split phosphor-bronze plug

at either end, are used for making connections. The student

connects the necessary apparatus at the machine to be tested

and, his connections having been checked by the instructor, he

leads power from the main board to the nearest floor outlets

and proceeds with the conduct of the experiment. This sys-

tem is very flexible, allows any outlet to be connected to any

or aU others, and permits the student to profit by the experi-

ence of making all his own connections.

2. Credit for Laboratory.—No rigid schedule of experi-

ments is adhered to, a new experiment being assigned upon

the completion of the previous one. Each experiment repre-

sents a certain number of credit units, corresponding to the

amount of time required to perform the experiment and write
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the report. A certain minimum number of units is required

for a passing grade in the course and additional credit is

given for experiments beyond this required minimum. For

example, the seniors are required to complete a minimum of

80 credit units per semester, or about 20 experiments, and are

graded upon a basis of 100 units. This allows the more am-

bitious student to work ahead of the slower one and receive

credit for the additional work.

3. Fenaliy for Tardiness of Reports.—I suppose all labora-

tories have some trouble due to the tendency of certain stu-

dents to become delinquent in the writing of reports. We
have less of this than formerly since we have changed our

method of dealing with cases of this nature. Until within the

last year reports were due two weeks from the assignment of

the experiment, a penalty of ten per cent, per day of tardiness

being exacted for late reports. This penalty was so severe

that we found it impossible to enforce the rule. If, due to

more important work, such as following the football team on

its trips or working up the Junior Prom., a student found

himself several days late in submitting a report he frequently

neglected to write the report up, feeling that it was impos-

sible for him to receive a passing grade upon it and promising

himself to get the next report in on time. If he were of a

procrastinating nature the second report frequently shared

the fate of the first and the student soon became in bad stand-

ing, according to the rule, and liable to fail in the course.

Too often the delinquent student was able to secure special

permission to hand in reports several weeks late and the

severe rule counted for naught. I think it incorrect to say

that the rule failed, but that the human agents of the rule

were at fault.

To replace this inoperative rule the plan was devised of

excluding from the laboratory the student who was delin-

quent in his reports. As applied to the seniors, as soon as

they have perfonned three experiments for which they have

not submitted reports they are excluded from the laboratory

and required to work on the reports in a room adjoining the
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laboratory. In view of the fact that their work is graded upon

the basis of a fixed number of credit units, and that a stu-

dent falls out of step with his partners when he is absent for

a period, it is now only rarely that a student neglects his re-

ports. This plan has been successful and will be retained.

4. Sophomore Laboratory.—I said that the laboratory work

was begun in the sophomore year. The work there given is

taught by many institutions in the physics department. We
consider ourselves fortunate in that we are able to give the

introductory electrical work in the electrical engineering de-

partment as this allows of a closer coordination with the

work of the junior and senior years.

5. Use of Instruments.—A list of the instruments to be

used for an experiment is made out by the student and he

draws them from the instrument room, checks bearing the

number of the instrument being hung opposite his name.

After the laboratory period the mechanician examines the

instruments and necessary repairs are charged against the

student's "breakage fee."

6. Coordination of Theory and Laboratory.—Each labora-

tory course is in charge of the instructor who gives the lec-

tures in the theory of the subject. In this way a close co-

ordination of theory and laboratory is obtained. We think

this worth some sacrifice on the part of the instructor,

7. Special Work.—During the last few weeks of the senior

year opportunity is given the more advanced students of

taking up some special investigation, such as the design and

testing of an artificial transmission line; investigation of the

effects of varying load and brush position upon the flux dis-

tribution of direct current machines; a study of alternator

regulation and of armature reaction, by means of the oscil-

lograph, etc. This study is not a thesis but serves to give ex-

perience in methods of research.

8. Inspection Visits.—I wish in closing to speak of one

feature of our work which perhaps cannot properly be called

laboratory work and yet which we think of as such. I refer

to the inspection visits made by the students during the inter-
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val between semesters. On alternate days small gronps of

students visit the industrials, power houses and railway

equipments of the Pittsburgh district, taking with them a

earefuUv prepared set of questions. They go unaccompanied

by an instructor wherever possible. On the intermediate

days they write engineering reports upon the plants visited.

Our location in Pittsburgh makes these visits of peenliar in-

terest and value.



NECESSITY FOR SPECIAL LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT.

BY A. T. CHILDS,

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Maine.

In buying equipment, or arrang^ing experiments for labora-

tory work, there should be a fixed policy and purpose so that

each move will count towards a common end. I believe this

applies more strongly to institutions of limited means ; that is,

institutions which cannot afford to have a great many pieces

of apparatus lying around for which there is no special need.

In arranging all courses it should constantly be borne in mind

that principles and not types of machines should be taught to

undergraduates. If, in the short time that is allowed for the

engineering work, the fundamental principles that are com-

mon to all electrical machinery are thoroughly impressed on

the student's mind, all is done that can be expected.

In carrying out this idea of teaching principles in labora-

tory work it is generally desirable, if not necessary, to remodel

commercial apparatus, or design and construct entirely new

apparatus. To illustrate this point further the following

set of experiments on the induction motor is described.

The object of describing these experiments is not so much
to give new ideas in the way of experiments as it is to show

the logical arrangement of experiments to connect the funda-

mental principles of electrical engineering with a commercial

product, and also to show how it is possible to make this con-

nection more obvious to the student by building apparatus

especially for that purpose. The author wishes to express his

indebtedness to Prof. Karapetoff's Experimental Electrical

Engineering and to Mr. C. R. Dooley's article on this subject

which appeared in Vol. I of the Electric Journal.

The student has been accustomed, in his previous work, to
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associate the term "pole" with a metallic projection from the

yoke of a machine, and it is difficult for him to see how it is

possible to form a definite polar area with conductors in-

bedded in slots and distributed uniformly around the stator.

If this is not thoroughly fixed in his mind at the outset, it is

doubtful if he will ever have a clear conception of the prin-

ciple on which the motor operates. The first thing then in

connection with this work on the induction motor is to study

the flux distribution over a single pair of poles with a winding

lying in a large number of slots and so distributed as to give

nearly a sine wave of flux. This apparatus as constructed

has 16 slots which are arranged in a manner similar to that

shown by Fig. No. 1. The ferric portion of the magnetic

circuit is made of mild steel and has a cross section such as to

cause the greater part of the reluctance to lie in the teeth and

air gap. The steel pieces are held in a brass frame so that all

leakage flux is reduced to a minimum.

Fig. 1. Magnetic Circuit of the Experimental Apparatus.

The experimental work will be to study the flux distribu-

tion in the air-gap when a constant current is circulated

through the winding. The form of the field will be taken by

aid of an exploring coil and galvanometer.

The next step, after having the formation of the field, by

means of a distributed winding, fully demonstrated, is to show

the progression of the flux about the air-gap with the cyclic

change of currents in the windings. To do this the stator was
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taken out of an old fan motor and placed in a special frame,

designed so as to enable the student to trace the method of

winding with greatest possible ease. The stator was rewound

for a six pole, two phase machine. A polar winding was

used, that being the simplest for the student to understand.

A rotor, cr something corresponding to a rotor, was made

out of a solid casting and machined to the size of the regular

rotor. A small exploring coil was wound on this casting and

connected to collector rings and the rings connected to a

galvanometer. The shaft of the rotor carries a pointer which

Fig. 2. Details of Experimental Apparatus.

moves over a graduated scale. Figure No. 2 shows the details

of this apparatus and Fig. No. 3 shows the apparatus

assembled.

The experiment consists in taking the flux distribution for

different values of current in the windings. For example,

take a time when the current in one phase is a maximum and

in the other phase is zero. The exploring coil is located in a

position of zero field and by holding the rotor stationary, the
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pointer is moved to tlie zero point on the graduated scale and
clamped. (This setting of the pointer at zero is done merely

as a matter of convenience.) The field form is then taken for

one wave length and plotted on cross-section paper. The cur-

rents are next changed to correspond to conditions after a

certain elapse of time, say such that o>t= t/S ; the current in

phase A would drop to Im^x cos tt/S, and the current in phase

B would rise to Imai slq tt 8. The flux wave is again taken

and plotted on the same cross-section sheet but below the first.

The currents are again changed and the flux wave taken. The
process is continued until the student sees exactly how and

why the flux wave moves around the air-gap.

Fig. 3. Apparatus used to show the Flux Distribution in the Air-gap

of an Induction Motor.

The student is required to show in his report that the flux

wave travels at approximately constant speed, and to calculate

the number of complete revolutions made by the wave per

minute. This gives him a better understanding of the term

"synchronous speed" than if he had calculated it directly

from the frequency and the number of poles.

The work outlined thus far can be performed in one four-
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hour period. The next exercise is to study the different com-

binations of phases and poles. For this work a vertical-shaft

motor was obtained. The stator, which contained 48 slots,

w^as wound with 48 coils, the coils lying in slots 1 and 9.

Fig. No. 4 shows this piece of apparatus. The two leads from
each coil are brought out to a circular terminal board which is

held in place at the top of the motor by means of brackets.

MiHI^Mil
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If time permits, the eonnectioiis mav be eliaiiged for operating

on different voltages.

To facilitate the work of this experiment, blank diagrams

are prepared which show the internal connections of the motor

to the terminal board. The external connections are put on

this diagram by the student with colored pencils, one color for

each phase. After completing the diagram, the student pro-

ceeds to connect up the motor in accordance with the diagram.

The motor is then connected to a suitable source of power and

the slip and no-load current found. In adjusting the current,

it is necessary to see that the phases are balanced.

For a third exercise, an experiment on the characteristics

of a commercial motor is given. These curves are worked up

both from a brake test and the circle diagram, and an accu-

rate comparison made between the two. This experiment is

followed by a fourth exercise which is performed on the in-

duction generator.



THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SUMMER
LABORATORY COURSE.

BY GAEL D. KNIGHT,

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering,

Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute, like many other engi-

neering schools, has, as a part of its course, a certain amount
of summer work, usually given as shop work or laboratory.

This consists of three weeks' work during the summer vaca-

tion, preceding the sophomore, junior and senior years.

Up to the summer of 1904, the summer work for the elec-

trical engineering students was practically the same as that for

the mechanical students, and consisted of pattern-making, ma-
chine work, and foundry and forge practice.

From a close observation of the students, it became evident

that there was a general lack of knowledge concerning the

actual construction of electrical machinery, arising probably

from lack of opportunity for observation and lack of time for

instruction along such lines. It was determined to remedy
this fault, if possible, so in 1904, the summer work for elec-

trical engineering students was taken over by the electrical

engineering department. The first year the course was carried

on in such a manner as to determine, as far as possible, the

best methods and from the experience of that year the course

as given during the next three or four years was mapped out.

Before following the development of this course further, a

brief statement of some of the work preceding should be

given. The student has completed shop practice of all kinds,

is supposed to have a general knowledge of engines and

boilers, and has had the complete electrical work of the junior

year, including sixteen laboratory periods, and sixteen

periods for the design of simple, electrical apparatus, up to
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and including the transformer, but not including any rotat-

ing machinery.

Since the summer work was to give instruction in electrical

construction, it was thought best to devote the time to the

actual construction of electrical apparatus, and with this end

in view, the work was begun, consisting of wiring for light and

power, construction of resistances, reactances, transformers,

direct current machines and alternators. In all this work,

the student was required to do little of the machine work,

but all of the electrical work. For instance, in the construc-

tion of an alternator, all machine work was done and the ma-

chine ready to receive the windings. As much as possible of

the apparatus constructed was designed by the students, after

being carefully checked, of course, by the design instructor.

After working along these lines for two or three years, we

were forced to admit that the course was not the success that

had been anticipated, for several reasons

:

1. Apparatus was being constructed with what amounted

to unskilled labor, and windings, designed by using the

regular winding constants for such work, could not be gotten

into the winding space. This resulted in giving the student

wrong ideas about winding and insulation.

2. Much of the apparatus constructed required so much

time that it could not be completed and tested in one

year. This gave the students, who began the work, no chance

to find out the results of any of their mistakes, and the stu-

dents, who completed and tested the work, were often unable

to determine just what step in the construction caused the

trouble which later arose.

3. While not actually encountered, this difficulty began to

come in sight. What shall be constracted ? Even taking

into account the fact that a good deal of the apparatus con-

structed had little more than scrap value, more could be con-

structed than the laboratory needed.

4. And most important, it was uneconomical of the stu-

dent's time to do actual construction, when he could, in much

less time, obtain most of the same information by well-
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directed observation of machines and apparatus already con-

structed, taking them to pieces, if necessary, and making
sketches.

As a result of this experience, our present highly satis-

factory course has been developed. Nominally, the work is

now entirely experimental, i. e., the construction has been

eliminated. A little of the laboratory work carried on in the

senior year has been incorporated in the course, and since

the work is carried on nine hours a day for three weeks,

time is available for work which could not be done in a labo-

ratory period : heat runs, storage battery tests, etc. In all the

work, special emphasis is laid on the construction of the appa-

ratus and reasons therefor.

Such work as is necessary for the proper accomplishment of

the work of the senior year is required of each student, the

remainder is adapted to the needs of the individual. This is

made possible, since the same instructing force has charge of

both the summer work and the laboratory, so that the in-

structors get a fairly good idea of the individual needs.

Reports are required of all experimental work and, in addi-

tion, a rigid oral quiz is given at the end of each experiment

or exercise.

Half day inspection trips to points of educational value in

and about Worcester have been found a very valuable feature

of this course, not only on account of the information gained,

but also because it makes a break in an otherwise very con-

fining course. During the course that has just been com-

pleted, inspection trips covering four afternoons and one

evening were taken ; the program, which is typical, may be of

interest.

One afternoon to the works of the Osgood Bradley Car Co.

and the high tension substation of the Connecticut River

Transmission Co. One afternoon to the south works of the

American Steel & Wire Co. Opportunity was given there to

see the open-hearth steel furnaces, rolling mills and the draw-

ing and insulating of wires and cables. One afternoon to the

power station of the Worcester Electric Light Co. and the

26
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Fremont St. station of the Worcester Consolidated Street

Railway Co. The former is a Parsons turbine, A. C. station,

and the latter a large reciprocating engine, D. C. station. One

afternoon to the power station of the Boston & "Worcester

Street Railway Co., a combination Curtiss turbine and recip-

rocating engine plant, with substation equipment in the

power house.

A lecture of from one half to three quarters of an hour,

briefly outlining the principal points of interest, is given

before each trip and an oral quiz of from an hour to an hour

and a haK is held after each one.

A course of this nature has these great advantages

:

1. Consecutive time is available for work that otherwise

could not be attempted.

2. The students' attention is concentrated for the entire

time on practically one subject.

3. The student has personal instruction suited to his indi-

vidual needs durins: the whole time.



COOPERATION IN UNIVERSITY LABORATORY
WORK.

r

BY E. L. STEVENSON,

Instructor in Electrical Engineering, Cornell University,

It is the purpose of this paper to arouse interest in a plan

for cooperation among those in charge of university laboratory

work in the technical and scientific schools of the country

and to suggest a means for carrying out the idea. It is a

natural desire to progress and the greatest success and best

results may be reached by cooperation. Cooperation is defined

as "concurrent effort," therefore cooperation in laboratory

work means concurrent effort of those conducting laboratories,

working together to produce the best results and to give ex-

perimental work a higher educational value by exchange of

ideas in such work. Consider now how cooperation will benefit

in thesis work, in routine experiments and general laboratory

practice.

The primary function of laboratory work is to correlate

theory and practice ; to connect the abstract fundamental

theory with concrete applications. It is customary to treat

of theory by lecture and classroom work. The practical side

is then taken up experimentally, which procedure clinches

or should clinch the facts in the student's mind and gives

him a comprehensive knowledge of the subject, or at least,

furnishes a good foundation for it. Thus the laboratory per-

forms an important service, since theory without practice falls

considerably short of the ideal. It is, therefore, highly essen-

tial to pay special attention to the experimental side and use

all possible means to make it effective.

How to arouse and hold interest is a problem that many
have doubtless experienced, especially if there is adverse feel-

ing toward certain courses of engineering instruction, as there
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is in several cases which have come to the writer's attention.

Laboratory work in and of itself arouses normal interest but

the enthusiasm which knows no time limitations is what is

desired, and to obtain that requires something more, with the

average student, than the ordinary routine work. He wUl

take real pride in performing a ''stunt"' or accomplishing a

difficult new task—or even in performing a time-worn experi-

ment in a new way. It gives zest to the undertaking. Permit

an illustration of what will increase interest. "With the help

of several Cornell seniors in engineering. Mr. J. F. H. Douglas

carried out a number of tests on single-phase, artificial trans-

mission lines of lengths varying from 1,300 io 3,200 miles.

The idea was to study their characteristics with alternating

currents and observe standing and travelling waves. Great

improvement in regulation and charging current was found at

certain frequencies. Again, at Purdue University considerable

work has been done by Prof. C. K. ]\Ioore on "Air-Gap Flux

Distribution in Direct-Current Machines," which is both in-

teresting and valuable. The nature and detail of this work

is given in the Proceedings of the American Insiiiute of Elec-

trical Engineers for March, 1912. Professor Moore was as-

sisted by members of the senior class, who used the subject

matter as a basis for their thesis work. In each of the above

eases, the work done was aside from the regular routine, and

we may conclude that novelty is a factor in arousing interest.

Eepetition of experiments is a good method of keeping up

interest, providing the repetition is in the nature of verifica-

tion of results and has not become too much a matter of

course. Cooperation will help to bring live subjects to the

direct attention of those interested. In one of the laboratories

of the country, work has been tried out on "ground aerials"

for wireless work, in verification and extension of experiments

carried on previously in Germany : although the name ' "ground

aerials" is a paradox the meaning is clear, insulated wires

simply being laid on the ground and used in the same manner

as the ordinary elevated antennse. By this method the dis-

tance of transmission does not seem to be impaired and it is
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highly directive, messages being picked up readily in the

direction the wires are stretched. Effort has been made to

obtain values that were quantitative as the previous German

test gave only qualitative results. This work was conducted

by students and aroused considerable interest.

Next, what bearing does the relation of laboratory work to

practice have on the interest in experimental work? Very

often one will hear a student say: "Why don't we get experi-

ments like commercial tests?" The average engineering stu-

dent intends to go into commercial work rather than scientific

research, and, as a consequence, wants something "practical,"

something as near like what he will have to do commercially

as possible. From the standpoint of training too much prac-

tice detracts from educational values, while too little means a

lagging behind of laboratory work with respect to commercial

advancement. In commercial tests there is necessity for

expediency, since to any firm "time is money" and the result

in electrical manufacturing is, for example, that laboratory

tests which perhaps consumed six hours are more than cut in

half as regards time. This for two reasons; first, those in

charge of the commercial work have had more experience than

the average student, not to say special knowledge of the par-

ticular test. Secondly, the commercial procedure arranges

for the repetition of runs by short-cut methods. What, then,

is the result of introducing current test practice into the labo-

ratory? It creates an added interest on the part of those

students who intend to go into commercial work; this, with a

saving of time and less effort on the part of the worker; it

makes theory less theoretical and emphasizes the practical.

It has not been the intention, however, to convey the impres-

sion that the laboratory should be made a copy of a commer-

cial testing floor but merely to suggest the value.

Another phase of cooperation in which interchange of

results would be beneficial is along the line of new ideas for

the setting up of certain experiments as well as suggestions for

types of apparatus which may not be in general use. A refer-

ence here to a simple but important feature may not be out
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of place. In every laboratory it is necessary to have resistance

loads of some sort, lamp banks, frames, water rheostats or the

like. Furthermore, few will deny that these different types

are unsatisfactory for general use, though each may be suited

for a particular test. If frames are used of the switch type

it is difficult to get convenient steps, or if slider frames are

used for comparatively heavy loads there is considerable

arcing and burning. The mercury cup type and lamp banks

also have inherent disadvantages. An exchange of ideas along

the line of types used would be helpful.

Having now discussed some of the items to be considered

by an interchange of ideas among the colleges, let us consider

the possibilities for carrying out this cooperative plan. For
the work to be entirely successful the field of interest should

be as extensive as possible and enthusiasm aroused. This in

itself will require cooperation and organization. It has

seemed to the writer that a committee might well be appointed

to carry on this work and enlarge on it with added sugges-

tions. The idea is "to start the ball rolling" and let it gather

momentum. Two plans suggest themselves as feasible with

the arguments in favor of the first. Since the leading tech-

nical schools of the country are so widely scattered and the

distances are so great, the interchange can only be accom-

plished by a publication of some sort. The suggestion has

been made that the pages of the Bulletin of the S. P. E. E.

would be available. Some one should be made responsible for

this interchange and the contributions sent in periodically to

him for editing and arrangement. In this way the benefits

would be far reaching and advisable. The other suggestion

would be to accomplish the result by a circular letter contain-

ing the same material.

It has been the desire to present this matter to the S. P.

E. E. for consideration in as clear a way as possible, but

briefly withal. It is to be hoped that the suggestion will find

general favor and that interest and discussion will be stimu-

lated sufficiently to bring the issue to a vote, which will put a

practical plan into operation for the ensuing years.



ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
REPORT REQUIREMENT.

BY J. E. PRICE,

Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Wisconsin.

The value of a written report as part of the required work

in a laboratory course in electrical engineering is twofold. To

the instructor it affords an excellent basis to assist in deter-

mining the student's grade, while to the student it offers the

practice of presenting in writing his method of performing

the work and his interpretation of the results obtained, and

the opportunity for crystallizing in concrete form his con-

ception of the experiment. In order that the report work may

be as useful as possible, the following procedure has been

adopted in the electrical engineering laboratories of the

University of "Wisconsin.

An experiment is assigned one week prior to the date of its

performance in the laboratory. Two days before the student

reports for this experimental work he is required to hand in

a preliminary report covering the theoretical considerations

upon which the particular experiment is based. The subject

matter which it is desired to have the student cover in the pre-

liminary report is indicated by a set of questions. An
appended list of references enables him to find quickly the

best treatment of the particular question under consideration.

These preliminary reports are carefully corrected by the in-

structor in charge and are returned to the student when he

reports for work. Such a preliminary study of the experi-

ment insures that the student comes to the laboratory with a

good knowledge of what is required and that, with a minimum

loss of time, he can connect up his apparatus and intelligently

proceed to obtain his data. After the work in the laboratory

has been finished, the report is completed by adding a concise
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description of the mettiod followed in performing the work,

a tabulation of the observed and calculated data, with a

sample set of calculations employed, and a discussion, ex-

pressed both graphically and analytically, of the results ob-

tained. The completed report is returned to the instructor

within one week from the date of performing the experiment.

The entire report is then corrected by the instructor and if

any corrections or additions are required it is returned at the

next regular period.

The rules set down specifying definitely the times at which

the reports are to be handed in are rigidly enforced. If a

student fails to prepare a preliminary report or to hand in his

completed report at the scheduled time he is not allowed to

work in the laboratory.

The reports must be prepared very carefully and must pre-

sent an attractive appearance. They must be written on

paper of uniform size and bound in a manila binder which has

been adopted as standard by the laboratory. All diagrams

must be drawn with draughting instruments and all curves

plotted to scale on standard cross-section paper.

The above procedure has proven very satisfactory. The

student comes to the laboratory well informed on the experi-

ment which he is to perform, and, therefore, obtains more data

and better data during the period than he would if the pre-

liminary work were not required. Better reports are also

insured if the student is required to write them while the

experiment is still fresh in his mind.



THE ELECTRICAL LABORATORY AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

BY F. G. WILLSON,

Instructor in Electrical Engineering, University of Illinois.

In the development of any electrical laboratory course, ex-

istino: conditions and environment determine to a large ex-

tent the lines along which this development is accomplished.

This has been particularly true at the University of Illinois

and the present course has been built upon what we had, in

lieu of the ideal conditions which might be desired.

The department of electrical engineering occupies a build-

ing, the main part of which is three stories high. This con-

tains the offices, librarj', reading rooms and laboratories,

while a one story wing accommodates the lecture, recitation

and design rooms. On the first or basement floor of the main

building are located the graduate laboratory-, department

shop, high-tension laboratory, and furnace and storage bat-

tery rooms. The second or main floor accommodates the

large testing laboratory 50 by 100 feet, and the instrument

room. The main switchboards and large motor-generator sets

are also located on this floor. Offices, librarj', reading room,

graduate study rooms and photometric rooms completely

occupy the third floor.

Laboratory Layout.

Alternating current power for experimental purposes up to

350 kw. is furnished by the university power plant. This is

supplied to the main laboratory' feeder panels at 440 volts,

two-phase, 60 cycles. The department owns a 100 kw. 2,300-

volt, three-phase, 60-cycle turbo-alternator, and the output of

this machine is available at that voltage or may be trans-
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formed to -440 volts, two-phase, at the laboratory feeders.

By means of a double bus-bar arrangement, the power-plant

machines or the turbo-alternator may be used interchange-

ably at the laboratory switchboards.

Direct-current power is obtained by the use of two syn-

chronous motor-generator sets of 75 and 45 kw. capacity,

respectively. These are installed and controlled in the lab-

oratory. The alternating-current machines are 440 volts, two-

phase, and the direct-current machines are 230-115 volts,

three-wire dynamos which may be operated either shunt or

compound. The 45 kw. set may be operated from the direct-

current side to obtain special alternating current voltages

and frequencies. These sets are started from the direct-cur-

rent side by a small generator in the power plant.

By means of transformers in banks of 15 to 20 kw. each,

both two- and three-phase, 60-cycle current is available at 110

and 220 volts. Either of the synchronous motors of the two

sets, or any bank of transformers may be connected to the

turbo-alternator or to the 440-volt, two-phase feeders from

the power plant. All feeders are connected through circuit

breakers or suitable fuses to distributing or plug panels. Cir-

cuits from these plug panels lead to all parts of the labora-

tory and machine platforms. Trunk lines lead from the

main boards in the general laboratory to other panels in the

graduate laboratory, furnace room, high tension laboratory,

photometry and recitation rooms. Circuits also lead from

the storage battery panel to the various switchboards. By
this arrangement, any available voltage or current from any

machine may be connected to circuits in any part of the

building.

All experimental machines are motor driven, either belted

or direct connected. Driving motors are 220 volts direct cur-

rent, constant or variable speed types. These machines are

all placed on platforms which are equally spaced, in order

that belts may be used interchangeably. All machines may
be moved, by means of a portable crane, so that almost any

combination of apparatus may be obtained. With the plat-
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form and plug board arrangement, none of the experimental

machines are permanently connected, so that the student

must needs make all his own connections to apparatus,

thereby gaining a clearer idea of the work he has in hand.
Each machine is also available for a varietj' of uses, thus
increasing the efficiency of the investment. For the sake of

fle.xibilitj' the attempt has been made to purchase for regu-

lar laboratory work machines of as near the same speed and
rating as possible. By means of proper pulleys, belt speeds
are approximately the same for all machines, namely, 2,500-

3,500 feet per minute. TVhen possible, alternators and direct

current generators have been bought in pairs, which is an ob-

vious advantage in many tests, such as parallel operation, cir-

culating tests, etc.

Equipment.

The following apparatus is included in the equipment:
Seven direct current compound generators 6^ to 10 kw.

revolving field type, which may be connected in single-, two-,

three- or six-phase.

Two 7| kw. 60-cycle, 220-volt, polyphase alternators of the

revolving field type, which may be connected single, two, three

or six phase.

Two 7^ kw. 110-volt, 60-cycle, synchronous converters,

two- or three-phase.

One 10 kw. 550-volt, 60 cycle, synchronous converter, two-

or three-phase.

One 7^ kw. 110-220-volt, single-phase inductor alternator,

designed and constructed by students. From this machine, a

wide range of frequency- and voltage may be obtained.

Also included in the equipment is a d.e. series motor and
a d.e. compound motor which may be operated either cumula-
tively or differentially. There are various types of a.c. com-

mutator and induction motors, ranging in size from 3 to 10

h.p., besides a number of smaller direct current and alternat-

ing current motors for special work. Loads for generator tests
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are obtained by means of lamp banks and STvitehing devices

mounted on the walls of the laboratory. Low efficiency 32 e.p.

lamps are used in these and each bank is capable of consuming

about 10 kw. at 120 volts.

The transformer equipment includes some two dozen of the

standard core type ranging from 0.6 to 5 kw. in size, and two

5 kw. three-phase transformers, one of the core and the other

of the shell type.

The supply of direct-current power is supplemented by a

60-cell 240-ampere-hour storage battery.

Two oscLllographs. a small 2,000-cycle alternator, a large

12-plate static machine and a 35 kw., 133-cycle, smooth-core

alternator are available in the graduate laboratorj^ for more

advanced work.

A 100,000-volt 10 kw. transformer with the necessary po-

tential transformers, etc., is in use in the high-tension labora-

tory; while a 200,000-volt, 100 k\'a. transformer with switch-

board and instruments is to be installed this summer.

For electro-chemical work, the department owns a 30 kw.

induction-type electric furnace, capable of carrying the tem-

perature of iron and its alloys up to 1800° C, also a 300-am-

pere 50-volt arc furnace with a temperature limit of about

3000° C, and a 1.5 kw, resistance furnace with a tempera-

ture Umit of 1000° C. A 30 kw. HosMns resistance furnace

with a temperature limit of 2000° C. is also operated in con-

junction with the department of chemistry.

The instrument room is supplied with some 200 of the best

portable instruments on the market. The d.c. instruments

include "Weston, General Electric and Keystone Meters. The

a.c. instruments are "Weston, General Electric and "Westing-

house types, including wattmeters, voltmeters, ammeters,

series and potential transformers. Frequency meters are of

the imported reed type. Speed indicating devices are the

indicating tachometers of various types and the belt driven

magneto and voltmeter sets. A generous supply of D'Arson-

val galvanometers, "Wheatstone bridges, relays, resistance boxes

and condensers are also available.
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Standardization work is carried on only in order to keep

the laboratory- instruments in calibration. This work is

handled by two instrument-room attendants, who are gener-

ally graduate students in the department, supplemented by

assistance from the laboratory force. For this work, there are

available a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer with volt-boxes

and shunts, Weston laboratory standard voltmeter, and milli-

voltmeter with shunts, Westinghouse precision ammeter, volt-

meter and wattmeter; also General Electric special dyna-

mometer-type galvanometers with resistances and shunts for

small current, voltage and power measurements.

Description of Courses.

In the University of Illinois, the department of physics is

a part of the engineering college. This department offers ex-

cellent courses in electrical measurements and measurements of

precision, designed particularly for students in electrical

engineering. The laboratory for this work is well equipped

and is directed by men whose specialty is in this field ;
conse-

quently the responsibility for this important part of the elec-

trical course does not fall upon the electrical department.

Two three-hour periods a week, including one lecture, are

devoted to this work throughout the junior year.

All electrical engineering laboratory courses are designed

to follow closely and to supplement the theory or class-room

work, and the sequence of experiments is chosen with this end

in \iew. Experiments assigned may vary slightly from year

to year. Since it is not the policy of the electrical depart-

ment to give specialized courses to undergraduates, there are

no laboratory courses in photometry, illumination, storage

batteries, telephony, etc. Some experiments along certain of

these lines, however, are given with the regular laboratory

work of the senior year. Assignments of this sort are fitted

into the course after lectures covering the necessary ground

have been given in connection with the senior seminar. (See

paper on "Electrical Engineering Instruction at the Univer-
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sity of Illinois/" by Prof. E. B. Paine—read at the June meet-

ing, 1911.)

Laboratory courses offered to students in other departments

are handled in much the same way as those given to the stu-

dents in electrical engineering and will not be described here.

The electrical engineering student takes up his electrical

laboratory course with the beginning of the junior year and

devotes one three-hour period a week to this work throughout

the following four semesters. The first week in the junior

course is devoted to an explanation of the laboratory arrange-

ment, switchboard connections and laboratory methods. The

nest week, a study is made of the types of instruments which

will be used. Following this is a study of D.C. circuits, con-

taining resistances in series, in parallel and in series-parallel

combinations. For this work, small lamp banks, each con-

taining 3 or 4 lamps, are used. After this, a study is made
of the effect of temperature on resistance, and measurements

are taken of the resistance of the windings of machines by

fall of potential method. A study of the direction of induced

electromotive force, methods of connecting, reversing and

speed control of direct current motors is made next. These

latter experiments are necessary at this point, since, as has

been said, all experimental machines are motor driven. After

this comes generator tests, characteristic and magnetization

curves, followed by static torque, brake efficiency and regula-

tion tests on series and shunt motors. Sixteen to eighteen ex-

periments complete the first semester's work.

"With the beginning of the second semester, the electrical

engineering student takes up in the class room the study of

alternating currents. But in the laboratory, he continues

more advanced direct-current work for four or five weeks.

This includes stray-power tests, the rating of a shunt motor

for power measurement, brake tests of cumulative and differ-

ential compound motors, and the compounding of a shunt

generator from its magnetization curve and external char-

acteristic. The first alternating current experiments consist

of the determination of wave form of E.]\I.F., current and
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flux waves by means of step-by-step or contact methods. Fol-

lowing this, comes a study of series, parallel and combined

circuits containing resistance, inductance and capacity in

various arrangements, the effect of varying frequency on such

circuits, tuned circuits, and one or more experiments on the

study of an artificial transmission line. Use is made of the

complex quantity in calculations and emphasis is laid on the

use of impedence and admittance diagrams in the study of

these circuits. Inductive resistance is obtained by the em-

ployment of air-cored coils made in the department. These

coils are wound of Xo. 18 wire and have an inductance of

about 0.1 henry ea<;h. These are mounted on wooden cores in

groups of two or more for convenience. Five hundred to

three thousand-volt paper condensers, boxed in pairs, are

used for capacity reactance. One or more experiments on

power measurements and the effect of frequency on the indi-

cations of certain t>'pes of instniments complete the junior

work.

During the first semester of the senior laboratory- course,

the time is largely devoted to the study of the transformer.

It is felt that this plan is justified since it gives excellent op-

portunity to emphasize fundamentals, and since standard

tests on transformers apply with some modifications to prac-

tically all classes of electrical apparatus. The first experi-

ments deal with the measurement and comparison of the effect-

ive and ohmic resistance of a coil containing iron, and a com-

parison of power losses in iron and air-cored coils, methods of

connecting the coils of a transformer, study of the construc-

tion, number of turns in the coils, area and flux density of

the magnetic circuit, etc. These are followed by the standard

transformer tests including reactance, core loss, efficiency and

regulation—the latter being calculated by the use of the com-

plex quantity ; the effect of varying frequency and voltage on

the operation of a transformer, determination of a hysteresis

loop by the step by step method, separation of losses, determi-

nation of Steinmetz's exponent and coefficient. A study of

polyphase power-measurements, voltage and current ratios in
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three-phase transformer connections and a study of higher

harmonics with these connections soon follow, while two or

three experiments in photometry-, such as characteristics of

incandescent lamps and determination of mean spherical

candle power, complete the semester's work.

The second semester is devoted largely to the study of the

operating characteristics of commercial machines, and of

special types of apparatus. A storage-battery test is generally

performed including the determination of charge and dis-

charge curves, and the efficiency at different rates. Alter-

nator experiments include open circuit saturation and short

circuit characteristics with a determination of synchronous

reactance, compounding or field characteristic curves, regula-

tion from the open circuit and short circuit tests, efficiency by

stray power method, parallel operation, synchronizing single

and polyphase, and load division tests. Parallel operation of

direct-current machines, both shunt and compound, is given

at this time also, in order that the student may have impressed

upon him the points of similarity and difference in direct and

alternating current operation. Characteristics of the syn-

chronous motor with various conditions of line constants are

studied. The phase characteristics are also determined for a

single-phase motor. Induction-motor experiments include a

brake test and study of the effect of rotor resistance on opera-

ting characteristics. The reactance and running light test is

made and the constants of the motor are calculated, and its

characteristics determined from the circle diagram, or by
calculation. Synchronous converter experiments include the

determination of voltage ratios, starting and operating from

the alternating and from the direct current sides. Special

tests consist in the study and calibration of induction type

watt-hour meters; study of various types of A.C. arc lamps,

etc.

The laboratory manuals by Swenson and Frankenfield are

used as texts, supplemented by mimeographed notes prepared

in the department.
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^Method of HAypLPsG the "Work.

It has been found unsatisfactory to have more than thirty

students in the laboratory at once. A junior and a senior

section may be accommodated simultaneously. The senior sec-

tions are divided into three squads of three or four men each

and the junior sections into four squads. For certain experi-

ments, however, the squads are combined and six or even eight

men work together. In turn, each man in the squad acts as

squad leader. He is responsible for the manner in which the

experiment is performed, and for the apparatus and instru-

ments used. He makes out a list of the necessary instruments

with their range and submits this list on a special blank for

the instructor's approval and signature. He signs the blank

himself, and on presenting it to the instrument-room attend-

ant, obtains the instruments, a data board, blank data sheets

and carbon paper. The individual squads make their own
connections of apparatus and instruments. In junior courses

these are always checked by an instructor in charge before

connections are made to the source of power or before the

actual taking of data is begun. The data obtained are sub-

mitted to the instructor for approval before the apparatus is

disconnected. With due regard for personal safety and the

safety of equipment, students are thrown upon their own
resources in sohing the problems that present themselves in

the laboratory. "VThere possible, experiments are performed

in rotation, each squad working on a different test. By this

arrangement, experiments in senior work are assigned in

groups of three and these experiments run for three weeks.

In the junior work they are assigned in groups of four. By
this method an unnecessary amount of duplication of appa-

ratus is avoided. Before new assignments are made, the

important features of the group of experiments and the

general requirements are presented to each section in the

form of a lecture.

It is planned to have three instructors in the laboratory

when two sections are at work ; one man is responsible for each

section and the third keeps the records and corrects reports.

27
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Two instructors are generally on duty when only one section

is at work.

Prepaeation.

Assignments of experiments are posted several weeks before

they are to be performed so that the student has ample time

to familiarize himself with the conditions of the problems and

the data to be taken. On presenting himself for work, the

student is required to submit a short estimate, previously pre-

pared, telling briefly what he intends to do, and a relative

estimate of results he expects to obtain, and the fundamentals

involved. Each squad before beginning work may be sub-

jected to a short oral quiz on the essential features of the

experiment.

Reports,

Stress is laid upon the importance of the written report.

This consists of a theoretical discussion and description of the

method of performing the experiment, and the manipulations

involved. It includes observed data, calculated data, sample

calculations, curves and conclusions. The report is written in

the student's own words and gives an indication of his grasp

of the problem. The calculations required may be computed

by the squad working together. The benefits derived by this

cross checking at least balance the evils due to the tendency

of the weaker student to lean upon the stronger. The aim is

to teach the student the general character of an engineering

report and the importance of the power of clear expression,

the ability to interpret the meaning of results, and also accu-

racy and neatness. While reports are not graded on spelling

and English, yet these points are emphasized. Reports are,

however, graded on neatness and general appearance as well

as technical contents and results. If the report is not pre-

sented within the time limit prescribed, the student is ex-

cluded from the laboratory until this part of his work is

brought up to date. Reports from seniors are returned only

once for correction and then accepted whether of passing

grade or not. The knowledge of this fact stimulates the stu-
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dent to his best endeavor in the preparation of reports.

Junior reports may be returned twice in certain cases, but

these reports may also be accepted below passing grade.

Graduate Laboratory.

Laboratory work for graduate students is distinctly sepa-

rate from that of the undergraduate and is handled in a some-

what different way. This course consists mainly in working

out some problem already studied in lecture courses and the

checking of actual results with the theoretical. Students work
in groups with very little supervision except of results. The
use of the oscillograph in high-voltage work and the study of

transients in the electric circuit occupy a major portion of

the student's time.

Conclusion.

The general objects sought in the laboratory work at Illi-

nois are primarily the verification of the laws and facts

brought out in the class-room courses, and the development of

self reliance with the power to use hands with brain. While

the theoretical side is emphasized the practical side is not

neglected, and it is attempted to familiarize the student with

the operating characteristics of electrical machinery and to

awaken in him an appreciation of conditions from the oper-

ating engineer's viewpoint. Experience has shown that the

general plan of carrying on the work at Illinois is efficient

and gives good results, but we still have many unsolved

problems, and this outline is given in the hope that discus-

sion and exchange of ideas may be of advantage to us and to

others in the same line of work.

Discussion on Electrical Engineering Laboratories.

Professor Norris: This gathering of teachers of electrical

engineering is unique
;
possibly it is the first of its kind in the

history of our profession. It should prove to be not merely a

pleasant gathering of congenial teachers but should in some

way make a lasting impression and lead to large results. This
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was undoubtedly what Mr. Stevenson wished when he pre-

pared the paper which we have just heard. The papers which

have been presented at this section are of a practical nature

with consideration of details. This is possible in a gathering

of specialists in electrical instruction. It is the proper func-

tion of this society to take up the details of electrical instruc-

tions as well as those of other branches of technical instruc-

tion. It is not the function of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers to do this so that if we are to discuss

these matters at all we must do it under the auspices of this

society.

The subjects which have been taken up for discussion today

are those in which we are all vitally interested and there

should be some means for bringing them promptly to the at-

tention of members of the Society. And not these topics only

but many like them which cover improvements in details of

laboratory methods. The Bulletin of the Society is available

for the publication of information along this line. If a com-

mittee were appointed to gather the information together and

prepare it for publication in the Bulletin a great gain could

be made. I suggest therefore that the Council be requested

to appoint a committee on improvement in electrical laboratory

instruction.

At Cornell we sometime ago abolished the compulsory thesis.

While on the whole the result is satisfactory it is true that

there is not the interest in research work that was manifest

before. Part of this is due to the lack of information in re-

gard to satisfactory and attractive thesis subjects. I would

suggest farther, that if the above mentioned committee is ap-

pointed it set for itself as an important part of its work the

collection and presentation of a list of research subjects in

electrical engineering and allied branches.

Professor C. F. Scott: I feel a little more at home this

afternoon than at any time this week. ]\Iost of the discus-

sions have been general in the society meetings, but now we

are getting right down to specific things because we constitute

a specific group.
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In coming over into a new line of work of course one en-

counters new things, and notices things, perhaps, that others

do not ordinarily notice. Some things may seem queer or ill

adjusted, possibly because they are so, or possibly because the

new man doesn't understand them,—so that a newcomer ex-

periences a little risk in commenting on the things that are

new to him. But there are a few matters that have struck me

during the past year to which I will call attention.

One of these is the engineering course. One might think

that such a course would be a simple thing, but we have fifty

to a hundred different institutions teaching electrical engi-

neering, and probably no two courses are alike, and probably

no course remains the same two consecutive years. When

we try to compare courses we find every little while that some-

body has already made a great effort to get reliable data on

the subject. The joint committee of this society and the

National Engineering Societies, of which I am a member

representing the Electricial Engineers, has been trying for

several years to get together data of that kind, but when it

was gotten together it was found that the words in some of the

catalogues from which data was taken did not mean the same

thing that the same words in another catalogue meant, and

the tabulation meant nothing. It was then gone over by a

man connected with Columbia University, and he spent a good

deal of time trying to tell what the different catalogues meant.

The study he has made has helped us but the results are not

yet reliable. All this means that we are very far apart on the

fundamentals of our courses and the language which we use

in expressing them.

In regard to text-books, I found last fall that an instructor

in the institution with which I happen to be connected was

proposing to teach electricity to mechanical engineering stu-

dents from his own notes. I said, "Why don't you get a

text-book?" "Why," he said, "there isn't any text-book

suited to this class." "Here," I replied, "are fifty or a

hundred institutions that give the same kind of work. Is it

possible that with all these colleges there isn't a text-book you
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can use. that isn't pretty nearly good enough?" I started out

to find one for him, I encountered one of my good friends,

a past president of the Institute, and I said. "What is the

best book for such and such a course ?" And he said. "Well,

there isn't any. So-and-so's book is fairly good, and this

other book is fairly good, but I don't like either of them.

Neither of them are right.
'

' Then I found another past presi-

dent of the Institute and asked him. '•'WeU," said he, '"'so-

and-so 's book is fairly good and there is one other, but neither

of them are right.
'

' I have been asking professors in various

institutions since, and I found in many cases they are making
their own. Now why is it that we haven 't text-books that are

universally recognized by more than one or two people as

being the books for certain specific purposes ?

Another thing is laboratory equipment. There are a few
simple fundamental pieces of apparatus in laboratories for

the beginning student. Take such a matter as the best

arrangement or position for the 3-hp. motor that is to run
the 2-kw. direct-current machine to be used for an ordinary

laboratory test. My impression is that there are no two alike.

One has put the machines on tables of one kind or another or

on the floor or on trucks that could be moved around, or some
other way. In general such simple things as that do not seem
to be standardized. Each professor studies out his own way.

Maybe that is a good way—^maybe not. Take the plug-

board; any laboratory will show you the best plug-board

there is because it is home made. And many have the best

kind of resistance because it is home made. If it is the best,

let the rest of us know what it is. To take a concrete example
of co-operation. Instead of each institution building up its

own collection of lantern slides at considerable expense and
effort, why not have a central collection, a kind of circulating

library ? A coUe^-tion in duplicate or triplicate might be kept

in connection with the headquarters of this society or of the

American Institute, or at the Engineering Societies' library.

The collections can be drawn upon when needed and each lot

of slides, instead of being used on but one day of the year and
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lying idle the rest of the time, can be sent back and be used

over three or four dozen times during the year by other people.

Probably many manufacturing and operating companies

would be very glad to contribute slides to a collection of that

kind. If a given institution, then, has ten dollars a year or a

hundred dollars a year to spend on slides it can get a great

deal more by being part of an organization of that kind than

by building up its own collection. There may of course be

individual collections which the circulating slides will supple-

ment. This is simply a suggestion as to what we can do by
co-operation. Possibly a good reflecting lantern with printed

pictures may be better than slides.

Another thing which was suggested by ]Mr. Thomas, if he

will allow me to mention it, is the matter of co-operation of

manufacturing companies. At the Westinghouse Company a

move in that direction is being taken. It has developed year

after year until this year. There are over thirty instructors

or professors in electrical engineering, representing some
twenty states and twenty-five institutions, who are going to be

with the Company for a couple of months during the summer,

under Mr. Dooley's general direction. They will work in the

factory ; they will get into contact with the latest machinery

;

they Avill see the practical work of the large company. Means
will be provided for conference with the engineers on different

subjects, related to apparatus and engineering and teaching.

More than all, they will get the atmosphere of the factory;

they v\-ill get into contact with engineers in practice, and they

will get ideas as to the work that their students will be ex-

pected to do in the future years. They will be better equipped

for producing graduates who may make good engineers. I

believe that kind of co-operation with a manufacturing com-

pany and the kind of co-operation that we get in meetings of

this kind, where we talk about our own work constructively

and get the kind of data we are getting here, will be of in-

estimable value. The natural place to begin is through com-

mittees, and the Bulletin, and then we can go further if

necessary. But that would seem a right beginning.
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Professor Adolph Shane: For a number of years I have

felt tlie desirability of some special means of intercommunica-

tion with the various college electrical departments all over

the country. Through the medium of the Bulletin of the

S. P. E. E., we will go far toward attaining this end. Perhaps

the first thing we ought to take up is a discussion of what ex-

periments and apparatus should constitute the undergraduate

electrical engineering laboratory. I have looked over a num-

ber of experiments of the different representative colleges and

I find them agreed in many ways yet there is also great varia-

tion. Now, since the undergraduate laboratory is a testing

laboratory, essentially,—a laboratory to clinch fundamental

principles, it should be built for this purpose primarily and

not for commercial testing or for a historical museum.

"We should give the most careful consideration as to what

should be included in the apparatus.

Professor A. E. Flowers : I am somewhat opposed to

standardization, in this sense, that when standardization

comes to a point where there is simply a routine set of experi-

ments that all students go through year after year, the tend-

ency to copy, to present other students' work either from the

same or preceding years is greatly enhanced. Standardiza-

tion, however, might well be applied to the selection of a large

number of experiments from which year after year a routine

selection can be made, with certain modifications each year,

so that the tendency to copy will be reduced. I should think

one of the best things we can do will be to have a committee

receptively inclined toward descriptions of the different

laboratory experiments and the methods of teaching. The

idea is to have the results of each attempt on the part of any

instructing force to get suitable laboratory experiments and

directions for carrying them out described to the committee,

along with conclusions drawn by the men in charge of the

laboratory work. When these results are gone over by the

committee, which should not be interested particularly in see-

ing any one system succeed, we will have an opinion which

has every reason to be entirely unbiased.
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Professor Waldo: I may be mistaken as to what the idea

of tliis committee is, but if it is what I understand by a

standardizing committee I am opposed to it on three grounds.

In the first place, I do not believe that any man is going to

do as good teaching, be as enthusiastic, as interested, in it if

he must work by some specified scheme that some standardiz-

ing committee has layed out.

In the next place, I believe it has been of help to the engi-

neer and manufacturer that we have had one man in one

school who has had one prominent idea—who is perhaps

particularly interested in transmission work, and another man
in some other school particularly interested in telegraphy

—

one in one thing and the other in another—they could not

possibly interchange and do as good work or as well fit men
for different fields.

In the third place, you cannot standardize unless you can

standardize appropriations in the school for the kind of

apparatus you need. This is going to be a limiting factor in

practically every case except in a few rich institutions and a

few of the largest state institutions. It doesn't seem to me
we want to standardize, although I do believe our committee

can do a great deal for us in getting ideas that may be desir-

able on other lines.

Professor Shane: I agree with Professor "Waldo that we

do not want to commit ourselves to a rigid standard; that

would mean teaching according to a foot rule. But we do

want to know what other institutions are doing, and find out

from them whether or not we are attempting methods of edu-

cation much the same or very different from the average

college. Possibly we are shooting off at a tangent some-

where—are not hitting the nail on the head. It is very easy

for a teacher to become provincial, and one of the things I

have personally to fight against is the easy tendency to fall

into a rut. If we know what others are doing, and, further-

more, what is being done by our manufacturing establish-

ments in the practical instruction of our graduates—what

training they require of our students—while we don't neees-
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sarily have to put those things we find into our laboratory

courses, we, at least, have information that we may use to the

best advantage in working out our courses.

Professor B. C. Dennison: Would that not be possible if

the committee sent a circular letter to the heads of the elec-

trical department in the various institutions asking several

specific questions such as,
—"What equipment do you con-

sider most essential ; what experiments do you give in your

regular and special courses; what type of report do you

expect from students," and so on. This could be given in the

Bulletin so we could all get the benefit of every one's experi-

ence and also of any special suggestion which any department

might care to make. We could have a question department

or bureau in which any one could ask questions regarding

laboratory methods, and the committee would see that those

questions were answered by the proper persons.

Professor Flowers: You will find a great deal of informa-

tion along this line collected during the last two or three

years in the form of a master's thesis by a student of the

IMassachusetts Institute of Technology. I remember the time

that the double sheet came to our department in which all the

questions appeared which have been outlined. I remember

that a complete list of the required experiments was asked for,

and an additional list of extra experiments rather more ad-

vanced and more varied in character, no one of which might

be required perhaps, but from which selections could be made.

I think this information is in print and available with very

little difficulty.

Professor G. B. Thomas: It is a thesis by Mr. Mills who
was graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology and is at present with the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company. He made a careful study of the re-

quired experiments in laboratories of this section and also in

state universities of the West and middle West. He prepared

a table of experiments, showed method of presenting written

reports, and such things. The thesis is abstracted,—not to
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such an extent as to make it unvaluable,—in the Colorado

College Bulletin of 1911. If any of you wish it I shall be

glad to see that copies are sent to you.

We have used it as a basis for our laboratory courses in

Colorado College and have found it most valuable from the

standpoint of standardization of methods, not of standardiza-

tion of experiments. "We believe that we can standardize the

methods of presenting laboratory practice more or less, but

that the standardization of experiments is an impossibility,

unless we get a cast iron man of certain dimensions to carry

them out.

Professor E. B. Rollins : I would like to see the committee,

among their other activities, incorporate in their work some-

thing analogous to the "discoveries section" of the Good

Housekeeping magazine. In the last two or three years I

have had an opportunity to go around among some of the

neighboring institutions and talk ^vitll men along my own
line on laboratory work, and have picked up a number of

useful ideas. I come from an institution where they do not

have a mechanician ; the appropriation is small, and we have

to adopt a considerable number of make-shifts to accomplish

the work. If we could have some interchange of ideas in the

nature of discoveries made, especially from some of those who

have to put up with a rather limited equipment, I am sure

that we would find that section interesting and valuable. If

the committee sees fit to do so I hope it will strive to get such

ideas together and present them with occasional cuts and

plans.



THE DESIGN, EQUIPMENT AND CONDUCT OF
ENGINEERING LABORATORIES FOR

TEACHING.

BY PEOFESSOE F. W. SPEEE,

Michigan College of Mines. Chairman.

Section ox ]\Iixixg Laboratories.

To tli£ Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education:

The chairman of the mining section of the convention of the

Society presents herewith the following report

:

Lender date of February 24. 1912. the following communi-
cation was received from President Wm. G. Raymond: "Dear
Sir : As a part of the program for the next convention of the

S. P. E. E. I hope to have sectional meetings devoted to the

study of engineering laboratories, and I intend to devote two

half days to this subject. The nature of the question to be

considered will be the design, equipment, and conduct of engi-

neering laboratories for teaching. I propose to divide the

convention into sections of ci\'il. mining, mechanical, and

electrical engineers for these two half days, each section to

study its own laboratories and try to evolve something that

will approximate a standard arrangement to be departed from

in special cases as circumstances seem to require. ]May I ask

you to take charge of the section discussion concerning mining

engineering laboratories ? '

'

After an affirmative reply to President Raymond 's question

had been given, a circular letter was sent to all members of

the Society who were supposed to be specially interested in

mining engineering education, asking them for contributions

to the meeting, either in the shape of formal papers, or shorter

discussion. If any such were omitted, the omission was un-

intentional on the part of the chairman.

412
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At the meeting, the discussion of the main question was

taken up under the following heads

:

1. What are the educational purposes of a laboratory?

2. What should constitute an ore-dressing laboratory?

(sub-head) Coal-washing laboratories.

3. What should constitute ore-testing laboratories?

4. What should constitute a metallurgical laboratory?

5. What should constitute a mining laboratory' ?

6. Small-size versus large-size machines and apparatus for

educational purposes.

7. Is it desirable and practicable to approximate a standard

arrangement for the equipment and conduct of mining '

' engi-

neering laboratories for teaching ? '

'

1. WHAT ARE THE EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES OF
A LABORATORY ?

BY EGBERT H. RICHARDS,

Professor of Mining Engineering and Metallurgy,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Not infrequently it happens that the bright, well-informed

writer of books devotes himself in the earlier chapter or chap-

ters to laying down principles which the book is to expound.

In everj' sentence or paragraph of that chapter he has in mind

an experiment or an incident which illustrates the principle

and makes it bright and clear to him. The reading student

does not have in mind the experiment or incident, but has

only the text before him, making this part of the hill of learn-

ing difficult for him to climb. The overcoming or the failure

to overcome the difficulty immediately divides the students

into classes. At this writing five classes will suffice

:

1. The exceptionally bright student who supplies the miss-

ing part, and to whom the reading is easy.

2. The student who learns easily by rote, and who can,

therefore, with little effort satisfy his teacher and himself.

3. The student who wants to know the reason for every-

thing, but can not supply the missing parts.
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4. The indifferent student. He may be wealthy, he may be

a spoiled child, he may think the world has a duty to perform
in supporting him. etc., etc.

5. The dull student who can not climb very high.

The laboratory, hy dealing with concrete facts, helps Xo. 1,

the bright student, by giving him the ballast of experience.

He finds that his judgment is imperfect for lack of experience,

and this door once opened for him remains open.

The laboratory helps No. 2, the learn-by-rote student, by
proving to him that authority needs to be questioned, that

things are not necessarily true because they are written in a

book. It shows him the necessity of continually referring to

the facts of observation in order to keep his theory correct.

The laboratory helps Xo. 3, the student who needs to know
the reason, by bringing within his reach the missing experi-

ment or incident. Probably this is the greatest work of the

laboratory.

The laboratory often helps Xo. 4, the indifferent student, by
bringing him to his sen.ses and giving him a new view of life.

It helps Xo. 5. the dull student, by giving him some prac-

tical, accurate training with which he can earn his living and
make himself useful in a limited way.

How does a laboratory do these things? The writer will

have to refer to the laboratories of mining engineering and
metallurgy in discussing this question, as they have furnished

him his experience and have been the means of developing his

views.

The Thing Itself.—Xo description of a machine or of a fur-

nace can be so complete that the idea of it is not made more
definite and valuable to the student by an opportunity to ex-

periment with it. This contact clears away false or hazy im-

pressions and answers questions he has failed to answer. The
skeptic will ask, "Does not experience in the works do the

same?" Yes, it does, but this experience usually comes too

late, when it can not give the benefit of the illustration to ex-

plain the lecture.

Lahoratonj Experience Compared with Experience in the
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Works.—Just a word on this great subject. Nothing, of

course, can equal or supplant experience in the works. The
laboratory-, however, can do things during school training that

the works can not. "We can run a machine wrong and then

run it right ; the same with the furnace, showing not only the

necessity of running it right, but also what is right and what
is wrong. The works can not take the time for such training.

Series Work.—In all milling and furnace work, in fact in

manufacturing and engineering, there come times and places

when we must decide on a mean or average course for greatest

efficiency, output, or profit. The laboratory furnishes many
splendid opportunities to show what a series is, and to show

its necessity for locating the points of maximum effect. For
example, in silver pan-amalgamation, we can have ten pans

run by ten students using one variable with all the other mat-

ters constant—the ore, the water, the heat, the time, the chem-

icals. Our variant may be the amount of mercury- added.

Pan Xo. 1 will have far too little mercur\-, and pan Xo. 10 will

have far too much, the other pans ranging in quantity- of

mercurv^ as a perfect series from Xo. 1 to X'^o. 10. For the sake

of argument we will say that pan Xo. 5 has just the right

amount of mercury. When the experiments are completed

and the results are tabulated on the blackboard, we find the

quantity of silver extracted increased from Xo. 1 to Xo. 5, but

the remaining pans X'o. 6 to Xo. 10 saved no more silver than

did Xo. 5. All the increased quantity of mercurj- was useless

and therefore harmful, because it ran the risk of added loss of

mercury.

Account of Stock.—We can run an ore dressing concentra-

tion test, or a blast furnace smelting test, analyzing the mate-

rials beforehand, then weigh, sample, and assay all the prod-

ucts. "When tabulating the results we can trace the metal to

its destination and find out what has been saved and what has

been lost and where it was lost. "We can then speculate as to

how the loss can be lessened. Such work as this is an exact

forerunner of what the student will have to do later in the

large works. By careful choice of machines in the original
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equipment of the laboratory the per cent, of efficiency can in

some directions be made greater than the works are able to

attain. Such results then become a model maximum for the

large works.

Gain in Experience and Knowledge.—While working the

machines and furnaces the student is widening his experience

and knowledge in many ways other than in the main line of

thought. He is learning about the flow of sand and water in

launders of the concentrating machines, and with the furnace

he is learning the handling of the blast pressure, also the

handling of slags, mattes and metals, the importance of work-

ing for maximum clean metal and clean slag and for mini-

mum foul slag which must again be treated.

The Inevitable.—A verj^ good additional lesson in this line

comes with laboratory- work. "When we sin we are punished

''if" we are caught. But with machines and furnaces we are

caught when we are unwise; there is no douht or "if" about

it. Lessons of this sort well hammered home during school

life are valuable.

Investigation.—The laboratory is an endless field for in-

vestigation. There are always mining, metallurgical, chemical,

and engineering problems waiting to be solved, and the lab-

orator^' is the place for this. This furnishes fine opportunity

for the instructing staff to keep up with the times, for ad-

vanced students to add to the stock of world knowledge, and

for the undergraduates to broaden and strengthen themselves

along lines which will be of use to them later.

Discussion.

Professor F. W. Sperr: One of the purposes of a labora-

tory is the training of students to think. On our trip yester-

day I asked the guide in one of the shops what the men wanted

to do who came to them from the high schools and the colleges.

He said they all wanted to be electricians and none of them

wanted to be mechanics, either pattern makers or iron workers,

and he was complaining of their not wanting to think. He is
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not a college man himself and has had to think to make a

living. I suggested that perhaps the fellows wanted to get the

thinker's job. He said, "Yes, they want the thinker's job

without working for it. " The electrician has to do some think-

ing. The mining engineer and the mine manager have to

think ; and perhaps we may be able to improve our laboratory

methods and devise new ones, so as to develop the initiative

and thinking capacity of our students.

I believe that with an hour's work on Professor L, E.

Young's drilling model,* a student will do more thinking,

and will learn more, about placing drill holes, than he would

do with reading volumes of literature and with listening to

hours of lectures on the subject.

Professor E. A. Holbrook : Some time ago I saw an article

in one of the engineering magazines advocating that the min-

ing engineering graduate should receive extensive training in

at least one subject. They said to make him a first-class

assayer, even if he knows nothing about mill principles, or

train him to be a first-class man about a stamp batterj' even

if he knows very little of the rest of the work. And as that is

entirely different from my idea of the training a young man
should receive, I want to ask if that is the idea of the majority

of those present ? The student cannot hope to duplicate to any

great extent the work in practice while he is in college. It is

simply principles he is after and not to learn or acquire pro-

ficiency in any particular trade.

The Chairman : Some of the correspondence that I have here

from absent members would indicate that same opinion

:

That we should not attempt in school to make a man entirely

proficient in any line of work, because it is practically impos-

sible to do so ; but should start him thinking and establish him

on the fundamental principles, and then let him go to work

and become an expert with years of training and experience.

The mining engineer seldom has occasion to become an expert

in any of these things. After he attains to a few years of

• See Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol, 93, p. 1227.

28
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successful experience lie directs those who are efficient as

mechanics in those different lines. You can train a man in a

very short time in your laboratorr to make perhaps better

assays than you can make yourself by teaching him a few of

the essentials to be observed and giving him the rules to follow.

Professor Lincoln: It is a good deal similar to the way, in

a paper this morning on '

" Trade Laboratories.
'

' attention was

called to the fact that some years ago a college graduate,

wiien put up against the man who had been working in the

trade, was the less proficient of the two and came to the con-

clusion that his college training was no good, for his employer

had to give him a ver^- poor position. At the present time

there are changes going on in the mining engineering profes-

sion and employers realize that the value of education lies in

principles and theories. They take a man who has ver^- little

practical experience, knowing that in a few years he will

make a better man than the one who has not had professional

training.

President V. C. Alderson (by letter) : In considering the

educational purposes of a laboratory, we must remember that

visits of inspection are necessarily limited in time and admit

only a cursory study of operations. Furthermore it is diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to study the mechanism of a machine

while it is in motion. The best results these inspection trips

can accomplish is to bring about the knowledge of the partic-

ular practice, good or bad, at the plant visited, without the

opportunity of learning how or why the practice produces the

results obtained. In no case will inexperienced students be

allowed to Qarry on commercial tests. For this reason the pos-

session of a plant such as the experimental ore-dressing and

metallurgical laboratories of the Colorado School of Mines,

enables the school to enter that broad field of usefulness that

lies outside the distinct educational work of training mining

engineers.

President H. S. Drinker (by letter) : In this connection

allow me to quote from a paper by Professor Joseph Daniels

in the Transactions of ilie A. I. M. E., Vol. XLII. ^"The Fritz
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Engineering and the Coxe ]\Iining Laboratories of Lehigh

L^niversity. " Professor Daniels says, ''The purpose of the

laboratory- is to familiarize the students with methods and

practice of ore treatment, and to develop a spirit of investi-

gation and research."

Director L. E. Young (by letter) : In the Catalogue of the

^lissouri School of Mines for 191(V-1911 we find the following

as bearing on the question of the educational purposes of a

laboratory': ''Throughout the metallurgical and ore-dressing

laboratories care has been -taken that each furnace, each piece

of apparatus, should be so arranged as to be fitted best for that

testing work which must be so great a part of the students'

work. In all the laboratory work, in addition to demonstrating

the theories and principles explained in the classroom, the

attempt is made to give the man ability to do a day's work and

to teach him to use both his head and his hands." . . . "It

is recognized that a school cannot give students, in the brief

time at its disposal, that skill which comes from long practice,

but it is the aim to give such training in the fundamental

principles and their application that students may become use-

ful immediately on their entrance into the actual practice of

their chosen profession. All metallurgical courses are accom-

panied by graded metallurgical problems. An important fea-

ture of the instruction is experimental investigation in the

metallurgical treatment of various ores." The method of con-

ducting the laboratories and the methods of instruction are

given in detail in the Bulletin for February, 1912.

2. WHAT SHOIXD CONSTITUTE AX ORE-DRESSING
LABORATORY .'

Discussion.

Professor Daniels (by letter) : Ore dressing is taught at

the University of AVashington by laboratory work as well as

lectures. The mill, size 37 by 62 feet, is arranged for gravity

feed in successive floors or lifts, but there is no fixed arrange-
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ment of the now sheet. An Otis freight elevator serves to

connect an ore storage room in the cellar of the building with

all floors of the mill. Xo other mechanical conveyors or ele-

vators are at present employed. Water is furnished from
several tanks located in the upper part of the building. Xo
attempt is made to recover waste water, but all water is first

passed through settling tanks.

The course of instruction is divided into two parts : First,

the student runs each machine separately, learns its adjust-

ments, capacity, etc. : second, a pair of students is given a sack

of ore and they make all preliminary tests necessary to deter-

mine how the ore acts, after which a run is made on the mill

machines. Occasional runs on large lots of ore are made.

All mill machinery is standard of small size. In addition,

the laboratory is fitted with small classifiers, hand jigs, etc.

President Drinker (by letter) : I would like to offer as part

of the discussion of this subject, the following, taken from
"The Fritz Engineering and the Coxe Mining Laboratories

of Lehigh University," by Prof. Daniels:

''1, Tlie Milling Laboratory."
*

' This section occupies the two floors of the main part of the

building. The difference in elevation of these floors is 8.5 ft.,

the two floors being connected by steps and by ladders on the

framing. The heavy crushing machinery, stamp-battery, jigs,

tables—all on the upper floor—are erected on substantial con-

crete foundations which extend nearly to the level of the lower

floor. The upper floor, of reinforced concrete, is interrupted

by the elevator and pump-pits. The ore-bins, feeding-plat-

forms for the breaker, stamp-battery and grinding-pan, hous-

ings for elevators and screens, classifiers and settling-tank sup-

ports, and the supports for the motors and shafting are all

of yellow pine, framed construction. Ladders and floor-planks

at convenient distances make the entire framework easily

accessible.

' On the lower floor of the milling laboratory is the cyanid-

ing department. The tanks, zinc-boxes, filter-press, and the
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agitation-pump are all carried on framing which extends in

lifts up to the level of the upper floor, thus getting a free fall

to the sump-tanks and circulatixig-pump placed on the lower

floor-level, Fig. 1. Typical mill-arrangement and construc-

tion, as far as practicable in a mining school laboratory-, have

been followed.

Fig. 1. Cyanide Equipment, Eeklev B. Coxe Mining Laboratorv.

"The present equipment of the laboratory consists of the

following machinery purchased from the Allis-Chalmers Co.,

and arranged as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 1 grizzley, 2 by 4 ft.

;

1 Gates breaker; 2 vertical elevators, 6 in. ; 1 rolls and Wall

feeder, 18 by 10 in. ; 1 set of 3 trommels, 16 by 24 in. ; 3 3-com-
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pai-tment Hartz jig-s, 9 by 17 in.: 1 Brown conical classifier: 1

Kichards 1-spigot classifier: 1 Callow settling-tank. 4 ft.: 1

List of Machine
1. s'xl'Griziley

2. No. O-D Gales Breaker

3. 6 'Vcrtiiral Mill- Elevator

t. Ore-Bin

5. 12^Stvle'H" Feeder

6. IS X lO'EcoDomic Rolls

7. 8 X 30
' Geared E!e\-ator

& 16 X 24 Eevoiring Screen

9l 16 s 24'RevToJ\-ing Screen

10. 16 X 2t"Eevolring Screen

11. 15 Single One CUssifier

12. S-ComparUnent Hartz Jig

13. S-Compartment Hartz Jig

It S-Compartment Harti Jig

15- 6 X 48 Frenier Pamp
16. S3i'lI°i"''»gion Miii

17. IS 1 24"Ore Bin Gate

18. Challenge Ore- Feeder

19. 3Stamp5001b.BatteiT

u

List of Midlines

31 X 48 "Copper Plates

6 X 4S "Frenier Pump
1 Spigot Richards ClassiBer
4 'Callow Settling Tank
Overstrom Table
4

' Frae Vaoner

6 X 48 "Frenier Pump
36 "Grinding- Pan
Leaching"Tanks
Agitation-Tanks

Circnlating-Pnmp

Gold-Tanks

Zinc- Boxes

Samp-Tanks
Ttetnm Solution-Toinp

FUtei^Press

Drring& MeltingTnmaoe
Strong- Solution Tank
Weat-Solntion Tank
Water-Tank.

Fm. 2. Ore-dressing Equipment,, Eekley B, Coxa Mining Laboratory.

Huatingtoii mill. 3.5 ft. : 1 Challenge feeder : 1 3-stamp bat-

tery, 500 lb. ; 1 Frae vanner, 4 ft. ; 1 Overstrom table. 7 ft.

;

1 grinding pan, 36 in. : 3 Frenier pumps, 6 bv 4S in. : 2 cen-
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trifugal circulating pumps, 1.5 in. ; 1 water-t-ank, 2,000 gal.

;

3 solution-tanks, 5 by 4 ft. ; 3 leaching-tanks, 5 by 4 in.

;

2 agitation-tanks, 6.5 by 5 ft. ; 4 gold and sump-tanks, 4 by

3 ft. ; 1 filter-press ; zinc-boxes, etc.

"The machinery is supplemented by all necessary fittings,

chutes, pipes, trolley-crawls, blocks, and the like.

"The electrical equipment consists of 5 induction motors,

2-phase, 220-volts, 60-cyele, with auto-starters—giving a total

of 50-h.p. Current is obtained from the University Power

Station at 2,200 volts, and is stepped down to 110 and 220

volts for lighting- and power-purposes.

7~V
^^

(
) -2000 Gal.

A yWater Tank

Shop Assay Rooms

>^ J 5 H;P. Motor

Hear
Entrance |3|

'M
l:C31

m :©

u
12 IS U

SO U.P. Mo«orX

©0
0©Hi

0©
Front

Entrance

Recitation Room Basement^ '

57H H.P. Motor

Instmment Room T

Fig. 3. Floor-plan, Eckley B. Coxe Mining Laboratory.

"The general plan and equipment was planned to show by

actual example the more important types of ore-dressing ma-

chinery, and to give a means of demonstrating, by actual runs,

the conmion methods of concentrating and treating the ores of

gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, by methods of coarse or

fine concentration, amalgamation, or cyaniding. The arrange-
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ment of machinery, driven by 5 separate motors, permits tests

to be made on one or a group of machines, or complete tests

as a mill-run.

"Ore is delivered at the rear end of the laboratory, where

it may be fed direct to an elevator discharging to the bins, or

Fig. 4. Jig^, Trommels, and Overstrom Table, Eckley B. Coxe

Mining Laboratory.

it may be passed over the grizzley, through the Gates breaker,

and then to the elevator. The bin is divided into two parts,

one for base-metal ores and one for gold-ores.

"On the coarse concentrating side. Fig. 4, the ore is deliv-

ered by a Wall feeder to the rolls, then to the elevator, and to

the trommels and Brown classifier. This material may be
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jigged, or sent by a Frenier pump to the tables, or delivered

to the Huntington mill for further reduction. The 3 jigs are

three-compartment, Hartz type. The crushing-machinery,

elevators, jigs, and pump are run by a 30-h.p. motor.
*

' The gold-ores are delivered to a Challenge feeder ; then fed

Fig. o. Cla.->iliers and Tables, Eekley B. Coxe Miuing Laboratory.

to the stamp-batterj- and plates. A 5-h.p. motor runs the

stamp-battery. An amalgam-trap will permit the pulp to a

second Frenier pump, which delivers its material to a Richards

classifier and Callow settler. The classified products may be

fed to either the Frue vanner, Overstrom table, or both, Fig. 5.

^laterial from these machines is dropped to the third Frenier

pump and sent either to the grinding-pan or directly to the
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agitation or leaching tanks. These latter machines are oper-

ated br a 5-h.p. motor.

*'The cyanide plant consists of 3 solution-tanks, 3 leaching-

tanks. 2 agitation tanks connected by a 1.5-in. centrifugal

circulating pump, 2 gold tanks. 8 zinc-boxes, 1 filter-press, 2

sump-tanks, and a second 1.5-in. centrifugal pump to return

the solution to the upper tanks. A 2-h.p. motor runs this

pump : the other, together with the grinding-pan. is run by a

7.5-li.p. motor. The tanks are all of California Kedwood.

'

'

Assay Labaratory.

This space is divided into three parts, one for fire-assays, one

for wet-assays, and one for a balance-room. The instruction

in assaying at Lehigh is in charge of the Chemistry Depart-

ment, hence the room and equipment is intended only to

handle the products of the laboratory. The usual outfit for

assaying will be found here.

2A. COAL-WASHIXG LABORATORIES.

BY C. M. YOrXG,

Associate Professor of Mining Engineering, Universitj" of Kansas.

The coal-washing laboratory and the ore-dressing laboratory

were considered together. Mr. Stock described the tentative

plan for the new coal-washing and ore-dressing laboratory at

the University of Illinois,* and stated that in the design of this

laboratory- an effort had been made to keep the amounts of

material treated at a minimum, so that conditions obtained

might be comparable to those in practice. No attempt has

been made to duplicate the operation of a commercial plant.

The coal-washing plant is designed to handle 5 tons per hour

as a maximum and this amount only in the case of one washer,

viz. : the Stewart jig. which does not seem practicable to reduce

to a smaller size than this. Other coal machines have been

* A description of the new laboratory wiU be published in the Bulletin
when the plans are completed. '
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desiofned for 21^ to 3 tons per hour or less. As many hand

machines as possible will be used, as an effort will be made

to carry on work of an experimental character, suitable for a

research lal)oratory, rather than to simulate the conditions in

a commercial plant.

The washing of coal is a comparatively new industry. It ls

only a little more than fifty years since it was commenced,

and the beginning was on a very small scale. So young is the

industry that the practice cannot be said to be standardized.

To a much greater extent than is the case with ore dressing,

it is in a developmental stage. It is, however, rapidly grow-

ing in importance and about 22,000,000 tons of coal are now
washed annually in this country. Very good results are being

obtained, but neither apparatus nor methods have been em-

ployed for sufficient time to enable us to make entirely definite

statements concerning the possibilities of the operation and

very few men have been trained for the work.

A good field is therefore offered for the training of men and

the investigation and development of apparatus and methods.

Undoubtedly the technical schools will devote much attention

to the subject in the future, as they will to other phases of

power production now lightly touched, but at present only a

few schools make any pretence of giving it more than casual

attention. This and other subjects connected with coal-mine

engineering will occupy places of importance in educational

circles in the future.

For these reasons, I have thought it wise to devote a con-

siderable part of the energies of our mining department to the

investigation and teaching of the subject.

There are three purposes which may be served by labora-

tories at educational institutions; instruction of students, in-

vestigation of apparatus and processes, and testing of coals.

The first named is, of course, the obvious purpose of an educa-

tional institution, but the other two may assume great im-

portance in many cases.

The equipment desirable and the methods of conducting the

laboratory depend upon the purpose to be served. A labora-
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toiy, intended for instruction only, requires less extensive

equipment tlian one intended for the other purposes. It

should be possible to illustrate the more prominent processes

to such an extent that students may become familiar with

their principles and the results which may be obtained. And
students should have opportunity to handle the more common
types of coal-washing machinery and to become acquainted

with their characteristic behavior and with their adjustments.

But it does not seem necessary to equip a laboratory* with all

the different forms of apparatus employed or to be able to

treat a large number of different coals. The apparatus may
well be on a small scale. In fact it is my opinion that better

results will be obtained by giving intensive training with a

small number of machines and a few coals, than by attempt-

ing to make students familiar with all makes of apparatus and
with the behavior of many coals. What is desirable for the

student is an understanding of the principles of the different

processes and a thorough conviction that investigation is de-

sirable. Indeed it would be hardly possible for him to have

more than this, because there are few, if any, well defined

standards for the industry.

For research, the laboratory should have great flexibility,

but does not need large capacity unless investigations of costs

are to be made. Apparatus of small size will probably be more

convenient, as it occupies less space, consumes less power, and

is more easily rearranged for different experiments. But all

apparatus should have large range of adjustment in order

that all possible tests may be made,

]\Iost laboratories connected with schools will fall into one

or both of these classes, but some schools, doing a considerable

amount of investigation for the communities in their territory,

need equipment for testing many coals. This statement ap-

plies especially to such state schools as are taking prominent

places in the affairs of their states. It is, of course, true of

laboratories maintained by manufacturers of washing ma-

chinery. Such laboratories should have many different forms

of apparatus and all apparatus should be flexible, because each
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coal presents its own problems and a process suitable for one

may fail when applied to another. It is desirable also that the

laboratory have rather large capacity in order that coals may
be treated in considerable quantities for the determination of

the sizes of washeries needed for different purpases and of

costs. There should be facilities for the handling of coal and

for the disposal of refuse.

In installing a coal washing laboratory at the University of

Kansas, it was realized that it would be necessary to use it for

the first and third of the purposes named and, of course, it is

highly desirable that it be used for the second. The univer-

sity is primarily an institution for instruction and it is also

doing a ver\' large work in aiding and developing the indus-

tries of the state. We had only a small amount of money to

spend and were limited by this fact in our planning.

Our equipment in the coal-washing plant proper consists at

present of an adjustable toothed roll crusher designed and

built at the university; a bucket elevator; a double-jacketed

cylindrical screen; and two jigs. One of the jigs has a long

stroke and is capable of handling material in large sizes. Its

limit has not been definitely determined, but it will probably

handle three-inch lumps. In this jig the refuse is removed by

a revolving gate. The speed of this gate, and consequently the

rate at which the refuse is removed, is entirely under the con-

trol of the operator. The length of stroke of the jig is widely

variable and is easily adjusted.

The other jig has a shorter stroke and is suited for treating

fine material. The stroke of this jig is also adjustable. The

refuse is removed by a gate and dam. The speed of both jigs

can be varied by varying the speed of the motor.

The laboratory is built on a hillside and the floor is divided

into steps. Coal is shoveled from the highest step into the

crusher. The elevator raises it to the screen from which it

falls into three bins. Crusher, elevator, and bins occupy the

second step. From the bins, the coal goes through chutes to

the jigs which are placed on the third floor. It is our inten-
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tion to put in an elevator to raise the washed coal to bins from

which it can be dropped into wagons.

Up to the present time, coal has been handled in lots of

about two tons, this being the capacity of the bins.

A small jig, built for experimental purposes, did our first

work on coal and gave verv good results.

"Water from the jigs is collected in a well and returned to an

elevated tank by a centrifugal pump. The water in this tank

is kept at a constant level by a supply entering through a float

valve.

Some use has also been made of other equipment, belonging

more properly to the ore-dressing laboratory', such as rolls and

screens.

Tests are made with heaw\' liquids to regulate the work of

the jigs. For this purpose zinc chloride is used.

Very interesting results have been obtained by the use of a

small hand jig, following rather closely the design described

by R. A. Henry in the Revue International des Mines of

April. 1911. This allows the stratification of the bed by a jig-

ging action and the removal of laj^ers of any desired thickness.

Proper calculations permit the construction of curves showing

the ash content remaining, when any given percentage of

refuse is removed. The same apparatus and methods can be

used for sulphur, volatile matter, fixed carbon, phosphorus,

and heat value.

"We expect to add to our equipment a trough washer and

such other apparatus as may seem desirable. The plant is not

perfect but it has given some very good results. "We have

demonstrated the possibility of washing coal from the state

mine. This mine is owned by the state and is operated in con-

nection with the penitentiary'. The coal is furcished free to

state institutions. Unfortunately it is high in ash and sul-

phur. "We can remove about half of the ash and sulphur with

a saving estimated at over $5,000 per year. If the legislature

can be induced to appropriate the money for a washery at the

mine, we shall save the state annually several times the cost of

our washerv.
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We expect to make a survey of such coals in the state as

have not already been tested to see what improvement can be

made by washing.

I believe that this industry is one which will grow greatly in

the future and that the schools have a large opportunity in

training men for the work and in developing processes.

Discussion.

President Drinker (by letter) : While our mining labora-

tory is not regularly equipped for coal washing, we have done

some of this work on our jigs. We rely on the nearness of the

coal breakers and the fact that a number of them are under

the control of alumni of this institution, for instruction in

this work during our student inspection trips.

Professor Daniels (by letter) : At the present time no

laboratory work is given in coal washing at the University of

Washington, except in so far as tests can be made with present

equipment. Our budget calls for the equipment of a coal-

washing laboratory which in the near future will contain a

coal breaker, a pulverizer, elevator, bins, shaking screens, a

Jeffrey-Robinson washer, a Liihrig jig, a Stewart jig, and

necessary accessory apparatus. All the foregoing with the

exception of the coal breaker and Avasher have already been

ordered. This equipment will occupy one end of our present

ore-dressing laboratory room.

3. WHAT SHOULD CONSTITUTE AN ORE-TESTING
LABORATORY ?

Discussion.

Mr. Louis D. Huntoon (by letter) : A subject which might

be included under the head of metallurgy or ore dressing is

ore testing, altliough I think the subject should have a sepa-

rate heading, as it is laboratory work in both metallurgy and

ore dressing, and does not necessarily come under either of

these heads. I do not know of a good course in ore testing in
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any of the universities of this countrr, and while at Yale I

had a lot of work along these lines and gave a course in

practical ore testing, requiring the students to sum the reports

up in the form of cablegrams and telegrams.

The apparatus used was the general supplies for assaying.

The machines consisted of rolls, sample grinder, bucking board

and riffles. The material was about 100 pounds of gold ore

per squad of three students. The t-otal laboratory hours

amounted to about 50 (each full afternoon for three months)

.

The lectures and conferences required about 10 hours extra

time, making a total of 60 hours.

President Alderson (by letter) : You may be interested in

the constituent parts and characteristics of the ore-testing

plant at the Colorado School of ]\Iines. I quote from a paper

that appeared in Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering

:

''Sections."

"The plant, when fully equipped, will consist of four sec-

tions or units—sampling, concentration, cyanidation, and a

fourth devoted to roasting and special apparatus, such as

magnetic and electrostatic separators, dry tables, and flotation

schemes. For general equipment the plant will contain a

Curtis air compressor, a two-stage centrifugal pump, three

large water supply tanks operating under air pressure, two

motor-operated platform elevators, giving control over all the

floors, a Ruggles-Coles dryer, ore bins, track scales, turn

tables, and ore cars.

"The sampling section will contain the following equip-

ment: one Vezin sampler, one Brunton sampler, a portable

feed hopper, one set 12 by 20-in. Traylor rolls, one 2 by 6-in.

Sturtevant roll jaw crusher, with accessories for finishing the

sample such as laboratory crusher and pulverizers, bucking

board and riffles. In addition to this a complete gasoline

assay furnace outfit will be installed.

"The concentrating unit will contain one 7 by 10-in. Blake

crusher, one Samson crusher, one 2D Gates gyratory crusher.
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one set 14 by SO-in. P. & M. M. rolls, one set 12 by 24-in.

P. & M. M. rolls, one set triplex rolls, one SVo-ft. Huntington

mill and one 3y2-ft. Akron Chilean mill for regrinding, one

Richards pulsator jig, one Harz jig of one compartment, one

Harz jig of five compartments, one standard Card table, one

No. 6 Wilfley table, one Wilfley slimer of latest design, one

Johnston vanner, one Traylor vanner, one Richards pulsator

classifier, one three compartment classifier, two Callow cones,

grizzlies, impact and revolving screens, sampling devices and

the necessary sand pumps, elevators and concentrate driers.

In addition, the concentrator will contain a battery of five

850-lb. gravity stamps, equipped with amalgamating plates.

Pierce amalgamator, and clean-up pans. A special feature

of this unit will be the installation of small-sized apparatus for

the handling of small ore lots, i. e.. a Callow miniature ore-

testing plant, a quarter-size Wilfley table and a quarter-size

Card table. Through this arrangement, ore lots of any size

whatever may be tested efficiently.

"The cyanide section will contain one 3-ft. tube mill, one

31/0 by 10-ft. Pachuca tank, one Paterson agitator, a Dorr

classifier, a Dorr thickener, thickening cones, a Butters filter,

one six compartment zinc box, one lead-lined acid tank, one

filter press for zinc slime, solution storage t-anks and a small

pebble mill. This department will also be provided with

small-scale apparatus in the shape of agitators and precipi-

tating devices.

"In the fourth section provision will be made for the in-

stallation of special machinery, whereby its efficiency may be

tested and comparison made with standard apparatus; for

testing by roasting and magnetic or electrostatic separation,

by dry tabling, and by such new processes and apparatus as

may from time to time come before the metallurgical and

mining public.
'

'

''Flexihility.'*

"A special feature, carefully considered in building the

plant, is its flexibility. The installation of launders, con-

29
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veyors, and elevators is so arranged that any combination or

variety of tests may be made. Ore may be t^en from one

part of the plant to any other for comparing the effect and

value of different screens, classifiers, or concentrators "working

upon the same material and under similar conditions. This is

an important feature because it "vnll enable a wide range of

"work to be done. If there is any solution whatever to the

problem of the reduction of rebellious ores it certainly can be

discovered by means of the facilities of this plant.
'

'

4. WHAT SHOULD COXSTITUTE A ^lETALLURGICAL
LABORATORY?

Discussion.

Professor Daniels (by letter) : Courses given at the Uni-

versity of T^ashington in metallurgy involving laboratory

work are as follows : Fire assaying
;
general metallurgy ; metal-

lurgical fuels; gold and silver; wet assaying; metallurgical

analysis; pyrometry and alloys; metallography; clay testing.

The laboratory facilities for the above instruction include:

(a) A crushing and sampling room: (&) a furnace room "with

coal, gasoline, and gasfired pot and muffle furnaces; (c) a desk

room fitted "w^th desks and lockers and supplies of necessary

fluxes, etc.; (d) a weighing room; (e) instructor's office.

These are all on one floor, measuring 50 X 80 feet, and serve

primarily for fire assaying and general metallurgy. Li addi-

tion, part of the pyrometry outfit and the grinding and polish-

ing machines for metallographic work are located in the fur-

nace room, and these rooms are used for laboratory work in

pyrometry and metallography. Laboratory instruction in wet

analysis, etc., is given in a separate laboratory, size 26 X 50

feet, equipped as a chemical laboratory, with necessary stock

room, balance room, etc. Fuel analysis is also carried on in

this laboratory.

No smelting work is at present given in laboratory, although

pro"vision has been made for a three-combination reverberatory

furnace "vnth movable hearths to be shortly installed.
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Mr. Huntoon (by letter) : Smelting covers such a broad field

that I think the subdivisions in metallurgy should be: rare

minerals, iron and steel, other base metals, and gold and silver.

President Drinker (by letter) : At Lehigh University we

have

:

In Assaying, a large equipment of muffle furnaces and wind

furnaces, and a roomy laboratory, and the students obtain

laboratory practice in the furnace assay of the ores of lead,

tin, antimony, gold, silver and iron; also gold and silver

bullion analysis by processes used in the United States Mint.

In Smelting, no equipment for smelting as ordinarily

understood on a semi-practical scale, but we are equipped

to teach students measuring processes, associated with metal-

lurgical work and the use of scientific instruments for in-

vestigation.

5. TVHAT SHOULD CONSTITUTE A MINING
LABORATORY?

Heretofore the term "mining laboratory" has been quite

generally applied to laboratories dealing with the treatment

of ore after it has been mined. But mining is an underground

operation, and a mining laboratory properly deals with the

operations of getting the mineral to surface. The subject of

mining is so new in the pedagogic field, that its lines from the

view-point of teaching are not yet well defined. Therefore

we can expect to find some difficulty in defining what a mining

laboratory for teaching should be.

There is some difference of opinion as to whether practice

in mine surveying, inspection trips, and work in mines for

wages, should be regarded as laboratory work. Perhaps all

would agree that experimental work in drilling, blasting,

timbering, and mine modeling; that practice in dismantling

mining machines, setting them up and operating them; and

that training in mine rescue work should all be classed as

laboratory teaching: but as to how much and how many of

these things should be included in a well equipped mining

laboratory for teaching, opinions will differ.



THE SHORT MINING COURSE GIVEN BY THE
COLLEGE OF MINES. UNIVERSITY OF

WASHINGTON.

BY JOSEPH DAXIELS,

A^sistart Professor of Mining Engineering and MetaIluTg7,

University of Washington.

For fifteen vears the College of ^Mines of the University of

Washington has offered a short course in mining engineering

to the mining men of the Northwest. The eonrse begins dur-

ing the first week in January and extends to April first.—

a

period of three months during which many of the miners are

not at work. The session has been open to all men without

any particular regulations in regard to entrance or prepara-

tion:—an interest in the work is presupposed. Announce-

ment of the short session is made in the uniyersity catalogue,

the Mines College Bulletin, in the mining journals, and in the

newspapers of the mining states of the Northwest, Alaska, and
British Columbia. In addition to this, an announcement is

mailed to all former students, to men who have previously

written for information, to mine officials, and to clubs and or-

ganizations where mining men meet.

The subjects offered in the course are as follows: metal-

mining and milling; mine surveying; mining law; geology;

mineralogy: general chemistry and qualitative analysis; fire

assaying; metallurgy; placer mining; coal mining and rescue

training ; mine-timber framing, and forge. This work is given

by the regular members of the university staff in the various

departments, and differs only in eslensiveness from the work

offered to the undergraduate students. Of the ten instruct-

ors who gave courses this year, five are mining engineers with

experience in some of the mining camps of the country. The

436
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lecture and laboratory work is supplemented by addresses

given by outside engineers and by trips to the nearby mines

and smelters.

The relative time per week allotted to these subjects fol-

lows: mining and milling, 2 lectures and 1 afternoon labora-

tory period: mine surveying, 2 lectures and 2 afternoons field

work; mining law, 1 lecture; geology, 2 lectures; mineralogy,

2 laboratory- periods : general chemistry and qualitative analy-

sis, 3 lectures and one afternoon laboratory' period ; fire assay-

ing, 1 lecture and 3 afternoon laboratory periods : metallurgy,

2 lectures and one afternoon laboratory* period : placer mining,

3 lectures; rescue training, 25 hours work in smoke-room and

first aid practice, and lectures arranged to meet needs of stu-

dent ; forge-shop and mine-timber framing, one afternoon each.

Of the subjects outlined above, most of the short session

men elect mining and milling, chemistry, fire assaying, miner-

alogy and geology, and mine surveying. A few choose placer

mining; occasionally the coal-mining work is selected. Chem-

istry and mineralogy are prerequisite for the work in fire as-

saying: outside of this any combination may be taken.

The expense to the student is very small. Laboratory de-

posits sufficient to cover cost of materials used are required in

assaying, chemistry, and mineralogy. Twentj'-five dollars will

normally cover this expense and the cost of text-books and

general supplies. Provision is made for taking care of these

men at the university dormitory- at a cost of $2.50 per month

for room and $17.50 for board. Accommodations outside the

campus average higher in cost, but van.' widely.

The registration varies from year to year as the accompany-

ing figures for the last ten years show.

1903 26 1908 26

1904 28 1909 15

1905

1906

1907

26
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out as their interest wanes or the chance of work draws them
back to camp, still others remain long after the session closes

and continue to work independently under the direction of

some of the instructors. Occasionally a man will remain for

an entire semester and earn regular credits with the idea of

using these to continue other university work at some later

period. Five men in this year's group returned for the sec-

ond time. One man remained to work for a degree and ob-

tained it.

In addition to the registration figures shown above, the col-

lege of mines receives a number of the coal-mining men who
come during the year to take the rescue-training and first-aid-

to-the-injured work given at the Bureau of Mines Rescue

Training Station. These men are given regular lectures on the

geology of the Pacific Coast, origin of local coals, coal analy-

sis, and mine gases and explosions ; and laboratory demonstra-

tion in fuel analysis and coal washing. This work extends

over the period of training, two hours a day for two weeks.

The great majority of the short-session students have had
mining experience as prospectors, miners, mine or smelter

superintendents, or mine owners. On the other hand, a

number without any pre\'ious experience intend to go into

mining work in various capacities or they are interested in

mining ventures and take the course for the general informa-

tion and training. In this latter group have been business

men. doctors and lawA-ers.

The following statistics of the 1912 class may be of interest.

The ages vary from 20 to 56 years ; the usual residence given

is Washington as most of the men spend the *' lay-off*' season

around Seattle; a number are foreign born and there are no

"native sons" in the list: the educational opportunities for

most have been very limited. An interesting fact is to find

men who have attended colleges. None of this year "s men were

graduates, but in the past years a number of non-mining grad-

uates have taken advantage of the unusual opportunity to ob-

tain quickly and directly the mining knowledge which they

immediately required.
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Age
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Discussion.

Professor E. E. Bugbee: The question of laboratory train-

ing in actual mining depends a good deal on wiiether men can

go into Slimmer work and get that training at another time.

If vou are going to help your men jump over this actual

underground ^ork, then the school should teach the running

of a rock drill: but it seems to me much preferable to teach

the man the operation of the scientific instruments of his

profession and then require or try to get him into summer
work and let him learn to run a rock drill at that time.

Professor Stock: It would also depend a good deal upon
the class of students that you are dealing with. I shall never

forget the first re<?itation I ever attended in steam engineering.

I hardly knew one machine from another. There were

twenty-five pages assigned and a full description of all the

parts of the steam engine required without the opportunity to

see one.

Professor Sperr: Professor Holden, in his paper published

in The Wisconsin Engineer, February, 1912, makes a state-

ment that ''Most educational laboratories are now more or less

standardized in their equipment and general arrangement,''

including assay laboratories; "but the laboratory methods of

teaching such applied subjects as metallurgy and ore dressing

vary so widely that if a tourist unfamiliar with these subjects

should visit all of the mining schools in the United States, he

would probably require at many of them to be told when he

was in the mining laboratories, so slight is the resemblance

between them."

I think in that connection he probably means the mining

engineering laboratories.

Professor Stoek: "Wlien they speak of mining laboratories

do they not mean the ore-dressing laboratories?

Professor Sperr: Not always. They are attempting some-

thing in the line of mining laboratory work at Eolla. at

Golden, at Berkeley, at Houghton, and possibly at other places

of which I have no information.
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Professor Young tells me they are contemplating putting in

something in that line at Kansas. I have had the mining-

laboratory idea in mind ever since we put up our new build-

ing twelve years ago. At that time I made inquiries, in all

the institutions that I visited, for the mining laboratory. Of
course I soon found that the mining laboratory meant the

ore-dressing laboratory, but ore dressing is not mining in the

sense in which we are now considering the subject. As far as

we have ever reached in the establishment of a mining labora-

tory is the installation of an air compressor, a number of

drilling machines and a coal cutter. All that we have at-

tempted to do with those machines is to have the students take

them down, take them all to pieces, familiarize themselves with

them, set them up, turn on the air, and see whether they are

properly set up or not by means of a little actual drilling in

rock.

Professor Bugbee: Does it take half a day for an average

man to t^ke down a drill and put it together again 1

Professor Sperr: We have not timed them. We do not

keep them at it long enough to make them proficient. As soon

as they can put it together readily and know the parts of the

machine, we let them take up something else. This takes

them four hours a week for five weeks, and in that time they

use the different types of drill mechanism and get somewhat

familiar with them.

Professor Stock: Have any of you had trouble with the

labor organizations in placing students underground?

Professor Sperr: I have not.

Professor Bugbee: They make our fellows join the union

for the summer.

Professor Holbrook : I had to join the Western Federation

of Miners, and pay the full tuition, something less than $50.00,

I believe.

Professor Stock : That is the proposition they put up to us.

I have a regular apprentice course laid out, going from one
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thing to another, and the proper place for the work is in the

mines, but unfortonat^y for us the summer is the slack time

and the unions look upon eveiy student in there as replacing

one man. I thought I had everTthing arranged so that they

could go in and have their initiation remitted, I am glad to

have them join the union: I think it is very good training to

be initiated and attend the meetings, but when it comes to

paying $50.00 it is almost prohibitive.

Professor Daniels (by letter) :

Drilling.—At the present time, students in the University

of Washington are given iustruction in single and double

jacking, and in running air drills, using concrete foundations

for material to work on. Our present equipment does not

include a compressor and it is necessary to send drills and
equipment to the mechanical engineering laboratory. Our
plans call for an electrically driven belt connected compressor

in our own building, furnishing air for all necessary purposes,

and a concrete arch tunnel to be built outside of the building

and so designed as to serve for instruction in drilling and
timbering.

Blasting.—No practical work given in this direction.

Tiiixbering.—A course in mine timber framing is given to

all freshmen. The laboratory work is in charge of the de-

partment of mechanical engineering, and this is supplemented

by illustrated lectures, by members of the mines college, cover-

ing the main points in the design, types, and uses of the

various systems of timbering.

Modeling.—Nothing is attempted in this line.

Min£ Surveying.—Subject is given in sophomore year by
the department of civil engineering, but it is taught by a

mining engineer who is instructor in that department. Use
is made of steam line tunnel on the campus for first practice

in the
'

' underground "

' work, but the main work in the under-

ground instruction is given at one of the coal mines near

Seattle.

Inspection of Mines.—Throughout the year, local trips are

made to mines, metallurgical, and industrial plants located
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within a reasonable distance of the university. A ten days'

trip made during the Easter recess is required of all juniors

and seniors. This trip is made to different localities so that

no class visits the same place twice. Last year's trip was
made to a metal mining district in this state; this year the

party visited the mines, smelter, and limestone quarries of

Texada Island, British Columbia; next year the trip may be

made to the Roslyn Coal Field of this State.

VT&rk in Mines.—Many of our students come to us with

previous experience in mining or metallurgy; the others ac-

quire this experience during the summer vacations. Our
students are required to work in mines during the vacation

following the junior year.

Mine Rescue Training.—One of the Bureau of Mines'

Rescue Training Stations is located on the campus in con-

junction with the college of mines. Instruction in the use of

rescue apparatus and in first aid to the injured is given to all

students of the college of mines, which in turn cooperates by
giving courses of instruction to any miners who are taking the

rescue training.

Professor Stock (by letter) : Under the head of drilling, we
expect to set up in our new laboratory drills and coal cutters,

and to operate them by electricity or by compressed air, using

mainly blocks of cement and concrete, which have been dis-

carded from our materials testing laboratory, or a block of

concrete sunk into the floor.

In blasting, we are now giving complete laboratory course

in the making of cartridges, the charging of holes, the firing

of the same, the testing of explosives with a galvanometer.

In timbering, I would suggest that where shop work is

given in the woodshop mine timber forms be made instead of

ordinary mechanical patterns.

In regard to mine surveying, we are aiming to include all

of the principles involved, practice being gotten by a survey

on the campus of an extended series of ventilating tunnels

running from building to building and by work at coal mines

located within twenty-five miles of the university.
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Under modeling, we have thus far done nothing.

Under inspection of mines, we include trips to the nearby

strippings and underground coal mines, beginning with the

sophomore year and extending throughout the course. Each
year a trip will be taken to the steel and coke works at Joliet.

South Chicago and Gary, to the zinc works at La Salle and
other parts of Illinois, and to the cement quarries and cement

plants of the state. More extended trips to the iron and
copper country of the Lake Superior region, the lead and zinc

region of Missouri and the metalliferous mines of the "West

may be arranged for, but up to the present time nothing has

been done.

In regard to work in mines, nothing has been done during

term time, excepting in the way of mine surveying and inspec-

tion. An effort is being made, however, to locate students in

mines during the vacation and during the coming summer, all

of our junior class will probably be employed in connection

with the cooperative investigation of the mines of the state

now being carried on by the Department of Mining Engi-

neering. State Geological Survey, and the L'nited States

Bureau of Mines. Laboratory work in mine gases and venti-

lation is carried on in a thoroughly equipped safety-lamp

laboratory in connection with the ventilation of the univer-

sity btiildings and a ventilation survey is made of a nearby

mine.

President Drinker 'by letter : In regard to the head

*' Alining'" and its sub-heads. I would reply as to "drilling.

blasting, timbering" we have no direct laboratory work.

Study of these operations is made on inspection trips.

Modeling.—We have no modeling.

Mine Surveying.—We have field work in the mines for four

weeks at the close of the junior year, and this is generally done

in the coal regions in some of the coal mines.

Inspection of Mines.—This is done in connection with the

work of the junior and senior years, and it is required work.

Work in Mines.—We do not require actual labor in mines as

a part of our course, but manv of our men secure work in
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mines during vacations voluntarily, and their doing this is

stronglv encouraged by our mining department. I remember

that so long ago as 1870, when I was taking the mining course

here, I spent the summer working in the zinc mines at

Friedensville, when they were in operation.

Professor Sperr (by letter) : As to the relative importance

of surface and underground operations. President Alderson

writes: "The problems that confront the mining man in the

treatment of his ore are greater than those confronting him in

raising his ore to the surface, i. e., the metallurgical problems

are more serious than the mining problems." But, may not

this be true because in so many cases the "mining man" does

not allow the underground problems to confront him verj-

much? The most serious problems are always involved with

the sources of greatest expense; and, leaving out the item of

surface transportation, the greatest expenditure on the ore

from place to the finished product is usually made to get it

to the foot of the shaft. Although where the costly process

of roasting is employed, it must be admitted that the condi-

tions are liable to be reversed. Moreover, it does not neces-

sarily follow that the most important laboratory work is

associated with the most important problems. An important

feature of the students' training for the most serious mining

problems is to be found in the inspection trips and work in

mines. 2^Ir. A. A. Steel, professor of mining, University of

Arkansas, writes :
" I think . . . that . . . students should be

carefully taught how to make the preliminarj- tests required,
'

'

and '

' should be taught how to make a few more careful tests

following up the preliminary investigations." But, "For an

actual knowledge of [conditions] concentrating machinery-,

they should be set to work during the summers in a com-

mercial ore-dressing mill where they ^vill earn their expenses

[work for wages], get a little valuable discipline, and learn

something about labor questions. . . . My students are also

required to work in the mines, but we do no laboratory- work

under the head of mining." On inspection trips: "They are

required to study drilling and blasting operations; and to
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make notes as to loss of time, poor organization of the work-

ing force, and errors in equipment and operation."

6. SAIALL SIZE VS. CO^DIERCIAL SIZE ]\LACHIXES
AND APPAEATUS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.

Discrs^ioN".

Professor Stoek ; As a general proposition. I do not believe in

attempting to duplicate field conditions to too great an

extent in a school laboratory-. For instance, I do not believe

that the time available warrants us in attempting to make
metallurgical runs, extending over a period of a week, and

thus attempting to simulate trade conditions. In laboratory

work, manual labor should be minimized, and the principles of

the operation given chief attention. In other words, I do not

think it advisable to attempt to graduate skilled mechanics,

skilled surveyors, etc., as the time necessary to give this skill

to the undergraduate can be much better given to general

theoretical principles. I feel strongly, therefore, that in most

of our courses too much time is devoted to an attempt to turn

out the skilled workers, rather than to give thorough theoret-

ical chemical training, and general training in mathematics,

mechanics, etc.

I do not believe iu standardization. In the copper region

it would be wholly unnecessary to duplicate some of the large

mill machines. All we need do is to go and see them. Yet we
in Illinois are in the middle of a farming country and many of

our students have come from the farms and not from a mining

locality. They have no mining ideas before they come to us

and it is necessary to surround them with, not full working

machines, but machines that are capable of handling workable

quantities.

"While I was in editorial work I had the privilege of visiting

practically all the laboratories that have been equipped east

of the Pacific coast. The thing that impressed me the most was

the enormous amount of dust in the laboratories—not Rocke-

feller dust but dust that had collected there from non-use.
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The machines were lying idle for the simple reason that they

were in most eases entirely too large and too expensive to oper-

ate, both as to money and time, and were not equipped so that

the student could study the machine, but must devote himself

to manual labor. A certain amount of money was given for

one of the more recent laboratories, and the architect designed

a building to suit the ideas of the donor. After the building

had been designed one of the firms of mining machinery

builders was told that there was so much money to spend and
was asked to equip the laboratory. It did. "When I first

inspected it, I asked how the products were moved from one

place to another. They said no provision had been made for

that and they were then trying to arrange for it, but the

design of the building was such that it was difficult to do so.

Professor Holbrook : I have had charge of the erection and

equipment of the laboratory- of mining engineering at the

Nova Scotia Technical College. Before we started that build-

ing I made a trip to various mining laboratories through the

East and decided that the laboratories which were equipped

with full-size machines showed evidence of dust. I made that

a special point of my trip and coming back I reported to the

president of the college in favor of half-size machines for the

testing laboratory', and smaller machines for classroom work.

"We therefore worked out our schemes for the positions of

machines and the flowsheets, etc., and then constructed our

building about those as a center, so that the machines and the

flowsheets were of first importance.

Professor G. S. Raymer: Professor Stock tells us he has

decided to use a three-stamp battery in the new laboratory at

the University of Illinois. May I ask why?

Professor Stoek : For the reasons that it would cost a little

less than the five-stamp and would take less material to

operate. We considered the single-stamp but decided it

would not illustrate the stamp battery principle so well.

Professor Lincoln: "With three 500-pound stamps we are

getting a size the work of which may be compared with that of
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commercial stamp mills. With stamps weighing less than

500 pounds we could hardly make satisfactory comparisons.

The 500-pound stamp seems to be the smallest commercial

size usually considered.

Professor Raymer: I think we ought to give the student

some idea what he is going to get when he goes out into actual

work, by using commercial machines.

Professor Sperr: In reference to the question of a 3-stamp

battery or a 5-stamp battery, I am not sure but there might

be a question also so far as instructing the students is con-

cerned, between the use of a 500-pound stamp and a 1,000-

pound stamp. A good husky fellow that we usually get for

mining engineering likes big things. It is worth something

to a fellow to be able to hang up a 1,000-pound stamp. He
may have to break in a man at the battery some time, and one

of the important operations is to get the stamp hung up or to

let it drop after it is hung. To be sure, if he can handle the

500-pound stamp he should easily learn to handle the 1,000-

pound stamp.

Professor Lincoln : It does not take much muscle ; it is more

a question of a little trick.

Professor Sperr : Yes, you have got to be a little quick and

have a little more nerve, I think, to handle a 1,000-pound

stamp than to handle a 500-pound stamp. One of my in-

structors, who had been used to the small stamp, was running

the stamp mill at the time when I had charge of the ore

dressing. He wanted to take a shoe off, and had worked on

it all the forenoon. I was out in the field with the class in

surveying, and at the noon hour I heard from some source that

he was having some trouble. I went out to the mill and found

he had taken a stamp out of the battery and laid it down on

the floor and was filing the keys in it so he could strike a good

heavy blow on it to drive the shoe out. After a proper amount

of fun over the matter I had him replace that stamp in the

battery. The students had been hammering on the keys with

about a 15- or 20-pound sledge hammer. Of course you know
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what would happen; everj'thing would flatten and nothing

would move. I asked for a 40-pound sledge hammer and at

the first blow the thing dropped out as if it was greased.

Now little things like that are all right to get into the school,

but they make the school man look rather ridiculous when

he gets out into the field work and does anything of that kind.

That is an illustration where the students get an advantage

in handling full-size apparatus.

Professor Raymer : One objection to full-size stamps is that

they eat up so much ore and that is one thing we try to avoid.

TVe have trouble enough as it is to get sufficient ore.

Professor Sperr : Yes, and arrange the schedule as best you

will—say you have a class of fifteen men, you cannot use more

than two men on the batterj- at the same time efficiently, and

to give them only two hours each, which is certainly a very

short period of work on the battery, would take a day and a

half or two days. And in that time, with a 3-stamp battery,

you would crush anywhere from three to six tons, dependent

upon your mesh, which is quite a lot of material for a short

run.

Professor Bugbee : The question of the large stamp versus

the small stamp interests me verj- much. I cannot see, unless

you go to the full-size machine and are able to run it all day,

any advantage of a 500-pound stamp over the 225-pound, for

instance. You cannot, in classes of the size that we have,

give everj' man a chance to take off the shoes, unless you

simply tear the thing down and put it together again a great

number of times a day, which you probably would not do.

You could have every man hang up the stamp, but that would

not be necessarj-. We in our laboratory' have eight or ten men

in a section running the mill, and there would not be many

occasions for hanging up stamps. You take the shoe off just

the same way in a 225-pound stamp that you do in a 2,000-

pound stamp, only using smaller tools. It seems to me that the

most important principles of amalgamation are as near alike

in one machine as the other. You cannot duplicate practice

30
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anless you run for weeks and get the proper amalgam on your

plate, for you cannot get tlie same kind of amalgam in half a

day. The most yon can get is to run a test and take account of

stock and run it as near like the practice as possible. The

small stamp has the advantage that for half a ton of ore you

can run a machine all day and give to a man the practice in

feeding and working on the plates, etc., at very small cost.

Professor Lincoln : I would just like to say a word in favor of

the 500-pound stamp. In making this design I figured a 500-

pound 3-stamp battery as giving us sufficient product to run a

small-size shaking table and vanner and slime table from the

tails, whereas if you have a smaller amount of tails you do

not have enough to give a fair test.

Professor Holbrook : You spoke of having three 500-pound

stamps. I reverse tli-^ operation: I have five 8("Hi-pound

stamps. I am very well satisfied with them. We have had

two runs now. The stamps were made in Xova Scotia at one

of the foundries. "SVe picked up the most of the material

second hand from an old mill down there. Stamp milling

has not changed a great deal in the last few years.

Professor Lincoln: Five stamps would be better than three

for illustrative purposes. We intend to run our stamp mill-

taUings directly to our concentrators. Three 500-pound

stamps will treat about 500 pounds per hour, which will keep

our concentrators fed at about the right rate.

Professor H. O. Hoffman (by letter) : The question as to

the use of small-size or full-size machines or furnaces will

probably receive different answers. We believe that the appa-

ratus ought to be as small as possible, as long as it furnishes

the true result. By this means we can make satisfactory

laboratory erperiments in a school and follow up experiments

by a thorough clean-up. ^lost other institutions try to have

apparatus that is full-size and carry on experiments on a

working scale. This means, in our opinion, large quantities of

ore. small number of experiments, and waste of students'

time. Our mining and metallurgical laboratory has been nm
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on small-size apparatus to our complete satisfaction. Several

members of our staff who have been on large-scale work and

have experimented with full-size machinery- easily see the

fallacy of trying to imitate large-scale work in a school.

Either it means play or it means that the student does not

carry out the work.

Professor Edwin C. Holden (by letter) : I wish to quote

from a paper in The Wisconsin Engineer, February, 1912:

"In the metallurgical laboratories a few schools have full

fledged blast smelting equipment, which is either not used at

all, or is run at unjustifiable expense for a day or two each

year in a vain attempt to reproduce the conditions of actual

practice. Such instruction can well be left for inspection

trips to smelting works. On the other hand, it is to be feared

that many metallurgical graduates have been introduced to a

pyrometer only on the blackboard." And, why is not this

sufficient, if the introduction leads to a thorough acquaintance ?

"Ore-dressing laboratories show possibly greater diversity.

They vary from the spectacular 'model mill' to a modest

equipment of hand and laboratory machines, and it may

safely be said that these approaching the latter type usually

show more indication of active use and pedagogic value than the

former. ... If the object of the laboratory is solely pedagogic,

the equipment might well stop with the installation of these

hand or very small power machines, but if it is to be of service

directly to an adjacent mining community, or if it is to do ore

testing or research work which can be literally applied, it

must be very much more, and here is where the 'model mill*

temptation enters."

Professor A. A. Steel (by letter) : I object to seeing stu-

dents waste valuable time working with full-sized machines

to get ready to make short test runs. They can do better

learning the theory of ore dressing and other things that they

cannot acquire out of school.
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7. IS IT DESIRABLE AND PRACTICABLE TO AP-
PROXIAIATE A STANDARD ARRAXGEAIEXT FOR
THE equip:mext and coxduct of 3.nXIXG

EXGIXEERIXr; LABORATORIES FOR
TEACHIXG?

Discussiox.

Professor Sperr; This was suggested from numeroiis state-

ments I had recently seen to the effect that other laboratories

had become more or less standardized in onr engineering

schools. But it seems to me their conditions are very dif-

ferent.

Professor Stoek: Take the electrical laboratories for in-

stance : they get their tone very largely from the requirements

of a few large companies such as the General Electric and the

Westinghouse.

Professor Lincoln : There is one trouble in fitting up a labo-

ratory for ore dressing. Each different principle calls for one

set of machines. To have all the methods represented you
would have to have magnetic separation, oil separation, flooding,

pneumatic separation and the other more unusual kinds. But
where you have a small laboratory and a smaU appropriation

you would not be justified in putting them in and saying that

all ore dressing laboratories ought to have these machines

because they were of different principles. In a district in

which you were treating the separation of copper and zinc ores

you would hardly say that you had a good testing laboratx)ry

unle^ you had those processes installed. In a district of lead

ore it would be very unwise to say that you did not have a

testing laboratory. Also I think you would have to acquire

all these different types that I just mentioned in order to

show the principles.

Professor Rajnuer : Of course one never has what one needs.

On some iron ores when I get through, I may need a turbo, but
I do not need a stamp battery. For problems you have to

make up your flowsheet and select your apparatus. You
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cannot tell what is going: to be needed, until you have worked

out your process. If you have an iron ore you have to have

entirely different apparatus from what you would for gold

and silver ore. Your stamp apparatus may be unnecessary,

and in the most of the special problems that I have had I

have not been able to use my stamp battery at all. For lead

and zinc-sulphide ores we need the rolling and jigging ma-

chines ; classifiers and tables for low-grade iron ores. I think

we buy too many machines, as it is, yet it is quite a problem

how to cut down the number because almost every engineer

that comes from the West, for instance, says, "Wliy don't

you have this, why don 't you have that ? '

' He does not seem

to realize that w^e have what is practically the same thing.

Professor Sperr : They often think of it more as a machine-

testing laboratory rather than as a laboratory for training a

man in the principles involved in the science.

Professor Lincoln : There are really three things that you can

have : A machine-testing laboratory, an ore-testing laboratory,

or what you have been talking about—a laboratory for testing

and illustrating principles.

Professor Stoek: From the teaching end you can do better

with the small apparatus than vriih the large. I should advise

thorough equipping with small apparatus. Coal washing in

Illinois is an increasing and very important factor. The

trouble has been to get the makers to build machines small

enough. They wanted us to put in machines to handle 30

tons of ore. Where are we going to get the raw material ?

We have been fighting ever since we started out to get the

machine people build something small enough for us.

Professor Hoffman (by letter) : I doubt very much whether

any standard arrangement for laboratory equipment and con-

duct can be arrived at. ... I do not see how one can approxi-

mate something like a standard arrangement of mining and

metallurgical laboratories l>ecau.se the ideas of the professors

in charge of such laboratories differ radically.

Professor Holden (by letter) : The broad field of ore dress-
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ing and the large opportunity for specializing renders it

almost impossible, and certainly inadvisable, for mining

schools in different parts of the country to attempt to stand-

ardize their equipment, and I do not think such an attempt

will be successful. I cannot say that I regret this distinctive

characteristic of mining engineering laboratories, but there

are. nevertheless, some uselessly expensive blunders in differ-

ent parts of the country in mining (engineering) laboratory

equipments, and a discussion such as is proposed ought to do

some good.

COXCLUSIOX.

It ^vill be observed that some of the questions received little

or no attention at the section meeting. This is due primarily

to the fact that the special interests involved in those ques-

tions were not represented in the convention.

Respectfully submitted,

F. W. Sperr, Chairman

E. A. HOLBROOK,

J. B. Porter,

H. H. Stoek,

L. E. TouxG,

Committee on Improvement in Mining

Laboratory Instruction



THE ENGINEERING LABORATORIES OF THE
ROYAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY AT

CHARLOTTENBURG, GERMANY.

BY EOYAL R. HEUTER,

Instructor in Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

The subject of the following paper is " The Engineering

Laboratories of the Technical University at Charlottenburg,

Germany." Since the institution may not be familiar to

some readers, the writer takes the liberty of introducing the

subject-matter which bears on the laboratories by a very brief

description of the school, in order that it may be more easily

possible to grasp the significance of the laboratories in their

relationship to the school as a whole.

The Technical High School of Berlin at Charlottenburg

came into existence through the union of two schools, the

Academy of Architecture and the Industrial Academy. Orig-

inally located in separate buildings and at some considerable

distance from each other, the idea was conceived, even previous

to their incorporation as a single institution, of housing them

under one roof. Owing to the impossibility of finding a

suitable location within the limits of Berlin itself, a plot of

ground about 18.7 acres in extent and lying in the adjoining

city of Charlottenburg, was finally selected.

The site (Fig. 1) with its park-like decorations and with

its principal building facing almost northwards, is approached

from Berliner Street by a series of l)road steps, embellished

by a semicircular drive and shrubbery. The principal build-

ing, which with the extension accommodates the departments

of architecture, civil and mechanical engineering, naval archi-

tecture and general sciences (Fig. 2), contains three stories

and basement. It has, including all projections, a length of

455
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Fig. 1. Charlottenburg Technical University Site. (1) Electrical

Laboratory. (2) Laboratory of Mechanical Technology, (basement).

(3) Laboratory of Strength of Materials. (4) Electrical Engineering

Experiment Station. (5) Laboratory for Combustion Motors. (6)

Experiment Station for Elements of Machine Design. (7) Experiment

Station for Machine Tools.

'^-r , iJLL-T
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Fig. 2. Principal BuUding, Plan,

748 feet, a depth of 295 feet and includes five interior courts

of about equal size, 75 feet on a side. The upper edge of the
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attic surmounting the central portion is 105 feet above the

pavement of the street. The great length of the building

necessitated a good grouping of the ground plan to avoid the

appearance of monotony in the general view in elevation.

For this reason the wings at both ends extend forward beyond

the front 106.5 feet, and the central portion, too, forms a pro-

jection of 42.7 feet (Fig. 3). The vigorous composition of the

facade of the latter and the variety in the color of the building-

stone used in the various courses assist remarkably in avoid-

ing uniformity and monotony. Kich sculptural ornament on

the central portion and the end wings add to the charm of the

facade. The rear (Fig. 4) of the building, facing the park,

though less ornamental than the facade, is by no means dis-

pleasing.

A, few steps to the east of the principal building is the

Cheipistry building (Fig. 1), in which are located the depart-

meniB of mining and chemistry. The exterior of the building

(Fig. 5), is plain and there is a marked absence of ornament.

The view is only partially correct, as two wings which have

been recently added, extending to the east and west, are not

;.
shown.

As originally planned, the two buildings just described pro-

vided accommodations for 2,000 students. The excessively

high attendance at the school during the years 1900-1904,

however, and the consequent lack of accommodations in cer-

tain departments, notably mechanical engineering and naval

architecture, made necessary the erection of an extension

which was completed in 1902 (Fig. 1). The original build-

ings together with this structure and the extensions to the

Chemistry building already referred to provide aecoiumoda-

tions normally for about 3,000 students and listeners at the

present time. This is of course exclusive of a number of

buildings used as laboratories and located on another portion

of the grounds.

Let us pass to a brief consideration of these laboratories,

their equipment, scope, objects and methods of instruction.
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Up to the time of the "World's Fair Exposition in Chicago,

1893, there existed at none of the German engineering schools

anything worthy of the name of an engineering laboratory.

In a few cases, it is true, a modest equipment had been in-

stalled, as, for example, in Miinieh, Stuttgart and Darmstadt

which enabled the professors to carry out before the eyes of

the students a limited number of experiments, principally on

the then prevalent types of heat engines. The opportunity

rendered available for a clo.se inspection and investigation of

American industrial and educational conditions in connection

with a "visit to the exposition above mentioned was taken

advantage of by a number of German professional men and

educators. What they saw at our technical institutions in

the way of engineering laboratories brought home to their

keen minds the great practical and scientific value of properly

arranged and organized machine laboratories for the instruc-

tion of engineering students and for purposes of research and

investigation—laboratories where the students should work as

independently as possible, and should carry out the experi-

ments themselves in small groups of from 5 to 6 members.

To the energy and determination of these men combined

with the remarkable cooperation of the industries and the

state is due the inception and completion of a system of labo-

ratory equipment and instruction in the engineering univer-

sities of Germany after the American prototypes. Foremost

among those who advocated such an installation was Professor

Riedler, an engineer of international reputation, and a mem-

ber of the faculty of the mechanical engineering department

of the Charlottenburg school. "We shall see below how in

addition to exerting his influence he assisted in a very material

way in the establishment of the first laboratory at Charlotten-

burg.

It is not to be understood from what has just been said,

however, that laboratory-methods and equipment as such were

unknown at Charlottenburg. For a long time the school had

possessed an excellent physical laboratory, which, as con-

nected with the department of general science, does not con-
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cern us here. Further, there was already in existence at the

beginning of the period to which I have referred, the electro-

technical laboratory, for the instruction of engineering stu-

dents in the theory of electricity and in electromechanics.

As the electrical course is simply one of the options of the

mechanical course, this is accordingly one of the laboratories

which comes under our consideration. It is located in one of

the interior courts of the main building (Fig. 1) and is

admirably lighted from above by a glass roof. A view of the

interior is shown in Fig. 6. The work done here comprehends

experiments on the characteristics of dynamos and motors,

hysteresis tests on iron, and practice in electrical measure-

ments. The students work independently or in groups of 2 or

3, as may be necessary, and prepare the apparatus for the

tests themselves. "Written reports of each test are required

and suitable blank forms are supplied for this purpose.

In 1895 it was decided, in view of the fact above referred to,

to build and equip a machine laboratory. From the outset its

object was twofold: first, to provide instruction in and to give

the students in engineering the necessary familiarity with and
practice in the operation of such machines as they would be

called upon to deal with in practical life ; and second, to pro-

vide for the carrj-ing out by the laboratory staff, advanced

students and others, of investigational work in the solution of

problems which arise in practice.

The original plans* called for a machinery hall about 33

feet broad and 184 feet long, and an adjoining two-story

structure for the accommodation of the director, the assistants,

and for a small lecture hall, and for a work shop and a storage

battery compartment. The floor space has been increased sub-

sequently by at least 50 to 75 per cent. The location chosen

was at the rear of the grounds (Fig. 1) of the school and
adjacent to the boiler house in which were set up the addi-

tional boilers made necessary by the demands for larger quan-

tities of steam by the laboratory.

* See also E. Josse, "Mitteilungen aus dem Maschinen-Laboratorium

der Kgl. Technischen Hochschule zu Berlin," I. Heft, E. Oldenbourg,

Mtinieh & Berlin, from which the views are taken.
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Fig. 7 shows a general view of the exterior of the completed

structure, and Fig. 8, a section, indicates the general type of

construction. A general view of the interior is afforded from

the cut (Fig. 9), taken from the easterly end.

Fig. Machine Laboratorv. Exterior.

It was only by the greatest exertions that the grants on the

part of the government of the sum.s necessary for the erection

Fig. S. Machine Laboratory, Section.

of the structure were obtained, and the question of the nature

and the extent of the equipment was still unanswered in 1897,

a year after the building operations had begun, when Pro-
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fessor Eiedler came forward and offered to present to the
laboratory several large steam engines and a variety of smaller
maeliines to the total value of 120,000 mk. (equal in value
to perhaps 30,000 dollars). A proposal to utilize these ma-
chines for the generation of electric power was looked on
favorably by the educational authorities and the necessary
funds for the additional equipment granted. The entire work
was completed in 1S99, on the one hundredth anniversary of
the founding of the university.

Fig. 9. Machine Laboratory, Interior.

In the foreground of the view (Fig. 9) the first of the

machines presented by Professor Eiedler may be seen. It

consists of a 60 h.p. cross-compound, horizontal steam engine
with condenser and air pump, and drives a differential water-

works pump. The apparatus is so arranged as to be available

for a large variety of experiments, both on the steam and on
the water ends.

The second of the machines included in the gift was the

220 h.p. quadruple-expansion marine engine located just

beyond the machine just described, and represented in Fig.

10. It operates a direct-current dynamo and is intended for

use in experiments on steam consumption, in thermodynamic
investigations, particularly with reference to the use of super-

heated steam, and for experiments in governing.
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Beyond the marine engine is located a tliird maeliine. like-

wise inc-luded in the gift, a triple-expansion steam engine of

150 brake h.p, with an adjacent superheater (Fig. 11). It

will be noted that the arrangement chosen was with particular

reference to the use of the machine for laboratory as well as

power-generating purposes. A dynamo generating current

for general use in and about the plant is coupled to the main
shaft, but between it and the prime mover is a crank and
engine frame designed for the attachment of a compressor or

blowing-engine cylinder or some other piece of experimental

apparatus, in which case the generator may be uncoupled or

allowed-to run without excitation.

This machine is also intended for use in connection with

thermodynamic investigations, particularly with reference to

the conditions involved in the use of superheated steam. It is

further arranged for use in connection with investigations of

frictional losses at various points in the mechanism, and in

connection with problems in regulation.

Another of the machines included in the steam equipment

is the Wolf Locomobile (Fig. 12), presented to the laboratories

by the manufacturers. This type of stationary machine, per-

haps better known on the continent than in this country, is

the result of attempts to produce an eflBcient self-contained

element for small and medium powers and has attained a state

of great perfection. The example here shown is of the com-

pound-condensing type with internally fired boiler.

Of the remaining equipment of the laboratory it was un-

fortunately impossible to obtain any views. Among the more
important of the apparatus included are a 300 k.w. Parsons

turbine with generator, a 250 k.w, Curtis turbine also with

generator, a 160 h.p. 4-cycle, single-acting, suction-gas engine

with producer, a 60-75 h.p. Diesel engine and an SO, refrig-

erating machine. The above comprises the principal fixed

apparatus of the laboratory. In addition there is a large

amount of smaller apparatus which it is the policy of the man-
agement to set up on the testing-stand when being utilized for

experimental purposes or for investigation and to remove
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again as soon as possible and store away till wanted again.

One of the objects of this system is to enable the students to

obtain practice in the setting up of the apparatus used in the

tests. A general view of the testing-stand is had in Fig. 13.

The instruction in the engineering laboratory is arranged in

three courses—Eng. Lab. I, II and III. In the first course

which covers one semester or term the instruction includes

such elementary introductory work as the calibration and use

of indicators, gage testing, the use and principle of the Orsat

apparatus and the experimental determination of the heat

value of solid and of liquid and gaseous fuels, by means of

the Mahler bomb and the Junkers calorimeter, respectively.

The second course, two semesters in length, includes a sys-

tematic series of experiments on boilers, steam engines and

turbines, pumps and compressors, condensers and combustion

engines, together with investigations of steam-turbine nozzles,

governors and other machinery.

The third course, likewise two semesters in length, is of a

more advanced nature and is intended for those who take the

option
'

' experimental engineering
'

' of the mechanical course,

and for such of the older students in other options as are

qualified for the work which it embraces. In this course,

extended investigations are pursued with considerable atten-

tion to completeness and accuracy, both in the working out

and in drawing conclusions. Some of the investigations in-

clude exhaustive tests on steam-turbine nozzles and on the

steam-turbines themselves, and studies in regulation of prime

movers.

The methods of instruction and of working up the tests in

the first two cases, Engineering Laboratory I and II,' are

about as follows

:

At the beginning of each exercise, the instructor gives an

outline of the test to be performed, and an explanation and

description of the apparatus used. He then goes over the

apparatus itself with the group and makes sure that all under-

stand the principle of its operation and the methods of taking

readings. Then someone of the group volunteers or is selected

31
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bv the members to act as chief and under the direction of the

instructor a log-sheet is prepared for recording of data and

the leader assigns the members to the various posts. During

the test the instructor simply reassures himself occasionally

that same is proceeding normally : otherwise the entire respon-

sibility is on the students. All who wish to work up the test

make copies of the log-sheet at the close of the experiment : or

one or two from the group volunteer to prepare the data.

Each one works up his own report independently, emphasizing

such phases of the investigation as interest him most, but

guiding himself by a series of suggestions on the test blank

which he receives in connection with the test. A copy of the

blank form used may be found in the appendix. Each in-

structor is at liberty to use his own judgment in specifying

what form the report shall take ; and in correcting the students'

work the practice is to look over the results only in a general

way, and not to seek for absolute correctness in the numerical

work by checking. In many cases where the computations are

long and complicated it is customary for the instructor to meet

the group and work out the test with them, calling for the

numerical computations from various individuals as he goes

along. This is done with the idea of saving time which would

otherwise be spent by the student in futile efforts to worry

through the matter by himself without any clear idea of what

he is doing. All tests must however receive such corrections

as may be called for before they are certified.

The success of the machine laboratory was the signal for the

inception and completion of a whole series of correlated insti-

tutes in connection with the various courses represented in the

program of the department of mechanical engineering. One
of these is the laboratory of mechanical technology, located in

the basement story of the extension (Fig. 1). In speaking

of it here it may perhaps be permissible for the sake of clear-

ness to emphasize the relation which this laboratory bears to

student workshops in American technical schools. As has

been emphasized in the reports which have been presented to

the society by certain of its members who have visited and
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inspected the German schools, one of the requirements for

those students who wish to take examinations for the degree

in mechanical engineering is that they must serve at least one

year as special apprentices in a suitable factory or other in-

dustrial enterprise. Six months of this time must have been

spent consecutively, and the remainder in periods of not less

than two months each. All important departments of the

works must be included, as for example, the foundry, the

pattern shop, the machine shops and the erecting department.

Frequently considerable time is spent at construction and in-

stallation in the field. Similar requirements exist in the de-

partments of naval architecture and of mining.

In the education of the engineer in Germany and indeed in

other European countries as well, the year of practical train-

ing and experience exercises a far-reaching and important

influence on the whole course of study and on the scope and

the methods of instruction in the engineering departments of

the technical schools. It is almost superfluous to say that it

enables the student more easily and better to understand and

to appreciate all the professional instruction of the course.

In this way it renders possible an abbreviation in the work of

the instruction in many cases. The year in practice also gives

the student an opportunity to find himself, to learn his OAvn

tastes and capabilities, and to estimate the opportunities that

are open to him in the practice of the profession he has chosen.

It therefore enables the work in the more advanced profes-

sional subjects to be more specialized, i. e., to be more closely

directed to the end in view. Since, too, the four-year course

is relieved of shopwork, more time is rendered available for

the professional studies of the course, and it is thus possible

to lay the foundations of engineering education on very broad

lines.

It may be interesting to note here a specific case which illus-

trates the attitude of the German educator with regard to the

question of school workshops. In his report* on American

•See A. Riedler, " Amerikanische tecbnische Lehranstalten," Zeit-

schrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure, 1894, Vol. 38, p. 405 et seq.,

from which paper the extracts are quoted.
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Engineering Education, wi'itten shortly after his visit to the

United States in 1893, Professor Riedler says, in speaking of

the experience which has been made with them in Germany:
" Shops for instruction do not belong at all in technical

schools. In all technical schools where they have existed they

have degenerated into trifling—into play-work. The instruc-

tion has everywhere been carried on as instruction in manual

training, and has often been conducted by poor teachers, while

just in this subject educational success demands excellent

teachers. I cannot change my views in spite of the school

shops in American engineering colleges, and notwithstanding

the fact that these are suitably equipped and conducted."

And later on in the same report he says :
" In the American

school workshops too, especially if the students first come in

contact with practical work in the engineering school itself,

nothing is achieved which is in proportion to the great ex-

penditure of time. The time expended is still not sufficient to

learn anything truly useful, if the practical sense of the stu-

dent has not previously been developed.
'

' And in making his

recommendations he saj's, when speaking of the introduction

of American ideas and institutions into German schools :

'

" "We

should introduce scientific laboratories for the development of

the sense of observation and perception, and for the fostering

of the spirit of research, as rapidly as possible, but the intro-

duction of school shops, on the other hand, would be a mistake,

a step backward, and a beginning without an object, for in the

engineering school it is too late to try to inculcate practical-

ness. This the student must bring with him as a result of his

previous training." It should be understood that the above

has been quoted solely with the intention of attempting to

make clear the German point of view and not as an adverse

criticism of our own methods and institutions.

Mechanical technology is understood to treat of the means

and methods by which the metallic raw materials are trans-

formed into such finished products as are of prime importance

to the designer of machinery; it includes as well, therefore,

the subject of metallic raw materials. At Charlottenburg the
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subject is treated from the point of view of a preliminary to

the instruction in design.* The laboratory instruction is not

offered as a substitute for the practical training of the student

in the foundry and shop, which it is intended shall be ob-

tained in the year of practical experience. It is rather in-

tended as a systematic supplement to this preparation of the

student on the practical side, which, it is admitted occurs in

a relatively short time and often one-sidedly, perhaps without

as much supervision or instruction as might be desirable.

Therefore for the successful prosecution of the course a certain

amount of preparation in the shop is indispensable, and the

lack of it is felt to constitute a hindrance to the student in his

work in mechanical technology.

The work in the laboratories includes: Exercises in sketch-

ing the moulds with descriptions of the methods of founding of

the more common machine elements; similar exercises in con-

nection with forging; studies in the methods of operation and

characteristics of various machine tools; experiments in the

determination of the cutting speeds and feeds for different

materials and machine tools; of the efficiency of such tools,

of allowable and ultimate tool pressures; determinations of

the power required in operations involving pressing and

drawing.

In connection with the course in mechanics, laboratory work

is given in statics, dynamics, friction and strength of materials.

The laboratory of strength of materials, where this instruction

is given, is located in the building formerly occupied by the

government station for testing of materials (Fig. 1). Ex-

periments are performed to illustrate the important principles

of the subject, and embrace such exercises as : determinations

of coefficient of friction, especially for lubricants ; experiments

on pendulum governors to familiarize the student \\'ith the

• For a very complete description of the scope and subject-matter of

this course see E. Heyn, '
' Der technologische Unterricht als Vorstufe

fiir die Ausbildung des Konstrukteurs, " Zeitschrift des Vereines

deutscher Ingenieure, 1911, Vol. 55, p. 201.
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dynamical principles involved ; tests of metals in tension, com-

pression, bending and torsion.

At Charlottenburg and indeed in most European schools the

instruction in hydraulic motors forms a part of the work of

the mechanical engineering course. The testing station for

hydraulic motors is therefore under the control of this depart-

ment and serves as an adjunct to the work in design.

At the time that the mechanical laboratory, already referred

to, was originally projected, it was expected that it would be

capable of comprehending all types of machines which are

usually dealt with in the course of the instruction in a tech-

nical school. In accordance with this idea the laboratory in-

FiG. 14. Testing Station for Hviiraulic Motors, Site.

struction originally included experiments on a Pelton wheel

and on a centrifugal pump. The necessity for a more exten-

sive treatment however, and the presence in the Landwehr

Canal, which passes the easterly end of the school grounds, of

an available water power approximating 50-60 h.p. under a

head of 5 or 6 feet, and with a flow of anywhere from 10 to 20

cubic feet per second, led to the establishment of the present

station.

A plan of the site is shown in Fig. 1-i.* The canal divides to

• From E. Eeiehel, '
' Die Tersuchsanstalt f(ir Wasserkraftmaschinen

an der Koniglichen Technischen Hochschule zu Berlin. '
' Eeprint from
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pass to either side of a small natural island. One branch is

utilized for locks and the other serves as a waste-way ; it is on

that side of the island nearest to the waste-way that the

station is located. It may be noted in passing that the island

also serves to accommodate the experiment station for hy-

draulics and naval architecture, with its huge experiment

basin.

An exterior view of the testing station for hydraulic motors

is shown in Fig. 15. The simplicity and lack of any attempt

at architectural effects are apparent. The machine hall (Fig.

Fig. 15. Testing Station for Hj-draulic Motors, Exterior.

16a) of the station contains a wheel pit for the installation of

vertical shaft penstock turbines, a 20 h.p. enclosed turbine

with scroll casing, a low pressure and a high pressure centrif-

ugal pump, and a testing stand for Pelton wheels.

In the first of these, the wheel-pit, T^, is so arranged as to

take Francis wheels of various diameters and is located at the

end of the head race ; the tail race is in direct prolongation of

the latter. The equipment provides for the conversion of the

power developed into electrical energy in a generator which is

coupled to the vertical shaft by means of bevel gears, or for

its absorption and measurement by means of a specially de-

signed sensitive brake which is mounted directly on the ver-

tical shaft of the turbine. This pit is used largely forexperi-

Festschrift sum Fiinfeigjiihrigen Bestehen des Vereins deutscher In-

genieure—from which the other cuts were also taken.
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Fig. 16, a, 5, c. Testing Station for

Hydraulic Motors, Plan and Sections.

r^r

J^'^'.-

-^•t*. .Ak0.

Li

mental tests for Francis wheels for outside parties, and in con-

nection with scientific experiments on various types and

designs. It serves in connection with the instruction as an

example of a low-head installation.

The enclosed turbine, I'^, also of Francis type, is fed from
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a steel plate trough mounted on brackets; water being sup-

plied to it by the low-head centrifugal pump, Cj. The instal-

lation is intended to typify medium-head installations.

For high pressure work the water is pumped to a large steel

tank, TFi, by the high-head centrifugal pump, C.,, from which

it may be taken to operate the Pelton turbines. The installa-

tion is available for pressures equivalent to a maximum head

of 650 feet.

The power necessary to operate the centrifugal pumps in

both cases is taken from the municipal mains in the form of

electrical energy and converted by means of motors.

The instruction is given by means of a systematic series of

experiments which embraces brake tests of low-, medium- and

high-head turbines, investigations of low- and high-head cen-

trifugal pumps, determinations of water volumes and pres-

sures by various methods and of the available head at the

station with an engineer's level. One feature connected with

the laboratory work appeals very strongly to the writer and

may not be unworthy of comment. It is the practice in this

laboratory, especially in those tests which demand a large

number of observers, to transfer the students from one post

to another between readings, so that at the conclusion of the

test every student has taken readings at every post and has a

clear conception of the test as a whole. Tliis system renders

necessary the presence of several assistants in addition to the

instructor in charge, but in the case in question has proved

well worth while. Copies of the blank form used may be

found in the appendix.

An example of the plan which is being followed frequently

to-day in technical institutions of separating those portions

of laboratories which serve purely for purposes of instruction

in the principles of any one of the applied sciences from those

portions which are devoted to advanced work in the same

branch, and which therefore include examples of the latest

applications, installations on a practical scale, and facilities

for original investigations and research, is afforded in the
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electrical engineering experiment station.* This laboratory is

intended in this sense as a supplement to the electrical labo-

ratory already referred to; while not mechanical engineering

laboratories, both have been mentioned here because the in-

struction in electrical engineering is given as an option in the

mechanical engineering course and they therefore form part

Fig. 17. Electrical Engineering Experiment Station, Plan of Machine

Boom.

of the equipment of that department. This laboratory is in-

stalled in a building at the point shown in Fig. 1. A plan of

the machinery hall is given in Fig. 17.1 The equipment is

* For a fuller description of this laboratory see W. Eeichel and M.
Gerstmever, "Das Elektroteehnisclie Versuchsfeld der Technischen Hoeh-

schule zu Berlin," Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingeni-eure, Vol.

51, p. 2129 et seq., from which the views are taken.

t The laboratory contains the following apparatus : direct current

motor, coupled with a direct current generator and a polyphase generator;

direct current generator, coupled with a direct current generator; rotary

converter; direct current generator; polyphase generator, coupled with

a direct current generator; direct current generator, belted to a direct

current generator; polyphase induction motor; direct current railway

motor; commutator motor for single phase alternating current; crane

motor for single phase alternating current; three phase induction motor;

direct current motor, coupled with a charging generator and an exciter;

direct current generator, coupled with a high-tension machine ; direct cur-

rent generator, coupled with a three phase alternator and polyphase

transformers.
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large and varied; most of the machines are 100-150 k.w.

capaeit3^ A large storage battery with a capacity of 1,200

ampere hours is located in the basement of the head house.

The transformer-room, arranged for 10,000 v., is separated

from the main hall by a wire fence. The high tension stand

equipped for the production of voltages as high as 200,000 is

similarly separated from the main hall. A view of the main

portion of the hall is afforded by Fig. 18, and views of the

transformer room and the high tension stand in Fig. 19 and

Fig. 20 respectively.

The instruction comprises two series of experiments, ar-

ranged with reference to the needs of the mechanical and

electrical students respectively. It is a distinctive feature of

the instruction for the mechanical students that all tests are so

arranged that the reports on them may be completed during

the exercise under the direction of the assistant and must be

handed in to him at the close of same to receive credit. In

the appendix copies of several of the blank forms used as

guides will be found.

To understand the reason for the extent and scope of three

of the remaining institutes which are connected with the school

it is important to bear in mind, first, that in Germany the

higher institutions are without exception government institu-

tions and that consequently as such one of their functions is

to serve the state by providing technical education for those

entering such branches of the civil service as of necessity de-

mand technical training on the part of these individuals;

second, that as such all their departments and institutes are

planned not only as educational factors but as possible factors

in the development of the national industries. Furthermore,

it is the fixed and definite principle of the government to

grant to the men who give instruction in the institutions of

learning every opportunity to develop themselves in their

professions and to contribute materially through their efforts

to the present knowledge in their various fields of activity.

The three institutions alluded to are: the laboratory for

combustion motors, the experiment station for elements of
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machine design, and the experiment station for machine tools

(Fig. 1), These three laboratories are at the present time

solely for the use of the instructing staff of the design courses

in the respective subjects. They are being developed by that

body, however, Tvith the intention of ultimately providing for

instruction or research on the part of more mature students

enrolled in the correlated courses.

Perhaps a few views, taken from cuts illustrating the recent

report* of the first of these, wiU indicate what line of work is

being pursued. Fig. 21 shows a front view of a 100 h.p. Benz

automobile on the testing stand: Fig. 22 a side view of the

same. Fig. 23 shows a front view of a 75 h.p. Adler auto-

mobile on the same stand ; Fig. 24 gives a side view and Fig.

25 a rear view of the same machine.

The experiment station for machine toolst was founded in

1904, at the same time as the regular professorship in that sub-

ject, and was the first research laboratory of the kind in

Germany.

Figs 26a and 2661 are the plans of the first story and base-

ment respectively. The first story contains the machine room,

a grinding room and several smaller rooms for the use of the

chief engineer, the assistants and the workmen ; the basement,

an insulated chamber for fine measurements, a forging and

* See A. Kiedler, '

' Wissenschaftliehe Automobil-WertuDg. Berichte

I-V des Laboratoriums fiir Kraftfahrzeuge an der Koniglichen Tech-

nischen Hochschule zu Berlin," E. Oldenbonrg, Berlin & Munich, from
which the views are taken.

t See G. Schlesinger, '

' Das Tersuchsfeld fiir Werkzeugmaschinen

an der Technischen Hochschule zu Berlin," Zeitschrift des Vereines

deutscher Ingenieure, 1912, Vol. 56, p. 857 et seq., from which the views

are taken.

J The laboratory contains the following apparatus : large and small ex-

perimental lathe; large and small experimental boring machine ; horizontal

shaping machine; hand drilling machine; experiment stand for welding

apparatus; compressed air gauge tank; testing stand for air hammers;
instrument case; switch-boards; tool and cutter grinders; compressor

coupled with motor; air filter; automatic rheostat; electrical hardening

furnace; gas hardening furnace; gas forge; high pressure blower;

forge; anvil; ventilating fan; saw; electric welders.
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hardening equipment, an electric welding apparatus and a

compressed air plant. A view of the interior of the machine

room is had in Fig. 27.

Fig. 26a, 6. Experiment Station for Machine Tools, First Story and

Basement.

We have to consider lastly the government station for the

testing of materials. These laboratories were established in

their present scope in 1883 ; while not under the direct control

of the department of mechanical engineering, they provide

instruction for students of that department, and form one of

the institutes of the school as a whole.

The original quarters on the school grounds having become
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inadequate, the station was removed in 1904 to Gross-Liehter-

felde, a suburb of Berlin. A view of the new plant* is had in

Fig. 28. It comprises six subdi%nsions

:

Fig. 27. Exf.eriment Station for Machine Tools, Interior.

Division I for Tests of Metals,

Division II for Tests of Building Materials,

Division III for Tests of Paper.

Fig. 2S. Station for Testing of Materials, General View.

Division IV for Metallography,

Division Y for General Chemistry,

Division VI for Tests of Oils.

* See Martens and Guth, '
' Das Konigliehe Materialpriifungsamt der

Technischen Hochsehule Berlin auf dem Gelande der Domane Dahlem
beim Bahnhof Grosslichterfelde West," Julius Springer, Berlin, 1904.
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Fig. 29o, b. Station for Testing of Materials. Plan of first and

second stories.

32
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A general ground-plan indicates more clearly (Figs. 29a

and 6) the disposition and occupancy of the structures.

The courses in testing of materials embrace a series of

exercises in all of the above departments, but principally in

the division for tests of metals. They are intended especially

for those students who elect to take the option " experimental

engineering " of the mechanical course.

The writer has endeavored in the above brief and incomplete

sketch to give a general idea of a portion of the laboratory

equipment of the Charlottenburg school. In discussing the

main features of this equipment, the aim has been to show as

clearly as possible in what manner and with what modifica-

tions, if any, the Germans have applied the ideas obtained

from their colaborers in the educational field on this side of

the Atlantic.

Appendix.

In the following the writer has endeavored to reproduce the

principal portions of the material contained in one or two

specimen log sheets or reports as used in the respective labo-

ratories, together with a brief note as to the form of sheet

adopted. No responsibility is assumed for correctness of

translation or accuracy of data contained in same.

Examples 1 and 2 are based on reports used in the Machine

or Engineering Laboratory. Double sheets, 8^" X 13^", are

used, on the third and fourth pages of which the data here

reproduced is printed, the first page serving as a title page

and the whole as an envelope for such sheets as the student

uses in working out the test.

Example 1.

Exercises II, Experiment 23.

Surface Condensation.

(1) Type and dimensions of condenser and of wet and dry air-pump.

(2) Test of the system with constant supply of cooling water.

Variation of the steam consumption by variation of load on the prime

mover.
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Measurements

:

Quantity of steam, kg./hr.

Quantity of cooling water, kg./lir.

Abs. pressure in condenser, at. abs. (vacuum in per cent, of atmos-

pheric press.).

Temperatures, °C. steam (entrance).

Temperatures, °C. steam (exit).

Temperatures, °C. condensed steam.

Temperatures, °C. cooling water (ent.).

Temperatures, °C. cooling water (exit).

Dynamic resistance of condenser, mm. Hg.

Computation of results:

Determination of steam temperature from pressure in condenser.

Specific cooling water consumption.

Specific cooling water consumption of the ideal condenser.

Increased consumption over ideal condenser.

Heat extracted by condenser per hour.

Heat content per kg. of entering steam (moisture; superheat).

Velocity of cooling water.

Heat transfer coefficients.

Partial pressures at exit of condenser.

Kesistance of the condenser in m. of water.

Example 2.

Exercises II. • Experiment 43.

Investigation of a Governor and of the Regulation of o

Lighting Machine.

(1) Investigation of the properties of the governor when disconnected

from the valve gear.

(a) Determination of the energy E of the governor by weighing (S=
constant for all positions of the collar in the case of the Kley governor

on the Gorlitz engine).

(&) Determination of the imiformity d by recording the rotative speed

and the corresponding positions of the collar by means of the Horn

tachograph for both rising and falling collar. The values are to be

recorded graphically, the values of the rotative speed as abscissae, the

collar positions as ordinates.

(c) Calculation of the sensitiveness, which depends upon the friction

Ef, from the values obtained under (&), which represent the maximum
and minimum rotative speeds for the several collar positions.

"i— nj
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The table of recorded results will contain:

Travel of pencil Ai
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(Space)

Operation of the direct current machine: State what must be done in

each case and give reasons.

Operation <is motor.

Starting:

(Space)

Eegulation and variation of speed:

(Space)

Shutting down:
(Space)

Operation as generator.

Bringing up to pressure:

(Space)

Operation in parallel; throwing in:

(Space)

Operation in parallel; loading:

(Space)

Shutting down:
(Space)

Note: In performing this experiment, the machine was operated in

accordance with above program; then report was prepared, using blank

spaces for answers.

Example 4.

Testing of Air Line Insulators.

The operating voltage of an air line insulator is determined as a frac-

tion of that voltage (safety factor) which the insulator will stand on

the testing apparatus under an artificial rain of an intensity equivalent

to that occurring in nature (about 2-5 mm. per min.), without per-

mitting spark discharges to jump across from its edge.

The insulators to be tested up to this voltage at which edge discharge

occurs were attached by their support to one pole of an alternating cur-

rent high tension transformer, with a wire loop about their groove to

the other pole.

The testing of all insulators took place at first dry, then in the rain.

The voltage was gradually increased till passage of sparks occurred by

varying a water resistance in the low tension circuit.

Wiring diagram of apparatus:

(Space for sketch of wiring.)

Besults of the Tests.

(Tables for recording the measurements, weight, voltages, humidity,

intensity of rainfall, etc.)
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Sketch of an air line insulator (for mechanical engineers) with value

of the operating voltage in ease of polyphase current.

(Space for sketch of irrigator with dimensions and rating.)

Example 5 is taken iron 'hr ::rra5 of report blank used in

the Experiment Station ::: Ilyiranlic Motors. Here, too,

double sheets. Si" X 13i", are used, on the first and fourth

pages of which the data given below, for example, is printed,

the first page also serving a.s a title page and the whole as an

envelope for sueh sheets and plots as mav bear the numerical

work or curves of the report.

Example 5.

Exercise Xo. (—). Experiment Station for Hydraulic 2<Iotors.

Brake Test of a Francis ScroU Turbine at Constant Gate OpeTiV\g.

(Setting on the seale of gate-opening. a= ).

The foUoinng observations are to be made:

(1) The head S by means of floats in the head and tail raee&

(2) The quantity of water Q by means of a weir in the tail race.

(3) The force P at the end of the brake beam L by means of scales.

(4) The rotative speed n by a counter.

The follomng ealeulations axe to be made:

(5) The indicated horsepower Ni.

(6) The effective horsepower "Ne.

(7) The efficiency E.

(8) Conversion of Q, F. r. X.;. .V,, tj E._= l m.

The results obtained for Q_. P-_, iN".-. ani E are to be plotted as func-

tions of llv

(Sketch of desired plot.)

(1) Determination of the head H. The float in the head race permits

a direct reading of the height Ho of the head water ; the float in the tail

race is first :: le set at tne hei^'nt :f tne weir edge; tne reading on the

seale= <*. Tnen:

h^ a— c.

E,= H' -^h= (F'— c) -f a,

S= Hq— S^.

(Sketch of apparatus with dimensions.)

(2) Determination of the quantity Q according to Freese's method:

in which:

u= (0.615 -r 0.0021/A)(l-f0.55(Vr)').
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(Sketch of weir witli dimensions.)

(6) Determination of the effective horsepower Ng.

The scales should be put in adjustment. From the values of the brake

arm (L= 0.798 m.), the brake pressure P and the rotative speed n we

have:

PL2irn _ Pn _ Pn
• ~ 60 X 75

~"
60X75 " 897

"

(S) Conversion of Q, P, etc., to fl'i= l m.

^ Q r^ P "
AT

-^''

Ni (H.P.) =^ Q (cbm. )H{m.)
to

(Sketch of brake and scales with dimensions.)

(Table with headings for recording readings and calculated results.)



REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NECROLOGY.

HENRY WILSON SPANGLER,

1858-1912.

Professor H. W. Spangler, a charter member of tMs society,

a member of its Council (1893-4), and a Vice-President

(1898-9), died at his home in Philadelphia of heart disease

on March 17th. For the past three years he had been in ill

health having but partially recovered from an almost fatal

attack of the above ailment in the late summer of 1909. Pro-

fessor Spangler 's achievements as engineer, educator and ad-

ministrator are known to the members of this society. The

estimate in which he was held by his colleagues at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania are well summed up in the following

tribute prepared by Professor Edgar Marburg and adopted

at a special commemorative meeting of the faculty held on

March 19th.

In recording the death, on March 17, of their friend and

associate, Henry Wilson Spangler, Whitney Professor of

Dynamical Engineering, the members of the University

Faculty feel moved to give expression, however inadequately,

to the great loss that has come to the University in the de-

parture of one of her most efficient and devoted servants, and
to their profound sense of personal bereavement in the death

of a staunch friend and wise counsellor.

With the exception of a three-year period of service in the

United States Navy, Professor Spangler has been a member of

the Faculty of the University since 1881. For more than a

quarter of a century he has labored for the advancement of the

important interests committed to his trust, with a singleness of

purpose and a seK-sacrificing devotion that served as an inspi-

ration to his associates, from the humblest to the highest. En-

dowed with quick initiative, resourcefulness, courage, and self

488
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reliance, his qualities of leadership stood out at their best at

times of emergencies; such as the destruction by fire of the

old Mechanical Engineering Building, and the almost im-

mediate and orderly resumption of activities in an incomplete,

new building, with such facilities as could be quickly im-

provised. A strict and almost military disciplinarian, he was

no less rigid in the standards which he applied to himself.

The respect and admiration in which he was held by his

students ripened into affection as they came to see him at

closer range, and recognized the bigness of heart and the

warmth of friendship that lay, poorly concealed, by a certain

mantle of austerity. There were few graduates who failed to

turn to him at some time for helpful counsel in the perplexi-

ties of later years, or who failed to accept it, even though it

ran counter to their o^^^l promptings. They had implicit con-

fidence in his judgment, and knew that his advice sprang

from genuine, almost paternal, solicitude for their welfare,

and that it was never given lightly. For some years before

his death, he published, at his own expense, and sent monthly

to every graduate of his department, a little pamphlet called

the "Connecting Rod," designed to give them information

about the department and about each other, in a simple, un-

affected way. Everything he did, for that matter, was done

in a like manner, for none had a more wholesome contempt

for the vanities, affectations, or shallow pretenses of man.

He possessed to a remarkable degree the faculty of per-

ceiving clearly, and almost intuitively, the essential elements

of a seemingly difficult problem or complex situation, and he

was as quick in action as in perception. Few excelled him in

the clear discernment of the fallacies of an argument or in

the directness of the challenge of such fallacies. Of a thor-

oughly progressive bent, he did not allow himself to be be-

guiled into strange paths by the educational fads and follies

of the hour. The business of education was, to him, a serious

business, with which liberties were not to be taken lightly.

Although his talents were frequently brought into requisition

in outer circles, his duties as a teacher, were, to him, ever of
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paramount importance, on which he allowed no professional

obligations of a busy lifetime to trench unduly.

JAMES DYNAN NEWTON,
1871-1912.

James Dynan Newton, dean of the engineering school,

Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois, died at the U. S. Marine

Hospital, Chicago, on August 8, 1912. Death came very sud-

denly after an illness of only one week, following an operation

for stomach trouble. Bom in Oswego, N. Y., in 1871, Mr.

Newton was graduated from Holy Cross in 1891 with the

degree of A.B., and from Cornell University four years later

with the degree of M.E. (in E.E,).

Soon after graduating from Cornell, Mr, Newton was ap-

pointed cadet engineer in the U. S. Revenue Cutter Service.

In 1896 he was commissioned third lieutenant of engineers

and in this capacity saw service in the Spanish-American

"War. He served five years as assistant professor of civil

engineering at the University of Kansas and in 1911 was

elected dean of the engineering school, Loyola University.

Elected a member of the Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education in 1908, Professor Newton took an

active interest in the work of the Society. An article from his

pen on the teaching of English in engineering schools ap-

peared in Volume XIX of the Proceedings.

FRANCIS H. STILLMAN,
1850-1912.

Mr. Francis H. Stillman, president of the "Watson-StiUman

Co., and a prominent figure in machine tool and engineering

industries, died suddenly at his home in Brooklyn, February

18, 1912. Born in New York February 20, 1850, Mr. Stillman

was graduated from Yale University in 1874 with the degree

of B.S. He was a member of various social and industrial

societies, among them the Hanover Club of Brooklyn, the

Engineers Club, the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, and a director of the National Association of Manufac-
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turers. He organized the Machinery Club of New York, and

was first president of this and of the National Metal Trades

Association. In addition to being president of the Watson-

Stillnian Co., at the time of his death he was president of the

Bridgeport Motor Co. and of the Pequanock Commercial Co.

and a director in other manufacturing firms. Mr. Stillman

was generally recognized as one of the most prominent Ameri-

can engineers on hydraulic machine and tool construction, and

his firm has built upwards of 4,000 different types of hydraulic

machines. His loss is keenly felt in a wide circle of friends in

the industrial and social world.

PHILIP ROUNSEVILLE ALGER,
1859-1912.

Professor Philip Rounseville Alger, United States Navy,

for the last nine years secretary' and treasurer of the Naval

Institute and editor of its Proceedings, died at Annapolis,

Maryland, on February 23, 1912.

Born at Boston, September 29, 1859, and graduated from

the Boston Latin School in 1876, he entered the Naval

Academy the same year, graduating four years later at the

head of his class. His first cruise on the Richmond took him

to the Pacific Station and to China. Returning in 1882, he

was ordered to the Bureau of Ordnance, where he began the

career that led to such distinction in later years.

Keen imagination, a practical common sense as well as a re-

markable gift for abstract reasoning, united to make Pro-

fessor Alger eminently fitted to meet the demands of the

situation and it is a significant fact that his entrance upon

ordnance duty coincided exactly with the beginning of the

" New Navy," of steel ships and built-up guns.

A second tour of duty afloat, this time in the Pensacola on

the European Station, from 1885 to 1888, was followed by

another assignment to the Bureau of Ordnance, and, a year

later (November, 1890), by transfer to the corps of professors

of mathematics.

Professor Alger now entered upon a new phase of his
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career and for more than nine years was associated intimately,

so far as ordnance was concerned, with every step of the re-

markable advance of that brief period in warship design.

In 1899 Professor Alger left the Bureau of Ordnance to

take up the duties of head of department of mechanics at the

Naval Academy. In 1903 he was induced to accept the posi-

tion of secretary and treasurer of the Naval Institute, a posi-

tion which carried with it the editorship of the Institute's

Proceedings; and the following year he resumed his con-

nection with the Bureau of Ordnance by becoming a member

of the special board on naval ordnance. This board, created

in 1904, was designed to act as an advisory board to the

Bureau, in connection especially with experimental work in

the development and test of ordnance material.

In spite of his connection with the Naval Institute and with

the special board, he continued his duties at the Naval

Academy until 1907, when his direct connection with the

Academy was severed ; and thereafter until his death he was

enabled to give his uninterrupted attention to the Institute

and the special board.

As an educator, Professor Alger exhibited a generous and

sympathetic comprehension of youth which made him emi-

nently successful in that sphere. As a member of the Society

for the Promotion of Engineering Education he kept in touch

with educational matters. At all times he aspired to make his

influence count for as much in the development of character

as in that of mind. He had, in a most unusual degree, the

gift of making and retaining friends and it is in this sphere

of personal influence as well as in public life that he rendered

a valuable service to his fellowmen.

T. GUILFORD SMITH,
1839-1912.

Dr. T. Guilford Smith died at his home in Buffalo, N. Y.,

February 20, 1912. He was graduated from Renssalaer

Polytechnic Institute with the degree of C.E., in 1861, re-
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ceived the honorary degree of LL.D. from Hobart College in

1899 and from Alfred University in 1903.

For many years of his active life, Dr. Smith was connected

as engineer or as sales manager with a number of engineering

and industrial companies. From 1899 until he retired from

active duties in 1911 he was with the Carnegie Steel Com-
pany and located at Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Smith was interested

in all public activities, and a member of a number of engi-

neering, political, historical, and educational societies.

SAMUEL BARCLAY CHARTERS, JR.,

1880-1912.

Samuel Barclay Charters, Jr., bom in Pittsburgh, January

1, 1880 ; father, Samuel Barclay Charters, now general grocer,

East Pittsburgh
;
prepared for college in the public schools of

his native city; entered the Department of Electrical Engi-

neering at Cornell University in the fall of 1900 and was

graduated in June 1904; employed in the Engineering De-

partment of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company from July 1, 1904 to July 1, 1905 ; made Instructor

in Electrical Engineering in Leland Stanford Junior Uni-

versity in September 1905 and promoted to an assistant pro-

fessorship in Stanford 1907.

He was made acting head of his department for the year

1911-12 while the regular head of the department was absent

on leave. During this year, also, he served as Chairman of

the San Francisco Section of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. He was granted a leave of absence from

Stanford during his sabbatical year 1912-13. Because of the

benefit of the practical experience involved he accepted for

this year the position of engineer-inspector for the Bureau
of Los Angeles Aqueduct Power. The duties of this position

required him to live in the east. He, therefore, made Pitts-

burgh a temporary home for himself and family.

Professor Charters was attacked by pneumonia on December
25 and died December 29, 1912. He was married in 1906 and
is survived by a son, five years old, and the mother.

33
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Professor Charters 's death was a great shock to all who
knew him. He was an inspiring teacher, greatly beloved by

his students because of his patience, integrity, ability and

practical spirit. The electrical industries have lost an able

technician and teaching engineer.

JAMES DIX SCHUYLER,
1848-1912.

James D. Schuyler, consulting hydraulic engineer, died at

his home in Los Angeles, Calif., on September 13, 1912, after

a two-months illness following a gradual break-down due to

overwork. Mr. Schuyler was born in Ithaca, N. Y., on May 11,

1848, and was married on July 25, 1889, to Miss Mary Ingalls

Tuliper in the city of San Diego. During the forty years pre-

ceding his death he was engaged in the design and construc-

tion of engineering works, many of them of great importance.

In the early years while engaged on the survey for the Union
Pacific Eailway he had many experiences in conflict with

Indians whose territory the surveying parties were obliged to

cross. For more than twenty years he was a consulting engi-

neer engaged in structural work, principally dams, in Cali-

fornia, Oregon, Mexico, Texas, Brazil, Japan and Hawaii.

He was one of seven noted men appointed by President Roose-

velt, in December 1908, to accompany Mr. Taft to Panama to

report on plans for the canal. His impressions of this trip

are recorded in the proceedings of the Engineers and Archi-

tects Association of Southern California for February 9, 1910.

Mr. Schuyler 's writings include a book on dam construction,

many papers contributed to the technical societies, and gov-

ernment reports on engineering projects. He became a mem-
ber of this society in the fall of 1910. At the time of his death

he was also a member of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers, the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Technical Society

of the Pacific Coast, the Engineers and Architects' Associa-

tion of Southern California and others.
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